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PREFACE v

The G-20 economies range widely in in-
comes and institutional structures, and in
the level of integration with the global econ-
omy.  They account for almost 65 percent of
the world’s people, about 70 percent of the
world’s poor and more than 75 percent of the
world economy.

At a meeting in Montreal in October 2000
the G-20 Finance Ministers and Central Bank
Governors discussed globalization, its impli-
cations for growth, inequality, and economic
security, and its challenges to public policy. The
discussion revealed broad agreement—in the
Montreal Consensus—on the main elements
of a sound policy approach to meeting these
challenges.  At the same time Ministers rec-
ognized the need for further work to develop
a deeper, shared understanding of globalization,
its effects on economies and societies and the
ways of maximizing its benefits.  To this end,
the members agreed to prepare case studies
outlining their respective experience with eco-
nomic integration.

At the fourth Ministerial meeting in New
Delhi, India in November 2002, a decision was
taken to publish this collection of case studies

to help inform the ongoing global dialogue on
how countries can reap the potential benefits
of global economic and financial integration,
and ensure that these benefits are widely and
equitably distributed, while avoiding potential
vulnerabilities to crises.

The overview summarizes some common
themes from the Workshop held in Australia
and the case studies prepared by Australia,
Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany, India,
Italy, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Russia, South
Africa, Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the
United States.

This publication does not attempt to pro-
ject a common view on the issues at hand.
Rather the case studies reflect the diversity of
G-20 members’ experiences with, and ap-
proaches to, increasingly global markets for
goods, services, and capital.

I am confident that by outlining, from the
perspective of policy makers themselves, the key
challenges and opportunities they face in deal-
ing with increasingly integrated markets, this
publication will provide useful insights to fur-
ther progress in ensuring a process of global-
ization that benefits all.

Jaswant Singh
Finance Minister

India

Preface





OVERVIEW 1

The steady liberalization of world markets for
goods and services over the last half century has
contributed to an enormous increase in global
prosperity and welfare by increasing produc-
tivity and workers’ incomes, promoting greater
competition, and expanding consumers’ access
to higher quality products at lower prices. In
the G-20 benefits have flowed to formerly very
poor economies and to industrial economies.

Continuing the recent progress in reduc-
ing poverty and inequality in the G-20 and in
the broader world requires improving recent
policies and sustaining robust global growth.
Closer international economic integration can
prompt faster growth in living standards, but
it is only one part of a comprehensive devel-
opment policy. Governments have critical roles
in creating a stable macroeconomic environ-
ment, and in investing in the institutions, ed-
ucation systems, health systems, and social
safety nets essential for inclusive, stable, sus-
tainable growth. 

The case studies of G-20 members in this
book are not a consolidated G-20 view of
globalization. Instead, they reveal the diversity
of experiences and policies. Some common
themes emerge nonetheless. 

Cross-border capital flows can boost aver-
age growth rates by allowing savings with other-
wise low returns in rich countries to finance
higher-productivity investments in poorer coun-
tries. But short-term capital flows can increase
the variability of growth rates, unless carefully
managed in the receiving countries. They can
also increase the vulnerability to crises if there
are unsustainable tensions among domestic eco-
nomic policies, or if economic institutions and
prudential supervision are inadequately devel-
oped. So, while openness to international
financial flows brings important and long-lasting

benefits, it can raise the cost of bad macroeco-
nomic and structural policies, weak institu-
tions, and political uncertainty.

Member experiences show that opening
to international capital flows needs to be closely
monitored. Careful sequencing is important to
provide time to build domestic economic in-
stitutions and prudential supervision. The in-
ternational community also has an important
role—developing codes and standards based on
shared experience, conducting surveillance and
peer reviews, and providing technical assis-
tance. A broader political challenge is for lead-
ers to create a domestic climate supportive of
policies that will build wealth. Such reforms can
be enacted in balanced, timely policy packages
that reduce the risk of crises. 

As with economic adjustments arising from
changes in factor and commodity prices, the
changes from economic globalization can cause
losses to some members of society. So effective
social policies are an important element of a com-
prehensive public policy response to sustain a
political consensus supporting open markets.
Good social policies are also critical to meeting
the economic challenges of globalization. Gov-
ernments and the international community
must work together to ensure the provision of
efficient and affordable programs that help with
transitional impacts of change—as well as those
that provide the skills and knowledge for peo-
ple and businesses to respond to the rapidly
changing demands of the global market.

Countries that have embraced closer inter-
national economic integration and minimized
or avoided economic crises have made large
and sustained strides against poverty—on a
scale unprecedented in human history. There is
no evidence of a correlation between globaliza-
tion and increasing national inequality. Instead,

Overview



2 OVERVIEW

inequality has widened in some countries, nar-
rowed in others, and changed little in the rest.
The different outcomes seem to reflect differ-
ent starting points, different national policies,
and different national economic experiences. Al-
though national inequality has widened in some
countries, absolute living standards for the poor
have not necessarily declined. 

G-20 MEMBERS’ EXPERIENCES

Market opening measures leading to greater
flows of goods, capital, and knowledge have cre-
ated greater prosperity and higher living stan-
dards for G-20 members, which have become
more integrated with one another and the
broader global economy over the past 20 years.
Tariff rates have been cut, and cross-border
capital flows have increased. As trade and in-
vestment have risen, international specialization
has increased, productivity has grown, real eco-
nomic output per capita has increased, and
basic social indicators have improved (table 1).
The impact on welfare from consumers’ abil-
ity to purchase a wider range of goods and ser-
vices at lower prices is more difficult to measure
but also important.

Contrary to the belief of many critics,
globalization has not led to widening income
disparities. The numbers in extreme poverty in
the G-20 have fallen dramatically over the last
20–30 years, and for the group as a whole, mea-
sures of inequality have declined modestly1.

The diversity of country experiences in
the G-20 case studies suggests that while mar-
ket opening is desirable, it is not sufficient to
maximize globalization’s benefits. Fully bene-
fiting from the forces of globalization requires
well-developed domestic institutions, coherent
and sustainable macroeconomic policies, and
effective structural policies. Structural reforms
are needed to ensure that economies can ad-
just flexibly to changing patterns of demand.
Good health and education systems are needed
to support productivity and provide the skills
and abilities necessary for workers to produce
the goods in demand on global and domestic
markets. And effective social safety nets are
needed to facilitate adjustment to changes in
employment associated with developments in

global markets—and to sustain a political con-
sensus in favor of open markets.

The case studies of countries that have suf-
fered financial crises in the last decade show that
premature or poorly sequenced capital account
liberalization can highlight inconsistencies in
macroeconomic policies and increase the risk
and magnitude of financial crises. Why? Be-
cause short-term capital inflows can be easily
reversed. Better information flows and com-
parisons of country performances by partici-
pants in globalized financial markets have
made policy coherence and sustainability more
important—and raised the costs of delaying
correction of unsustainable policies. 

The case studies add to other evidence
showing that economic integration has led to
significant improvements in living standards.
The benefits are broadly based, and there is no
evidence that opening markets to trade and in-
vestment flows increase income inequality.

The G-20 experiences do not suggest that
moving away from open markets would en-
hance economic performance, overall social wel-
fare, or equity. They show that even members that
suffered economic crises have not shied away
from the opportunities provided by integration
with global markets. Instead, they have set about
building policies and institutions to maximize the
benefits from economic globalization.

SOME RECURRENT THEMES FROM THE

CASE STUDIES

TRADE LIBERALIZATION

The experiences of G-20 members show that
the process of integration into world markets
for goods and services has contributed much to
improved living standards. Access to foreign
markets has allowed exporters to reap the ben-
efits of returns to scale and scope, while imports
have improved the quality and choice avail-
able to domestic consumers. The competitive
discipline that comes from the actual or po-
tential entry of foreign competitors has en-
sured that the benefits of more efficient
production are passed on to consumers—in
the former of lower prices and higher quality—
rather than appropriated by participants in
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4 OVERVIEW

protected industries. By spurring innovation,
competitive discipline has been an important
driver of efficiency and productivity growth in
its own right. 

The case studies illustrate that trade liber-
alization requires the effective management of
the accompanying structural adjustment—and
that public investments in education, training,
and social safety nets are important to maximize
its benefits and ensure they are available to all. 

CAPITAL ACCOUNT LIBERALIZATION

The case studies reveal a range of experiences
with opening economies and financial markets
to foreign investment. Some members have had
a highly open capital account regime through-
out their modern economic history. Some have
liberalized at different paces in recent decades.
And some are slowly reducing controls on cap-
ital movements. 

The diversity of starting positions—and the
interaction of capital account arrangements
with unique domestic economic structures,
policies, and regulations—mean that it is not
possible to formulate a guide to the pace and
sequencing of liberalization for all countries to
follow under all circumstances. Instead, the case
studies provide instructive lessons that could
help countries liberalizing their capital ac-
counts. The most important of these lessons
is that maximizing benefits from open capital
markets requires sound economic policies
within well-regulated, supervised, managed,
and capitalized financial systems.

Members’ experiences confirm that differ-
ent forms of cross-border capital flows pose
different issues for regulatory and prudential
control—and for stability. Foreign direct in-
vestment flows tend to remain stable, to arise
from a long-term commercial relationship, and
to bring benefits in technology and management
practices that can strengthen the recipient econ-
omy’s economic performance. Short-term bor-
rowings and portfolio investment flows, much
more quickly reversed, are rarely the result of
longer-term investor commitment to a coun-
try. Thus, they sometimes contribute to exter-
nal crises, particularly in the context of
inconsistencies in host-country macroeconomic

policies, weaknesses in the domestic financial
sector, and poor prudential supervision. 

STRUCTURAL POLICIES

Closer global economic integration delivers its
benefits by permitting greater specialization
and by lifting domestic economic performance
to global levels through intensified competition.
The benefits imply structural change. The case
studies show that benefiting fully from access
to external markets requires an economy to
smoothly allocate additional resources to the
production of goods in strong demand and to
withdraw resources from sectors where demand
is declining. 

The countries in the case studies have pur-
sued a variety of structural policies to facilitate
adjustment, reflecting the different starting
points of their economies, the nature of their
external liberalization efforts, and their do-
mestic political preferences and social choices.
In general, countries that have pursued poli-
cies fostering the responsiveness of firms, house-
holds, and workers to price signals have been
most successful in meeting the challenges of
globalization. This implies that structural re-
forms in seemingly domestic areas are, in fact,
important to equipping the economy to re-
spond to international opportunities. 

Paradoxically, broader packages of economic
change may involve fewer costs than narrower
changes (because the losers from some changes
may be gainers from others). Reforms in widely
used sectors such as transport, power generation,
and telecommunications have particular poten-
tial to improve overall economic performance by
lowering costs and thus speeding the dividends
from adaptation to global opportunities. 

Transparency and sound financial sector reg-
ulation and supervision. Many of the case stud-
ies suggest that problems experienced after
liberalizing the capital account were due mostly
to inadequate transparency and insufficiently
developed prudential and regulatory mecha-
nisms. The international community has re-
sponded by developing standards and codes for
economic and financial transparency and for
policy in such key areas as financial sector reg-
ulation and supervision. It has also helped
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countries identify weaknesses in these areas
through stronger surveillance, notably the Re-
ports on Observance of Standards and Codes
(ROSCs) by the IMF and the Financial Sec-
tor Assessment Program (FSAP) undertaken
jointly by the IMF and World Bank. G-20
countries have played an active role in this
process. At the first G-20 Ministerial meeting
in Berlin in December 1999, the group en-
dorsed the ROSC and FSAP exercises and
agreed that member countries should partici-
pate in them.

Better information flows and comparisons
of country performance by participants in
globalized financial markets have made cred-
ibility and sustainability in government policy
and regulation more important. Policy incon-
sistencies now tend to be more quickly iden-
tified and more severely punished by
international markets. The case studies illus-
trate that building structural and institutional
supports for a more global economy is a process
best approached systematically, usually with in-
ternational technical assistance or foreign fi-
nancial expertise. Building domestic institutions
and the effective machinery of prudential su-
pervision is time-consuming—but essential. 

Labor market reforms and competition pol-
icy. Strong labor market and competition frame-
works are the structural policies most critical
to ensuring smooth adaptation to the new,
higher-productivity opportunities offered
through open international markets. Labor
markets are important in minimizing the ex-
tent and duration of unemployment. The case
studies highlight that those countries with less-
flexible labor markets encountered difficulties
in allowing labor to move quickly to emerging
sectors and reallocating other complementary
resources, such as capital, from sectors experi-
encing a temporary or permanent decline in de-
mand to expanding sectors. 

The role of government. The experience of
the G-20 members indicates that a thorough
assessment of the appropriate role of govern-
ment in the economy, including regulation
and state ownership of firms, can help coun-
tries benefit fully from open international mar-
kets. There is no single “appropriate” level of
government intervention for all countries.

Instead, what is appropriate will vary depending
on the historical, cultural, and institutional
base of the country. But it is important for gov-
ernments to actively consider, and periodi-
cally re-examine, the role their interventions
ought to play in the economy—to ensure that
the costs are justified by the need to achieve
other public policy objectives. In addition, the
process of assessment adds transparency and
credibility to the reform agenda.

SOCIAL POLICIES

A recurring theme in several case studies is
how supportive social policies contribute to
good economic performance. Opening markets
adds to the pressures for far-reaching structural
change. But the need for policies to help peo-
ple and countries adapt to change also arises
from other sources, such as technological ad-
vances or changes in relative prices that can also
cause economic and social dislocation. Good
social policies help in adapting to all changes,
whatever their source. 

The experiences of the countries studied
show that effective social policies help sustain
a political consensus that supports open mar-
kets. First, good policies ease the transition
for those negatively affected by the perma-
nent structural changes that can result from
market-opening measures. Second, they pro-
vide social insurance against risks that are not
privately insurable, such as the consequences
of large shifts in demand. And third, they help
people adjust to changing market conditions.

A well-developed education system and a
health care system that provides portable cov-
erage help contribute to an economy and
labor market that is flexible and better able
to adjust to shocks. Other types of social
policies, such as labor retraining, matter for

BOX 1
The Benefits of World Trade Organization Membership

All G-20 members have chosen to be members of the World Trade Organization (WTO).
G-20 governments have judged that membership in the WTO (and its predecessor, the
GATT) has tended to improve access to external markets and has increased attractiveness
as a destination for stable foreign direct investment. Membership also provides open, rules-
based dispute resolution and a voice in the negotiation of global trade rules. 

Most G-20 members have steadily reduced tariffs over the past 20 years, enjoying a cor-
responding increase in trade as a percentage of GDP from about 33 percent in 1980 to
about 44 percent in 2000.
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those directly affected by economic change.
In the absence of effective social policies, the
accelerated changes from integration in in-
ternational markets can lead to opposition
from those fearful of redundancy or of seeing
traditional skills devalued. Even when the
net benefits of liberalization for society are
large, local areas of loss can be a powerful ob-
stacle to change. Such opposition may un-
dermine broader support for the reform
process. 

The degree to which policies should insu-
late people from adverse outcomes—rather
than helping them to adjust—is of great prac-
tical policy importance. The case studies sug-
gest that the best social policies will achieve their
equity and social insurance objectives while
contributing to flexible and efficient labor
markets. The policies chosen will inevitably re-
flect a complex interplay of social preferences,
political structure, historical, and institutional
conditions. This is consistent with the obser-
vation in some case studies that labor market
rigidities—although often resulting from well-
intentioned, equity-oriented motives—can be
counterproductive, exacting a high cost in eco-
nomic efficiency and performance while fail-
ing to help the poor and marginalized.

BROADENING THE BENEFITS OF

GLOBALIZATION—OPTIONS FOR ACTION

Both the case studies and the workshop on
globalization, poverty, and inequality have
identified useful policy lessons. 

NATIONAL POLICIES

Globalization has not reduced national gov-
ernments’ capacity for vital interventions
through domestic policy. No member gov-
ernment claims that it faces significantly re-
duced national capacity for action. The case
studies also confirm that fully benefiting from
globalization requires well-developed domes-
tic institutions to support coherent and sus-
tainable macroeconomic and structural policies.

The policies essential to maximize the ben-
efits from globalization include:
• Liberalized trade and investment regimes.
• Cautious liberalization of the capital ac-

count, especially as it affects short-term
capital flows.

• Institutional development, particularly in
the legal and financial sectors, and careful
regard to sound prudential regulation in the
financial sector.

BOX 2
Capital account liberalization—lessons from G-20 experiences

Openness to cross-border capital flows is an important complement to open markets for goods and services,
since integrated global capital markets allow poorer countries to finance investment beyond the limits per-
mitted by domestic savings. Foreign direct investment (FDI)—a particularly stable and long-term form of
international capital flow—also conveys the benefits of exposure to more advanced technologies and man-
agement than may be available domestically. OECD data show that developing countries, as a group, re-
ceive almost twice the inward FDI in proportion to their GDP as developed countries.

The case studies show how G-20 members have reduced barriers to cross-border capital flows over the past
20 years, enabling the consolidation of progress in economic and financial development, and set the stage
for stronger growth and higher incomes. But they also show that without the necessary institutions and
regulatory framework, particularly in the financial sector, volatile short-term capital flows can contribute
to crises. Creating an environment to help countries obtain the benefits of an open capital account while
minimizing vulnerability to crises has been an important impetus behind efforts by the international com-
munity to develop and promote standards and codes for economic and financial transparency—and poli-
cies for financial sector regulation and supervision. 

Moreover, the Mexican crisis of 1995 highlighted that strictly implemented regulatory and institutional changes
are required in addition to domestic reforms in institution building, property rights, and contract enforce-
ment. To be successful the reform process must also remain flexible enough to address new domestic and
global economic developments.

Korea’s 1997 crisis reflected the culmination of structural imbalances, institutional shortcomings, and ex-
ternal shocks from the Thai and Indonesian crises. But the crisis proved a catalyst for domestic support for
comprehensive economic reforms.

French and Chinese accounts of financial sector liberalization illustrate how measured approaches can de-
velop domestic institutional and regulatory strengths, in step with opening to global capital markets. 

The case studies show that members have refrained from reversing the broad direction of capital account lib-
eralization in the face of crises. Instead, they have worked to build the institutions, prudential supervisory poli-
cies, and skills that reduce the risks of future crises. This determination to avoid reversing a policy of liberalizing
the capital account can be viewed as the authorities’ recognition of the long-run benefits of liberalization.
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• Effective social programs and safety nets to
facilitate the structural adjustments required
to make the most of new opportunities. 

THE INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

A common theme in the case studies is the im-
portance of international institutions in facil-
itating the reforms to fully capitalize on the
potential benefit of globalization. In particu-
lar, these institutions can highlight other coun-
tries’ best policy practices and identify desirable
reforms. 

STATISTICAL IMPROVEMENTS

Better comparability in national statistics would
make the benefits of globalization clearer and
improve analysis of the policies to maximize
them. They would also promote broader un-
derstanding of trends in poverty and inequal-
ity. The Sydney workshop on Globalization,
Poverty, and Inequality identified possible sta-
tistical action for countries:
• Participation or financial and technical

support for the International Comparison
Program (ICP). The ICP will produce
more comprehensive, better quality, more

timely, and better disseminated Purchasing
Power Parity data. Such improvements
would greatly facilitate public under-
standing of progress against poverty—and
areas of remaining challenge.

• Better quality national household survey
data on income or consumption, and bet-
ter international comparability of such
data, through supporting principles such
as those enunciated by the Canberra Group
and comparisons such as those facilitated
by the Luxembourg Income Study.

NOTES

1. For a range of estimates arriving at these
conclusions by different methodologies, see
David Dollar, “Global Economic Integration
and Global Inequality”, in Globalisation, Liv-
ing Standards and Inequality: Recent Progress
and Continuing Challenges, pp. 19–27; and
Xavier Sala-I-Martin and Sanket Mohapatra,
Poverty, Inequality and the Distribution of Income
in the G20, background paper to the New
Delhi G-20 Finance Ministers and Central
Bank Governors’ meeting, November 2002,
available on the G-20 website.
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Australia’s experience with globalization falls in
two waves, the first in the late 19th and early
20th centuries (bracketing Australian federa-
tion as a modern nation in 1901) and the sec-
ond in the current era. Between these two
waves Australia followed policies that had the
(probably unintentional) effect of weakening
Australia’s links to the global economy, at a time
when globalization was in retreat because of
World Wars I and II and “beggar thy neigh-
bor” responses to the Great Depression. This
“de-globalization” reduced Australia’s economic
performance in both absolute terms and rela-
tive to other OECD economies, against which
its performance is usually benchmarked. Con-
versely, in recent years policy reforms have
reintegrated the Australian economy with the
global one, leading to strong improvements in
productivity and income growth.

Despite Australia’s increased integration
with the global economy, macroeconomic
volatility has decreased. There has been strong
growth in average incomes—yet, as in many
OECD economies, the distribution of indi-
viduals’ disposable incomes (after taxes and
transfers) widened a little over the past two
decades. But a targeted social safety net and a
reformed tax system ensured that the house-
hold income distribution did not widen in
the second half of the 1990s1.

The reform process was not without fric-
tions. And as with any national economic ad-
justment where the rest of the world’s practices
are also evolving, the process remains incom-
plete. Financial sector deregulation outpaced
supervisory and corporate governance reforms
for a period, and there were forced mergers of
some minor banks and several large corpora-
tions. But those problems were corrected with-
out reintroducing regulation. 

Australia has enjoyed considerable benefits
from its policy reforms supporting globaliza-
tion. Moreover, the policy challenges of glob-
alization have been met without adverse effects
on aggregate employment and economic sta-
bility, and without contributing to poverty or
inequality.

TWO WAVES OF GLOBALIZATION

Throughout the 19th century the Australian
colonies flourished through primary indus-
trial exports. As an exporter of raw materials
to the British Empire, the modern Australian
economy was effectively born globalized.

From white settlement in the late 1700s, a
steady increase in population and economic ac-
tivity took place, burgeoning in 1851 with the
discovery of gold in Victoria. Immigration then
accelerated, increasing the population from just
over 400,000 people to around 1 million in a
decade—and to about 3 million by 1890 (Cat-
ley 1996, p. 44). Between 1860 and 1870 real
per capita gross domestic product (GDP) grew
by about 5 percent a year. In 1870 the average
per capita income of the Australian colonies was
around 40 percent higher than in any other na-
tion (Andersen and Garnaut 1987, pp. 15–17)—
and 75 percent higher than in the United States
(The Economist, 17 March 1984, p. 16).

But in 1888 the land and building boom
collapsed, partly due to a slump in Britain, lead-
ing to a 25 percent cut in Australia’s export
prices and a drying up of capital inflows. Im-
ports fell, government revenues shrank by a
quarter, per capita income fell by around 10
percent, and unemployment rose sharply (Cat-
ley 1996, p. 45). The depression of the 1890s
had a lasting influence on Australian policy
throughout the early 20th century. Heavy

Australia
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reliance on primary exports left the economy
highly susceptible to fluctuations in world
commodity prices, perhaps reinforcing the de-
sire of Australian policymakers for employ-
ment and stability in the more diversified
industrial economy they were trying to foster.

From federation in 1901 until the 1970s,
Australia’s economic development was shaped
by inward-looking, protectionist policies that
sought to build manufacturing industries be-
hind a wall of tariffs. This approach was asso-
ciated with a decline in Australia’s high living
standards relative to other nations. This do-
mestic policy framework interacted with the
two World Wars and the Great Depression to
progressively disengage Australia from the
world economy. Between 1900 and the mid-
1980s growth in per capita GDP was weaker
than in any other industrial country, causing
Australia to fall from 1st to 14th place in terms
of GDP per capita (Andersen and Garnaut
1987, pp. 15–17). Moreover, Australia’s share
of world exports fell from 1.7 percent in 1960
to 1.1 percent in 1987 (Kelly 1992, p. 14).

The oil price shocks and stagflation of the
1970s led, through regulated and inflexible
labor markets, to persistently high unemploy-
ment in the 1980s. Australian governments rec-
ognized the untenability of the protectionist
tradition, and significant and wide-ranging
reforms were set in motion (see also below, in

the section on labor market reforms). As Kelly
(1992, p. 15) summarizes:

The decade of the 1980s saw the advance
towards a multi-racial Australia, the demise
of protection, the start of the long-awaited
assault on arbitration, a loss of confidence
in State power and a turning away from
government paternalism, a shift towards
market power and deregulation to varying
degrees, efforts to secure better enterprise
productivity and work place reform, a deeper
sense of national self-reliance, a reappraisal
of welfare as a need not a right, and an em-
phasis on individual responsibility as well as
individual entitlement. Australia’s economic
orientation was more outward-looking and
its aspiration was to become an efficient
and confident nation in the Asia Pacific.

REFORMS TO OPEN MARKETS

The transformation of the Australian econ-
omy was pervasive, and its benefits took time
to emerge. But by the early 1990s the benefits
of reintegrating with a globalizing economy
were becoming clear.

LIBERALIZATION OF CONTROLS ON DOMESTIC

MARKETS FOR GOODS, SERVICES, CAPITAL, AND

ACCESS TO FOREIGN MARKETS

Australia’s market-opening reforms are per-
haps most evident in the removal of trade and
industrial protection measures and in the free-
ing up of capital markets and flows.

Removal of trade and industrial protection
measures. The effective rate of protection in Aus-
tralia rose steadily from the beginning of the
20th century until the 1970s—a significant fac-
tor in the fall in the ratio of trade to GDP (fig-
ure 1). The move away from protection began
in 1973, commencing with a 25 percent cut
in all tariffs in an effort to ease inflation and
increase competitiveness and productivity.

The economic stress caused by oil price
shocks, however, saw certain industries—such as
passenger motor vehicles, textiles, clothing, and
footwear—reprotected by quotas that persisted
into the 1980s. But such protection was unable
to sustain employment levels in the protected

Figure 1.  Australian exports, 1901–2002
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industries. Protection of textiles, clothing, and
footwear, for example, more than doubled in the
1970s, yet employment levels fell (Higgins 1989).
The share of manufacturing in GDP peaked in
the early 1960s and declined through the 1990s
as the service sector grew strongly.

After the lowering of tariff barriers in the
1970s and the adoption of a floating exchange
rate in 1983, the ratio of exports and imports
to GDP increased steadily. In the 1940s and early
1950s the share of exports in GDP (at current
prices) was around 20 percent (see figure 1). It
fell to about 15 percent in the late 1950s and
stayed there until the 1980s. But by 2001–02
exports accounted for about 22 percent of GDP.
This strong growth in exports was accompanied
by a change in their composition—away from
agriculture toward services and elaborately trans-
formed manufacturing (figure 2).

Destinations for Australian exports have
also changed. During the 1930s nearly 60 per-
cent of Australia’s exports went to then-
traditional trading partners in Europe—
particularly France, Germany, and the United
Kingdom. By 1996–97 such countries ac-
counted for only 7 percent of Australia’s exports
of goods and services, while three-quarters
went to partner economies in the Asia-Pacific
Economic Cooperation group.

Freeing up of capital markets and flows.
Through the late 1960s and early 1970s a na-
tional mining boom and associated rises in the
stock market saw capital inflows to Australia ac-
celerate sharply, with considerable inflationary
effect. The government responded with measures
aimed at reducing capital flows to contain in-
flation and ease pressure on the exchange rate.

By 1981 it was apparent that while perhaps
effective in the short term, there was no reason
for frequent or sustained use of capital controls.
That year, a Committee of Inquiry into the Aus-
tralian Financial System suggested that capital
controls be available only during the transi-
tion to a more market-oriented foreign ex-
change system, and spurred Australia to embark
on a relatively rapid transformation from one
of the world’s most regulated financial sectors
to one of the more liberal (see below).

The phasing out of protectionist policies, to-
gether with financial deregulation and structural

reforms in labor and product markets, led to an
acceleration in economic growth rates. During
the 1960s Australia’s growth performance slipped
below the OECD average. Below-average growth
continued until the 1990s. But the 1990s (es-
pecially the second half ) saw high productivity
growth, strong growth in GDP and GDP per
capita, low inflation, and falling unemployment
—not only from Australia’s perspective, but
also relative to other major industrial countries
(figure 3).

Figure 2.  Sectoral composition of exports from Australia, 1974–2002
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Had Australia continued to underperform
the average OECD growth rate for real per
capita GDP over the past three decades by the
same margin that it underperformed it in the
1960s, per capita GDP would now be almost
12 percent lower (A$3,500) than the actual
level (Parkinson 2001).

DIFFERENT TREATMENT OF DIFFERENT TYPES

OF CAPITAL

Capital controls. Australia has long relied on cap-
ital inflows to supplement the domestic savings
of its relatively small population. As a result sus-

tained current account deficits were standard
for most of the 19th and 20th centuries. In the
years preceding the mining boom of the late
1960s, foreign capital predominantly consisted
of direct investment—while in the early 1970s
portfolio capital and institutional loans some-
times exceeded direct investment as sources of
international capital. In the context of a fixed
exchange rate (between the Australian and
U.S. dollars), capital inflows were often infla-
tionary and accompanied by speculation on the
future of the exchange rate. But in the early
1970s the fixed exchange rate was abandoned,
marking the first significant change in the ex-
change rate since 1949 and leading to a series
of discrete shifts in the level of the peg.

As noted, during this period the Australian
government implemented measures aimed at re-
ducing capital inflows. The central feature was
a variable deposit requirement, introduced in
1972, that acted as a market-based restriction
on capital inflows. Under this scheme a portion
of foreign loans had to be deposited in the Re-
serve Bank of Australia (in Australian dollars) in
an interest-free, nonassignable account until
loan repayments were made. By raising the cost
of overseas borrowing, the variable deposit re-
quirement effectively served as a tax on such
funds. The requirement was suspended in 1977.

In 1981 the Committee of Inquiry into the
Australian Financial System concluded that
while the variable deposit requirement had
been effective in the short term, there was no
reason to reintroduce it or to make frequent or
sustained use of it—or of other instruments like
it (such as inflow or outflow taxes). Such con-
trols on capital inflows imposed costs on bor-
rowers and on overall economic activity by
distorting resource allocations.

Foreign investment controls. Responding to ris-
ing nationalist sentiment, foreign investment
policy became more restrictive between the late
1960s and mid-1980s (figure 4). This approach
contributed to an increase in the share of the cur-
rent account deficit financed by borrowings and
portfolio debt inflows. It also may have reduced
the efficiency of capital allocations (figure 5).

More recently, broader liberalization poli-
cies and the move away from protectionist
policies have seen increased liberalization of the

Figure 4.  Changes in foreign investment policy in Australia, 1970–99
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foreign investment regime, while maintaining
the pre-establishment screening process. But
since the mid-1980s the regulations guiding the
vetting procedures have been eased consider-
ably, resulting in a more open, efficient,
investor-friendly regime2.

ROLE OF REGIONAL ECONOMIC ARRANGEMENTS

Regional economic arrangements have not
played a big role in the “reglobalization” of the
Australian economy. That said, the Australia-
New Zealand Closer Economic Relations Trade
Agreement of 1983 and the APEC goal of in-
creasing economic prosperity and improving
social conditions (particularly through free
and open trade and investment, as enunciated
at the 1994 conference in Bogor, Indonesia)
have contributed to the consolidation of do-
mestic policies.

The benefits of the agreement with New
Zealand are indicative of the benefits of regional
economic arrangements. Its central provision
is the creation of a free trade agreement con-
sistent with World Trade Organization (WTO)
requirements. All tariffs and quantitative re-
strictions on trade in goods between Australia
and New Zealand have been eliminated. The
agreement also covers services and addresses the
harmonization of a range of nontariff measures
that affect the free flow of goods and services—
including those related to quarantine and cus-
toms issues, standards, and business laws. The
tangible economic results that Australia has seen
from such arrangements have helped increase
domestic support for policies with an increas-
ingly global focus. (Australia has also benefited
from peer reviews through international com-
parisons, particularly through the work of the
OECD and the International Monetary Fund’s
article IV process).

REFORMS OF DOMESTIC ECONOMIC POLICIES

Reforms of Australia’s domestic economic poli-
cies have been invaluable in repositioning the
economy to allow for maximum exploitation
of the benefits of globalization. The forward-
looking medium-term framework now in place
for fiscal policy and monetary policy means that

each is anchored by a clear primary objective
that it is best suited to achieving: fiscal policy
to ensure adequate public saving, and mone-
tary policy to maintain low inflation.

Thus macroeconomic policy is directed at
keeping the economy growing at a strong but
sustainable rate—avoiding excess demand pres-
sures that would create inflation and widen the
current account deficit. This approach is es-
sential to sustain economic expansion and
avoid the boom-bust cycle that has plagued
Australia, contributing to higher unemploy-
ment in the 1980s and early 1990s (see below).

DEVELOPMENTS IN KEY MACROECONOMIC

POLICY VARIABLES

Until the early 1990s Australia’s economic per-
formance was constrained by the tendency for
inflation and current account pressures to
emerge after even brief periods of strong eco-
nomic growth. Policy periodically allowed—
or even contributed to—the emergence of
excess demand pressures. Subsequent policy
tightening to control rising inflation and cur-
rent account deficits contributed to short-term
economic downturns. Policy was occasionally
reactive, short term in its focus, and unclear in
its objectives.

Fiscal policy. To ensure the transparency
and accountability of its finances, Australia’s fed-
eral government now operates under the 1998
Charter of Budget Honesty Act (see
http://www.treasury.gov.au for the complete
charter). The charter requires the government
to present its long-term fiscal strategy with
each budget, along with short-term fiscal ob-
jectives and targets. The government must
also explain the broad strategic priorities on
which the budget is based and specify the key
fiscal measures against which fiscal policy will
be assessed.

The charter also requires comprehensive
economic and fiscal outlook reports to be re-
leased at the time of each budget, at mid-year,
and within 10 days of the issuing of a writ for
a general election. Among other things, these
reports must contain fiscal estimates for the cur-
rent budget year and following three fiscal
years, the economic and other assumptions
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used in preparing those estimates, and a state-
ment of risks that may have material effects on
the fiscal outlook.

In addition, the charter requires the prepa-
ration of an intergenerational report to assess
the long-term sustainability of current gov-
ernment policies over a 40-year period, taking
into account the financial implications of de-
mographic changes. The report is to be re-
viewed every five years.

The government retains necessary policy
flexibility within this framework. The medium-
term strategy was formulated partly in re-
sponse to a perceived structural deterioration
in the current account deficit, associated with
a decline in public saving. The strategy aims
to achieve budget balance, on average, over the
course of the economic cycle—reducing the
government’s direct contribution to the current
account deficit through ongoing budget deficits.

This fiscal policy framework has signifi-
cantly improved Australia’s fiscal position
and contributed to its strong economic per-
formance in recent years. In 2000–01 and
2001–02 expansionary fiscal policy supported
the domestic economy in the face of a weaker
international environment. The medium-
term fiscal strategy allows fiscal policy to re-
spond to short-term economic fluctuations
and since 2000 has helped Australia maintain
solid economic growth relative to other
industrial countries. Since 1995–96 the

Australian government’s general net debt has
fallen from 23 percent of GDP to 7 percent,
compared with an OECD average of about
44 percent in 2000.

Monetary policy. The Reserve Bank of Aus-
tralia’s charter requires that it exercise monetary
policy in a way that contributes to the stability
of the Australian dollar, to the maintenance of
full employment, and to the economic prosperity
and welfare of the Australian people. Since 1993
these objectives have found practical expres-
sion in an inflation target, with the bank seek-
ing to limit annual inflation to 2–3 percent
over the 10-year economic cycle (figure 6). This
target is the centerpiece of the monetary policy
framework. It guides decisionmaking on mon-
etary policy and provides an anchor for private
sector inflation expectations.

This objective was formalized in the 1996
Statement on the Conduct of Monetary Pol-
icy, issued by the treasurer and by the gover-
nor of the Reserve Bank. This agreement also
ensured the bank’s operational independence
from the government. With this indepen-
dence, however, comes the need for trans-
parency and accountability.

The bank’s conduct of monetary policy is
explained through several channels. It pub-
licly announces any policy change, giving de-
tailed reasons for it. In addition, each year it
publishes four statements on monetary policy,
which contain detailed analysis of the economy
and financial markets and an account of the
considerations for the policies adopted by the
bank. The bank’s governor also appears twice
a year before a parliamentary committee to
answer questions about bank policies.

Australia’s experience shows that re-
integration with the global economy need not
come at the cost of increased volatility in the
domestic economy. Variance in Australian GDP
over the economic cycle has declined markedly
over the four economic cycles of the past 40
years (Simon 2001). This is partly because the
increasingly diversified Australian economy is
more resilient to any single shock to the terms
of trade, and partly because recent external
shocks have not been as large as they once were
(for example, the oil price shocks of the 1970s).
Improving the arrangements for fiscal and

Figure 6.  Average annual inflation in Australia, 1900s–1990s

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics 2001a; Butlin 1962.
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monetary policies and setting them in a
medium-term framework have also helped sta-
bilize the economy.

MICROECONOMIC REFORMS

Structural reforms increase economic efficiency
by making an economy more competitive and
dynamic and by removing distortions that mis-
allocate resources. Australia has made significant
microeconomic reforms over the past 20 years—
and while the reform process is never com-
plete, Australia has in recent years enjoyed the
benefits of a stronger, growing economy that is
more flexible, adaptable, and resistant to external
economic shocks. Reforms have been particu-
larly notable in labor markets, competition
policy, the financial sector, and the tax system.

Labor markets. For most of the 20th century
successive governments obligated employers to
pass on to employees the benefits of Australia’s
comprehensive protectionist measures, with ar-
bitrated wages and working conditions result-
ing from national wage cases. This led to a
system of national wage regulation, with arbi-
trated wages based on “awards” in wage cases that
varied according to price movements and judg-
ments about the economywide capacity to pay.
There was little room for market forces.

Reforms to workplace arrangements, labor
market regulation, and wage arbitration assis-
tance began in the mid-1980s. More decen-
tralized wage setting became a necessary part
of market opening, and particularly impor-
tant once the exchange rate was floated in
1983. It became increasingly evident that the
tension between international economic pres-
sures and centralized wage setting was ham-
pering productivity and economic growth.

Both major political parties argued for a
shift to a decentralized enterprise bargaining
system make the labor market more respon-
sive to changes in the economy and to reduce
impediments to job creation, employment
participation, and productivity growth. Com-
bined with other reforms and solid economic
growth, these labor market reforms have con-
tributed to a significant and sustained reduc-
tion in unemployment, particularly since the
early 1990s (figure 7).

Another labor market reform was the en-
actment of the Workplace Relations Act in
1996, which helped link remuneration more
closely to enterprise performance and which
appears to have contributed to productivity
growth (OECD 2000, January, pp. 86–99).
During the second half of the 1990s produc-
tivity growth rates reached levels not seen since
the late 1960s. The increase in productivity
growth has been particularly noteworthy be-
cause it has occurred across all measures of
productivity—labor, capital, and multifactor
(table 1). Only a handful of OECD economies
have experienced such improvements; most
have instead seen a continuous slowdown in
productivity. Indeed, in the second half of the
1990s Australia’s productivity growth rates ex-
ceeded those of the United States.

Competition policy. The overall aim of struc-
tural reform has been to increase productivity

Figure 7.  Unemployment in Australia, 1901–2001
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Average annual productivity growth in Australia, mid-1960s–1990s
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Decade Labor Capital Multifactor

1970s 2.8 –1.0 1.4
1980s 1.4 –1.2 0.4
1990s 2.8 –0.4 1.5
1995–99 3.5 –0.2 2.0
Long-term average (1964–99) 2.3 –0.9 1.1

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics 2000a.
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growth in the Australian economy by reducing
structural rigidities and developing and main-
taining a competitive market environment.
The low productivity rates that Australia ex-
perienced in the 1970s and early 1980s—rel-
ative to previous decades and those of other
countries—gave impetus to competition pol-
icy reform. (In 1993 an Independent Com-
mittee of Inquiry into National Competition,
known as the Hilmer Committee, reported
that low productivity in infrastructure indus-
tries was one reason Australia’s per capita growth
rate was below the OECD average in the three
decades preceding the 1990s.)

The substantive removal of tariffs and quo-
tas, which reduced barriers to foreign trade, was
accompanied by reforms aimed at increasing
competition in the nontradables sector. These
reforms were intended to ensure that govern-
ment businesses and privatized public mo-
nopolies did not enjoy unfair advantages over
their competitors. Sectors previously domi-
nated by government-owned monopolies—
such as communications and utilities—have
been a primary focus of reform, and have ex-
perienced very rapid productivity growth.

Moreover, the sectors where reforms have
generated the strongest productivity gains are
among those with the most pervasive down-
stream effects on the costs and global com-
petitiveness of other industries. This provides
a reminder of the superiority of pursuing poli-
cies that capitalize on gains from reforms and
compensate the losers, rather than compro-
mising reforms.

As recommended by the Hilmer Com-
mittee’s 1993 report, in 1995 the federal and
state governments agreed to implement the
National Competition Policy. This policy in-
volved introducing competition in areas dom-
inated by public sector infrastructure and
systematically reviewing legislation that re-
stricted competition.

The Productivity Commission has esti-
mated that reforms related to the National
Competition Policy could eventually increase
GDP by 2.5 percent. The commission has
also estimated that, by increasing export com-
petitiveness, the reforms will raise exports by
3.4 percent (Productivity Commission 1999a).

Financial sector. Prior to the formation of
the Australian Prudential Regulation Author-
ity in 1998, prudential regulation of the fi-
nancial sector was segmented, with a range of
federal and state authorities responsible for
supervising different types of financial insti-
tutions. In the 1970s and part of the 1980s an
oligopoly of large, domestically owned banks
was protected from foreign and new domestic
competition by a policy of not granting new
bank licenses. This policy resulted in a bur-
geoning nonbank sector that was subject to less
regulation. But during the 1980s the Aus-
tralian banking system was transformed—
from one consisting of a small number of
major banks, four state banks, and a large
number of credit unions and building societies
to one where the major banks still dominate,
but there are now more smaller banks and
open entry into banking.

In the 1980s financial sector reforms lib-
eralized reserve requirements for domestic
banks, enabling them to strengthen their com-
petitive position relative to nonbanks and in-
coming foreign banks—and so increasing their
market share. Reforms also removed maturity
restrictions on bank deposits and ceilings on
interest rates for deposits and loans.

These reforms dramatically liberalized the
banking sector. A marked expansion in the
operations of foreign-owned banks further
broadened and deepened capital markets and
spurred improvements in the allocative effi-
ciency of funds. In addition, competition and
new technology led to more sophisticated fi-
nancial services.

In the second half of the 1980s bank loans
increased considerably. Growth in outstanding
loans increased from 13 percent in 1984 to
nearly 21 percent in 1989, and there was a
switch in borrowers from the public to the pri-
vate sector as huge investments in real estate oc-
curred. This growth had many causes, including:
• Competition and deregulation, which

made banks more willing to lend.
• Salary and promotion structures within

banks that rewarded the development of
new business.

• An increase in liquidity, even though in-
terest rates were high.
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• Asset price inflation and a taxation sys-
tem that encouraged borrowing in such
circumstances.
As a result, following monetary tightening

in 1988, the level of nonperforming loans soared,
and two smaller banks experienced financial dif-
ficulties that necessitated direct support from their
state government owners. These two banks were
later incorporated into larger banks. Two of
Australia’s largest banks also incurred large losses.

These commercial problems were gradually
worked out of the system, but there was a con-
tinuing sense that the financial sector was evolv-
ing too quickly, with a breakdown in traditional
barriers between different types of financial in-
termediaries potentially limiting traditional,
institutionally specific forms of supervision. A
Financial System Inquiry initiated in 1996 led
to the reworking of financial sector regulation,
with the creation at the federal level of two
functional—rather than sectoral—regulators:
the Prudential Regulation Authority for pru-
dential supervision and the Securities and In-
vestments Commission for investor and
consumer protection.

In addition, the Reserve Bank’s role was
strengthened and redefined to independently
focus on monetary policy, overall financial sys-
tem stability, and regulation of the payments sys-
tem. Finally, wide-ranging corporate governance
reforms have been implemented through the
Corporate Law Economic Reform Program,
covering issues such as takeovers, fundraising,
directors’ duties, accounting standards, financial
product markets, clearing and settlement facil-
ities, and the distribution of financial products.

Tax system. Until recently the tax system in
Australia dated from wartime revenue needs
and relied on unusual features, including a
single-stage sales tax on goods collected at the
wholesale level. As the importance of services
in the economy increased and channels of dis-
tribution changed, it became clear that revenue
security was being undermined by the relative
decline in the base of the wholesale sales tax.
Moreover, there were many different indirect
tax rates, which created allocative inefficiency
and classification problems.

Marginal effective direct tax rates were
high for many low-income earners because

the rates interacted with income-tested tar-
geting of social welfare payments, creating un-
employment traps and poverty traps. Moreover,
the highest marginal income tax rates came into
effect at relatively modest income levels, rais-
ing further concerns about equity, distortions
in people’s decisions on whether to pursue
work, and disincentives to savings.

Another concern was the growing fiscal
imbalance between the federal and state gov-
ernments. The federal government raised rev-
enue from the main tax bases linked to
economic activity, and distributed much of
that revenue to states for local spending.

In 1998 the federal government announced
plans for a major overhaul of the tax system,
the main features of which were:
• Introducing a 10 percent tax on the con-

sumption of most goods and services.
• Abolishing the wholesale sales tax and var-

ious minor indirect taxes.
• Replacing grants to states with revenue

from the goods and services tax.
• Reducing income tax rates by changing

tax brackets, causing marginal and aver-
age income tax rates to decline for most
Australians.
In addition, in 1999 the government an-

nounced a range of changes to the business tax
regime. These included:
• Reducing the company tax rate from 36

percent to 30 percent.
• Reducing the capital gains tax for indi-

viduals.
• Improving venture capital and scrip-for-

scrip measures to assist startup and inno-
vative enterprises.
These reforms, which went into effect in

July 2000, have led to a broadly based tax sys-
tem that provides a more competitive, robust
foundation in the face of increasing global
competition for investment (OECD 2000,
January, pp. 121–25).

POLICIES TO SUPPORT INVESTMENTS IN

HUMAN CAPITAL

Australia’s efforts to promote human capital de-
velopment are perhaps best seen in three key
areas: health care, education, and research and
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development. In addition, the government
provides a comprehensive social safety net.

Health care. Australia has a compulsory na-
tional health care scheme, called Medicare, run
by the federal government. This scheme, in-
troduced in 1984, aims to provide all Aus-
tralian residents with access to essential,
high-quality health care, with priority based on
clinical need. It provides rebates for a large
portion of general and specialist medical fees,
as well as hospital care. Pharmaceutical drugs
are also subsidized. (For a detailed discussion
of the health care system, see OECD 1995,
May, pp. 71–114, or http://www.health.gov.au). 

Health care spending as a share of national
income is around the OECD average, and in
recent decades the health status of Australians
has improved significantly. The system promises
universal coverage through a blend of public
and private arrangements for the funding and
provision of medical services.

Education. While there is no central gov-
ernment system of primary and secondary
education in Australia, there are few signifi-
cant differences among state systems—and
over the past decade in particular, state gov-
ernments have worked to further standardize
their systems. Education is compulsory be-
tween the ages of 6 and 15, and about three-
quarters of students complete grade 12, the
final year of secondary education—twice the
proportion of 1980. In addition to the pub-
lic education system, there are numerous pri-
vate (nongovernment) schools, training
organizations, and community education
providers, which receive varying levels of gov-
ernment funding (Australian Bureau of Sta-
tistics 1999b). (For a detailed discussion of the
education system, see OECD 1996, Decem-
ber, pp. 130–57.)

Substantial changes have occurred in the
Australian system for post-compulsory edu-
cation and training in response to the deteri-
orating labor market prospects of low-skilled
workers and the need to improve the interna-
tional competitiveness of Australian indus-
tries. Australia’s tertiary education sector
comprises universities, colleges of technical
and further education, and private and com-
munity vocational education providers. In the

1980s tertiary institutions were encouraged
to consolidate in an effort to increase effi-
ciency. The number of universities was halved,
student places increased by half, and total
spending rose considerably.

Universities were also expected to earn
more revenue from other sources, such as con-
sulting, designated research, foreign students
paying full fees, and commercial activities.
The partial deregulation of the tertiary sector
opened up previously unexploited export mar-
kets, as many universities looked to Asia in
search of fee-paying students. By 1993 a num-
ber of universities were among Australia’s top
500 export earners.

In addition, vocational training has been
reorganized to extend entry-level training to a
wider range of enterprises, in an effort to max-
imize its workforce relevance and introduce
competition in its provision. 

Research and development. Another policy
initiative aimed at capitalizing on Australia’s
re-entry into the global arena involves re-
search and development. The A$2.9 billion
Backing Australia’s Ability program, an-
nounced in 2001, aims to complement the
achievement of fiscal responsibility and macro-
economic and structural reforms, and to sup-
port and encourage innovative activities. The
program has provided funding to encourage
quality research and development and to up-
grade university research facilities. Through
a network of cooperative research centers,
there is also a drive to link universities with
businesses, enabling the commercialization
of new technologies and developments (see
http://www.itr.gov.au).

Social safety net. Australia has long had a
comprehensive social safety net. Unemploy-
ment benefits are funded from general tax
revenue rather than employment-based levies,
and are paid at a flat rate intended to allevi-
ate poverty rather than maintain previous in-
come levels. Payments are targeted to people
in need through the application of income and
asset tests.

The retirement income system comprises
a publicly provided, means-tested old age pen-
sion, mandatory private superannuation sav-
ings, and voluntary savings (including
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voluntary superannuation savings). Australia
has had a publicly provided old age pension
system since 1908. It has retained its original
character of a targeted benefit provided on the
basis of need, as determined by income and
asset tests. Because it provides a basic standard
of living to people most in need, rather than
maintaining pre-retirement income, it remains
affordable for the government. Indeed, the
Australian system is increasingly seen as a
model for other countries. World Bank (1994),
for example, finds that the Australian model
offers the best prospects for simultaneously im-
proving national saving, ensuring intergen-
erational equity, providing higher incomes in
retirement, and being fiscally sustainable in an
environment where the population is aging.

Retirement incomes above the level of the
publicly provided pension depend on self-
provision. This includes mandatory savings
through the superannuation contribution
scheme, introduced in the early 1990s, and vol-
untary savings through superannuation and ac-
cumulation of other assets such as the family
home, other property, and investments.

Poverty rates (as measured against a rela-
tive poverty line) have declined slightly over
the past two decades, from 14.6 percent of
Australians in 1982 to 13.3 percent in 1999
(for a description of poverty measures and
rates, see Australian Bureau of Statistics
2001b). Moreover, when taxes and transfers
are taken into account, the living standards of
low-income earners increased substantially
between the early 1980s and mid-1990s—
despite a slight widening in the pretax distri-
bution of wages and earnings in the early
1990s (figure 8). And though the Gini coef-
ficient fluctuated somewhat during the inter-
vening years, in both 1994–95 and 1997–98
it was stable at 0.32 (Australian Bureau of
Statistics 2001b).

Unemployment, rather than low wages, is
the main cause of low income levels. Thus the
importance of lowering unemployment to
lower poverty has contributed to successive
governments’ strong emphasis on sound macro-
economic and microeconomic reforms, to raise
Australia’s growth potential and reduce un-
employment.

SEQUENCING OF DOMESTIC REFORMS RELATIVE

TO MARKET OPENING REFORMS

Although reductions in protectionism com-
menced in the 1970s and core financial sector
reforms were implemented relatively rapidly in
the 1980s, the broad range of reforms in other
areas was not carried out in a predetermined
sequence. As the Productivity Commission
(1999b, p. 18) noted: “implementation of re-
form over time was governed by a number of
competing factors:
• there was some prior knowledge of major

policies that warranted reform;
• new reform areas and priorities emerged

after some reforms were implemented and
revealed other structural weaknesses in the
economy;

• industry protection in some industries was
locked-in for periods under long-term
arrangements; and

• there were political pressures and social
considerations about the pace and direction
of reforms.
As a result, reform did not proceed accord-

ing to a predetermined blueprint or timetable …
and although calls came from a number of quar-
ters for a broad range of reforms to be imple-
mented in close succession or in optimal
sequence, reforms in Australia were implemented
gradually, sequentially in a number of important

Figure 8.  Gini coefficients for real equivalized household incomes
in Australia, 1981–94
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respects, and in an order determined in part by
opportunity and political judgement.”

INTERACTION BETWEEN MARKET OPENING

AND SOCIAL, LEGAL, AND ECONOMIC

INSTITUTIONS

Australia was fortunate that its basic social, legal,
and economic institutions were well developed
before the reforms of the 1970s–90s. Even so,
reforms to industry structure and labor markets
can take decades to take effect, while financial
sector changes can have effects very quickly. The
financial sector deregulation of the early to mid-
1980s contributed to a deterioration in loan
quality, several corporate collapses, and some
forced mergers of minor banks. Had prudential
supervision and corporate governance arrange-
ments been reformed earlier in the process of re-
globalization, those transitional costs might have
been reduced. That said, the stresses that did arise
were dealt with quickly and without resort to un-
necessary regulation.

General conclusions are hard to draw be-
cause every country’s circumstances differ. Aus-
tralia’s experience does not suggest that reforms
should wait for perfect sequencing according
to some preconceived blueprint. Sometimes the
opportunities for rapid reform must be seized
whenever political circumstances allow. But
clearly, financial deregulation places particular
weight on good financial data, good corporate
governance, and good prudential supervision.

ASSESSMENT: BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES OF

GLOBALIZATION

Though globalization offers many potential ben-
efits, it also poses serious challenges. Successful
globalization requires that both be carefully con-
sidered. In addition, international institutions
have a role to play in facilitating reforms.

BENEFITS

Australia has received large and dramatic ben-
efits from globalization. The reintegration of
the Australian economy with the global econ-
omy over the past 30 years has significantly im-
proved economic performance, enhancing

living standards. After many years of reform,
Australia has developed a vibrant, flexible,
outward-looking economy that has proven re-
silient to the shocks of the East Asian finan-
cial crisis in the late 1990s and the current
global slowdown. By 2000 per capita GDP was
around A$1,900—6 percent higher than if
Australia had grown in the 1990s at the aver-
age rate of the 1980s (Parkinson 2001). 

Despite weak global economic conditions,
the Australian economy strengthened in 2001.
It also remained solid in the first half of 2002,
with 3.8 percent annualized growth. In
2001–02 Australia’s economy was among the
strongest in the industrial world. 

CHALLENGES

At each stage of Australia’s reform process,
change has led to vocal criticism—particularly
in areas such as reducing industry protection,
decentralizing labor markets, and privatizing
public enterprises, where changes were exten-
sive, vested interests were strong, and payoffs
from reform were not immediate.

There has been a tendency to take for
granted the higher incomes and improved eco-
nomic performance of the past decade, and to
dissociate them from the policy changes that
made them possible. There are also concerns
that traditional areas of employment have de-
clined, that large parts of the labor force have
suffered losses, that there is more uncertainty
about the future, that earnings differentials
have widened, and that successful Australian
companies may in the future move offshore or
otherwise reduce their links to Australia.

These concerns point to a need to better
explain, to a wider audience, that:
• Australia’s reglobalization has followed

from domestic reforms—not just from
international trends—and has led to bet-
ter living standards.

• Better policies have helped reduce the
volatility of GDP despite closer interna-
tional economic integration and deregu-
lated financial markets.

• Taxes and transfers have reduced the effect
on inequality of the widening earnings
distribution.
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• Changing work patterns have been driven not
just by globalization, but also in response to
extensive social changes such as higher female
participation in the workforce and extended
periods of study and retraining.

ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS IN

FACILITATING REFORMS

International institutions have played a role in
Australia’s reform process by exposing policy-
makers to other countries’ best policy practices
(for example, through the International Mon-
etary Fund’s article IV process and through gen-
eral IMF and OECD analytical work). Peer
reviews of Australian policies (through the
OECD) and international chronicling of Aus-
tralia’s relative economic performance have
also been beneficial.

NOTES

1. Smeeding (2002) reports a modest rise
in Australian income inequality over the past
10 years. But the Australian Bureau of Statis-
tics recently reported that there has been no
significant change in income distribution
across income quintiles since 1994–95 (see
http://www.abs.gov.au). Similarly, the Gini
coefficient has not changed significantly in this
more recent period. 

2. Generally speaking, foreign investment
policy is nonrestrictive. But the treasurer does
have legislative authority to veto or restrict in-
vestment if it is “contrary to the national in-
terest”. The government decides what is
contrary to the national interest based on the
concerns of the general public. Thus restrictions
on foreign investment are stronger in sensitive
areas such as the media and developed resi-
dential real estate. Regulation is governed by
the Foreign Acquisitions and Takeovers Act of
1975 (see http://www.firb.gov.au).
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Preparing Brazil for competing in the global
economy has been one of the major objectives
of economic policy. But it has not been the only
one—indeed, it has not been the most impor-
tant one. In a country with low social indicators,
most of them related to unequal income distri-
bution, the main target of economic policy is to
achieve sustained growth leading to a higher per
capita product and better distribution of in-
come. So several measures have been aimed at
internal goals, even though they may have con-
currently fostered the Brazilian competitive pres-
ence at the international level. Inflation, fiscal
balance, and flexible exchange rate, for instance,
may be listed under this category, side by side with
social policies that sharply reduced infant mor-
tality and illiteracy and increased life expectancy.
In some areas (education and infant mortality,
for instance), Brazil has reached targets set by the
Millennium Development Goals. But in other
areas (such as health) much remains to be done.

Recent policymaking has given Brazil a
stable and predictable fiscal and monetary
framework. Some of the main results:
• Inflation has been brought down from

three digits (even four digits) to less than
10 percent. With rigorous control of pub-
lic expenditures and increased tax collec-
tion, along with innovative legislation
aiming at fiscal accountability, Brazil has en-
joyed 18 quarters of primary surplus in a
row, currently around 4.5 percent of GDP.

• Average economic growth from 1995 to
2000, at about 2.9 percent of GDP, was
higher than the 0.6 percent in the six previ-
ous years. It then reached 4.6 percent in
2002, but fell to 1.5 percent in 2001. For
2003 growth is estimated at 2.0 percent.

• Exports and imports in GDP reached only
18.8 percent in 2001; even though this is

the highest level since 1985, the share of
trade in GDP has been historically low—
around 13–14 percent, with exports usu-
ally below 10 percent and imports below
7 percent.

• Average tariffs fell from 51 percent in 1988
to 11.7 percent in January 2002.

• The trade balance evolved from a deficit of
$6.6 billion in 1998 to a surplus of $17 bil-
lion in the last twelve months ending April
2003.

• Foreign direct investment amounted to
$24.7 billion in 2001, covering the deficit
in current account of $23.21, and to $143
billion for 1995–2001.

• Net external debt was $163 billion in
2001, half of it private, with no short-
term public debt.
Economic measures implemented within

the stabilization plan fostered Brazil’s com-
petitive presence in international markets,
providing economic gains to the Brazilian
people. Macroeconomic measures were
marked by credibility and consistency, greatly
enhancing transparency and strengthening
institutional structures. And policies to address
problems of income disparities have become
more effective.

But globalization has not induced consis-
tent growth of real GDP per capita over time,
at the same pace as growth in foreign trade (de-
spite lower tariffs). Nor has it increased the share
of manufactured goods in total exports, even
though exports of manufactured goods have in-
creased both in volume and in amount. Glob-
alization may have contributed to a higher
dependence on volatile short-term capital
(ranging from minus $400 million to plus
$54 billion during 1989–2001) and to higher
unemployment (which has risen in years of

Brazil
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higher participation of foreign trade in the
GDP). And it may even have led to a more per-
verse concentration of income (the Gini index
rose from 59.6 in 1990 to 60.9 in 2000).

LIBERALIZING TRADE FLOWS

The rationale for trade openness in Brazil has
been to optimize production and to maximize
benefits of returns to scale and scope. Recent
improvements in global transportation and
communication, associated with technological
change and market opening, broadened the di-
vision of labor and fostered competition. In
Brazil, newly found competition has ensured
that benefits of increased efficiency be passed
on to consumers, in the form of both lower
prices and higher quality. The reduction of
tariffs over the last 15 years has played an im-
portant role in the process.

Important changes were introduced in Brazil’s
industrial development policy in the late 1980s.
To make Brazilian industry competitive and to
convert tariffs into an industrial development pol-
icy instrument, several reforms were introduced
to the Brazilian tariff structure in July 1988. As
a result of those reforms, the average rate of im-
port tax on overall imports was reduced from 51
percent on June 30 1988 to 41 percent on July
1, 1988, with the peak tariff reduced from 105
percent to 85 percent. Despite the sharp reduc-
tion, Brazilian imports remained at the same
level, due to the maintenance of high import tax
rates and the maintenance of other barriers.

Starting in 1990, deeper reforms were in-
troduced, such as the elimination of all restric-
tions to processed and semi-processed import
goods and the further reduction of tariffs. In the
aftermath of those reforms, the average tariff de-
creased from 32.2 percent in 1990 to 25.3 per-
cent in 1991, 16.5 percent in 1992, and to
14.3 percent from July 1, 1993 to December 31,
1994. The peak was reduced from 85 percent
in 1991 to 55 percent in 1992 and to 40 per-
cent from July 1, 1993 to December 31, 1994.

Mercosul’s Common External Tariff (CET)
contributed to further reductions of Brazilian
tariffs. The average tariff decreased to 12.6 per-
cent in January 1995, followed by further de-
creases in October 1995 (to 11.2 percent) and

in January 1996, remaining at 11.1 percent
until November 1997. In that month, Decree
no. 2,376/97 imposed a linear increase of 3 per-
cent on all tariffs, which raised the average to
13.8 percent. From January 1995 to Novem-
ber 1997, the tariffs ranged from 0 percent to
20 percent. From November 1997 to Decem-
ber 2000, the tariff structure remained un-
touched, even though a few items were added
to the list. During this period, the average re-
mained at 13.8 percent, the modal tariff at 17
percent, and the median tariff fluctuated be-
tween 15 percent and 17 percent.

On January 1, 2001, Decree no. 3,704
came into force, introducing changes in the
CET in order to deduct 0.5 percent from the
3 percent that had been added in November
1997. As a result, the average tariff was re-
duced to 12.9 percent, the amplitude ranged
from 0 percent to 22.5 percent, and the modal
tariff decreased to 4.5 percent and the me-
dian to 14 percent. But the reduction was
short-lived. In March 2001, changes intro-
duced in the automobile regime of MERCO-
SUL (Resolution CAMEX no. 7, dated March
22, 2001) increased the CET to 35 percent for
the import of vehicles listed under Chapter 87
of Mercosul’s Common Nomenclature. So
those products were excluded from the list of
exceptions, and the amplitude was enlarged
from 0 percent to 35 percent. Even though the
modal and median tariffs remained at the same
level as in 1997 (4.5 percent and 14 percent),
the average tariff increased to 13 percent. On
January 1, 2002, the new CET entered in
force and Resolution CAMEX no. 42, dated
December 26, 2001, not only transferred tar-
iffs to the Harmonized System of 2002 but also
deducted an additional 1.5 percent from the
3 percent that had been added in November
1997. As of January 1, 2002, the CET covers
9,623 items with an amplitude ranging from
0 percent to 35 percent and an average tariff
of 11.7 percent.

The average, median and modal tariffs
mentioned above do not take into considera-
tion the 974 items included in the exception
list (557 in medicines and drugs, 317 in com-
puter and telecommunication goods, and 100
in miscellaneous goods).
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With the multilateral negotiations under
GATT’s Uruguay Round, Brazil committed
not to impose tariffs on industrialized goods
higher than 35 percent ad valorem from Janu-
ary 1, 1999 onwards. From January 1, 1995 to
January 1, 1999, tariffs in effect in 1986 (when
the Uruguay Round was launched) had to be
gradually reduced, in equal installments, to the
ceiling of 35 percent. In this way, for a given in-
dustrialized good, such as passenger cars (tariff
of 105 percent in 1986), Brazil committed not
to increase tariffs above the following ceilings:
91 percent in 1995, 77 percent in 1996, 63 per-
cent in 1997, 49 percent in 1998, and 35 per-
cent in 1999. For goods protected by tariffs
below or equal to 35 percent at the time nego-
tiations were engaged within Uruguay Round,
not included in the former list of concessions
in GATT, the consolidation of 35 percent en-
tered in force automatically as of January 1,
1995. Tariffs below 35 percent included in the
former list of concessions had been preserved.

For agribusiness, the Agriculture Agreement
negotiated in the Uruguay Round led to the con-
solidation and reduction of all tariffs over the
implementation period. To do so, all nontariff
barriers were converted into tariffs. For devel-
oping countries, reductions were at least 24
percent on average over a period of ten years.
Brazil consolidated a ceiling of 55 percent for
agriculture products (today, a tariff of this mag-
nitude is imposed only on rice and processed
peaches).

The initiative of opening the Brazilian
market to trade was aimed at improving the ef-
ficiency of the industry, by exposing its different
segments to external competition. This policy
was supported by measures to modernize Brazil-
ian industry, such as the temporary reduction
of tariffs imposed on machinery, equipment,
and spare parts.

Both and progressive reduction of tariffs
and the elimination of other instruments to
limit imports led to the use of other resources
authorized by the GATT/WTO to protect
Brazilian companies. Since 1991 Brazil has ef-
fectively used anti-dumping and compensatory
measures, by promoting several processes of in-
vestigation on anti-dumping and illegal sub-
sidies measures practiced by its trade partners.

STRENGTHENING THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM

The globalization in trade has been a gradual
process through the mechanism of economic
blocs. But the financial sector can already be
viewed as a global village, with currency a
global commodity. According to estimates,
$11 trillion are flowing unendingly from one
corner of the globe to another in search of
higher profits, no matter the language.

Globalization has reached deeply in the
Brazil, which has the largest and probably the
most complex financial system in Latin Amer-
ica, a system that has developed in the context
of high inflation over the past 30 years. The in-
stitutional reforms and important legal and
normative changes in this period were largely
generated by efforts to combat inflation. The
long period of coexistence with inflation pro-
duced a situation in which the gains generated
by noninterest bearing liabilities, such as demand
deposits and deposits in transit, compensated for
administrative inefficiencies and even for the
granting of credits of doubtful return.

With the new price stability in Brazil after
many failed attempts, the adjustments required
for survival in the global economic environment
were beyond the capacity of Brazilian financial
institutions. In a universe of 265 banks, with
more than 16,000 branches and 11,000 service
outlets, many institutions have gone under, gen-
erating enormous financial and social costs.

The Brazilian government is fully aware
that the most valued asset of the banking in-
dustry is its credibility. A run on the banks can
result from a loss of credibility at just a few in-
stitutions. Such an event would have a domino
effect, generating grave problems for all banks
and even for productive sectors of the economy.
But solutions based on such special mecha-
nisms as intervention, liquidation and tempo-
rary administration as permitted by legislation
have a social cost that is much higher than
measures taken beforehand with the aim of
transferring control of the institutions to more
efficient hands.

The steps in Provisional Measure no. 1,179
and Resolution no. 2,208, both of which were
issued on November 3, 1995, introduced the
Program of Incentives to the Restructuring
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and Strengthening of the National Financial
System (Proer) to mandate bank mergers and
incorporations, based on rules set down by
the Central Bank. This system, which fol-
lowed closely upon the crisis involving the
Banco Económico—the 22nd bank to be sub-
jected to intervention/liquidation since im-
plementation of the Real Plan in 1994—was
viewed as a means of resolving problems be-
fore they appeared and facilitating the process
of National Financial System adjustment. With
Proer, society’s investments and savings are
guaranteed. National Monetary Council Res-
olutions no. 2,197, dated August 31, 1995, and
no. 2,211, dated November 16, 1995, intro-
duced unconditional adherence to the depos-
itor protection mechanism, thus avoiding the
possibility of localized future problems affect-
ing the entire system and society.

Provisional Measure no. 1,182, issued on
November 17, 1995, just two weeks after issue
of Provisional Measure no. 1,179, gave the Cen-
tral Bank the legal instruments that it needed
to lead the financial system to a new model. Au-
thority was granted to the Central Bank to
maintain only healthy financial institutions
with the necessary liquidity and solidity. Con-
sequently, even though the responsibilities of the
Central Bank were significantly expanded, the
institution was finally given the instruments
required to overhaul the entire system. With
these new instruments, the Central Bank could
act preventively and with much greater effi-
ciency. What the Bank was able only to suggest
in the past, it can now mandate.

In ten articles, Provisional Measure no.
1,182 creates the concept of the individual re-
sponsibility of controllers—applicable also to
financial institutions submitted to interven-
tion or extrajudicial liquidation. This concept
already existed in the Temporary System of
Special Administration. Parallel to this, it ex-
tended the concept of the inalienability of
property to controlling stockholders and facil-
itated federal government expropriation of the
stocks of institutions in difficult situations for
purposes of future privatization. Properties
considered by law as inalienable or not subject
to lien are excluded from the concept of in-
alienability. Among them are stocks held by state

governments, labor debts, and balances in the
Employment Guaranty Fund.

If a situation of equity or financial insuf-
ficiency is found, the Central Bank can re-
quire capitalization of the financial institution
in an amount deemed necessary for its recov-
ery, transfer of stock control, merger, incor-
poration, or split-up. If the Central Bank’s
demands are not complied with in the prede-
termined time period, the monetary authority
can decree the special system judged to be
suitable to the specific situation at hand (Tem-
porary System of Special Administration, in-
tervention or extrajudicial liquidation).

In cases of intervention, extrajudicial liq-
uidation, or the temporary system of special ad-
ministration, the Provisional Measure grants the
Central Bank autonomy to authorize the in-
tervening party, liquidator, or board of direc-
tors to transfer or assign properties and rights
to third parties—and to transfer rights and
obligations to another company and even to
proceed to the stock reorganization of the in-
stitution.

When it initiates administrative proceed-
ings against a financial institution, the Central
Bank can—for precautionary purposes—
remove anyone under indictment until the in-
vestigation of responsibilities is concluded. It
can also impede indicted administrators from
assuming positions of authority or management
in financial companies in general. Moreover,
the Central Bank can impose restrictions on the
activities of these institutions. For example, if
it uncovers irregularities in foreign exchange op-
erations, it can forbid the bank from operat-
ing in foreign exchange. If the administrative
proceedings cannot be concluded within 120
days, any precautionary measures that may
have been taken lose their validity.

The federal government may expropriate
the shares of banks subject to the Temporary
System of Special Administration. In each
case, the expropriation decree specifies the
time period for the transfer of stock control.
The shares will be placed in public offer,
with the explicit condition that the institu-
tion will remain within the private sector, thus
eliminating any possibility of federalization
of the bank in question. Even when the
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process of intervention has come to an end,
the Central Bank will still have authority to
verify the existence of any irregularities that
may have been committed by the controllers
of the institution. There is also the possibility
of choosing another bank (or other legal en-
tity) to carry out this task.

Today, the specter of a bank crisis in Brazil
is no longer the major concern of economic au-
thorities. The efforts made to strengthen the
national financial system are of such importance
that their success is the key to guarantying the
success of the Real Plan. After all, the banks are
elements of fundamental importance to sus-
tained economic growth, the Real Plan’s over-
riding goal.

In the opinion of the professionals and ex-
ecutives who now operate on the financial
market, the new financial system will be sub-
divided into three distinct markets: retail
(with few and very large institutions), in-
vestment (with few and highly agile institu-
tions), and specialized (in vehicle sales, for
instance). Current opinion is that the num-
ber of institutions will diminish, while the size
of the system will increase—since it will have
to accompany the process of economic growth
and, therefore, will have to provide banking
services to a larger array of people and busi-
nesses. Also by way of prediction, it is possi-
ble that the entire financial system will have
been restructured by the coming decade.
Aside from the mergers, incorporations, and
reductions in the number of banks, there will
be a totally new reality in the area of services:
cheaper credit for the population.

By means of credit lines, the Central Bank
would promote mergers, incorporations, and
transfers of stock control as a means of pre-
venting problems before they occur in the
Brazilian banking system. For this, the Cen-
tral Bank has been given new instruments to
prevent situations of risk. These measures in-
clude punishing and removing administra-
tors and controllers of financial institutions.
The idea behind Proer is to generate the least
possible cost for the Treasury and for society,
while preserving the interests of depositors.
The program also involves a deposit insurance
system up to a level of R$20,000, thus covering

95 percent of the universe of depositors, pre-
cisely those who have less access to informa-
tion on financial institutions. In this way,
these people will be protected in cases of in-
tervention or liquidation.

UNCERTAIN BENEFITS FROM GLOBALIZATION

Globalization has had an ambiguous impact on
the Brazilian economy. Data indicate that
Brazil’s insertion into the global economy has
not induced growth of real GDP per capita.
Nor has it increased the participation of man-
ufactured goods in total exports. But it may
have contributed to a higher dependence on
volatile short-term capital, to higher unem-
ployment rates, and to an even more perverse
concentration of income.

Some social indicators have improved no-
ticeably in the last decade: The infant mortality
rate is down from 43.0 per 1,000 live births in
1992 to 29.6 in 2000. Life expectancy at birth
is up from 66 years in 1992 to 68.6 in 2000.
The adult illiteracy rate is down from 17.2
percent in 1992 to 13.3 percent in 2000—and
in rural areas from 35.8 percent to 29.0 per-
cent. But other economic and social indicators
have not been helped by globalization or by the
insertion of Brazil into the global economy.

Analysts may affirm that Brazil’s external
openness was hurt by the overvaluation of the
real from 1994 to early 1999. Even though the
share of imports and exports in GDP (as an in-
dicator of trade openness) increased from 14 per-
cent to 19 percent in 1999–2001—that is, after
the devaluation of the real—it remained stable
from 1987 to 1998, ranging from 11 percent
to 16 percent. The fact is that the participation
of foreign trade in the Brazilian GDP has not
risen significantly, from 1987 to 2001, despite
a sharp fall in average tariff from 51 percent to
13 percent. Data suggest that foreign exchange
fluctuations may have had a more significant im-
pact on trade openness than reduced tariffs.
Contrary to the results in other countries (Mex-
ico, Chile, China, the Republic of Korea, to
mention a few), the Brazilian real GDP per
capita has not increased consistently in step
with growth in foreign trade (figure 1). Either
such a relation is not verifiable or Brazil has not
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been sufficiently exposed to the globalization
process to benefit from its advantages.

One might expect that increased openness
would entail more participation of manufac-
tured goods exports in total exports. Brazil is
among the 10 largest economies in the world
and has the largest industry in Latin America.
As a result of lower tariffs, a flexible exchange
rate, and increased productivity, it would be ex-
pected to have exports of manufactured goods
rise in relation to GDP. Instead, that share in
total exports has remained stable over the last
75 months, at around 55 percent (figure 2).

A negative aspect of financial liberalization
is the high volatility of foreign investment in

portfolio, and Brazil is no exception. Given
steep variations in the exchange and interest
rates, foreign investment in portfolio ranged
from minus $400 million to plus $54 billion
during 1989–2001 (figure 3).

Social implications may also be pointed out.
Globalization is too recent a phenomenon to
establish a correlation between trade openness
and unemployment in Brazil. The unemploy-
ment rate has risen in recent years, especially
in years of higher participation of foreign trade
in the GDP (figure 4). But as it is a relatively
closed economy it is not clear that increased
openness led to higher unemployment in Brazil.
Many other factors may have contributed to
unemployment, most of them deriving from
stabilization. But the fact that unemployment
has not decreased deserves attention when-
ever the impact of globalization on the Brazil-
ian economy is examined.

Apparently globalization has not mitigated
the perverse concentration of income in Brazil.
In 1992 the average income of the 10 percent
richest people represented 57 times the aver-
age income of the 10 percent poorest (and 21
times the average income of the 40 percent
poorest), and in 1999, 53 times and 22 times,
respectively.

CONCLUSION

Brazil has gained some of the benefits associated
with globalization. It currently enjoys more ac-
cess to capital, better technology, greater choices
of goods, larger markets and economies of scale,
and more efficient allocation of resources. But
the data suggest that globalization has not con-
tributed to higher growth and income per capita.
Nor has it reduced inequality (regional and so-
cial) and economic insecurity (volatility in fi-
nancial markets and economic activity).

The Brazilian experience suggests four
major lessons of general applicability in the in-
ternational community.

First is the importance of macroeconomic
policymaking characterized by credibility and
consistency, with greater transparency and
stronger institutional structures—to insulate
the country from external shocks. In Brazil,
this policymaking greatly reduced the impact
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of external shocks. The adoption of an inflation
target, the fiscal balance obtained through the
implementation of innovative legislation, and
the flexible exchange rate preserved the gains at-
tained by stabilization, structural reforms, and
strong and effective regulatory framework for
financial and capital markets. Transparency
was stimulated by enacting laws and by pub-
lishing verifiable data, such as the statistics dis-
seminated through IMF’s Special Data
Dissemination Standard (SDDS).

Second is the necessity of focus on social
policies aimed at both reducing income dis-
parities and improving labor market flexibil-
ity. Such a focus serves three purposes
simultaneously, all converging to higher income
per capita and a better distribution of income.
It increases productivity by accumulating the
“human capital”—that is, investments in ed-
ucation and skills. It also reduces income dis-
parities, enlarging the internal market and
providing gains of scope and scale to help do-
mestic companies reduce costs and become
more competitive overseas. And it combines so-
cial policies with flexible labor markets to pro-
tect workers from changes in external
consumption patterns and help minimize eco-
nomic fluctuations, both regional and sec-
toral. There is still much to do in improving
social indicators and making labor markets
more flexible. But recent dramatic improve-
ments demonstrate that the country can be
competitive in high-technology exports, such
as airplanes, by relying on its human resources.

Third, external liberalization in an envi-
ronment of uncertainty may lead to only par-
tial gains from competing more in the global
economy. In Brazil, interdependence can be
found in financial and capital flows, but trade
relations are still less than they might be, given
the magnitude of the economy. Limited exports
affect domestic companies both on the supply
side (due to the limited inflow of hard currency
to pay for imports of equipment and raw ma-
terial) and on the demand side (circumscribing
their reach to the domestic market). By doing
so, it prevents them from obtaining gains of scale
and scope on international markets. Brazil is not
comparable with the Republic of Korea, Mex-
ico, Chile, or China, where one can find a

strong correlation between trade openness and
increased real GDP per capita.

Fourth, the Brazilian experience stresses the
importance of structural reforms to attract FDI—
to finance current account deficits and, above all,
to complement internal savings to finance
growth. This highlights the paramount impor-
tance of the state in running the process and in
setting out a regulatory and supervision frame-
work to ensure gains for the population. Struc-
tural reforms and privatization have not lessened
the size of the state. But they changed from an
entrepreneurial state to a managerial one. This
change inaugurates a more flexible state and re-
leases resources to be invested in social policies.
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International markets for goods, services, and
capital have been of critical importance to the
Canadian economy throughout its history. For-
eign countries represent key markets for Cana-
dian production and sources of capital needed
to finance growth and development. An edu-
cated and productive labor force, stable and
well-developed political and legal systems and
institutions, and access to domestic natural re-
sources and to the nearby U.S. market have
contributed to Canada’s prosperity. In addi-
tion, Canada shared in the general expansion of
global trade and investment in the decades fol-
lowing the World War II. Solid economic growth
provided the means to finance social programs
that both reinforced economic performance
and provided a high degree of social protection.

Over the last century, changes in the global
economy, in particular the steady integration
of international financial markets and the in-
creasing competitiveness and pace of change in
world markets for goods and services, posed sig-
nificant challenges for Canadian economic
and social policy. They also created new op-
portunities. Although part of a process under
way through much of the postwar period, this
trend towards globalization, and the associated
need for a policy response, accelerated in the
last quarter of the 20th century, especially
since the mid-1980s.

This case study looks at Canada’s experi-
ence in three areas, with particular emphasis
on the period since the mid-1980s. 
• Market-opening measures, which allowed

Canada to expand and consolidate its long-
standing orientation toward world markets. 

• The interaction between domestic macro-
economic, structural, and social policies
and the increasingly globalized interna-
tional environment.

• The impact of these policy directions in
contributing to strong and equitable eco-
nomic growth and the role of Canada’s
membership in certain key international in-
stitutions in helping create and sustain
support for domestic policies in these and
other areas.

CANADA’S EXTERNAL ORIENTATION IN

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

EXTERNAL TRADE

Orientation toward global commerce has been
of crucial importance to the Canadian economy
since long before the country’s independence.
The first permanent European settlements in
what is now Canada were land bases for fish-
ing fleets attracted by the abundant fish stocks
of Canada’s east coast. Later, the wealth from
the fur trade and timber-cutting became a key
factor motivating European exploration of the
interior of the continent, which in turn created
the foundation for later settlement and agri-
cultural and urban development.

In the 19th century, recognition that trade
contributes to higher living standards was
strong among the British colonies that would
later unite to form Canada. This was manifest
in the establishment of free trade policies
among these colonies, and a “reciprocity” (bi-
lateral trade) arrangement with the United
States established in 1854. The termination of
this arrangement by the United States in 1866
was arguably an important factor behind
Canada’s Confederation in 1867. Lack of suc-
cess in re-establishing this arrangement—
combined with an economic depression in the
1870—accentuated protectionist sentiments
and led Canada in 1879 to establish a regime

Canada
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of tariff protection known as the “National Pol-
icy” (Masters 1963). As in other countries,
protectionism gained strength amid the des-
peration in the Great Depression of the 1930s,
notwithstanding the continuation of prefer-
ential trading arrangements within the British
Empire, and later the Commonwealth.

The period after World War II can thus be
viewed as one in which Canada gradually re-
versed its protectionist policies through mul-
tilateral trade liberalization under the auspices
of the GATT. As the postwar period pro-
gressed, and multilateral trade liberalization
began in earnest with the establishment of the
GATT in 1947, the focus shifted toward re-
ducing tariffs on manufactured goods. The
natural pull of north-south economic forces also
led to various bilateral trade arrangements with
the United States in particular sectors, most no-
tably in autos through the Auto Pact. 

INTEGRATION WITH INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL

MARKETS

Access to global capital markets has also played
an important role throughout Canada’s eco-
nomic history, providing the capital to finance
investment in key sectors. Capital inflows were
very important in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries. Like other countries then on the
periphery of the industrialized world, Canada
borrowed externally to finance essential infra-
structure investment. The flows during this
“first period of globalization”, sizable relative
to those today, would from a modern per-
spective be a source of concern.

Openness to international capital flows, in
the form of both foreign direct and portfolio in-
vestment, remained a key feature of the Cana-
dian economy in the postwar period. While
capital controls became common across many
industrial countries, Canada maintained a ba-
sically open capital account, reflecting the con-
tinuing importance of external capital to the
financing of domestic investment. Canada’s de-
cision to eschew major restrictions on capital ac-
count transactions was unusual in the Bretton
Woods period. Indeed, the consensus during this
period, on which today’s international archi-
tecture is based, was that the dynamics of

international capital markets sometimes con-
tributed to domestic and external monetary in-
stability. Exchange rate instability, viewed as
inhibiting growth in international trade, was par-
ticularly problematic. The policy choice ex-
plicit in the Bretton Woods architecture was to
create the conditions for an expansion of world
trade and related payments by reducing move-
ments in exchange rates, in an environment of
limited capital mobility. 

With the benefit of hindsight, a contem-
porary observer might interpret the policy
choices in this period as part of the “impossi-
ble trinity” of international finance. Any coun-
try can maintain at most two of the following
three policies: an open capital account, an in-
dependent monetary policy, and a fixed ex-
change rate. A key rationale for the Bretton
Woods system was to permit countries to main-
tain fixed exchange rates, to permit the or-
derly expansion of trade. The capital controls
in place in many countries allowed them to
maintain fixed exchange rates without sacri-
ficing their ability to pursue a monetary pol-
icy geared to domestic stabilization.

Canada’s policy choices in much of the
Bretton Woods period implied a different set
of preferences, as the country operated a flex-
ible exchange rate arrangement from 1950–62
in the context of an open capital account and
an autonomous monetary policy. This mix of
policies was a response to some circumstances
of the Canadian economy. First, Canada’s de-
cision to maintain flexible exchange rates
through most of the postwar period reflects in
part the continued importance of commodity
exports—and a recognition of the role of flex-
ible rates in helping to provide a cushion
against the terms of trade shocks associated with
commodity price movements. 

Second, Canada’s long and generally unin-
terrupted history of integration with global
capital markets, especially during times in which
capital controls were commonplace in many in-
dustrial countries, illustrates the authorities’
recognition that access to foreign capital con-
tributes to investment and growth. Not only
have open capital markets provided foreign
savings to finance domestic investment, but
they also promoted access to external business
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and financial expertise and other benefits. It is
also well known, however, that international fi-
nancial market integration can pose serious
risks to macroeconomic stability if domestic fi-
nancial markets are underdeveloped and do-
mestic financial institutions are poorly managed,
capitalized, regulated, and supervised.

The long history of stability of Canada’s fi-
nancial sector, in an environment of open cap-
ital markets, reflects in large measure the
strength of Canada’s financial sector policies,
both regarding the regulation and supervision
of financial institutions and the efforts to de-
velop sophisticated domestic capital markets.
Just as access to foreign capital is important to
augment the supply of available resources for
investment, deep domestic capital markets are
necessary to provide appropriate options for do-
mestic borrowers to fund themselves in local
currency and at longer maturities. Canada has
had a well-established bond market for many
decades. But, a money market—essential for
meeting the demand for short-term domestic-
currency-denominated funds, for the effective
operation of monetary policy, and for the pru-
dent management of the public debt—was
virtually nonexistent until the 1950s. 

MARKET-OPENING REFORMS

LIBERALIZING CONTROLS ON DOMESTIC

MARKETS FOR GOODS, SERVICES, AND CAPITAL

Despite steady progress through multilateral
trade liberalization in the decades following
World War II, the manufacturing sector (with
the exception of such areas as the auto indus-
try, which through a special arrangement was
already highly integrated with the U.S. mar-
ket) entered the 1980s still exhibiting ineffi-
ciencies associated with short production runs
and slow uptake of new technology and in-
novation. Indeed, by the late 1980s, it was rec-
ognized that inefficient domestic production—
resulting in part from still inadequate open-
ness to international trade in certain key sec-
tors, despite several rounds of multilateral
trade liberalization, together with the possi-
ble loss of access to the U.S. market—was pos-
ing a threat to the standards of living of

Canadians and to the country’s capacity to sus-
tain high levels of social protection.

It was in this environment that the gov-
ernment began to pursue a vigorous agenda of
bilateral and multilateral trade liberalization,
beginning in 1989 with a Free Trade Agreement
(FTA) with the United States. This agreement
was expanded in 1994 to include Mexico under
the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA). Bilateral negotiations with other
countries have also been concluded or are
being pursued. Multilateral trade liberaliza-
tion initiatives include a new round of WTO
negotiations and the creation of a Free Trade
Area of the Americas (FTAA).

Parallel to trade liberalization efforts, the
environment for foreign direct investment
(FDI) was also significantly liberalized. In-
vestment has played an important role in link-
ing Canada to the world economy, where the
growth of global FDI exceeds that of global
trade or production. Historically, Canada has
relied significantly on foreign investment for
its economic development. Today the stock of
FDI in Canada represents approximately 26
percent of GDP, up from 18.5 percent in 1985.
The performance of foreign-owned firms has
been a key factor sustaining economic growth,
generating substantial research and develop-
ment activities, productivity gains, and a strong
export orientation. 

A significant shift towards a more open
attitude on FDI occurred in 1985 with the pas-
sage of the Investment Canada Act (ICA).
Most important, the ICA allowed notification
to replace reviews for nonresident investment
or acquisitions of Canadian businesses with as-
sets less than $5 million. FDI policy was fur-
ther liberalized with the Canada–U.S. FTA,
NAFTA, and the GATS. In 1992 certain re-
strictions were removed on foreign ownership
in the oil and gas sector.

DOMESTIC ECONOMIC POLICY REFORMS

STABILITY-ORIENTED MONETARY POLICY

Like many other industrial countries, Canada ex-
perienced high inflation through the 1970s,
with a second less intense, but still pronounced
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inflationary episode at the end of the 1980s. A
protracted period of tight monetary policy—
leading to recession and substantial excess capacity
and high unemployment—was required in both
instances to reduce inflation and break en-
trenched inflation expectations. By the early
1990s inflation and inflation expectations had
been “ratcheted down” to the lowest levels seen
in a generation. To consolidate this performance
and to provide an anchor for monetary policy
and inflation expectations, the government and
the bank of Canada announced targets for in-
flation control in 1991. These targets, renewed
on several occasions, have provided a solid and
credible basis for monetary policy in Canada.

ACHIEVING SOUND PUBLIC FINANCES

Addressing the fiscal situation faced by Canada
in the early-1990s proved more difficult. Since
the mid-1970s, fiscal deficits at all levels of gov-
ernment had been on the rise. This trend was
not effectively stemmed by tax increases and
expenditure restraint efforts in the 1980s. Fur-
thermore, the high interest rates required at the
end of the 1980s to contain inflationary pres-
sures and the subsequent deep recession of
1990–91 caused fiscal balances to deteriorate
sharply. By 1992 the total government deficit
(federal, provincial, local, Canada Pension
Plan, and Quebec Pension Plan) peaked at
9.1 percent of GDP.

Despite a gradual recovery from the reces-
sion, the government was by the mid-1990s
faced with a still very difficult fiscal situation,
one that caused some to speak of a “vicious cir-
cle”. High real interest rates resulting from
strong government demand for savings, to-
gether with risk premia as investors became
concerned about future debt service capacity,
dampened economic growth and led to a fur-
ther deterioration in the public finances. Ad-
dressing the weakness in the public finances
would thus have been a pre-eminent policy pri-
ority regardless of the degree of Canada’s in-
tegration with international markets. The need
to ensure that Canada was well-placed to meet
the challenges of a more demanding interna-
tional environment made deficit reduction
particularly compelling. 

Beginning in earnest with the 1995 bud-
get, the government made important efforts to
achieve fiscal sustainability, accompanied by
similar actions at the provincial level of gov-
ernment. As a result, the balance of the total
government sector improved rapidly, moving
from a peak deficit of 9.1 percent of GDP in
1992 to a small surplus by 1997. Since that
time, governments have continued to pursue
fiscal discipline, achieving surpluses and re-
ducing the debt burden. In 2001 the total
government sector recorded a surplus of 2.4
percent of GDP, while the net debt was reduced
to 43.6 percent of GDP1, below the G-7 aver-
age and down 24.4 percentage points from its
peak in 1995. 

It is well accepted that strong, sustainable
public finances are critical to the economic
well-being of countries at all levels of devel-
opment. Sound public finances engender con-
fidence in the ability of a government to
continue to provide essential public goods, in-
cluding both macroeconomic stability and key
social programs. Fiscal sustainability is even
more important for countries whose financial
markets are internationally integrated. By pro-
viding investors with external investment op-
tions, they create an environment less tolerant
of inappropriate policies. 

In Canada’s case, the forces of globalization
also had a substantial influence on the meth-
ods used to achieve successful deficit reduction.
The fiscal improvement was accomplished al-
most entirely through reductions in program
spending. This reflected the view that Cana-
dian tax levels had already become sufficiently
elevated, particularly in comparison with those
in the United States, and that further increases
would harm Canada’s competitiveness and
ability to attract and retain investment.

And unlike the general (and unsuccessful)
expenditure restraint in the 1980s, the deficit
reduction seen in the 1990s resulted from a
thorough review of all program spending. The
review did not focus exclusively on achieving
cost savings. It also aimed to ensure that gov-
ernment programs supported an efficient Cana-
dian economy capable of meeting the
competitive challenges of an increasingly de-
manding global marketplace.
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STRUCTURAL POLICIES TO IMPROVE

EFFICIENCY AND COMPETITIVENESS

Canada’s pursuit of trade liberalization as the
centerpiece of its market-opening strategy re-
flected the view that the competitive discipline
from openness to international markets is es-
sential to achieving the government’s ultimate
objective of sustained and equitable gains in
standards of living. Yet the government’s ap-
proach also recognized that openness must be
complemented by broad-based efforts to im-
prove the economy’s internal efficiency and
productivity—and thus its capacity to compete
on international markets. Particular efforts were
undertaken in four main areas. 

First, Canada revised its regulatory frame-
work in key areas, including transportation, the
financial sector, and telecommunications. The
overall aim of these reforms was to enhance
competition and efficiency in these important
sectors, and to ensure that remaining regula-
tions were truly effective in achieving public
policy priorities, including strong sustained
growth. The second half of the 1980s and
early 1990s saw significant changes as the gov-
ernment made regulatory reform a major pol-
icy priority. It deregulated the transport, energy,
and telecommunications sectors to make them
more responsive to market forces. More re-
cently, it undertook major reforms in the fi-
nancial sector, culminating in June 2001 with
legislation to promote the efficiency and growth
of financial institutions, foster domestic com-
petition, and better protect consumers. Canada
also updated key elements of its framework leg-
islation, particularly the Competition Act and
the Patent Act.

Second, beginning in the 1980s, the gov-
ernment reviewed its ownership of public en-
terprises, leading to privatizations in areas where
government ownership was no longer necessary
to achieving public policy objectives, where it
compromised the sector’s efficiency and com-
petitiveness, or where it was necessary to en-
hance the effectiveness of improvements to the
regulatory environment. These privatizations
were especially significant in the transporta-
tion sector. These included the sale of Air
Canada in 1988, Canadian National Railways

in 1995, and Canada’s air navigation system in
1996. In telecommunications, new legislation
in 1993 aimed to increase reliance on market
forces for the provision of telecommunications
services. To date this has largely focused on in-
creased competition in the market for long-
distance service, however steps are underway to
increase competition in the provision of local
telephone service as well.

Third, the government significantly re-
oriented its role in economic development
spending. Although driven in part by fiscal ex-
igencies, it also reflected the recognition that
many programs in this area had not achieved
their objectives and that Canada continued to
lag in R&D and productivity growth. This
was worrisome in the era of the new economy,
with growth increasingly driven by innovation.
As a result of this reorientation, and to make
programs more efficient, the focus of economic
development shifted from government-directed
assistance to joint public-private initiatives—
and from direct grants to repayable contribu-
tions and tax measures.

The government has committed to work-
ing with Canadian industry, the provinces,
communities and the public on private sector
solutions to further broadband Internet cov-
erage in Canada, particularly in rural and re-
mote areas. To that end the 2001 budget
announced funding of $105 million over three
years to support broadband Internet expansion.
In September 2002 the government announced
the Broadband for Rural and Northern De-
velopment Pilot Program, with two parts. The
first provides funding in support of the devel-
opment of detailed business plans identifying
demand and sustainability of broadband in-
frastructure. The second provides funding for
the implementation of the business plan. 

Fourth, Canada moved to put in place a
more competitive tax regime, in response to a
growing consensus that the FTA with the
United States highlighted the need to address
certain tax-related obstacles to trade. One such
obstacle was the federal manufacturers sales tax
that made Canadian exports less competitive
and favored imports over domestically pro-
duced goods. This tax was replaced in 1991
with a value-added tax. Also important in this
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respect was the decision, announced in the
2000 budget, to begin a phased reduction in
federal corporate and personal taxes over the
next several years. This decision, made possi-
ble by the dramatic improvement in the fiscal
situation, reflected the recognition that tax
structures are critically important in retaining
highly skilled labor, and the need to enhance
Canada’s attractiveness as a location for new
investment.

SOCIAL PROTECTION AND HUMAN CAPITAL

INVESTMENT

Canadians have long put a high priority on
public policy measures to protect the less for-
tunate from adverse economic and social out-
comes, and help achieve meaningful equality
of opportunity. This consensus is deeply
grounded in Canadian values. Yet many of
Canada’s social programs also represent a prag-
matic economic policy response aimed at im-
proving aggregate social welfare in an
environment of risk and uncertainty. These un-
certainties are particularly important for
Canada, a small open economy, typically a
price taker on world markets—historically ori-
ented toward production of natural resource
commodities whose prices are often volatile,
leading to swings in employment and income
across different sectors and regions.

From this perspective, social programs in
Canada provide insurance against risks that are
privately uninsurable, either because the mag-
nitude of the necessary transfers would exceed
the resources available to any private insurer—
or because market failures, such as moral haz-
ard or adverse selection, militate against
effective private insurance against these risks.
Programs in this category include those that
involve direct income transfers, such as em-
ployment insurance and public welfare, as
well as the public health care system. Canada’s
social programs also serve an important re-
distributive function. Although the primary ra-
tionale for this rests in the value placed by
Canadians on social equity, it can also be seen
as a means of improving economic welfare, by
redistributing rents earned in such sectors as
natural resource extraction.

Canada’s social programs have become more
important amid the uncertainty associated with
the rapid changes in technology, competitive
forces, and patterns of demand associated with
globalization. In the 1990s it became clear that
these programs must change, to ensure their fis-
cal sustainability and, more important, to en-
sure that they protect Canadians while giving
them the tools and incentives to prosper. To help
achieve these objectives, the government un-
dertook reforms aimed at better targeting so-
cial assistance programs, ensuring their fiscal
sustainability, and providing Canada’s provinces
with greater flexibility in allocating federal
funds in line with their own priorities. 

Among the most important of the changes
were those to Canada’s employment insurance
program. In 1996 this program was reformed
by reducing expenditures on income support
and increasing spending on measures to help
the unemployed find and keep employment.
Changes to the income support element of the
program included reductions to the benefit
rate and the number of weeks of benefits avail-
able, as well as a slight increase in the length of
employment required to qualify for benefits. At
the same time, additional funds were provided
for training courses, costs of self-employment
and mobility, and re-employment incentives. 

Efforts were also made to ensure the long-
term sustainability of some programs. One ex-
ample was the Canada Pension Plan, an
earnings-related plan financed by employer and
employee contributions, reformed to avoid un-
sustainable increases in the contribution rate that
would otherwise be needed as the large baby-
boom generation retires. Instead, immediate
and moderate increases in the contribution rate
were made, and a new policy was adopted al-
lowing funds to be invested in financial markets.
This will result in the build-up of a large reserve
fund to help finance future pensions.

Although many of the changes to Canada’s
social programs were driven by the need to re-
store fiscal sustainability, this period also provided
an opportunity to improve their effectiveness.
Even at the peak of the restraint efforts, the fed-
eral government did not stop reinvesting in
human capital development, and this accelerated
sharply once the deficit was eliminated. In some
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cases, programs were more carefully targeted to
those who need them. Particular measures were
targeted toward improving the health care sys-
tem and helping vulnerable groups such as urban
aboriginals, youth at risk, and children from
low-income families. The government has also
put spending priority on initiatives to help Cana-
dians adapt to the demands of the knowledge-
based “new economy”. For example, the Canada
Foundation for Innovation was created to mod-
ernize Canada’s research institutions in key areas.
In addition, the government introduced the
Canadian Opportunities Strategy to help Canadi-
ans finance education and acquire the knowledge
and skills to participate in, and benefit from, op-
portunities in a knowledge-based economy.

The overall result of these reforms is that
Canada’s social programs became more efficient
and effective. Incentives to labor market par-
ticipation have been enhanced. Innovation
has been fostered. And access to knowledge and
skills at all stages of life has been improved. 

CANADA’S POLICY RESPONSE TO

GLOBALIZATION

Since the mid-1980s Canada has embarked on
policy initiatives to create a macroeconomic and
structural environment conducive to greater
productive capacity while better enabling firms
and workers to respond to the challenges as-
sociated with new technologies and a fast-
paced global market. Some of these efforts
were in traditional areas of economic policy.
Others were in areas traditionally regarded as
social policies, but which had come to be
viewed as crucial in combining improved eco-
nomic performance with the continued high
levels of social protection valued by Canadians.

These policies included decisive measures
to address Canada’s fiscal problem, which
had threatened to create a cycle of higher in-
terest rates, higher deficits, and deteriorating
economic performance. They also included ef-
forts toward trade liberalization, most no-
tably the FTA with the United States, aimed
at enhancing market opportunities and at-
tracting new investment. Trade liberalization
was complemented by a range of internal
structural measures, such as privatizing key

public enterprises, reorienting government
business programs, reducing internal barriers
to trade, reforming tax policy, and improving
the regulatory framework governing key areas
of the economy, such as transportation, fi-
nance, and telecommunications. 

THE BENEFITS

By expanding the scope for competition, in-
novation, and efficiency, the reforms to fiscal,
monetary, and trade and investment policies, and
to internal structural policies generated positive
spillovers in other sectors of the economy, and
have contributed to making Canada much more
competitive, open, and prosperous. Through the
FTA and NAFTA, trade as a proportion of
GDP has grown rapidly, from about 25 percent
in 1989 to some 40 percent by 1999.

Most important, the Canadian economy
has performed strongly overall. Over the past four
years Canadian real GDP growth averaged 4.4
percent, the strongest in the G-7. Employment
growth has also led the G-7 economies, result-
ing in a decline in unemployment to a 26-year
low of 6.8 percent in 2000. Despite this strong
growth performance, underlying inflation has re-
mained low and stable as costs were held back
by a doubling in labor productivity growth in the
last four years relative to the previous two decades.
This is due to strong business investment and
total factor productivity gains. The above de-
velopments have helped to push the average
growth of real disposable income per capita up
to 2.8 percent per year, above that of the United
States since the end of 1997.

The external current account balance also
moved from a record deficit in 1993 to a record
surplus in 2000, reducing Canada’s foreign in-
debtedness relative to GDP to its lowest level
since the 1950s. This, and the substantial
progress in reducing the public debt burden, has
given the federal government more flexibility
to address domestic economic priorities—and
the central bank more room to lower interest
rates in the recent global slowdown.

Just as important as the effect of these re-
forms on measurable GDP growth is the posi-
tive impact on the less-easily measured, but
equally important variables of economic welfare.
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Canada’s success in achieving low inflation and
sound public finances has created a climate of
greater certainty in which individuals and firms
alike can make decisions with confidence.
Market-opening measures and complementary
structural reforms—including deregulation in
key sectors and changes to competition policy—
have expanded consumer choice and contributed
to lower prices and higher real incomes. The con-
tinuing priority attached to Canada’s social pro-
grams has supported the investment in human
capital essential to economic growth. These so-
cial programs equip Canadians with the tools
to prosper in the global economy while pro-
tecting them from its vicissitudes.

In assessing these reforms, it is easy to over-
state the extent to which the policy initiatives
in key areas—such as deficit reduction, mon-
etary policy, and trade and structural reforms—
were a conscious and meticulously planned
response to the challenges of globalization. In-
stead, it would be more correct to regard them
as motivated primarily by the general objective
of improving the efficiency of the Canadian
economy and raising the standard of living
and economic security of Canadians. 

Little in the Canadian experience suggests
that globalization has fundamentally changed
ideas of what constitutes “best policy”. In-
deed, the most important of the domestic pol-
icy initiatives would have been highly desirable
for increasing competitiveness and efficiency,
while promoting equity and social protection,
in an economy for which openness to the
global economy was not a realistic prospect. It
is therefore more accurate to assess the Cana-
dian experience as one in which the more de-
manding external environment resulting from
globalization increased the importance of pol-
icy reforms that would have been essential in
any case to ensure the strongest possible sus-
tained growth in living standards.

CHALLENGES AND UNCERTAINTIES

While it is clear that the policy reforms in
Canada since the mid-1980s resulted in a more
open and dynamic Canadian economy, their
impact must be tempered by the recognition
that the reform process was incremental and

sometimes ad hoc. A key question relates to
what changes to the sequencing and pace of
these reforms would have been appropriate in
order to maximize their benefits. Although
specific conclusions are difficult to draw, it is
certain that there was room for improving on
the general approach that Canada followed.

In the late 1980s, it would have been im-
possible to accurately forecast the breadth and
depth of global economic change, particularly
the rapidly emerging knowledge-based econ-
omy. Since the reforms were not part of a co-
hesive plan to adjust to globalization, but often
a response to fiscal imperatives or domestic in-
dustry pressures, the lag between reforms may
have limited their impact, a view supported by
the OECD in its 1999–2000 annual review of
Canada (OECD 2000). According to some an-
alysts, if tax reforms had been implemented at
the same time as macroeconomic reforms,
greater benefits would have been realized (Mar-
tin and Porter 2001). Similarly, if a more com-
prehensive series of labor market reforms had
been undertaken earlier, overall economic per-
formance would likely have been enhanced, and
the costs of reducing inflation in the early
1990s might have been reduced. 

Some factors that influenced the pace, se-
quencing, and impact of the reforms in Canada
cannot be automatically transported to all other
countries. For example, the nature of Canada as
a federal state, with distinct region economies,
clearly influenced what was feasible in some
areas. Further, Canada’s location next to the
United States and its huge volume of trade with
that country strongly influenced its policy deci-
sions. Policy in certain areas was often driven by
the need to compete with the United States as
an exporter and as an investment location. Pol-
icy in other areas less directly affected by prox-
imity to the United States did not receive the
same impetus.

Perhaps inevitably, given the absence of a
comprehensive plan for these reforms at their
outset, reforms have sometimes had unin-
tended consequences, both positive and neg-
ative. Indeed, some outcomes are puzzling
even in retrospect. For example, the increase
in both exports and imports following the im-
plementation of the FTA and NAFTA was
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larger than expected—perhaps evidence that
the welfare impacts of these trade liberalization
measures were also larger than expected. But
this strong trade performance was not matched
by unambiguous evidence that Canada has
launched itself on a permanently higher pro-
ductivity trajectory, either in absolute terms or
in comparison with the United States.

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS AND A STRONG

POLICY CONSENSUS

Canada’s macroeconomic and structural pol-
icy responses have been greatly facilitated by
its membership and active participation in
such international organizations as the IMF, the
OECD, and the WTO.

The annual consultations with the IMF and
OECD have been useful forums for discussing
policy options in both macroeconomic and struc-
tural areas and examining them in an interna-
tional context. The discussions have provided the
opportunity to examine other countries’ policy
responses to similar challenges and draw lessons
from their experience. In particular, Canada’s
policy agenda over the past 10 years has been
strongly supported and reinforced by the IMF
and the OECD. For example, in the early 1990s,
the IMF consistently and strongly advocated a
comprehensive fiscal consolidation program for
Canada. Consistent with the government’s pol-
icy agenda, this helped foster public support for
implementation. Since the elimination of the fed-
eral budget deficit in 1997–98, five consecutive
years of budget surplus have given the govern-
ment the flexibility to increase its investment in
key areas, cut taxes, and pay down the debt.
Both the IMF and the OECD have been very
supportive of the government’s decision to use
part of the budget surplus to pay down the debt.
This, together with strong economic growth,
has resulted in a significant reduction in Canada’s
debt-to-GDP ratio over the past five years.

Canada’s membership in the GATT/WTO
has been one of the primary mechanisms sup-
porting trade liberalization. Through several
rounds of negotiations in the postwar period,
Canada has progressively negotiated reciprocal
trade concessions with other GATT/WTO
members. Initial rounds focused on tariff

reductions, but soon moved into other trade-
related areas such as standards, investment, gov-
ernment procurement, and trade remedies. This
system was effective because trade concessions
could be marketed more effectively domesti-
cally if the benefits of reciprocal trade concessions
by key trading partners could also be seen. More-
over, once tariff concessions were granted, they
could not be reversed. The Dispute Settlement
Mechanism has provided further incentive to en-
sure that policies are consistent with WTO rules.
Under this system, members may challenge the
trade-distorting policies of others—and may be
granted the right to retaliate if other members
fail to comply with WTO rules.

Canada’s trade policies are reviewed every
two years through the Trade Policy Review
Mechanism of the WTO, other WTO mem-
bers identify areas where further trade liberal-
ization is possible. This provides an external
rationale for trade policy liberalization, which
can help in garnering domestic support. Some
problem areas identified so far include tariff
peaks in textiles and clothing, high tariffs and
supply management programs in agriculture, the
lack of consistency in standards and government
procurement practices across the provinces,
and regulatory barriers in telecommunications,
transportation, and finance. 

NOTES

1. Excluding government employee pen-
sion liabilities, in order to be comparable with
other countries’ debt measures.
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China’s financial sector reform has resulted in
significant institutional improvement and sus-
tained strong economic growth performance.
Between 1978 and 2000 its real GDP grew at
an annual rate of 9.6 percent, and per capita
GDP at 8.2 percent. Total trade (imports plus
exports) rose from $21 billion a year to $474
billion, annual growth of 9.4 percent. Foreign
exchange reserves jumped from just $840 mil-
lion to $166 billion. Meanwhile, foreign direct
investment grew from zero to a cumulative
$350 billion. 

It was in 1978 that the first steps were
taken to reform and open China’s financial
sector. Since then China has pursued an in-
novative reform path crafted to meet its dis-
tinctive economic and social conditions. A
network of financial intermediaries and mar-
ket mechanisms suited to the emergence of a
market economy has been established, under-
pinned by a legal framework and official super-
visory system. 

China will continue to draw on the expe-
riences of developed countries and other de-
veloping countries to achieve a sound,
comprehensive, and effective financial system.

FINANCIAL REFORM OVER THE PAST 20 YEARS

Five key reform elements can be distinguished.
First, a central banking system has been devel-
oped and refined structurally, for more effective
monetary policy and greater macroeconomic sta-
bility. Second, a diverse network of financial in-
termediaries has been established. Third,
financial markets have been developed. Fourth,
an effective system of financial regulation and
supervision has been put in place. Fifth, the fi-
nancial sector has—gradually and cautiously—
been opening up to the outside world. 

ESTABLISHING AND IMPROVING THE CENTRAL

BANKING SYSTEM

Since 1978 the People’s Bank of China (PBC)
has undergone four major reforms. The first
dates to 1978, when it became independent of
the Ministry of Finance, transforming it from an
arm of the ministry to a stand-alone bank, ex-
ercising functions proper for a central bank and
undertaking commercial banking business. This
reform put an end to the old situation where pub-
lic finance dominated banking, and, in partic-
ular, introduced for the first time a real distinction
between budgetary issues and finance. 

The second reform began in 1984, when the
PBC was specifically designated as the central
bank of China, no longer allowed to do com-
mercial business. This took away the dual man-
date of financial authority and commercial
bank and established the PBC unambiguously
as a monetary authority. The third reform, in
1995, promulgated the Law of the People’s
Bank of China, legally establishing the status
and functions of the PBC as those of a central
bank. Then there was the fourth reform in
1998, a breakthrough in the organizational
and management structure of the PBC. The old
branch structure, with 32 provincial branches
organized along administrative lines, was con-
solidated into a nine-branch structure, with
each branch covering an economic region. This
change strengthened the independence of the
central bank in implementing monetary policy
as well as financial supervision and regulation.

BETTER CONDUCT OF MONETARY POLICY

Monetary policy instruments in China have
been gradually refined with the transformation
of the economic system, the development of

China
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financial institutions, and the maturation of the
market. Until the early 1990s, China relied
mainly on such direct means as quantitative
credit control to influence the evolution of
the money stock. A major overhaul of the sys-
tem of monetary control was introduced in the
latter half of 1992 at a time of overheating, with
accelerating consumer price inflation (figure 1)
and exchange rate fluctuation. Identifying as
the key objective a tightening of monetary
policy (bringing monetary growth to a level just
below the growth of nominal GDP), a com-
bination of policy instruments was brought into
play for reserve requirements, central bank
lending rates, and open market operations.
Instead of controlling the quantity of credit,
the authorities began to employ the monetary
aggregate as their operating target.

Since 1998 there have been further re-
forms in the mechanism of monetary control.
The PBC has abolished credit quotas for state-
owned commercial banks, completing the tran-
sition from direct to indirect control of the total
supply of money and credit. The reserve re-
quirement system has also been reformed, in-
tegrating the excess reserve accounts with the
required reserve accounts and restoring the
payment and clearance functions of the re-
serve accounts. Commercial banks are now
allowed to provide consumer credit where con-
ditions permit. Efforts have been enhanced to
use the open market operations, increase the

variety of financial products for transaction, and
promote market-based flotation of financial
policy bonds. The permissible range of com-
mercial bank lending rates has been widened.

ESTABLISHMENT OF DIVERSIFIED FINANCIAL

INSTITUTIONS

The first task in building a diversified network
of financial institutions was to establish a state-
owned commercial banking system. China
began to set up state-owned commercial banks
in the late 1970s. The Agricultural Bank of
China specialized in rural credit, the Con-
struction Bank of China in fixed asset invest-
ment, and the Bank of China mainly in the
foreign exchange business, all reinstituted in
1979. In 1984, with the refocusing of the PBC
as central bank, the Industrial and Commercial
Bank of China was set up to serve a target client
base industrial and commercial enterprises.

Next, the operations of the state-owned
commercial banks were strengthened, begin-
ning in the latter half of the 1980s. To satisfy the
needs of enterprises for diversified financing,
the sectoral barriers among the commercial
banks were removed. In 1994 three banks were
formed to undertake the policy financing pre-
viously assigned to the specialized banks: fixed
asset investment, agricultural procurement, and
international trade. The former specialized banks
became commercial banks in the sense that,
even though wholly state-owned, they engaged
in commercial financial business only. To ensure
that they really would be commercial banks, re-
forms were carried out to strengthen the man-
agement of each state-owned commercial bank
on a consolidated legal person basis, delink them
from their nonbanking arms, and improve in-
ternal management and risk-control mechanisms.

The Commercial Banking Law of the Peo-
ple’s Republic of China was promulgated in 1995
to provide a legal framework for standardizing the
operations of the commercial banks. In 1999
four financial asset management corporations
were set up, taking over 1.3 trillion yuan of non-
performing assets from the four state-owned
commercial banks. The government has also
taken various measures to increase the capital
adequacy of the state-owned commercial banks.

Figure 1.  Macroeconomic performance 
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These reforms have expanded the scope of busi-
ness of the state-owned commercial banks, sep-
arated policy and commercial business,
strengthened internal management and risk pre-
vention, and improved competitiveness.

China has not neglected the development of
a variety of other financial institutions. Since 1984
other banks with different ownership structures
have been set up, as well as various nonbanking
financial institutions, such as securities, insurance,
trust, and finance companies. So, even though
the state-owned commercial banks still play a
dominant role, many other financial institu-
tions are active in the market. By the end of 2000,
apart from the three policy banks and the four
wholly state-owned commercial banks, there
were 10 share-holding commercial banks, 99
city commercial banks, 1,695 urban credit co-
operatives, 39,255 rural credit cooperatives, 71
enterprise group finance companies, 12 finan-
cial leasing companies, nearly 100 trust and in-
vestment companies, 100 securities firms, 13
insurance companies, and 191 operational
foreign-funded financial institutions.

The reform of the financial system helped
increase the strength of the financial sector. By
the end of 2000, total assets of the financial in-
dustry reached 19.7 trillion yuan, more than
twice the GDP of that year, and a 65-fold in-
crease over the two decades. Assets of the wholly
state-owned commercial banks alone came to
124 percent of GDP; assets of the policy banks,
17 percent; share-holding commercial banks, 16
percent; city commercial banks, 6 percent; urban
credit cooperatives, 1.6 percent; and rural credit
cooperatives, 17 percent. Total deposits in the
financial institutions reached 12.4 trillion yuan,
138 percent of GDP. Aggregate loans topped 9.9
trillion yuan, also exceeding GDP. Interestingly,
associated with this rapid financial deepening,
bank lending began to assume a major role in
the financing of national fixed asset investment.
In 2000 lending by wholly state-owned banks
financed 41 percent of fixed asset investment in
China, up from 7 percent in 1980. 

The insurance sector, though much smaller,
has also grown. The total assets of insurance
companies reached 337 billion yuan in 2000, 
4 percent of GDP, with premium income of
160 billion yuan, 2 percent of GDP. 

The reform of the financial system also
improved the quality of financial services. Pre-
viously all that was available was elementary
banking, based on deposits and loans. Now
many other financial services are widely used,
including securities, insurance, trust and in-
vestment, leasing, and investment. Such lines
as international settlement, exchange, real es-
tate, consumer credit, and banking cards are
developing, and such intermediate business as
company financing, finance consultancy, com-
missioned transactions, fee collection, and
salary accounts are rapidly expanding.

ESTABLISHMENT OF A COMPREHENSIVE

FINANCIAL MARKET SYSTEM

A money market had already emerged in
China by the early 1980s. Since then, it has
been developing rapidly, with a variety of in-
struments (table 1). Apart from interbank
lending, it is also possible to trade in financial
products such as negotiable bills and short-
term government bonds (repurchase of gov-
ernment securities). The volume of trade has
also been increasing rapidly. In 2000 transac-
tions on China’s money market exceeded 3 tril-
lion yuan, 35 percent of the GDP that year and
a 10-fold increase over the late 1980s. The
functioning of the money market has also im-
proved, providing a venue for the commercial
banks to get short-term liquidity and creating
conditions for the open market operations of
the central bank.

TABLE 1
China’s money market, 1986–2000
(billion yuan)

Commercial
Interbank Negotiable banks PBC 

Year lending Repurchases bills discounts discounts

1986 30.0 0
1987 230.0 0
1988 524.0 0 0
1989 293.4 0 0
1990 264.1 0 0
1991 292.7 0 0
1992 450.0 0 0
1993 250.0 0 0
1994 n.a. 0 0
1995 820.2 0 242.4 141.2 84.4
1996 587.1 0 389.0 226.5 135.0
1997 414.9 30.7 460.0 274.0 133.2
1998 98.9 102.1 384.1 265.0 120.0
1999 323.9 395.7 507.6 249.9 115.0
2000 672.8 813.3 744.5 644.7 266.7
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Since the opening of Shanghai and Shenzhen
stock exchanges in December 1990, great
progress has been made in developing China’s
capital market (figure 2). The issuance volume
of government securities, corporate shares, and
bonds has greatly increased. Enterprises have be-
come more dependent on direct financing. And
the overall financing structure of firms and the
asset structures of individuals’ portfolios have un-
dergone profound changes. The capital market
is doing more in resource allocation, and its ef-
ficiency has been constantly improving. At the
end of 2000, 1,121 companies were listed at
home and abroad, with a total market value of
4.8 trillion yuan, roughly 57 percent of the
GDP. About 50 million Chinese invest in stocks. 

ESTABLISHMENT OF AN EFFECTIVE FINANCIAL

SUPERVISION FRAMEWORK

In 1998 China reformed the organizational
structure of financial supervision and regula-
tion by establishing securities and insurance
regulatory authorities separate from the PBC.

The PBC, as the regulatory authority and su-
pervisor of the banking industry, has done much
to strengthen financial supervision and regula-
tion since 1993. It has increased supervisory de-
partments, defined the functions of banks,
nonbanking financial institutions, and insurance
and auditing firms, and clarified responsibilities

for financial supervision. The division of labor
between the PBC headquarters and branches
in financial supervision has been redefined, and
the focus of the branches has been shifted from
credit allocation to financial supervision. With
the overarching goal of monitoring risk, finan-
cial supervision has evolved from general verifi-
cation of administrative procedures and financial
management into a comprehensive supervision
covering market access, business operation, risk
monitoring and control, and market exit. Ef-
fective measures have been taken to contain risk
for financial institutions with excessive risk ex-
posures, explore approaches for market exit, and
improve the capacity to handle financial risks.

The China Securities Regulatory Commis-
sion, as the supervising authority of the securi-
ties industry, has improved its regulatory
framework by setting up and maintaining direct
control over its local offices in major cities. It has
researched and formulated policies and plans as
well as the necessary laws and regulations for the
development of the securities and futures mar-
kets. It has also investigated the securities com-
panies, taken needed corrective actions, and
formulated and implemented schemes aimed at
preventing and warding off risks confronting se-
curities companies. The commission has also
been suppressing illegal over-the-counter stock
exchanges. Problems with the provincial secu-
rities exchange centers have also been dealt with.
The futures market has been standardized, with
some futures exchanges reorganized into secu-
rities brokers and dealers. The implementation
of these reform measures has greatly enhanced
the supervision over the securities market and
made its operations more standard.

The China Insurance Regulatory Com-
mission, since its establishment in 1998, has
worked out policies, laws and regulations, de-
velopment strategies, and plans to develop the
insurance industry and cultivate the insurance
market. It has carried out supervision, regula-
tion, and business guidance over the operations
of the insurance sector. This has included in-
vestigating and sanctioning firms in violation of
laws or regulations, protecting the interests of
the insured, taking precautions against and re-
ducing risks in the insurance industry, and safe-
guarding the stability of the insurance market.

Figure 2.  Stock market development
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STEADILY OPENING THE FINANCIAL SECTOR

VIGOROUS ENCOURAGEMENT OF ENTRY BY

FOREIGN-FUNDED BANKS

In line with the overall goal of opening up the
Chinese economy, there has also been a measured
policy of financial opening, with the entry of
foreign-funded financial institutions encour-
aged by lifting the geographical restrictions on
establishing foreign financial institutions. At
the beginning, foreign financial institutions
were allowed only to come to the special eco-
nomic zones and selected coastal cities. Grad-
ually this was extended to all major cities. The
scope of business opened to foreign financial in-
stitutions has also been gradually expanded
from foreign currency business only to being par-
tially allowed to conduct yuan business.

At the end of 2000, 87 foreign financial in-
stitutions and enterprise groups from 22 coun-
tries and regions maintained 191 operational
financial establishments in China, including 7
joint venture banks, 6 wholly foreign-owned
banks, 7 finance companies, and 158 bank
branches. Thirty-three foreign banks have been
permitted to conduct yuan business. Apart
from that, 166 foreign banks from 38 coun-
tries and regions have set up 248 representa-
tive offices in China. The total assets of foreign
financial institutions in China have greatly in-
creased, reaching $34.4 billion by the end of
2000, with a total loan balance of $18.6 bil-
lion. The resources of the foreign banks come
mainly from their headquarters abroad, which
provide about 70 percent of total funds.

Sound Chinese financial institutions have
been actively encouraged to explore overseas
business. Chinese banks and insurance com-
panies have set up branches in 24 countries and
regions on five continents, with an aggregate
employment of 30,000. 

INTRODUCTION OF A UNIFIED EXCHANGE RATE

AND CURRENT ACCOUNT CONVERTIBILITY

From the beginning there has been a gradual
relaxation of exchange controls. In 1979 a
method of foreign exchange earning retention
was introduced. The following year a foreign

currency swap center was established, and a
dual exchange rate system introduced, distin-
guishing between the price for trade-related for-
eign exchange purchase and the official public
exchange rate. In March 1988 the restrictions
on the exchange rate at the swap center were
lifted, allowing it to float within a certain range
of the official rate. 

1994 saw a major reform of foreign ex-
change administration and exchange rate
regime. A single managed floating exchange rate
was introduced on the basis of market supply
and demand. An interbank foreign exchange
market was set up with the establishment of the
China Foreign Exchange Trading Center in
Shanghai on April 1, 1994, for the surrender
and purchase of foreign exchange related to cur-
rent account transactions.

In 1996 China further relaxed foreign ex-
change control. Since then, the foreign ex-
change surrender and purchase system has
become applicable also to foreign-funded en-
terprises and restrictions on their use of foreign
exchange under current account were removed.
Foreign banks in China and Chinese-foreign
joint venture banks have been allowed to han-
dle the foreign exchange surrender, purchase,
and payment business of foreign-funded en-
terprises. Individuals have since been allowed
to exchange more foreign currency for per-
sonal needs. Restrictions over the nontrade,
nonregular use of foreign exchange for cross-
border exhibitions and investment promotion
have also been removed. Foreign organizations
and individuals in China have been allowed to
remit their lawful income out of China. With
the implementation of these measures, China
met the requirement of Article VIII of the Ar-
ticles of Agreement of International Monetary
Fund and announced current account con-
vertibility of the yuan as of December 1, 1996.

Reform of the foreign exchange system
has facilitated vigorous growth of international
trade and foreign direct investment, resulting
in big increase of China’s foreign exchange re-
serves (figure 3). China’s export volume in-
creased from $18.1 billion in 1980 to $249.2
billion in 2000, a 14-fold increase. Between
1979 and 2000 Chinese and foreign busi-
nessmen signed 363,000 direct investment
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contracts, with actual use of direct investment
topping $350 billion. In 2000 foreign-funded
enterprises in China exported $119.4 billion,
48 percent of total exports. Foreign-funded en-
terprises are now important in promoting the
Chinese economy.

China’s foreign exchange reserve has also ex-
panded considerably, from $840 million at end-
1980 to $165.6 billion at end-2000. The
increased foreign exchange reserves have helped
enhance China’s overall national strength and its
resilience to risks. In the face of the Asian financial
crisis in 1997 and the accompanying drastic de-
preciation of Southeast Asian currencies, the
Chinese government undertook to maintain a
stable yuan exchange rate, which not only pre-
vented the spread of the crisis into China but also
stabilized Asian economies and finance. 

FINANCIAL REFORM AND ECONOMIC

RESTRUCTURING—IN PARALLEL

Overall economic restructuring in China since
1978 has gone through three phases. The first
was from 1978 to 1984, when the reform fo-
cused on the countryside with the household
production responsibility system being intro-
duced in the villages. Pilot programs were car-
ried out in allowing enterprises greater
autonomy. Also on a pilot basis, enterprises
were shifted to a regime in which they paid
taxes instead of handing over all profits to the
government. In this early phase, 4 special

economic zones and 14 coastal port cities were
to open to the outside world. 

The second phase was from 1984 to 1991,
when the focus of reform was in the cities. Pilot
schemes to reform state-owned enterprises
were introduced and efforts made to encour-
age the development of private enterprises and
township enterprises. 

The third phase was from 1992 to 2000,
when comprehensive reforms centering on the
restructuring of the state-owned enterprises
were carried out. Key elements included mod-
ern enterprise management systems, macro-
economic restructuring, reform of the foreign
exchange and foreign trade systems, and hous-
ing and social security reform. 

The tasks of the first two phases were to
break up the old system, while the third aimed
at establishing a new socialist market econ-
omy system.

China’s financial reform can be seen, for
the most part, as proceeding in parallel with the
wider economic restructuring, reflected in the
way the diversification of financial institutions
mirrors the diversification of enterprise owner-
ship. The development of the financial market,
particularly the stock market, can be seen as
analogous to the transformation of the operat-
ing methods of enterprises. Reform of the for-
eign exchange system went hand-in-hand with
reform of the foreign trade and investment sys-
tem, as did reform of state-owned commercial
banks and state-owned nonfinancial enterprises.

STEADINESS AND GRADUALISM IN FINANCIAL

REFORM

There are two ways of making an economic
transition: radically and gradually. Proceeding
from its national conditions and realities, China
chose the road of gradually transforming its eco-
nomic system, “navigating across the river by
fathoming the course through underwater
stones”. Reform began in the rural areas, where
the planned economic system was relatively
weak, and was rolled out to cities step-by-step.
The price reforms were done by introducing
more and more relaxed control into government
regulation with a view to the final removal of
price controls. Opening to the outside world
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was piloted in coastal areas first, and when suf-
ficient experience had been gained, rolled out
to the inland areas. Ownership reform was car-
ried out by developing the non-state-owned
sector while making adjustments in the state-
owned sector. Reform of the state-owned en-
terprises began with allowing the enterprises
more autonomy and increasing their retention
of profits, and evolved into the establishment
of modern enterprise management systems and
readjustment of the behavior of the state-owned
sector.

Financial reform has also been gradual.
State-owned commercial banks were set up
first, and then financial institutions with other
ownership structures began to develop. Later,
strengthening and reforming the other finan-
cial institutions was tackled before that of the
state-owned commercial banks. The money
market was established and deepened before the
foreign exchange and capital markets were de-
veloped. Gradual relaxation of quantitative
control of credit came ahead of open market op-
erations, rediscounting, and other indirect ways
of macrocontrol and regulation. Restrictions on
money market interest rates were removed be-
fore the relaxation of control over government
bond and bank lending interest rates.

THE REFORM AND OPENING OF THE

FINANCIAL SYSTEM HAS BEEN LED BY THE

GOVERNMENT

The establishment of financial institutions and
the formation of financial markets in China is
quite different in one important respect from
many western developed countries. Rather than
evolve spontaneously, markets and institutions
have emerged under the leadership of govern-
ment, in response to its perception of the needs
of economic development. For example, the es-
tablishment and reform of the state-owned
commercial banks, the development and
standardization of small and medium-sized fi-
nancial institutions, the building up and de-
velopment of the financial market have all been
led and guided by the government. This has en-
abled Chinese financial institutions and finan-
cial markets to rapidly meet the need of
economic reform and development.

With the growing role of the market in the
Chinese economy, the government has shifted
the emphasis in financial reform from admin-
istrative directives to legislation. Among the
many laws and regulations promulgated since
1995 are the Central Bank Law, Commercial
Banking Law, Securities Law, Insurance Law,
Law on Negotiable Bills, and the Decision to
Punish Crimes Undermining Financial Order.

IDENTIFYING MONETARY POLICY TARGETS

COMMENSURATE WITH NATIONAL CONDITIONS

IS THE KEY TO MAINTAINING MACROECONOMIC

STABILITY

The monetary policy objective set for the PBC
has also evolved over the years. The Regulations
of the People’s Republic of China on Bank
Management, issued in 1986, set for monetary
policy the dual goal of stabilizing the currency
and developing the economy. At that time,
with the reform of investment and financing not
yet accomplished, the condition of industry
was such that capacity constraints meant that
the supply of many products fell short of de-
mand. As a result, when the local governments
urgently wanted to develop the local economies,
the central bank was under enormous pressure
to increase credit and money supply. In some
years, the two goals of stabilizing the currency
and developing the economy seriously con-
flicted, and when this happened the develop-
ment goal usually prevailed over that of
stabilizing the currency. So, although the eco-
nomic growth rate remained high, inflation
surged, especially in 1988 and 1993.

In 1993 the Decision on Matters Relating
to the Establishment of a Socialist Market
Economy made at the third plenary session of
the 14th CPC Central Committee and the
Decision on Reform of the Financial System of
the State Council clearly redefined the objec-
tive of the Chinese monetary policy as main-
taining a stable currency and promoting
economic growth. In March 1995 the Law of
the People’s Republic of China on the People’s
Bank of China (Central Bank Law) was pro-
mulgated, designating that as the ultimate ob-
jective of China’s monetary policy in explicit
legal terms, correctly sorting out the relations
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between having a stable currency and promot-
ing economic growth, and formally rejecting
dual objectives for monetary policy. As a result,
the Chinese economy entered a stage of high
and steady growth and low inflation.

THE OPENING OF THE FINANCIAL MARKET HAS

BEEN GRADUAL

With the Chinese economy opening to the out-
side world, the financial sector was also opened
gradually. In 1981 foreign financial institutions
began to set up representative offices in China.
In 1985 foreign financial institutions were al-
lowed to open operational branches in the five
special economic zones of Shenzhen, Zhuhai,
Xiamen, Shantou, and Hainan. In 1990 Shang-
hai became the first coastal open city outside of
the special economic zones to bring in opera-
tional foreign financial institutions. After that,
another seven coastal cities, including Dalian,
were also allowed to do so. In 1992 American
International Assurance (part of the AIG group)
set up its branch in Shanghai, marking the start
of experimentation with opening the Chinese
insurance market. In August 1994 Beijing and
10 other inland cities were added to the list of
localities open to operational foreign financial
institutions. In December 1996 foreign finan-
cial institutions were allowed to conduct yuan
business in Pudong, Shanghai, and the practice
was later extended to Shenzhen.

The greatest advantages of gradual open-
ing are that, since there is no need to accom-
plish everything at one go, there need not be
too great a macroeconomic impact. Experience
can be constantly assessed and the plan adapted
appropriately to ensure that practice fits na-
tional conditions. 

An important lesson the Chinese author-
ities drew from the Southeast Asian financial
crisis is that in the process of financial liberal-
ization, some countries had been overhasty in
relaxing financial controls by interest rate lib-
eralization, deregulation, premature opening
of the capital market, and establishing off-
shore financial markets. Premature adoption of
these measures contributed to the outbreak of
the financial crisis. In contrast, drawing fully
on the lessons of previous experience, the Chi-

nese government strengthened its manage-
ment of the capital account following intro-
duction of current account convertibility,
preventing the crisis from spreading to China.

PRIORITIES AND TARGETS OF THE NEXT-STEP

FINANCIAL REFORM AND DEVELOPMENT IN CHINA

With China’s entry into the World Trade Or-
ganization, its financial sector will face huge
changes, manifest in the following areas. First,
the system of supervision and regulation is
not yet prepared for the complexities of the new
situation. Second, the financial market is not
so developed that it can be relied on to avoid
any threat to macro instability and to ensure
an optimal allocation of resources. Third, there
is still a gap between the management and
operational capacity of the wholly state-owned
commercial banks and that of the world’s lead-
ing banks. Fourth, there are still hidden prob-
lems in the rural financial system. 

For these reasons, China must continue to
deepen its financial reform, strengthening in-
stitutions and markets and improving the su-
pervision, regulation, and control mechanisms
of the financial sector. A sound monetary pol-
icy will continue to be needed, adjusting mon-
etary conditions appropriately to facilitate
economic restructuring and growth. Overall, the
Chinese financial sector’s capacity to deliver
services will have to be improved to enhance the
sector’s competitiveness. Efforts will be made to
prevent and dissolve financial risks and enhance
the quality of bank assets. Comprehensive re-
forms will be carried out in wholly state-owned
commercial banks, bringing them into line with
best contemporary banking practice. The rural
financial system will be reformed to redouble fi-
nancial support for farmers and agricultural de-
velopment. The strong balance of payments
performance will be maintained. The managed
floating exchange rate system based on market
supply and demand will be further improved. 

IMPROVING THE MONETARY POLICY SYSTEM

RELYING ON INDIRECT INSTRUMENTS

China will continue to pursue a sound mone-
tary policy and seek refinements in the conduct
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of monetary policy, by relying mainly on indi-
rect policy instruments. First, open market op-
erations will be expanded, and the quality of the
relevant decisionmaking will be improved to en-
sure that the timing and scale of open market
transactions are optimized. Transaction fre-
quency will be increased, and fine-tuning mea-
sures will be taken as the occasion warrants.
While an increasing volume of repurchase trans-
actions can be expected, there will also be more
use of outright transactions. Flexibility will be
exercised in selecting modes of transaction to give
further play to the open market in guiding
short-term interest rates on the market. The
role of the primary dealers will also be given more
scope in activating the market, transmitting
monetary policy, and expanding the effects of
open market operation. Market infrastructure
will be strengthened through improvements in
the settlement and clearing system.

Second, rediscount business will be further
developed. While expanding the range of bills
eligible for discount, the ceiling on discount
interest rate will be gradually lifted in support
of the market-based interest rate reform. The
purpose is to enhance the role of rediscount in
guiding market interest rate and commercial
bank behavior.

Third, the required reserve system will be
further improved. The basis for calculating
the required reserves will be improved by in-
troducing the concept of average balance in the
accounting period. Verification of the required
reserve will also be improved accordingly.

Fourth, efforts will be made to gradually
increase market influence over the degree to
which interest rates vary around the central
bank rates, with money market interest rates
as the key intermediate rate determined by
market supply and demand. In sequencing in-
terest rate liberalization, foreign currency in-
terest rates will be reformed before those in local
currency, rural rates before those for urban fi-
nancial institutions, and bank lending interest
rates ahead of deposit interest rates. 

So, the main elements of the reform will
involve relaxing restrictions on the yield at
issue of domestic enterprise bonds, leaving
these to be determined by the market; lifting
controls over the deposit and loan interest

rates of rural credit cooperatives and allowing
them to set their interest rates according to the
supply and demand of funds and the risk level
of lending; and gradually expanding the al-
lowable spread of lending rates for financial in-
stitutions in urban areas, to exercise control over
retail deposit interest rates and a flexible man-
agement of large-amount deposit interest rates.

COMPREHENSIVE REFORM TO GEAR THE

STATE-OWNED COMMERCIAL BANKS TOWARD

MODERN BANKING

The basic objectives in the reform and devel-
opment of the wholly state-owned commercial
banks are to introduce best modern banking
practice; to innovate the ownership system;
to optimize ownership structure and corporate
governance; to reform operations, manage-
ment, personnel, and distribution; and to im-
prove branch network. Quantitative targets
will include keeping the average nonperform-
ing loan ratio under 15 percent and minimum
capital adequacy ratio at 8 percent.

The guiding principles of the reforms are
“overall planning implemented through dif-
ferentiated handling; dealing not only with
evident problems but with their root causes;
and achieving set goals within the designated
timeframe”. The focus of the reforms is to
renew the banking system, turn the four wholly
state-owned commercial banks into share-
holding banks in ways suited to their respec-
tive conditions, and altogether achieve a fully
modern banking system by around 2005. The
main contents of the reforms will include:
• Ownership and shareholding reforms. Wholly

state-owned enterprises are now more or
less analogous to government departments.
This has to change fundamentally, and the
distinctive features of a financial enterprise
must be taken into account if it is truly to
be able to function on a commercial basis.
Internal corporate governance must be built
on sound principles. The supervisory board,
the board of directors, and the manage-
ment will have clearly defined responsibil-
ity. Then, viable wholly state-owned
commercial banks should be allowed to re-
organize into share-holding banks, with the
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state holding the controlling share to create
the conditions for being listed in the future.

• Improving the institutional setup. The branch
layout will be based on cost, efficiency,
and profitability considerations. At the
same time, internal structures must ensure
both an effective division of labor and in-
ternal controls.

• Exercising a prudent accounting system, grad-
ually alleviating historical burdens, and im-
proving the quality of assets. In this respect, it
is necessary to make proper readjustments to
accounting standards; reform the system of
provisions for and writing off loan losses; ex-
plore ways of reforming the tax rates for
commercial banks; roll out the risk-based five-
category loan classification system already
being introduced; and evaluate the issue of
nonperforming loans resulting from policy
factors with a view to relieving the com-
mercial banks of their historical burdens.

• Enhancing capital adequacy through various
channels. An improved capital replenish-
ment system for commercial banks has to
be established in mutual support with re-
form of the ownership structure.

• Strengthening external supervision mecha-
nisms. Two steps can be taken to increase
the transparency of the wholly state-owned
commercial banks and bring the informa-
tion disclosure of the Chinese banking in-
dustry up to international standards. The
first is to modify the accounting system of
the banking industry and provide incentives
for the commercial banks to disclose in-
formation not directly relating to their per-
formance and gradually increase disclosure
frequency. The second is to increase the
disclosure of information in business per-
formance and financial situation. 
China will also encourage the commercial

banks to carry out business innovation and
personnel and salary reforms to enhance the in-
centive system.

STEPPING UP THE REFORM OF THE MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM OF RURAL CREDIT COOPERATIVES

Established according to the cooperative prin-
ciple, the rural credit cooperatives are intended

to help the vast number of farmers expand
their market-based production and to support
the development of agriculture and the rural
economy. The focus of deepening reform in the
rural credit cooperatives should be to clarify
ownership and improve governance. The or-
ganizational form of rural credit cooperatives
needs to be rethought in the light of the actual
conditions of the cooperatives concerned. Their
management has to be strengthened, with self-
discipline and self-developing operational
mechanisms put in place to ensure better in-
centives for good performance. 

With the expanded spread of allowable in-
terest rates and a continuation of low tax rates,
the policy environment will remain support-
ive of the rural credit cooperatives, enabling
them to deal with inherited burdens, lower
risks and bring them under more effective
control. Gradually, insolvent credit cooperatives
will be disposed of. The business of the rural
credit cooperatives has to develop in a com-
prehensive way, and their services have to be
further improved to help the farmers get bet-
ter access to loans. Shared services and self-
regulatory umbrella groups or associations of
cooperatives could be part of the solution for
the rural credit cooperatives, while supervi-
sion by the PBC of the cooperatives has to be
improved. 

SPEEDING UP DEVELOPMENT OF THE

FINANCIAL MARKET

The financial market is an important vehicle for
transmitting monetary policy. Its level of de-
velopment affects not only the efficiency of
capital allocation but also the operating effi-
ciency of the central bank’s monetary policy. In
this connection, China must accelerate the
deepening of the financial market and devel-
opment of the money market. For one thing,
there need to be nationally integrated multi-
layered money markets open to all financial in-
stitutions. Efforts are also needed to further
standardize and develop the interbank lending
market, increase the number of market partic-
ipants, develop the mechanisms for financing
small and medium-sized financial institutions,
and strengthen market regulation. 
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The financial institutions should develop
over-the-counter bond transactions for both
corporate and individual customers. What is
envisaged is an integrated bond market struc-
ture consisting mainly of the interbank
market supplemented by over-the-counter
transactions with commercial banks. At the
same time, the development of the bond
market will also require better custody and
settlement services. There needs to be a net-
work of money market brokers and market
makers. The financial institutions will be
encouraged and guided to develop nego-
tiable bills discount business. Efforts will
also be made to promote the development of
regional bills market and to try issuing fi-
nancing bills so as to increase the range of bills
eligible for discount. 

A second need is to promote the devel-
opment of the Chinese capital market. Im-
proving corporate governance in the securities
industry, building up the market system, and
enhancing supervisory and regulatory skills
constitute three priorities in the future cap-
ital market reform. To protect the interests
of investors and standardize the operations of
the listed companies, China will, according
to the criteria set by the OECD and in the
light of the actual conditions in China, work
out principles for corporate governance, en-
hance the level of information disclosure by
listed companies, and improve supervision
and regulation.

A third need is to establish a scientific and
reasonable normal financing relationship be-
tween the money market and the capital
market—to support the development of the
capital market, ward off financial risks, and give
further play to the role of monetary policy in
macroeconomic development. Access by se-
curities dealers to the lending market must be
put under close scrutiny to prevent illegal lend-
ing by the securities dealers. The stock-pledged
loan business of the commercial banks will be
further standardized, with strict review and
approval over the qualifications of the com-
mercial banks and securities companies con-
ducting such business. Securities dealers will
be encouraged to finance through bond re-
purchase and bond issuance.

IMPROVING THE MANAGED FLOATING

EXCHANGE RATE REGIME

Although the single managed floating exchange
rate based on market supply and demand, in
place since 1994, has served China and the re-
gion well it is still too rigid. It needs to be im-
proved so that the exchange rate can better
reflect real market supply and demand as well
as changes in balance of payments performance. 

The objective here is to increase the flexi-
bility of the yuan exchange rate system and
widen the range of float. To this end, China will
gradually increase the role of the market in in-
fluencing the exchange rate, widen the range of
float for the interbank market exchange rate, ad-
just the limits on banks’ working positions,
and reform the foreign exchange surrender sys-
tem. Efforts will also be made to further develop
and improve the foreign exchange market by
promoting forward foreign exchange surrender
and purchase business, extending business hours
for interbank foreign exchange market, pro-
moting big-volume agent trade and increasing
the variety of products for the foreign exchange
market. The intervention mechanism of the
central bank will be improved by shifting the
exchange rate target for the yuan from the U.S.
dollar to a basket of foreign currencies, reduc-
ing the frequency of central bank intervention
in the foreign exchange market, and strength-
ening monitoring and early warning over the
foreign exchange market.

ACTIVELY CREATING CONDITIONS AND THE

GRADUALLY RELAXING CONTROL OVER CAPITAL

ACCOUNT

Although current account convertibility was
introduced in December 1996, strict control
is still exercised over capital account items. In-
ternational experience suggests that capital
account convertibility requires a stable macro-
economic environment, a sound financial sys-
tem, effective supervision and regulation, and
a resilient overall national economy. China
will act cautiously and pragmatically, gradu-
ally creating the basic conditions for capital ac-
count convertibility. Thus the authorities’
capacity for maintaining macroeconomic
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stability through instruments of monetary
and fiscal policy, as well as the exchange rate,
will be strengthened. Efforts will be made to
enhance the ability of domestic industrial,
commercial, and financial enterprises to build
the capacity to use, earn, and repay foreign ex-
changes. It is also important to improve the
fiscal balance and promote price stability. The
financial market will be standardized, the se-
curities market expanded. Supervision and
regulation of financial institutions will also
focus on their ability to absorb international
capital shocks.

FURTHER OPENING THE FINANCIAL MARKET IN

AN ORDERLY MANNER

Against the backdrop of increasing global-
ization, China has worked out a preliminary
timetable for opening the financial market.
In the year of China’s entry into the WTO,
foreign banks will be allowed to conduct for-
eign currency business with Chinese enter-
prises and individuals. Two years after that,
they will be permitted to conduct yuan busi-
ness with Chinese enterprises. In another
three years, they will be allowed to conduct
yuan business with the Chinese individuals.
Within five years of China’s entry into the
WTO, the number of cities where foreign
banks are allowed to conduct yuan business
will gradually increase. Foreign banks will not
be under geographical restrictions in con-
ducting yuan business and will fully enjoy na-
tional treatment.

STRENGTHENING FINANCIAL SUPERVISION AND

ENSURING FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC SAFETY

The quality of central bank supervision and en-
forcement of prudential rules in line with in-
ternational standards constitute an important
guarantee for economic and financial safety. The
central bank must speed up the reform of the su-
pervisory and regulatory system, enhance the in-
dependence and professionalism of the financial
regulatory authorities, and improve its ability to
coordinate financial supervision and monetary
policy, control moral hazard, and identify and
cope with banking risks. To this end, reform of
the banking supervision system will be carried
out in accord with the principles of separating
regulation from supervision (separating admin-
istrative and planning work from direct super-
vision), supervising legal persons (the focus of
supervision to be on the financial institutions as
legal persons, rather than on their branches),
and clearly defining responsibilities (the super-
visory groups and individuals carrying responsi-
bilities for direct supervision). The purpose is to
increase the ability and quality of supervision by
the central bank. While reforming bank super-
vision, China will also reform the accounting sys-
tem, enhance the self-discipline and supervision
of the industry, and give full play to the super-
visory role of law firms, accounting firms, rating
agencies, and other intermediary organizations.

In short, China is aiming to enhance the
quality and efficiency of its financial system, to the
best modern standards and as soon as possible, to
facilitate the economy’s stability and development.
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France’s liberalization of its capital controls, im-
plemented between 1983 and 1990, was an in-
disputable success. The process occurred quickly:
between 1984 and 1988 France switched from
high protection to an almost entirely deregulated
environment, phasing out all controls on the
trade balance and the current account. More-
over, the process was not detrimental to macro-
economic fundamentals. On the contrary, it
was accompanied by a restoration of economic
stability. The trade balance improved signifi-
cantly, and the French franc stabilized. The last
adjustment of the exchange rate occurred in
January 1987, with a 3 percent devaluation of
the franc relative to the Deutsche mark.

The franc’s strong resilience to the cur-
rency crises of the early 1990s indicates the suc-
cess of these efforts. Unlike some European
currencies, the franc was never forced out of
the European Monetary System—though its
defense demanded repeated use of joint foreign
exchange interventions, reducing the Bank of
France’s official currency reserves. France’s ap-
proach to liberalization enabled it to join the
European Monetary Union when it was cre-
ated in 1999, with a conversion rate that main-
tained the 1987 value of the franc. Moreover,
countries such as Greece, Japan, Portugal, and
Spain have used progressive approaches simi-
lar to France’s to liberalize their capital controls.

The reasons for France’s success are diverse
and partly due to noneconomic and external fac-
tors, such as political commitment and eco-
nomic recovery from 1986 onward. Still, three
features of France’s liberalization policies made
decisive contributions to their success: the poli-
cies were pragmatic, integrated, and flexible:
• Pragmatic approach. Ideology played as

small a part in the process of liberalization
as it had previously played in the institution

of capital controls. From the beginning the
priority was not to expedite the process at
any price (through a “big bang” approach)
but to ensure an incremental process—
while eliminating any possibility of retreat,
which would have imposed heavy credi-
bility costs. Enormous attention was paid
to sequencing, and the government moved
to the next stage only after the previous
one had achieved satisfactory results.

• Integrated design. The process was not fo-
cused solely on removing capital controls.
Each stage of capital control liberalization
proceeded hand in hand with macroeco-
nomic stabilization and structural reform
because both were crucial to strengthening
the economy and so ensuring the durabil-
ity of the reforms.

• Flexible implementation. Implementation
was flexible, enabling faster liberalization
whenever the economy allowed it. As a re-
sult the entire liberalization process was
completed in 1990—six months ahead of
schedule.
This chapter analyzes France’s experience

with capital controls and the evolution of their
liberalization in four stages since World War II.

RATIONALE FOR FINANCIAL ACCOUNT

CONTROLS FROM WORLD WAR II TO THE

1980S

France has long recognized the advantages of
liberalization. Still, at several points in the
20th century it resorted to capital controls to
prevent adverse dynamics that would induce
a major worsening of its economic funda-
mentals. France’s stance during this period can
be summed up this way: as much liberty as pos-
sible, as much control as necessary.

France
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Most of France’s capital restrictions were
imposed in the wake of exogenous shocks.
Thus exchange rate controls were tightened
in 1939. But in 1958, in the wake of politi-
cal stabilization, payments related to current

transactions were liberalized, ensuring free
convertibility for current operations by non-
residents. In 1961 France, like other Western
European countries, restored current account
convertibility, accepting the obligations of
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) ar-
ticles of agreement—which define members’
obligations on, among other things, con-
vertibility of foreign-held balances and avoid-
ance of discriminatory currency practices and
restrictions on current transaction payments.
Surveillance concerns the appropriateness of
changes such as the introduction of capital
controls and substantial modifications in this
area for balance of payments purposes.
France’s capital controls have always respected
the IMF articles of agreement.

Until 1966 foreign exchange controls fo-
cused exclusively on capital flows, but at the
end of that year a law abolished residual foreign
exchange controls. The magnitude of the
events in May 1968, however, forced the
French authorities to re-establish such controls
in November 1968.

1945–65: The “Treasury network”
• Banking system organized under the direct con-

trol of the government (a result of the national-
ization of 1945).

• Administrative control of savings and credits.
• System of credit quotas.
• Financing of the economy lay in the hand of the

Treasury, which was financed by the central bank
and commercial banks (through Treasury bonds).
Bank credit was limited by discount ceilings.

1966–83: The supremacy of the universal
bank
• Birth of the universal bank following laws in

1966 and 1967 allowing the free creation of
branches.

• Creation of capital markets—opening of the cur-
rency (monetary) market, creation of the mort-
gage market, settlement of the Commission des
opérations de Bourse—to ensure that banks and the
economy had the required financing and to ease
reserve requirements.

• Persistent quotas on credit (1968–69, 1972–86)
in a system dominated by financial intermediaries.

• Diversification of deposits to channel savings to
banks (creation of housing savings in 1966 and
1969).

1984–97: Liberalization and European
coordination

Liberalization
• Widening and deregulation of capital markets or-

ganized by the government (1982–85)
• Regulatory harmonization of credit institutions

and banking deregulation (banking law of 1984).
• Removal of credit quotas in favor of regulation

based on the leading interest rate of the Bank of
France.

• Privatization from 1986 on, with two waves:
1986–88 and 1993–95.

• Implementation of a system of prudential con-
trols, partly within the framework of the central
bank’s coordination process (based on Basle
guidelines).

European coordination
• Gradual phasing out of banks’ reserve require-

ments (1991).
• Liberalization of bank activities in the European

framework (1988–93).
• Harmonization of prudential regulations

(1989–96).
• Enforcement of the EU directive on investment

services (1996) through France’s law on mod-
ernization of financial activities.

BOX 1
Steps toward financial deregulation in France, 1948–97
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Figure 1.  Commercial balance and current account in France, 1980–2000
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Capital controls were not conceived as a
way to escape market pressures. On the con-
trary, the French authorities benefited from
the protection offered by regulation to grad-
ually increase the role of the market within the
financial system. Although from 1945 to 1965
the government assumed control for financing
the economy (through administered yields of
savings, grants to public financial institutions,
and selective credit distribution; see box 1),
from 1965 to 1983 the government partly dis-
entangled itself from the direct financing of in-
vestment and promoted the development of
banking intermediation.

Starting in 1966, various laws increased the
autonomy of banks, allowing them to distrib-
ute long-term credits financed by short-term
resources. In addition, barriers to the opening
of branches were abolished, giving banks the
opportunity to build up networks to collect re-
sources. New laws also provided the framework
for the creation of groups, ensuring through the
principle of nonyielding deposits cheap and
abundant resources to commercial banks. And
with the creation of the mortgage market, the
refinancing market was widened.

From the first oil shock until the early
1980s, commercial banks’ refinancing was eased
by the possibility of discounting medium-term
credits to the central bank. French banks also
increasingly turned to external markets. In
1980 more than 90 percent of the cash in cir-
culation was invested in commercial banks,
confirming the hegemony of the universal bank.

In the early 1980s deterioration in France’s
commercial and current account deficits and
the large differential in its nominal interest
rates with Germany put pressure on the ex-
change rate by offering speculative opportu-
nities against the French franc (figures 1, 2, and
3). Thus in 1983, after speculative attacks
against the exchange rate and three devaluations
of the French franc in 18 months, the au-
thorities decided to tighten exchange controls.
These measures were intended to prevent eva-
sion through the use of leads and lags in cur-
rent account transactions and to prohibit all
forward exchange transactions by importers
and exporters. In 1983 severe cuts in foreign
travel allowances were also imposed.

At that point, however, the costs of capital
controls had become huge, both economically and
politically. Capital control regulation entailed
significant management costs for both the pub-
lic administration and the private sector. Beyond
these costs—which prevented small and medium-
size companies from developing exports—tight
capital controls were significantly detrimental to
the internationalization of French companies.
Not only did they limit export dynamics, they also
hampered the takeover of foreign companies.
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Figure 2.  Interest rate differential between France and Germany, 1980–2000
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Capital controls also threatened the role of
Paris as a major financial marketplace. By dis-
couraging nonresidents from investing in do-
mestic securities, they limited incentives to
modernize the functioning of the market at a
time when national savings had dropped sig-
nificantly due to a fast-rising public deficit.

France’s liberalization process, starting in
1983, was partly driven by international dereg-
ulation and by the development of the EU. Sev-
eral measures were introduced:
• Deregulation and opening of capital markets.
• Unification of the legislative framework

of credit institutions (through the banking
law of 1984).

• Modernization of the management of gen-
eral government debt by fitting out Trea-
sury bonds.

• Suppression of the squeeze on bank credit
(in 1987).

• Reduction of government intervention in
financing, which fell sharply between 1985
and 1992.

• Privatization of the largest industrial and
banking groups (starting in 1987).
Liberalizing capital controls was not easy.

Nevertheless, the phasing out of capital con-
trols was carefully designed and implemented
in only a few years. To ensure price and do-
mestic currency stability during the process, the
pace of capital control liberalization had to
remain in line with improvements in macro-
economic fundamentals. In most cases that
meant that liberalization had to be gradual. But
given the degree of global financial sophisti-
cation and market pressure, a gradual approach
was difficult to implement. Thus sequencing
and macroeconomic consistency were two key
issues in capital control liberalization.

The first two periods of the liberalization
process both involved an important leap for-
ward. From 1984 to 1986 emphasis was
placed on the most pressing priority—namely,
liberalization of trade-related operations.
From 1986 onward, liberalization efforts
mainly concerned the financial system. The
last step, from 1987 to 1990, was dedicated
to phasing out residual foreign exchange trans-
actions and liberalizing foreign direct invest-
ment inflows.

LIBERALIZATION OF TRADE AND THE MOVE

TO A MARKET-FINANCED ECONOMY,
1984–86

In 1983 most operations involving financial re-
lations abroad were controlled. Whereas most
capital restrictions on the financial sector in-
volved state-owned banks, which experienced
very tight credit controls, most foreign ex-
change controls affected companies involved
in international trade and were especially detri-
mental to the smallest ones—those most ill at
ease with administrative proceedings and least
able to cope with the costs.

The liberalization process began with the
phasing out of restrictions on French citizens.
Such restrictions were the most politically sen-
sitive because they were considered to interfere
with privacy and individual freedom. As of
mid-1983 discretionary private transfers were
allowed under a ceiling that increased gradu-
ally through 1986. At the end of 1983 the fa-
mous carnet de change (foreign exchange
voucher) limiting currency buying from French
tourists was removed. The year after, the free
use of credit cards abroad was re-established.

At the same time, decisive measures were
taken to restore fundamental macroeconomic
balances. Decisive steps were taken to restore
price stability. In 1982 and 1983 wages were
progressively de-indexed. This important re-
form paved the way to a better control on in-
flation anticipations, leading to a sharp and
durable decrease in inflation. Meanwhile, the
restructuring of French companies speeded
up. The capital base of the largest companies
was improved through nationalizations that
shored them up with fresh capital and helped
restructure the main industrial sectors. The
profitability of the French corporate sector
improved markedly. This enabled French com-
panies to finance their development more with
their cash flow rather than with bank loans.

In 1985 the launching of the Single Market
process provided a further incentive to remove
barriers on trade. In 1985 currency hedging for
ECU-denominated imports was allowed. That
same year, restrictions on export credits were
lifted. In mid-1986 a decisive step was taken: cur-
rency hedging was totally liberalized and some
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flexibility was introduced in foreign cash man-
agement. In late 1986 administrative controls of
trade transactions were entirely removed.

The liberalization of capital transactions
presupposed a prior mutation of the financing
structures of the French economy. Financial
deregulation took place in France within a
couple of years, from 1984 to 1986. During
this short period the French economy moved
from a situation characterized by a wide range
of administrated rates, a relative scarcity of fi-
nancial instruments, and credit rationing and
regulation (known as encadrement du crédit) to
a market-based economy. These huge changes
affected both the conduct and the efficiency of
monetary policy.

The Banking Act of 1984 can probably be
considered a cornerstone for these changes. This
act, replacing 1941 and 1945 legislation, re-
moved old divisions between investment and
commercial banks. It also introduced new, uni-
form prudential rules for all financial institutions.

The deregulation process can also be traced
back to 1984, when the end of the encadrement
du crédit was announced for January 1985.
This credit rationing had been introduced by
the French monetary authorities in 1972 to
help the monetary authorities control mone-
tary aggregates. But the conduct of monetary
policy turned out to be more complex than ex-
pected because the regulation was subject to
many exemptions for a wide range of subsidized
credits. It also created many distortions, lead-
ing to artificial pressures on interest rates and
generating high administrative costs. With the
demise of direct credit control, the French
monetary authorities began to rely exclusively
on interest rates and legal reserve requirements
for monetary management.

The monetary authorities also reformed
the money market by dividing it into two dis-
tinct segments. The first, the interbank mar-
ket, was open only to financial institutions
and was the segment on which the French
central bank operated. The second, the new
money market, was gradually opened to all
economic agents and focused on debt instru-
ments of all maturities (from overnight to
seven years). Moreover, banks were allowed
to issue certificates of deposit, while firms were

permitted to float commercial paper. At the
same time, the purchase of Treasury bills was
opened to everyone.

The crowning change occurred in late 1986
with the reform of the Bank of France’s money
market intervention techniques and the end of
“fixing”—which had meant that every morning
the central bank announced the price at which
it would deal during the day, setting a standard
for all transactions. Once this practice ended in
December 1986, prices started to vary contin-
uously, and different prices started being quoted
simultaneously. In line with the reform in money
markets, from 1986 onward the Bank of France
started to intervene more frequently on the
market, either through outright transactions or
through very short-term repurchase and with-
drawal transactions for fine-tuning purposes,
without any formal announcement. Because of
all these changes, the French economy—which
had been enormously reliant on banking for
finance—became increasingly dependent on
internal finance and capital markets.

Although it is difficult to assess the impact
of all these changes on the transmission mech-
anism of monetary policy, some econometric
research has indicated increased efficiency.
Comparing two periods, 1987–91 and
1992–96, Pfister and Grunspan (1999) show
that the responses of money market rates and
bank lending rates became quicker and larger
in the second period (Pfister and Grunspan
1999). The same conclusion can be drawn
about the impact of changes in interest rates
on the exchange rate, because the interest rate
rise required to alleviate exchange rate pressure
became progressively less important.

The link between foreign exchange controls
and structural reforms is utterly clear during
this period. France never considered foreign ex-
change controls a substitute for monetary pol-
icy, but the restoration of structural conditions
conducive to price stability was clearly a pre-
requisite for relaxing such controls. In fact,
foreign exchange liberalization measures
entailed significant costs for France’s currency
balance that would have been incompatible
with a continuous strain on foreign exchange
reserves. Macroeconomic improvements and
the positive effect on confidence in France’s
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economic policy—along with the credibility ef-
fect resulting from membership in the Euro-
pean Monetary System—eased pressure on
the franc and made possible the moves toward
foreign exchange liberalization.

LIBERALIZATION OF MOST CAPITAL

TRANSACTIONS, 1986–87

Until the mid-1980s the financial sector in
France was controlled by the state through a
wide range of tools: compulsory reserves from
commercial banks in the central bank’s books,
direct credit control, shareholding control of the
state in the largest banks, and subsidized loans
to the industrial and agricultural sectors.

The mutation of the banking sector was ac-
celerated by the desire to boost the competi-
tiveness of the Paris marketplace and by the
state’s need to deal with rapidly increasing bor-
rowing requirements by attracting nonresi-
dent savings. These factors led to deep reform
of the French debt market. A structured mon-
etary market was created with three kind of is-
suers: the state (with Treasury bills called Bons
à taux annuel, or BTAN, and Bons à taux fixes,
or BTF), banks (with certificates of deposit),
and private companies (with commercial paper
called billets de trésorerie). The long-term debt
segment was also restructured.

The sovereign debt market was organized
around regular issuance of bonds (obligations
assimilables du Trésor), all fungible in a small
number of main lines. For market-making a
system close to that of primary dealers was
adopted with selection among both French
banks and subsidiaries of foreign ones of Spé-
cialistes en valeur du Trésor. Meanwhile, the
stock market was dramatically modernized
through dematerialized shares and electronic
trading. In 1986 a futures market for bonds was
created. In addition, commissions and fees for
financial markets were completely deregulated.

These important changes made it possible
to remove some important restrictions to cross-
border financial operations. The legal
framework for foreign currency-denominated
loans abroad was relaxed in 1986. Franc-
denominated loans abroad were allowed soon
after. And in mid-1986 French residents were

freely allowed to buy securities listed on for-
eign equity markets.

The framework for international invest-
ment also began to be loosened significantly.
The acquisition of foreign real estate by French
residents was fully liberalized. (It had previously
been subject to authorization by the Bank of
France.) In addition, investments by French res-
idents in foreign corporations were relaxed in
1986. At that time, only investments in hold-
ing corporations were still subject to prior au-
thorization from the Treasury (except for
investments in South Africa, which were pro-
hibited for political reasons).

Deregulation of foreign direct investment
in France also made significant progress dur-
ing this period. In 1986 the 10 million franc
ceiling, above which additional interest-taking
from nonresident companies in French com-
panies were subject to administrative autho-
rization, was removed.

TOWARD TOTAL LIBERALIZATION OF CAPITAL

FLOWS, 1988–90

Residual restrictions on capital flows were re-
moved between 1988 and 1990. In 1998 the
legal framework for exporting companies was
simplified. In mid-1989 controls on the ag-
gregate foreign exchange positions of com-
mercial banks were abolished and replaced by
prudential regulation. At the end of the year res-
idents were allowed to freely open and keep for-
eign currency—denominated accounts in
France and foreign currency—and franc-
denominated accounts abroad as well as to
hold monetary gold abroad.

All remaining administrative restrictions on
foreign direct investment in France was also
phased out during this period. In 1998 the set-
tlement of nonresident-owned companies in
France was fully liberalized and the creation of
companies by nonresidents became entirely
free. In 1990 the legal framework for invest-
ment by European Union companies in France
was softened considerably.

This liberalization process did not mean a
retreat in the statistical accuracy of the French
balance of payments or in the fight against fi-
nancial crime and money laundering. Banks are
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subject to compulsory monthly declarations to
the Bank of France (with direct declarations by
large exporters), and specific legal provisions
were designed to prevent money laundering.
Cash transfers are limited to 50,000 francs
(8,000 euros). Moreover, banks must alert an
administrative crime-fighting unit any time
account movements raise suspicions of money
laundering.

The liberalization of capital movements
was finalized through prudential deregulation
and liberalization of foreign direct investment

(box 2). In addition, the Bank of France was
granted full independence thanks to new
statutes implemented in 1993.
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The liberalization of international capital flows
to France was accompanied by the implementation
of a prudential framework derived from decisions
made at the international level (the Basle commit-
tee) and at the European level. The importance of
supervision and prudential rules has increased fol-
lowing the increased risks due to globalization and
the difficulties due to the growing size of banks.

Derived directly from European Union direc-
tives, prudential regulation in France rests on two
complementary principles: liberalization (mentioned

in the banking law) and harmonization of regula-
tions. Prudential rules are mainly based on classical
banking risks. Norms have been elaborated for re-
porting banks’ counterpart risks and exchange rate
risks. Norms based on banks’ assets and liabilities
have also been constructed to reinforce the re-
quirements and prevent liquidity risks. France’s
framework of prudential rules is quite strict—relative
to financial institutions in other major European
countries, those in France have to respect very spe-
cific rules.

BOX 2
Steps toward prudential deregulation in France, 1990–2000
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Globalization has clearly had a favorable im-
pact on productivity and economic develop-
ment in Germany. The positive effects have
been enhanced by the institutional setting—
companies enjoy the economic freedom, po-
litical stability and legal security that enable
them to make full use of the benefits of inter-
national interpenetration. Advantageous macro-
economic conditions arising from the
low-friction interaction of fiscal, monetary,
and wage policies have contributed to this de-
velopment, as have state reforms, such as the
privatization of state enterprises and liberal-
ization of markets through the European single-
market program, GATT, and the WTO.

The German economy also benefited from
the early liberalization of capital flows in com-
bination with a sound financial system and a
monetary policy that was strictly oriented toward
price stability. As a result, interest rates remained
relatively low, the Deutsche mark became the sec-
ond most important international currency and
Germany developed into a major international
financial center, contributing to growth and em-
ployment in Germany. The German experience
also shows, however, that, in the context of free
movements of capital, monetary policy can only
be geared independently if the exchange rate
has sufficient flexibility.

Social harmony has been preserved by
means of comprehensive social security sys-
tems and state redistribution designed to cush-
ion the adverse effects of accelerating structural
change. In the light of rising unemployment,
however, action must be taken with a view to
reintegrating more quickly and more fully those
who have become redundant—say, by intro-
ducing more flexible tools in labor market and
wage policy, concentrating welfare policy on the
losers from structural change or reducing the

burden of contributions on enterprises and
households. This could further minimize the
risks of globalization and harness its benefits
to a greater extent for the German economy
as a whole.

INDICATORS OF GLOBALIZATION

The increasing integration of the global econ-
omy in products and production factors has led
to noticeable changes in Germany. Foreign
trade in goods and services has intensified.
Cross-border investment is on the rise. And
capital flows have become more liberalized.
Foreign direct investment in Germany and
investment by German enterprises abroad have
been growing much faster than gross domes-
tic product (GDP) since 1950, with annual
growth rates averaging more than 30 percent
in the 1990s (figure 1). Foreign trade linkages—
the development of imports and exports—
have also increased significantly, though not to
the same extent as direct investment.

This process—beginning with the found-
ing of the Federal Republic of Germany in
1949 and the subsequent economic reinte-
gration of West Germany into the interna-
tional division of labor in the 1950s—is from
a qualitative viewpoint not fundamentally new.
Instead, it is the resumption of developments
interrupted by the outbreak of World War I.

Globalization, apart from the rapid rein-
tegration of Germany into the global economy
after World War II, has been a gradual process
(figure 2). The degree of openness—the pro-
portional role of imports and exports in
GDP—has risen distinctly, moving from 20.4
percent in 1950 to 56 percent in 2000 in nom-
inal prices. In constant prices the increase be-
comes more obvious, as the prices in foreign

Germany
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trade have risen less on average than the price
index of total GDP. This has been influenced
by the worldwide liberalization of trade through
GATT and the WTO, the progress in Euro-
pean integration, and such technological and
economic developments as the drastic reduc-
tion in transport and communications costs.

The almost constant rise in the degree of
openness (in constant prices) was interrupted by
German reunification in 1990. West German
enterprises concentrated their marketing efforts
on eastern Germany after reunification, giving
other markets lower priority. In the 1990s, ac-
tivity in foreign trade gained noticeable mo-
mentum with high growth rates in imports and
exports, at times running into double digits.

The openness of the economy was sup-
ported by the integration of Germany’s finan-
cial markets into the global financial system and
the growing attractiveness and increasing im-
portance of the Deutsche mark. Facilitated by
an early liberalization of capital movements,
Germany’s cross-border assets and liabilities
increased from less than 20 percent of GDP at
the beginning of the 1960s to about 130 per-
cent in 2000 (figure 3a). German investors
currently hold nearly a fifth of their financial
assets in foreign instruments. Likewise, Ger-
man borrowers use external sources of capital
to a similar extent. Purchases of German se-
curities by foreign investors increased from
less than 10 percent of the total net amount
issued during the 1970s to about 60 percent
between 1996 and 2000 (figure 3b).

The international orientation of the Ger-
man banking sector is reflected by the steadily
rising share of cross-border bank activities. In
1960 lending to nonresidents accounted for less
than 2 percent of the total assets of the German
banking sector. In 2000 that share amounted
to 16 percent (figure 3c). German banks pro-
vide financial services around the world, directly
and through almost 400 foreign subsidiaries and
branches. Total assets of foreign subsidiaries
and branches account for 35 percent of the
balance sheet total of domestic institutions.

The internationalization of the German
economy was mirrored by the enhanced role of
the Deutsche mark, which in the 1970s be-
came the second most important investment and
reserve currency after the U.S. dollar. By the end
of the 1980s, Germany’s share of global foreign
exchange reserves peaked at about 20 percent but
began to decrease as developing countries, which
traditionally favor the U.S. dollar, substantially
expanded their foreign exchange holdings and
some euro area countries reduced their Deutsche
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mark reserves in the run-up to European Mon-
etary Union. By the end of 1998, when the
euro was launched, the Deutsche mark share had
dropped to 12 percent. At that time, 10.5 per-
cent of international bonds and notes and 14
percent of international bank loans were de-
nominated in Deutsche marks (figures 4a–c).
The international integration of Germany’s fi-
nancial markets has facilitated financing activ-
ities for domestic borrowers. But market
conditions in Germany were at times heavily in-
fluenced by external developments, affecting—
at least temporarily—the impact of domestic
monetary policy.

Given the German economy’s increasing
globalization, two questions are of particular
interest:
• What have been the overall economic ef-

fects of the process of globalization?
• Which governmental measures have max-

imized the benefits of globalization and
minimized its risks?

INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK IN GERMANY

The economic and legal framework in Ger-
many is based on a “social market economy”.
The most important elements of this eco-
nomic order—which arose in West Germany
at the end of the 1940s and, on reunification,
took hold in eastern Germany—include pri-
vate ownership of the means of production, free
price formation, the guarantee of free compe-
tition, freedom of foreign trade, a low-inflation
policy regulated by an independent central
bank, and a policy of social equalization by gov-
ernmental redistribution.

Highly relevant to harnessing the benefits
of globalization are these fundamental elements
and the interplay of individual institutional
players in the economy. Through the pursuit
of a sound fiscal policy, a stability-oriented
monetary policy, and a wage policy guided by
productivity growth and the labor market sit-
uation, favorable macroeconomic conditions
can be created to encourage growth and em-
ployment in the face of exogenous import or
supply shocks. The interaction among fiscal,
monetary, and wage policies has been relatively
successful in the past few decades, apart from

the severe conflicts surrounding distribution pol-
icy after the first oil crisis in 1973 and the wage
policy in eastern Germany after reunification.

The advantages of globalization in Ger-
many have been extensively exploited. In-
creasing internationalization has exposed
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German enterprises and business locations to
more competition with foreign players. More
intensive competition, increasing returns to
scale in the production process and the ex-
ploitation of differences in international busi-
ness locations have enhanced the efficiency of
enterprises, bringing growth in productivity
(table 1).

Moreover, the institutional framework fa-
vored German enterprises concentrating on
capital-intensive and knowledge-intensive goods
and services in the international division of
labor, generating a higher net added value. Ger-
man enterprises in the automotive, machine-

building, chemicals, telecommunications, and
electronics industries, characterized by medium
to high technological intensity, feature a high
share and intensity of export—a share that is still
increasing (table 2). These increases in pro-
ductivity, alongside constant or rising terms of
trade, have resulted in welfare gains and left
room for wage increases for employees.

The effects of globalization on the German
economy cannot be clearly separated from the
effects of technical progress. Both occur at the
same time, reinforcing each other. Increasing
international competition forces enterprises
to step up their efforts in product development
and optimization of production processes.
Technological developments, such as the in-
troduction of containers for maritime transport,
have led to lower transaction costs and facili-
tate an increasing integration of international
markets. There is no precise empirical answer
as to which effect will ultimately dominate. But
it clear that inter and intrasectoral structural
change in Germany has gained momentum as
a result of globalization.

Implementation of the international divi-
sion of labor and specialization of production
has been facilitated by the legal security, eco-
nomic freedom, political stability, and social sat-
isfaction prevailing in Germany. Such social
aspects as state redistribution by progressive in-
come taxation and social security as pension,
health and unemployment insurance, and sup-
plementary welfare benefits, have made
globalization-driven change more palatable to
the German public. But labor-intensive in-
dustries such as textiles, clothing, and leather
processing have lost their international com-
petitiveness in the lower price segments, which
in turn has led to job losses.

Developments in eastern Germany after re-
unification emphasize the importance of social
equalization for maintaining social satisfac-
tion and avoiding political unrest. The vast ma-
jority of eastern German companies became
uncompetitive in 1990/91, with radical struc-
tural change the inevitable consequence. So-
cial cushioning of the blow of structural change
was particularly important.

Compensation of the “losers” of the struc-
tural upheaval in Germany can be seen in
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income distribution. In recent decades, the
distribution of household incomes has changed
little despite rising unemployment. The systems
of social security and progressive taxation have
maintained the status quo. The Gini coefficient,
a measure of the distribution of income, has
risen only slightly in both western and also east-
ern Germany (table 3).

POLITICAL REFORMS

In addition to the national institutional setting,
the benefits of globalization have been maxi-
mized in two different ways:
• Improving the quality of Germany as an

economic location—asserting a leading
position on the international market and
exploiting the benefits of the increasing
interpenetration of the domestic and for-
eign markets.

• Introducing legally binding international
regulations through national, regional, and
worldwide political reforms in educational
policy, the privatization of state enterprises,
and the liberalization of financial and com-
modities markets.

EDUCATION POLICY

The average level of education is on the rise—
thanks to education policy, which in recent
decades has focused on fostering higher edu-
cational qualification in schools and universi-
ties as well as on expanding the dual system of
in-service vocational training. This can be seen
in the higher numbers of qualified school
leavers, university graduates, and qualified in-
service trainees per year. With their higher
qualification, employees have become more
productive—a prerequisite for making better
use of the opportunities offered by structural
change.

Due to the accelerated pace of structural
change, educational policy also plays an im-
portant role in the further training and quali-
fication of employees. Unemployed workers
not having the required expertise and skills
need retraining—with help from the state—to
facilitate their integration into the job market.
Although the need for lifelong education has

been a stronger focus of educational policy
over the past few years, efforts still need to be
reinforced for underskilled workers.

TABLE 2
Structure of German foreign trade with respect to technological
intensity, 1976–78 and 1992–94
(percent)

1976–78 1992–94

High-technology industries a Share of exports 10.7 15.0
Share of imports 11.6 18.8
Intensity of exports c 34.3 46.1
Import penetrationd 27.3 46.7

Middle-technology industriesb Share of exports 54.6 54.8
Share of imports 29.4 36.6
Intensity of exports c 34.3 39.6
Import penetrationd 15.7 26.4

Other industries Share of exports 34.7 30.2
Share of imports 59.0 44.6
Intensity of exports c 15.3 19.4
Import penetrationd 16.9 22.6

Total manufacturing Intensity of exports c 24.0 30.6
Import penetrationd 17.3 26.6

Note: More recent data not available due to statistical changes in the OECD STAN Database. Data refer to West Germany
for 1976–78, Germany for 1992–94.
a. Among others, information technology, telecommunications, and aerospace.
b. Among others, chemicals, electronics, machinery, and cars.
c. Exports in percent of gross output.
d. Imports in percent of domestic consumption (gross output + imports – exports).
Source: OECD.

TABLE 3
Development of income distribution, 1984–98
(Gini coefficients)a

West Germany East Germany Germany
Market Net Market Net Market Net

Year incomeb incomec incomeb incomec incomeb incomec

1984 0.4276 0.2778 — — — —
1988 0.4099 0.2665 — — — —
1991 0.4064 0.2770 0.3920 0.2254 0.4254 0.2967
1995 0.4304 0.2891 0.4439 0.2316 0.4380 0.2856
1998 0.4446 0.2919 0.4815 0.2435 0.4550 0.2885

a. A Gini coefficient of zero implies a completely equal distribution of incomes; one implies a completely unequal distribution.
b. Gross income before taxes and transfers.
c. After taxes and including transfers.
Source: Council of Economic Experts, Federal Statistical Office.

TABLE 1
Indicators of economic development, 1950–2000

Period 1951–60 1961–70 1971–80 1981–90 1991–2000 1951–2000

GDPa 8.9 4.4 2.7 2.2 1.5 4.0
Per capita GDPa 7.6 3.5 2.6 2.0 1.2 2.9
Productivityb 5.8 4.2 2.6 1.7 1.7 2.7
Rate of inflationc 1.9 2.5 5.0 2.6 2.2 2.8

Note: Data refer to West Germany for 1951–90, Germany for 1991–2000.
a. Constant 1995 prices.
b. GDP per employee, constant 1995 prices.
c. Annual average change in consumer price index.
Source: Federal Statistical Office.
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LIBERALIZATION AND DEREGULATION OF

FINANCIAL MARKETS

Capital controls in Germany had been widely
dismantled by 1958 when full convertibility of
the Deutsche mark for residents and nonresi-
dents was introduced. In the 1960s, the liber-
alization of interest rates followed, and in the
1980s and 1990s German authorities made sig-
nificant efforts to strengthen the attractiveness
of German financial markets by adjusting or re-
moving domestic regulations that had narrowed
the available array of financial instruments.

An independent monetary policy geared to
maintaining price stability, the increasingly free
flow of capital among industrial countries, and
the Bretton Woods regime of fixed exchange rates
soon proved to be incompatible policy objectives.
To mitigate inflationary pressures from strong
speculative capital inflows, Germany introduced
measures from 1960 onwards to stem the grow-
ing international demand for Deutsche mark as-
sets, including a ban on the payment of interest
on nonresidents’ deposits in domestic banks, a
coupon tax levied on the interest nonresidents
earned on domestic bonds, and the require-
ment of holding non-interest-bearing cash de-
posits against borrowings from abroad. (For an
overview of the restrictions and the subsequent
liberalization measures see appendix A.)

Abandoning the peg to the U.S. dollar in
1973 enabled the Bundesbank to regain con-
trol of the money supply. Floating was a par-
ticular precondition for the targeting of
monetary aggregates introduced by the Bun-
desbank in 1974. Most restrictions on capital
inflows were then quickly removed. The ex-
perience of the Bretton Woods era was rein-
forced by the developments in the European
Monetary System in the early 1990s. Divergent
economic developments called for different poli-
cies in the member countries. With more EMS
countries having fully liberalized their capital
account transactions, greater flexibility in the
Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM) was realized
with the widening of the permissible fluctuation
margins to ±15 percent in 1993.

The Bundesbank’s constant efforts to en-
sure a high degree of price stability have resulted
in the prevalence of long-term financing in

Germany. In the same vein of fostering sound
financing structures, the German authorities
had not permitted the issuance of new types
of paper such as floating rate notes, zero-
coupon bonds, double-currency bonds, bonds
linked to currency and interest rate swaps, or
certificates of deposit. In 1985–86, in an effort
to promote Germany as an international fi-
nancial center, those regulations were abol-
ished in connection with other measures to
deregulate the German financial markets. Over-
all, the efficiency of German monetary policy
has been safeguarded in an environment of
liberalized and deregulated financial markets.

LIBERALIZATION OF COMMODITIES MARKETS

AND PRIVATIZATION

In addition to the liberalization of financial mar-
kets, numerous commodities markets, such as
telecommunications and electricity, have also
been liberated from restrictive state regulations.
In both sectors, the opening of the market was
originally triggered by the European single-mar-
ket program. Liberalization has also been achieved
in the financial services sector (banks and in-
surance companies) and in the transport sector
thanks to the European single market as well as
the gradual abolition within the European Com-
munity and European Union of nontariff trade
barriers such as product standards.

This process has been accompanied on the
part of the German government by increased
privatization (for example, of Deutsche
Telekom on the telecoms market), to make the
former state monopolies more competitive.
The partial privatization of the national postal
service, Deutsche Post, and the national rail-
way company, Deutsche Bahn, has been ini-
tiated and in part already completed.

Through GATT and the WTO, success-
ful multilateral negotiations have led to a sub-
stantial reduction in tariff and nontariff trade
barriers. The Uruguay Round of the GATT ne-
gotiations included a further reduction in cus-
toms duties (figure 5), the inclusion of textiles
and agricultural in the regulations of the WTO
and the admittance of services for the first
time. Moreover, acceptance and the efficiency
of the world trading system received support
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in the form of the agreement on international
rules for the settlement of disputes. Importers
and exporters in all WTO member states now
enjoy even greater market access.

MINIMIZING THE RISKS AND MAXIMIZING THE

BENEFITS OF GLOBALIZATION

The stepping-up of liberalization and priva-
tization has raised the intensity of competi-
tion on major markets (see export intensity
and import penetration in table 2). It has
also accelerated the pace of structural change
and resulted in lower prices, which have made
enterprises more competitive. It has also be-
come possible for new, innovative technolo-
gies, such as mobile telephony, to be more
widely used. Intensive entrepreneurial com-
petition favors technological development
and product differentiation, which can in-
crease national and international sales and
thus overall employment.

The unemployment trend in Germany
demonstrates that the economic benefits of
structural change can be put to even better
use. The unemployment rate has been rising ap-
preciably since the mid-1970s (figure 6), partly
because the demands posed by the accelerated
pace of structural change were not adequately
met. Underskilled workers, in particular, are the
people who have lost out in the structural
change over recent decades. Their unemploy-
ment rate in 1999, at about 24 percent in west-
ern Germany and about 55 percent in eastern
Germany, was clearly above the average (11.7
percent). Almost half the unemployed in west-
ern Germany received no vocational training.
Extensive retraining and further training mea-
sures have, however, only succeeded in slowing,
rather than halting, this negative trend.

One reason for the particularly sharp rise
in unemployment among underqualified per-
sons is the divide between their productivity
and remuneration. When wages rise faster
than productivity, it is less profitable to employ
poorly qualified persons. Technical progress and
growing international competition from de-
veloping and newly industrializing countries
have led to the substitution of simple labor with
capital or to the relocation of production fa-

cilities to countries with lower labor costs. The
wage drift—with higher wages in Germany
than in the international market— is too small
to integrate all employees who have become re-
dundant as a result of structural change. There
is potential for making greater use of the ben-
efits of globalization for all employees.

The downside of the all-embracing wel-
fare system and state redistribution is the
great burden borne by enterprises and private
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APPENDIX A

RECORD OF IMPORTANT MEASURES FOR CONTROLLING CAPITAL IMPORTS INTO GERMANY,
1958–84

1958
December
• Introduction of full convertibility of the Deutsche mark for residents and nonresidents.

1959
May
• Removal of the ban on the payment of interest on foreign deposits with domestic banks and

the authorization requirement for nonresidents’ purchases of money market paper and the
taking up of foreign loans with maturities of up to five years.

1960
June
• Ban on the payment of interest on foreign deposits with domestic banks, on the sale of do-

mestic money market paper to nonresidents, and on securities transactions under repurchase
agreements between residents and nonresidents.

1961
September
• Entry into force of the Foreign Trade and Payments Act and adoption of the principle of basic

freedom of foreign trade and payments; no material change to the existing state of capital
transactions.

1965
March
• Introduction of coupon tax on nonresidents’ interest income from domestic bonds.

households in taxes and social insurance
contributions. The overall burden—the pro-
portion of the GDP accounted for by taxes
and social insurance contributions—rose from
some 34 percent in 1960 to some 43 percent
in 2000. This growing burden has reduced the
incentives for companies and private house-
holds, turned labor into a more expensive
factor of production, and weakened the in-
ternational competitiveness of enterprises.
There are still opportunities for maximizing
the benefits of globalization, for example by
concentrating welfare policy on the obvious
losers in the process of structural change or
reducing the marginal burden in the tax-
transfer system, particularly for poorly qual-

ified persons, to give them greater incentives
to take up employment.

Lower tax and social insurance contribu-
tions would improve the position on the in-
ternational market of domestic companies as
well as that of Germany as an economic loca-
tion and unemployment could fall—without
jeopardizing the necessary solidarity with the
obvious losers in the process of structural
change. The reforms implemented in recent
years, such as consolidation of state finances or
tax and pension reform aimed at lowering con-
tributions and raising incentives, are a step in
the right direction. But these reforms must be
followed through if the necessary reduction of
contributions in real terms is to be sustained.
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1968
November
• Introduction of the authorization requirement for the acceptance of foreign funds by domestic

banks in so far as it does not serve the proper handling of merchandise, services, and capi-
tal transactions with foreign countries.

1969
February
• Removal of the authorization requirement for the acceptance of foreign funds by domestic banks.
December
• Removal of the ban on the payment of interest on foreign deposits with domestic banks, on

the sale of domestic money market paper to nonresidents, and on securities transactions under
repurchase agreements between residents and nonresidents.

1971
May
• At the beginning of the dollar crisis, reintroduction of the authorization requirement for the

sale of domestic money market paper to nonresidents and for the payment of interest on for-
eign deposits with domestic banks.

1972
March
• Introduction of the cash deposit requirement for borrowings abroad. Exceptions are, in par-

ticular, credits in connection with the use of customary terms of payment and credits related
to specific goods and services supplied. The cash deposit ratio is initially 40 percent with an
exemption limit of 2 million Deutsche marks.

June
• Introduction of the authorization requirement for nonresidents’ purchases of domestic bonds

from residents.
July
• Raising of the cash deposit ratio to 50 percent and reduction of the cash deposit exemption

limit to 500,000 Deutsche marks.

1973
January
• Reduction of the cash deposit exemption limit to 50,000 Deutsche marks.
February
• Extension of the authorization requirement for the purchase of domestic securities by non-

residents to equities. Introduction of the authorization requirement for residents’ borrow-
ing abroad.

June
• Introduction of the authorization requirement for the assignment of domestic claims to non-

residents.

1974
February
• Raising of the cash deposit exemption limit to 100,000 Deutsche marks and reduction of

the cash deposit ratio to 20 percent. Restriction of the authorization requirement for the sale
of domestic securities to nonresidents to bonds with (remaining) maturities of up to four years
and removal of the authorization requirement for residents’ borrowing abroad.
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1974 (continued)
September
• Removal of the cash deposit requirement and the authorization requirement for the assign-

ment of domestic claims to nonresidents.

1975
September
• Removal of the authorization requirement for the payment of interest on nonresidents’ de-

posits with domestic banks and further relaxation of the authorization requirement for the
purchase of domestic bonds by nonresidents.

1980
March
• Allowance of the possibility of assigning official borrowers’ notes to nonresidents.
• Authorizations for the purchase of domestic bonds with (remaining) maturities of more than

two years are normally granted.
November
• Authorizations for the purchase of domestic bonds with (remaining) maturities of more than

one year are normally granted.

1981
March
• The purchase of any domestic bonds and money market paper by nonresidents is normally

approved.
August
• Removal of the existing authorization restrictions on the purchase of domestic bonds and

money market paper by nonresidents.

1984
December
• Act governing the abolition of coupon tax on interest received by nonresidents from domestic

bonds, with retroactive effect from August 1984.

Source: Deutsche Bundesbank.
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India’s experience with globalization over the past
decade has been somewhat different from that
of most other G-20 countries, both in terms of
the approach taken and the associated benefits,
concerns, and policy challenges. Recognizing the
various benefits and costs of globalization—
and taking into account lessons from other
countries that embraced globalization much
sooner—Indian authorities have adapted the
content, sequence, and timing of international
integration policies to minimize potential shocks
and maximize benefits. This cautious approach
has been guided by the perceived tradeoffs be-
tween risks and returns and by the authorities’
low tolerance for risk. But since the East Asian
financial crisis that started in 1997, there have
been major shifts in international views on
globalization—and today mainstream views
closely resemble India’s approach.

INDIA’S GLOBALIZATION POLICIES

Although India’s interface with the global econ-
omy started earlier, deeper globalization was trig-
gered by the country’s external debt crisis in
1991. Though Indian policymakers were not
enthusiastic about economic openness (Desai
1999), the crisis induced a more systematic
approach to globalization policy. These efforts
involved:
• Removing restrictions on current payments

and transfers to make the current account
convertible, in accordance with article 8 of
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) ar-
ticles of agreement.

• Liberalizing underlying current account
transactions—particularly dismantling tar-
iff and nontariff trade barriers.

• Switching to a market-determined exchange
rate—which, along with comfortable

foreign exchange reserves, provided key
“self-insurance” against globalization shocks.

• Prudently managing the capital account to
ensure a shift in capital inflows in favor of
longer-maturity debt and nondebt flows.

• Adopting a cautious, calibrated approach
to capital account convertibility.
Moreover, measures ensuring a sound macro-

economic environment, a strong and resilient
financial system, and above all an increased
market orientation of the domestic economy
greatly influenced the course of globalization in
terms of content, timing, and sequencing. 

LIBERALIZATION OF QUANTITATIVE TRADE

RESTRICTIONS

Prior to the 1990s India had one of the world’s
most complicated and protected trade regimes,
with imports regulated by both quantitative re-
strictions and high tariffs. India started dis-
mantling quantitative restrictions in the 1990s
as a part of the reform process. Of more than
10,000 tariff lines on imports, 6,161 were
freed in April 1996. Import restrictions on
488 tariff lines were removed in 1996–97,
391 in 1997–98, 894 in 1998–99, and 714 in
1999–2000.

As part of World Trade Organization
(WTO) commitments, the required disman-
tling of restrictions maintained on balance of
payments grounds was completed in March
2001 for the remaining 715 items. As a result
action has been completed on removing re-
strictions on all tariff lines (2,714 items) no-
tified to the WTO under balance of payments
cover. Quantitative restrictions, however, are
still maintained on about 5 percent of tariff lines
(538 items), as permissible under articles XX
and XXI of the General Agreement on Tariffs

India
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and Trade on grounds of health, safety, and
moral conduct. With the progressive liberal-
ization of quantitative restrictions on imports,
the tariff lines freed for import increased from
61 percent in April 1996 to 95 percent in
April 2001. 

RATIONALIZATION OF THE TARIFF STRUCTURE

During the 1980s there was a sharp increase
in tariff rates, with the average import-weighted
duty rising from 38 percent in 1980 to 87
percent in 1990. At the start of reforms, the
peak effective tariff was 355 percent.

India embarked on tariff rationalization
in the early 1990s. Significant policy initiatives
were also introduced for the tariffication of non-
tariff measures. Between 1990–91 and
1998–99 the peak tariff dropped from 355
percent to 45 percent. During 2001–02 a 10
percent surcharge on customs duties was abol-
ished, lowering the peak tariff from 38.5 per-
cent to 35 percent. The budget for 2002–03
further lowered the peak tariff, to 30 percent.

The government plans to lower the peak tar-
iff to 20 percent in 2003–04, and an inter-
ministerial working group has been set up to
recommend modalities in this regard. Once
the group’s report has been finalized and its rec-
ommendations examined, it is expected that by
2004–05 there will be only two basic rates for
customs duties: 10 percent for raw materials,
intermediates, and components, and 20 percent
for final products. Existing rates will be ad-
justed and subsumed in these two basic rates,
with some exceptions for WTO bindings and
some higher tariffs for agricultural products.

Procedures have also been rationalized and
simplified, including pruning of notifications,
elimination of many end-use exemptions, uni-
fication of rates for similar items, and merg-
ing of basic and auxiliary rates. In addition, in
2001–02 the number of rates with ad valorem
rates was reduced to four categories of 5, 15,
25, and 35 percent.

CURRENT ACCOUNT CONVERTIBILITY

The removal of restrictions on payments and
transfers for current account transactions gath-

ered momentum after the restoration of nor-
malcy on the external payments front follow-
ing the 1991 crisis, leading to the formal
acceptance of article 8 of the IMF articles of
agreement in 1994. With a convertible current
account, authorized dealers were allowed to pro-
vide foreign exchange for current payments
and transfers up to specified limits without
notifying the Reserve Bank of India. Since
then those limits have been raised considerably.
As a result all genuine foreign exchange needs
for current account transactions are met directly
by authorized dealers.

One of the main concerns about making
the current account convertible—that a surge
in demand for current payments would widen
the current account deficit to unsustainable
levels—was not borne out, and the current
account position has stayed within sustain-
able levels in subsequent years. Another
apprehension—that with an open current ac-
count and regulated capital account, hidden
capital flight might increase in the guise of
current transactions—also did not turn out be
a major cause for concern. In fact, net capital
flows were large enough to meet the financing
gaps in the current account, leading to com-
fortable reserve buildup. 

RESTRUCTURING OF THE CAPITAL ACCOUNT

Until the early 1980s there was little need for
a comprehensive policy framework to attract
alternative forms of foreign capital, because for-
eign exchange made available through exter-
nal assistance—with a large grant
component—provided nearly 80 percent of fi-
nancing requirements (Rangarajan 1996). High
levels of official imports were sustained mainly
by external aid.

External commercial borrowing. During
the 1980s India increased its reliance on com-
mercial loans because external assistance fell
short of growing financing needs. Under the
policy for external commercial borrowing,
initially a very cautious approach was pur-
sued by allowing a few select banks, financial
institutions, public entities, and private cor-
porations to raise commercial capital in the in-
ternational market in the form of loans, bonds,
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and euronotes. Interest rates and maturities for
commercial loans improved during the 1980s. 

Despite significant diversification in cap-
ital inflows in the 1990s, annual approvals for
external commercial borrowing were raised
only gradually. Borrowing policies continue to
emphasize low borrowing costs, long maturity
profiles, and end-use restrictions (with pro-
ceeds to be used for imports of capital goods
and services and to finance project-related
rupee expenditures). 

Foreign direct investment and portfolio flows.
The need to supplement debt capital with
nondebt capital—with a clear prioritization
in favor of the latter—characterized govern-
ment policy for foreign direct and portfolio in-
vestment in the post-reform 1990s. In 1993 the
High-level Committee on Balance of Pay-
ments recommended shifting the composi-
tion of capital inflows in favor of nondebt
flows and strictly regulating short-term debt
flows, as well as discouraging volatile foreign
deposits and dissociating the government from
the intermediation of aid flows. This major shift
in policy was reflected in the liberalization of
norms for foreign direct and portfolio invest-
ment in the 1990s. 

Even in the immediate post-independence
period, the government tried to attract pri-
vate foreign investment by promising equal
treatment of national and foreign firms in in-
dustrial policy, reasonable facilities for profit re-
mittances consistent with the foreign exchange
position, and fair compensation for national-
ization of assets. Despite subsequent changes
in policies toward private foreign investment,
these three promises have always been kept. But
by the early 1970s the government wanted to
attract foreign investment on its own terms. Ac-
cordingly, the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act
of 1973 required firms to either dilute their for-
eign equity holdings to 40 percent or seek
fresh permission from the Reserve Bank of
India.

Foreign investment was essentially viewed
as a vehicle for transferring technology not
available domestically and as a means for pro-
moting export-oriented production. Good ex-
port performance was seen as a way to raise
equity participation above 40 percent. Li-

censing was the preferred mode for technology
acquisition, and in cases where unbundling
of technology from equity participation proved
difficult, equity participation was allowed. 

The restrictive policy environment enun-
ciated in the Foreign Exchange Regulation
Act of 1973 continued during the 1980s, with
occasional liberalization for certain categories
of investments. Toward the late 1970s it was
realized that a number of oil-exporting coun-
tries had accumulated large surplus funds—
but, due to the emphasis on appropriate
technology, they could not invest in India.
In 1980 such countries were permitted to in-
vest up to 40 percent in specified industries in
India without any transfer of technology. In
addition, a “fast channel” was introduced in
1988 to expedite clearance of foreign direct in-
vestment (FDI) proposals from major invest-
ing countries.

In the 1990s major liberalization measures
were introduced as a part of overall structural
reforms. Restrictions were lifted on companies
formerly covered by the Foreign Exchange
Regulation Act, allowing them to borrow
money and accept deposits from persons res-
ident in India, to carry out trading activities
(other than agriculture and plantation), to ac-
quire, hold, transfer, sell, lease, and gift any
movable property in India, and to allow the use
of trademarks by any person or company.

The liberalization process started with au-
tomatic approval of up to 51 percent for in-
vestment in select areas. Subsequently, the
areas covered by automatic approval and the
limits on investment were raised, culminating
in permission for 100 percent participation
in certain areas (particularly oil refining,
telecommunications, and manufacturing ac-
tivities in special economic zones) and bring-
ing FDI in all but a few negative list items
under the automatic route. The requirement
of balancing dividend payments with export
earnings, which was earlier limited to a short
list of 22 consumer goods, was completely
withdrawn. The limit of 1,500 rupees crores
for FDI in projects relating to electricity gen-
eration, transmission, and distribution was re-
moved. FDI in nonbank financial activities
and insurance was also permitted. 
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Restrictions on portfolio investment
through purchase of both traded primary and
secondary market Indian securities were also
liberalized. As opposed to the earlier restriction
permitting nonresident Indians and overseas
corporate bodies to acquire up to 1 percent (in-
dividually) and up to 5 percent (together) of
the paid-up capital of Indian companies, the
ceiling was initially raised to 24 percent, with
investment by foreign institutional investors al-
lowed in 1992. Subsequently the limit was
raised gradually—and finally, in 2001, foreign
institutional investors investment was per-
mitted up to the sectoral caps and statutory ceil-
ings prescribed for FDI in different sectors,
provided the general body of the respective
firms makes a decision to that effect.

Portfolio investment by foreign institu-
tional investors through investment in general
despository receipts (GDRs), American de-
spository receipts (ADRs), and foreign cur-
rency convertible bonds (FCCBs) floated by
Indian companies in international markets
was also permitted, and over time the initial re-
strictions on the end use of GDR, ADR, and
FCCB proceeds were removed. Foreign in-
vestment responded favorably to the liberalized
policy environment and to the general im-
provement in macroeconomic conditions
brought about by growth-supporting struc-
tural reforms. By 1993–94 FDI and portfolio

flows taken together emerged as the most im-
portant source of external finance, and net
nondebt flows exceeded debt flows in the form
of deposits by nonresident Indians, external
commercial loans, and external assistance (fig-
ure 1). Foreign investment has remained the
most important form of external financing for
India. 

Approach to capital account convertibility.
India considers the liberalization of its capi-
tal account a process, not a single event. In its
gradual and cautious approach to capital ac-
count convertibility, initial reform measures
were directed at current account convertibil-
ity, leading to acceptance of IMF article 4 by
August 1994. For operationalizing capital ac-
count convertibility in India, a clear distinc-
tion is made between inflows and outflows,
with asymmetrical treatment of inflows (less
restricted), outflows associated with inflows
(free), and other outflows (more restricted).
Different restrictions are also applied to resi-
dents relative to nonresidents and to individ-
uals relative to corporations and financial
institutions. A combination of direct and
market-based instruments of control is used,
meeting the requirements of a prudent ap-
proach to management of the capital account.
The policy of ensuring a well-diversified cap-
ital account with a rising share of nondebt
liabilities and low percentage of short-term
debt in total debt liabilities is amply reflected
in India’s policies for FDI, portfolio invest-
ment, and external commercial borrowing. 

The Committee on Capital Account Con-
vertibility (chairman: S.S. Tarapore), which
submitted its report in 1997, highlighted the
benefits of a more open capital account but
at the same time cautioned that capital ac-
count convertibility could put tremendous
pressure on the financial system. To ensure a
stable transition, the report recommended
certain signposts and preconditions. Three
crucial ones relate to fiscal consolidation,
mandated inflation targets, and a strengthened
financial system. The second phase of finan-
cial sector reforms and the ongoing measures
for fiscal consolidation could enable India to
meet the initial conditions for capital account
convertability. 
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International developments—particularly
initiatives to strengthen the international fi-
nancial architecture for dealing with problems
arising in the capital account of a country’s bal-
ance of payments—will also influence the tim-
ing and sequencing of capital account
convertibility in India. In the aftermath of the
East Asian crisis, India’s approach to capital ac-
count convertibility has been firmly vindi-
cated. The vastly altered and liberalized policy
environment for the external sector is reflected
in the Foreign Exchange Management Act of
1999, which replaced the Foreign Exchange
Regulation Act 1973. The new act sets out as
its objective “facilitating external trade and
payment” and “promoting the orderly devel-
opment and maintenance of foreign exchange
markets in India”.

FINANCIAL SECTOR REFORMS—SETTING THE

PACE OF GLOBALIZATION

At the policy level, a strong and resilient do-
mestic financial system has always been viewed
as a precondition for greater cross-border in-
tegration of the economy. Reforms in the fi-
nancial sector have generally comprised:
• Deregulation of interest rates. 
• Reductions in statutory preemptions. 
• Stronger regulatory and supervisory systems. 
• Implementation of international norms

on capital adequacy, asset classification,
income recognition, and provisioning. 

• Promotion of competition by allowing pri-
vate and foreign banks to operate alongside
public banks. 

• Improvements in payments and settlement
systems. 

• Development of the market for govern-
ment securities. 

• Market borrowing at market-related in-
terest rates, while doing away with auto-
matic monetization of fiscal deficits. Specific
measures for improving credit delivery and
strengthening loan recovery. 
Ongoing initiatives include plans to intro-

duce an asset reconstruction company, corpo-
rate debt restructuring framework, and legal
reforms to support both (as well as debt re-
covery) implementation of prompt corrective

action, promotion of FDI in the banking sec-
tor, disinvestment in public banks, creation of
a credit information bureau, and switching to
a real time gross settlement system. Internal sur-
veillance of the financial system has also been
strengthened significantly, using a combina-
tion of information collected through onsite and
offsite supervision and market information. 

Thus in the Indian brand of globalization,
policy initiatives were prioritized in favor of lib-
eralization of current account transactions,
leading to significant liberalization of trade
restrictions in the reform decade and meeting
the requirements of an open trade regime at the
global level. A prudent approach to manage-
ment of the capital account ensured external
debt sustainability, a diversified capital ac-
count, and a shift in net inflows in favor of non-
debt and longer-maturity foreign capital. An
appropriate exchange rate regime meeting the
requirements of the Indian brand of global-
ization and a comfortable reserve level in terms
of all known measures of reserve adequacy
have helped enhance India’s ability to deal
with unanticipated shocks induced by global-
ization. The prudently managed capital ac-
count has also helped contain the transmission
of pure contagion from global financial mar-
kets. In fact, external sector performance dur-
ing the reform decade imparted considerable
strength and resilience to the growth and de-
velopment of the Indian economy. 

IMPACT OF GLOBALIZATION ON THE INDIAN

ECONOMY

Measuring the impact of globalization is as
difficult as measuring globalization itself. In
India, where internal liberalization efforts were
implemented along with measures for en-
hancing the country’s openness to the global
economy, it is even more difficult to assess the
impact of globalization because critical macro-
economic variables would have responded to
both sets of measures, making it difficult to dis-
entangle the joint effect. At times, certain
structural changes quite unrelated to the pol-
icy measures directed at internal reforms and
stronger globalization may also have influ-
enced macroeconomic variables. 
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Thus one can only analyze the behavior of
macroeconomic variables generally perceived
to respond to globalization. In a sense one can
only draw inferences from the behavior of
each relevant variable during the globalization
process, without attempting to attribute it en-
tirely to globalization. Following such an ap-
proach, this section assesses the behavior of the
overall economy in the context of globalization. 

GROWTH

In examining the growth-inducing effects of
globalization, it is important to assess whether
the average actual growth during the reform
years was higher than the growth recorded
during the previous decades of planned de-
velopment. Average GDP growth of about 6.1
percent during the reform years (1992–93 to
2000–01) was somewhat higher than the
growth exhibited during the immediately
preceding decade (5.6 percent) and signifi-
cantly higher than in all other previous
decades (figure 2). 

The average 6.1 percent growth during
the reform years, however, hides the real per-
formance on growth due to the large degree of
dispersion around the average. There was a
three-year phase during the reform years
(1994–97) when average growth was about
7.5 percent. There were also years of lower

growth, as in 2000–01 at 4.0 percent. This rate
of growth, however, when assessed in the con-
text of the global slowdown, was still one of the
highest in the world. 

A major indicator to examine the impact
of globalization is the extent of synchroniza-
tion of business cycles. In India, despite grow-
ing cross-border integration in trade and
services, there is little evidence of major syn-
chronization of growth, even though in re-
cent years global business cycles—particularly
the strong slowdown in economic activity that
started in mid-2000—have contributed to the
weaker activity in India (figure 3). 

SAVING, INVESTMENT, AND THE DEGREE OF

FINANCIAL OPENNESS IN INDIA

A high correlation between saving and invest-
ment is an indication of a lower degree of de-
pendence on external capital for growth. The
well-known Feldstein-Horioka puzzle shows
that the degree of capital mobility may not be
very high across countries. In India, because of
the conservative approach to the current ac-
count deficit (as a percentage of GDP), the
saving-investment gap has generally remained
very modest. 

In the 1990s, however, net capital inflows
generally exceeded the saving-investment gap,
leading to large accretion to foreign exchange
reserves. (Reserve accretion since the early
1990s has been in excess of $54 billion.) Un-
less the degree of productive absorption of
foreign capital in the country increases further
and exports (of both goods and services) grow
even faster to raise the current account deficit
from its present level of about 2 percent of
GDP, the benefits from deeper financial inte-
gration with the global economy are likely to
be rather limited. 

In other words, achievements in trade in-
tegration should determine the degree of fi-
nancial integration. In the past decade, however,
net capital flows were much in excess of net cur-
rent account flows, suggesting the presence of
significant financial integration relative to in-
tegration on the current account. Restrictions
on residents in terms of cross-border financial
transactions have not constrained the country
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Figure 2.  Real average annual GDP growth in India, 1951–2001
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from achieving the type and level of financial
integration required to harness the benefits of
trade flows by running a sustainable current ac-
count deficit and building appropriate self-
insurance in the form of adequate foreign
exchange reserves. 

DEGREE OF TRADE OPENNESS

Degree of trade openness is an important in-
dicator for analyzing globalization’s impact
since it explains the role of exports and imports
in the growth process. It also suggests the de-
gree of sensitivity of national GDP to fluctu-
ations in net exports in response to both global
business cycle developments and changes in
global trading regimes. 

The trade openness of an economy has
two distinct but often interrelated dimensions:
ex ante openness and ex post openness. Ex
ante trade openness relates to the restrictive na-
ture of policy toward exports and imports.
The levels of tariff and nontariff measures ap-
plied by a country on cross-border trade flows
are the most important indicators of ex ante
trade openness. Ex post trade openness, on
the other hand, refers to actual levels of imports
and exports in relation to domestic economic
activities. At any point in time high (low) lev-
els of ex ante openness may coexist with low
(high) levels of ex post openness. 

A major problem in the analysis of trade
openness is that openness is neither directly ob-
servable nor strictly defined. The simplest mea-
sures of trade orientation, therefore, use the
share of trade flows in GDP. This ratio shows
a decline in India’s trade openness in most of
the 1980s, then a rising trend from 1987–88
through 2000–01 (figure 4). Given the pre-
dominant share of services in GDP, it may be
more appropriate to consider trade in both
goods and services as a percentage of GDP. This
indicator suggests that India’s trade openness
has increased almost unabatedly since 1987–88.

Over the past five decades Indian export
performance (in terms of U.S. dollar value) al-
most mirrored global performance, even
though the degree of openness exhibited major
improvement only in the 1990s and India’s
market share in global exports generally de-

clined until the early 1990s. (It fell from around
2 percent in the 1950s to about 0.5 percent in
early 1990s, then recently recovered to about
0.7 percent.)

TERMS OF TRADE

Deterioration in terms of trade has been a
major concern among many developing
countries because it can weaken the benefits
of participating in a globalized system of
trade and distort the resource transfer system.
Between 1970 and 2000 India’s gross and net
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Figure 3.  GDP growth in India and worldwide, 1992–2001
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barter terms of trade exhibited a stable pat-
tern with low periodic dispersion, indicating
that deterioration in terms of trade has not
been a major concern for India during the
phase of globalization. The income terms of
trade—representing the capacity to import—
generally improved during the 1990s, sug-
gesting larger opportunities offered by greater
trade integration. 

INDIA’S SOFTWARE BOOM—THE MOST VISIBLE

BENEFIT OF GLOBALIZATION

India’s strong performance on the software
front was largely facilitated by the globalization
process. In the second half of the 1990s soft-
ware exports exhibited compound average
growth of 62.3 percent, as against 46.8 percent
growth in domestic market sales. In U.S. dol-
lar terms software exports registered average an-
nual growth of 46.1 percent during the entire
1990s. This rate of growth has been unprece-
dented both in terms of overall growth and
growth in exports. 

In 2000–01 software exports hit a peak of
$6.3 billion (figure 5). A recent survey of 200
software companies found that external mar-
kets accounted for 82.5 percent of their rev-
enue (with the United States alone accounting
for more than 60 percent). Thus software is ex-
pected to enhance the benefits of globalization
for India. Still there is a long-run concern of
a possible “Dutch disease” effect, with fast

growth in one export item weakening the
prospects of other tradable sectors—by not
only switching resources from slow-growing ex-
ports to the fast-growing sector but also by ex-
erting pressure on the exchange rate to
appreciate, which would weaken the prospects
of slow-growing exports without hurting the
fast-growing sector. 

NONRESIDENT INDIANS AS A FORCE OF

GLOBALIZATION

Cross-border movement of labor has generally
been limited by the very restrictive immigra-
tion policies of industrial countries. Despite the
restrictive international regime for labor mo-
bility, nonresident Indians—both skilled and
unskilled—have taken advantage of the limited
scope for migration and with their committed
work in foreign countries provided a strong
channel of connectivity between the Indian
economy and the global economy. The three
main flows through which India has benefited
from this channel of globalization are private
remittances, deposits by nonresident Indians
in Indian banks (both in Indian rupees and in
foreign currencies), and FDI investment by
nonresident Indians. (Portfolio investment by
nonresident Indians has generally been quite
meager.) 

Private remittances grew by more than 60
percent a year in the 1990s, from $2 billion in
1990–91 to $12.8 billion in 2000–01, match-
ing the performance of software exports dur-
ing this period (figure 6). These flows do not
increase the country’s external liabilities and so
provide strength to India’s balance of pay-
ments. Deposits and FDI from nonresident In-
dians, however, have not shown any major
spurt, though they remain important and
somewhat stable forms of foreign capital for
India. 

GLOBALIZATION THROUGH TRADE IN SERVICES

Given that services account for more than half
of the GDP of India and that services also
dominate the economic activity of India’s main
trading partners, exports of nonfactor services
will have to assume greater importance over
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Figure 5.  Software exports from India, 1993–2001
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time in India. Trade in services, though grow-
ing, still lags significantly behind merchan-
dise exports. Exports of services as a percentage
of merchandise exports, however, showed a
significant increase in the second half of the
1990s. At 42 percent in 2000–01, this share
is one of the highest in the world, particularly
in relation to about 10–20 percent for China
and the Far East, Germany, Japan, Mexico,
Russia, South Africa, and even about 26 per-
cent for the United Kingdom and the United
States (Raipuria 2001). 

This suggests that even though India’s de-
gree of trade integration with the global econ-
omy is not very high, services exports seem to
be of much greater importance in recent years
in relation to the world average. Unlike China,
the Republic of Korea, Mexico, Poland, Rus-
sia, South Africa, and Thailand, where tourism
and transportation services account for the
major share of services exports, in India other
services account for the largest share. This
makes India’s pattern of services exports akin
to that in advanced countries like Germany,
Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United
States and some developing countries like
Brazil, Malaysia, and Turkey (Raipuria 2001). 

THE IMPACT OF FDI ON GROWTH,
TECHNOLOGY, AND EMPLOYMENT

It is difficult to assess the direct contribution
of FDI flows to the growth process. Informa-
tion collected from annual surveys of select
foreign-controlled rupee companies however,
offer some pointers about the contribution of
FDI firms to the growth process in India. It is
generally believed that FDI serves as a vehicle
for promoting export-led growth. But these
firms export only about 10 percent of their do-
mestic sales, and their export intensity in-
creased only modestly in the 1990s. It appears
that lure of India’s large domestic market con-
tinues to be one of the primary factors caus-
ing FDI flows. 

Positive externalities associated with FDI
in the form of technology transfers are an-
other factor that could contribute to growth.
In developing countries technology transfers
must accompany investment in domestic re-

search and development (R&D) to enhance
adaptation and absorption. The relationship be-
tween technology imports (comprising im-
ports of capital goods and payments for royalty
and technical know-how fees) and domestic
technology efforts in terms of R&D expendi-
ture did not exhibit any complementarity.
Rather, foreign exchange spent on technology
imports as a percentage of domestic spending
on R&D increased significantly in the 1990s. 

FDI firms outperformed overall growth in
industrial production in the 1990s. Higher
relative growth in output in itself, however, does
not explain the linkage between capital flows
and growth—though it suggests the presence
of more productive sectors in India that FDI
firms could explore. 

FDI firms are often believed to use trans-
fer pricing mechanisms to create a gap be-
tween the visible and invisible patterns of
resource transfers. Use of imported inputs in
relation to total inputs could broadly indicate
whether FDI firms are using transfer pricing
mechanisms by relying on large-scale, artifi-
cially inflated imported inputs. But the share
of imported raw materials in total raw mate-
rials used by FDI firms has more or less hov-
ered around just 20 percent. If one takes a view
only on the basis of this indicator, the trans-
fer pricing effect does not seem to be very
strong for India. 
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SIGNS OF INFLATION CONVERGENCE DUE TO

GLOBALIZATION?

Free cross-border movement of goods is ex-
pected to lead to a certain degree of convergence
in commodity prices around the world, though
transportation costs and nontransparent bar-
riers to trade could cause some price differences
to persist. India’s inflation environment has
generally remained quite benign in the post re-
form period, both in relation to the inflation
levels of developing countries and in terms of
the stability of general prices.

The first half of the 1990s was characterized
by double-digit inflation (based on wholesale
prices)—with the sole exception being 1993–94,
when the inflation rate was 8.4 percent. Dur-
ing 1990–91, 1991–92, and 1992–93 the gen-
eral price level came under severe pressure
following the balance of payments crisis. Dur-
ing these years inflation was 10.3 percent, 13.7
percent, and 10.1 percent. In more recent years
annual inflation has fallen, to 4.9 percent in
March 2001 and to 1.4 percent in March 2002. 

The recent downward trend in the infla-
tion rate reflects a number of structural and pol-
icy factors that have undergone major change
following economic and financial liberalization.
The period also coincided with a global trend
of low inflation. While agricultural shocks still
play a relatively large role in the inflation en-
vironment, the large cushion provided by a
record buffer stock of food grains and the wide
reach of the public distribution program have
helped minimize the impact of such adverse
supply shocks on food prices and the general
inflation rate. 

As far as manufacturing prices are con-
cerned, the inflation rate has come under the
influence of competition, deregulation of price
controls in several core sectors, and the absence
of adequate demand due to the industrial slow-
down. There has been evidence that some
manufacturing segments recorded higher pro-
ductivity growth in the post-1991 period. The
manufacturing sector has been also going
through restructuring and experiencing higher
price competition. This seems to be pushing
down the markup rate, especially in indus-
tries that import. Another important factor

for prices in manufacturing relates to the fall
in world manufacturing prices. 

CONVERGENCE OF THE MONETARY POLICY

STANCE

In the context of the synchronization of busi-
ness cycles across the globe in recent years, a
perception is gaining that the monetary pol-
icy stance of central banks may also become
synchronized. Thus globalization could lead to
some loss of monetary policy independence.
With the introduction of financial sector re-
forms in India, the monetary policy framework
tended to rely more heavily on the use of in-
direct instruments rather than direct instru-
ments like reserve requirements. As a result the
importance of the Bank Rate—which can in-
fluence the cost and availability of credit in the
economy and send appropriate signals on the
stance of policy—has gained prominence in the
recent period. 

The Bank Rate, which was a discount rate
in the earlier period, remained nonoperational
for quite some time due to the absence of a de-
veloped bill market and the prevalence of di-
rected lending. With financial sector reforms,
the Bank Rate was activated and made essen-
tially a signaling rate in April 1997, linking it
to rates at which accommodation is provided
by the Reserve Bank of India. In the recent pe-
riod, the behavior of the Bank Rate seems to
have followed the Fed cycle somewhat, mostly
in terms of direction rather than magnitude.
The interest rate stance, however, continues to
be influenced primarily by internal consider-
ations, even though external developments
have been assigned greater importance than in
the past due to the growing (though modest)
cross-border integration of the economy.

INTEREST RATE PARITY

In the context of globalization of finance, it is
expected that the risk-adjusted return on fi-
nancial assets in different countries will tend
to converge. One common approach to ex-
amining this aspect is to plot the behavior of
interest rate differentials against the corre-
sponding forward premiums. The argument
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being that, an instrument in a particular cur-
rency fetching a lower interest rate must fetch
a premium to compensate investors for the
higher interest rate they could have received by
holding the instrument in another currency.
When investors are risk averse, expected returns
on different instruments would depend not
only on the parity conditions but also on the
risk premiums. In the presence of time-varying
risk premiums, the complexities related to
identifying sources of risk and measuring risk
greatly complicate the empirical testing of par-
ity conditions. 

When interest rate differentials based on
monthly average call money rates in both In-
dian and U.S. markets are considered, one-
month swap premiums seem to exhibit a
relatively stronger linkage with the interest
rate differentials. Despite the remaining re-
strictions on capital account transactions, the
sensitivity of domestic financial markets to in-
terest rate differentials seems to have increased
during the reform years.

EXCHANGE RATE BEHAVIOR

In a globalized system of trade and finance the
different channels of contagion become stronger
and, as a result, the exchange rates of develop-
ing countries with sound economic funda-
mentals may at times exhibit significant
volatility. Recognizing this aspect, the Reserve
Bank of India (RBI) closely monitors devel-
opments in financial markets at home and
abroad in its conduct of exchange rate policy
and from time to time takes monetary and ad-
ministrative actions considered necessary. It
was explicitly clarified in the bank’s Annual
Monetary Policy statement of 1998 that “RBI
will not hesitate to use its reserves, when war-
ranted, to meet sharp day-to-day supply-de-
mand imbalances in the market...It will ensure
that lumpy and uneven demand, particularly
for oil imports and debt servicing obligations
of the Government, does not cause any dis-
turbance in the orderly functioning of the for-
eign exchange market”. Keeping in view the role
of destabilizing expectations, the RBI reiterated
in the Mid-term Review of its Monetary Pol-
icy in October 2000 that “in the very short-run,

expectations about the likely behavior of a cur-
rency next day or over a week or fortnight can
play a major role in determining its movement
against foreign currencies, particularly the U.S.
dollar. Given the bandwagon effect of any ad-
verse movements, and the herd behavior of
market participants, expectations can often be-
come self-fulfilling. This is particularly true of
thin developing country markets, where net
volumes are relatively small. The day-to-day
movement in currency markets is further com-
plicated by volatility in private capital flows,
which are highly sensitive to short-term do-
mestic and international developments as well
as future expectations”. 

The adverse implications of disorderly ex-
change market conditions for the real sector of
the economy also warrant close monitoring of
the exchange rate. In view of the above factors,
as stated by the RBI in its Annual Monetary
Policy Statement of April 2002, “India’s ex-
change rate policy of focusing on managing
volatility with no fixed rate target, while al-
lowing underlying demand and supply con-
ditions to determine the exchange rate
movements over a period in an orderly way, has
stood the test of time. Despite several unex-
pected external and domestic developments,
India’s external situation continues to remain
highly unsatisfactory. RBI will continue to
follow the same approach of watchfulness,
caution and flexibility while dealing with the
forex market. It is a matter of satisfaction that
the recent international research on viable ex-
change rate strategies in emerging markets has
lent considerable support to the exchange rate
policy followed by India”. 

The exchange rate of the Indian rupee gen-
erally avoided contagion, even though market
corrections for perceived misalignments often
came alongside major adverse international
developments. For example, the real appreci-
ation of more than 10 percent (both trade and
export based and in relation to the March
1993 level, when the exchange rate of the
rupee became market determined) generally
preceded market corrections. But some of these
corrections coincided with adverse interna-
tional developments like the East Asian crisis
in the second half of 1997, the Russian crisis
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and the fear of Chinese devaluation in 1998,
and the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks
on the United States. The Indian rupee, how-
ever, was one of the most stable currencies
among emerging markets in the past decade,
with no major accumulation of real apprecia-
tion at any point. Perceived misalignments
have been corrected in an orderly fashion. 

POVERTY IN THE POST-REFORM PERIOD

India’s poverty levels fell considerably during
the reform years. While the population below
the poverty line declined by 8.5 percentage
points during 1983–93, during the reform pe-
riod (1993–94 to 1999–2000) it declined by
9.9 percentage points. Unlike in the pre-reform
period, when the absolute number of poor
people remained almost unchanged at around
320 million, during the reform years the num-
ber fell, to 260 million in 1999–2000. There
are difficulties in comparing poverty estimates
across time in India in the context of analyz-
ing the impact of globalization because of the
high degree of sensitivity of the poverty mea-
sures to the behavior of monsoon—arising
from the concentration of poor people in rural
areas (accounting for about 70 percent of the
total) and the excessive dependence of the
rural masses on agriculture. Due to the dif-
ferences in the methodology for measuring
the incidence of poverty, as observed in the
India Development Report 2002 “...even when
one does not accept the faster decline (in
poverty) over the 1990s, one can conclude
that the accelerated reforms and deregulation
and liberalization of the 1990s have not ad-
versely affected the trend of decline in poverty”.

INCOME INEQUALITY IN THE REFORM PERIOD

Estimated Gini coefficients for 1973–97 show
that the pattern of inequality did not change
much between the pre-reform period and the
post-reform period (Oommen 2000). In the
context of the Kuznets inverted “U” pattern re-
lationship between inequality and growth, it
has been argued that tolerating some short-run
higher inequality in exchange for higher growth
may lead to higher growth and lower inequality

in the long run. The debatable issue here is, if
globalization can lead to both higher growth
and lower poverty, should higher inequality be
tolerated in the absence of any established de-
velopment alternative that can achieve all three
simultaneously?

REGIONAL DISPARITIES IN GROWTH

Growth disparity across different states of India
has been a major concern for policymakers
during the entire period of post-independence
development strategy. The pattern of per capita
state domestic product suggests that regional dis-
parities did not deteriorate during the reform
decade. If one uses 1980–81 as the benchmark
year, there are only four states—Maharastra,
Punjab, Gujarat, and Hariyana—where per
capita state domestic product (at 1980–81
prices) was higher than per capita GDP for all
of India. The trend remained more or less sim-
ilar in 1990–91. With the advent of the reform
program in the early 1990s, the only state that
joined the other four was Tamil Nadu. At the
other end of the spectrum, the states at the
bottom in terms of real per capita state domestic
product continued to be Orissa and Bihar. This
suggests that regional disparities did not widen
in the post-reform period. 

LESSONS AND POLICY CHALLENGES

In India the globalization process has been an
important part of the overall process of eco-
nomic reform—even though, given the rela-
tively small share of external transactions in
overall economic activity, internal reforms have
largely shaped the evolution of the macro-
economy during the past decade of economic
reforms. India exhibited one of the highest
growth rates in the decade of economic re-
forms, both in relation to other economies
and to its own pre-reform performance. De-
spite having a market-determined exchange
rate, its exchange rate remained the least volatile
of all flexible exchange rate regimes. It avoided
the contagion from a series of financial crises
that engulfed emerging markets in the 1990s. 

The financial system also acquired consid-
erable strength and resilience during this period,
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helping the authorities avoid a large-scale sys-
temic crisis. A well-managed capital account
helped ensure sustainability of the external ac-
count and limited exposure to identifiable vul-
nerabilities. In addition, high foreign exchange
reserves imparted significant confidence to the
market. Low and stable inflation in the second
half of the 1990s provided an atmosphere con-
ducive to investment, growth, and social ad-
vancement. Most important, poverty fell
considerably during the decade.

Globalization, however, also posed a num-
ber of challenges. In the context of the signs
of increasing (though still modest) synchro-
nization of business cycles, the earlier high in-
sulation of national output and employment
from global developments seems to be declin-
ing. Given the possible asymmetric effects of
global business cycle fluctuations during al-
ternating phases of boom and bust, stabilizing
macroeconomic policies to counter the large
amplitude of the business cycle has emerged as
a major policy concern. The complexity of
this challenge appears even more severe now
due to the increasing degree of external impact
on domestic activity—over which the national
authorities have little control. Like many other
G-20 members, the usual concern has also
been the possible ineffectiveness of national
policies in a globalized system, leading to a
search for measures that could help the au-
thorities regain policy independence. 

Globalization is generally believed to yield
convergence in prices, interest rates, and tax
rates across countries because differences (ad-
justed for country-specific factors and risks) in
these critical variables are expected to trigger ap-
propriate movements of goods, capital, and in-
come until the rates are equalized. Though
complete convergence is a distant possibility
due to the limited degree of India’s globalization,
it is quite possible that national interest rates and
tax rates will be less effective now than when the
economy was relatively closed. Dealing with
the problem of inefficiency in a globalized sys-
tem of trade and finance has also emerged as an
important challenge for the policy authorities. 

The policy of avoiding financial crises while
attaining the dual goals of higher growth and
lower poverty has generally shaped the broad

contours of globalization in India. Corre-
spondingly, it has also significantly altered the role
of the state in the economic affairs of the coun-
try. Growth without trickle-down effects and
higher growth at the cost of financial stability are
the two major downside risks associated with
globalization, and the need to limit India’s ex-
posure to such risks has motivated the national
authorities to take a cautious, measured ap-
proach to globalization. The pace and timing of
specific reforms have been guided by the relative
probability and intensity of the benefits and
costs of any particular measure to the economy
as well as the long-run sustainability of the mea-
sure, so policy reversals are generally avoided. The
Indian approach to globalization seems to indi-
cate that avoiding highly disruptive as well as ex-
treme forms of globalization and tailoring the
pace and content to each country’s circumstances
may be the ideal strategy for globalization in a
number of emerging markets. 
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The Italian economy, like those of other Euro-
pean countries, underwent a deep transforma-
tion after World War II, turning into a
fast-growing industrial economy and setting up
a financial system able to allocate abundant
household savings1. Regulation took different
forms and intensities in the specific segments of
the financial market. Controls were broad in the
banking system and in foreign exchange markets,
less pronounced in stock and bond markets. 

There are many reasons behind this ex-
tensive system of controls, and their economic
rationale has changed over time. In the 1960s
the priority was channelling financial resources
to the fast-growing industrial sector. The 1970s
and 1980s, unlike the previous decade, were
characterized by a highly unstable interna-
tional macroeconomic environment, heavily af-
fected by the breakdown of the Bretton Woods
system of fixed exchange rates and by the oil
shocks of 1973 and 1980. Working with in-
creasing domestic macroeconomic imbalances,
the country’s regulatory system aimed to par-
tially insulate domestic financial markets from
external shocks: gaining some degrees of free-
dom for monetary policy; preventing exchange
rate instability, all the more after joining the
European Monetary System in 1979; securing
a smooth flow of bank credit to the industrial
sector; and guaranteeing the orderly place-
ment of a fast growing public debt.

At the end of the 1980s, as monetary uni-
fication gained momentum in Europe, a num-
ber of forces led Italian authorities to gradually
lift the system of domestic and foreign ad-
ministrative controls. The main factor behind
this process was, first, the need to fully inte-
grate Italy in the single European market and,
later on, to satisfy the requirements for adopt-
ing the single currency.

At the same time, Italy made an effort to
reform and modernize its financial markets,
particularly money and bond markets. The
drive to improve the efficiency of these
markets—making them deeper and more
liquid—came from interrelated needs: making
Italian markets competitive in a context of
growing European and international financial
integration; easing the management of the
high public debt; and improving the trans-
mission mechanism of monetary policy.

This note describes the broad contours of
the process of reform and liberalization of fi-
nancial markets in Italy in the 1980s and early
1990s. It focuses on reforming the domestic
money and bond markets and on dismantling
capital controls. One reason for considering
these two processes jointly is that they rein-
forced each other: the abolition of capital con-
trols would have been risky without making
Italy’s financial system more competitive and
attractive to foreign investors. Other important
sectors of the financial market will not be in-
cluded because they require separate analysis:
a process of radical reform and liberalization
has completely reshaped Italy’s banking system,
nonbank financial intermediaries, institutional
investors, and the stock market (Ciocca 2000).
This note, not meant to be exhaustive, sketches
the subject in a deliberately simplified way. In
addition, the topic is analysed from an insti-
tutional point of view, leaving more analytical
and policy-related issues in the background.

THE REFORM OF THE MONEY AND FINANCIAL

MARKETS AND THE LIBERALIZATION OF

CAPITAL MOVEMENTS

In 1987–90 two major sets of structural re-
forms in money and financial markets took

Italy
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place: those aimed at strengthening the do-
mestic money and financial markets (table
1), and those aimed at eliminating restric-
tions on capital movements (box 1). The re-
forms helped the Bank of Italy reduce the

volatility of the market demand for treasury
securities and improve its ability to conduct
monetary policy through the use of indirect,
more market-oriented instruments (Pas-
sacantando 1996).

1981–87 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

DEBT MANAGEMENT
Central bank direct credit Prohibition of 

any direct 
financing

New debt instruments First issue of First issue of 7-year BTPs 10-year BTPs 30-year BTPs;
CTE (1982) CTOs and of 1st global

5- and 7-year bond
CCTs

PRIMARY MARKET
Central bank purchases “Divorce” 

(1981)

Auctions Treasury bills: Competitive Uniform price
mid month for 12-Month for CCTs
(1981) – Treasury bills;
Competitive uniform price
for 3 months for BTPs
(1983) and 
for 6 months 
(1984)

Abolition of floor price 3-month 6-, 12-month BTPs and 
Treasury bills Treasury bills CCTs

SECONDARY MARKET
Organized spot markets Screen-based Treasury bills Reform of 

market for traded on MTS with 
government MTS introduction 
securities of market
(MTS) specialists

Derivatives Future Italian Futures Options on 
contracts on Market; futures
BTPs traded Eurolira on BTPs
on LIFFE futures traded on 

traded on MIF
LIFFE

MONEY MARKET
Organized market Screen-based 

market for
interbank 
deposit (MID)

Liquidity facility Credit to Mobilization No credit
banks acting of compulsory facility to
on the reserve banks acting
Treasury bill deposits on Treasury
primary bill primary
market (1984) market

Settlement system Electronic Real-time CAT
clearing and for securities
settlement clearing

Source: Bank of Italy.

TABLE 1
Government debt financing and organisation of financial markets: main reforms 
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CHANGES IN MONEY AND BOND MARKETS

One proximate factor that stimulated the in-
novations was the deterioration of market con-
ditions. Until 1987 the continual decline of
interest rates eased the financing of the bud-
get deficit. But in the summer of 1987 the ex-
pectations of rising interest rates, due to a
reversal of the downward trend of inflation,
greatly weakened the demand for long-term
government securities and led to increasing
fears of a subscription crisis. The average ma-
turity of newly issued government securities
plummeted in 1987, from three years and
three months in April to less than eight months
in December. Since then long-term bond is-
sues have not been fully subscribed.

A first set of measures was adopted in the
public debt management (see table 1). For a
number of years the Treasury relied mainly on
short-term bonds and treasury credit certificates
(CCTs), which are floating-rate medium-term
notes. The CCTs made it possible to lengthen
the maturity of public debt at relatively low cost.
Risk premia on fixed-rate securities would in fact
have been particularly high in a period of high
and variable inflation. However, CCTs also
had some negative consequences since they
made the cost of debt servicing very sensitive
to interest rate variations and created a direct,
positive link between disposable income and

interest rate changes. In the latter part of the
1980s and in the early 1990s the Treasury
widened its range of instruments and increased
the proportion of longer-term fixed-rate secu-
rities. The range of maturities now available,
from three months to 30 years, is comparable
to that found in the most highly developed fi-
nancial markets. 

Another important set of measures in-
volved the techniques of placing government
paper. Between July 1988 and March 1989 the
Treasury progressively eliminated floor prices
at treasury bill auctions. In August 1992 it
also completely liberalized the price at auction
of long-term bonds. Competitive bid auctions,
in which buyers purchase securities at their
bid prices, were extended to all treasury bill is-
sues. In 1988 and 1989 uniform price auctions
were adopted for long-term bonds. The ex-
tension of auction systems to all issues—and
the design of the most appropriate system for
each segment of the market—improved the
trade off between the cost of borrowing and the
need to ensure the availability of funds
(Buttiglione and Prati 1991; Buttiglione and
Drudi 1994). 

A third set of reforms radically reshaped the
secondary market for government paper. A
well-developed secondary market with opera-
tors that ensure continuous trading indirectly
spurs demand on the primary market for two

1976
Exchange control violations directly affecting the
external accounts become criminal offenses.

1981
Rationalization of exchange regulation concerning fi-
nancial transactions. Depenalization of minor ex-
change violations.

1986
Delegation to government to reform the exchange
control system, on the principle that all external
commercial and financial transactions are allowed un-
less explicitly prohibited.

1987
New exchange control law laying down the princi-
ple of freedom, but retaining some restrictions, which

may be lifted by exchange authorities administratively.
Effective October 1, 1988.

Remaining restrictions:
• Foreign exchange monopoly.
• Limits on daily foreign exchange position and on

external creditor position in both lire and foreign
currency for banks. 

• Permanent restrictions on short-term capita1
movements for nonbank residents.

1988
Codified exchange control law incorporating the
1987 decree. Depenalization of exchange violations.

1990
Completion of liberalization: abolition of all re-
maining restrictions (on money instruments).

BOX 1
Chronology of main changes in exchange control legislation
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reasons. It increases the liquidity of public
debt instruments, and it increases the infor-
mation content of interest rates. A screen-
based secondary market for government
securities was launched in May 1988. Turnover
on this market reached 1.3 percent of GDP in
1993. In the early 1990s derivative markets
were introduced. 

A fourth set of measures affected the money
market and the settlement system. Improve-
ments in securities trading required parallel
developments in the procedures adopted by op-
erators to adjust their liquidity positions and
settle the underlying obligations. Market par-
ticipants need smooth clearing and settlement
systems to minimize transaction costs and
counterparty risk (Angelini and Passacantando
1993). The key reforms in this area were a
computerized clearing and settlement system
in 1989, a screen-based market for interbank
deposits in 1990, which also experienced a
rapid growth of turnover, and the reform of the
compulsory reserve regime in October 1990. 

Between 1987 and 1990 capital move-
ments were progressively liberalized to comply
with the requirements set by the single mar-
ket of the European Monetary System (see
box 1). The most important measure became
effective on October 1, 1988, when most cap-
ital movements, except those involving mon-
etary instruments, were liberalized. The fear
that liberalization would create massive out-
flows of capital proved unfounded. Indeed,
substantial portfolio adjustment by Italian res-
idents was more than matched by a simulta-
neous capital inflow, for a net inflow of funds.
Annual gross financial transactions with foreign
counterparties, as recorded in balance-of-pay-
ments statistics, rose from 60 percent of GDP
in 1987 to more than 350 percent in 1993.

AFTER FINANCIAL LIBERALIZATION—ITALY’S
SEARCH FOR STABILITY

THE SPEED OF LIBERALIZATION: GRADUAL VS.
BIG BANG APPROACH

The bulk of the abolition of capital controls was
carried out between October 1988 and De-
cember 1990. Italy’s experience can be placed

between a gradual approach and a big-bang so-
lution since the abolition of controls, when car-
ried out, relied on a solid domestic financial and
credit system. The reaction of Italian residents
was much more gradual than the authorities’
moves: the adjustment of residents’ portfolios
was slow, also in international comparison. Sev-
eral factors explain the persistent home bias of
Italian investors. On the retail side Italian se-
curities and tax-related considerations provided
higher returns. In the wholesale market the role
of institutional investors was very limited, par-
ticularly pension funds, usually more prone to
diversify internationally their assets. 

While external liberalization could rely on
a sound financial system, it could not count on
strong underlying macroeconomic variables.
Two severe currency crises hit Italy in the first
half of the 1990, caused by the interaction
between huge budget deficits, large current
account deficits, full capital mobility, and,
until 1992, fixed nominal exchange rates. 

MACRO IMBALANCES AND CURRENCY CRISES IN

THE 1990S

The real appreciation of the exchange rate
after 1987, while putting downward pressure
on domestically generated inflation, widened
the current account deficit, which resulted
also from the significant absorption of savings
caused by the high public deficits (Fazio
1995b). Doubts about the sustainability of
the exchange rate regime emerged, with no
clear signs of the political resolve to correct the
fiscal imbalances. Italy’s exchange rate policy
in the 1980s and early 1990s shows how lib-
eralization and underlying imbalances can in-
teract to provoke a currency crisis. In the
second half of the 1990s Italy aligned its mon-
etary, fiscal, and income policies to strengthen
its external position and benefit from the in-
creased integration of goods and capital mar-
kets (Fazio 1995a; Rinaldi and Santini 1998). 

Italy’s exchange rate policy and external
position until 1990. Despite the balance-of-
payments deficits associated with the oil crises,
Italy still had a modest net creditor position in
foreign assets in 1984, thanks to the substan-
tial current account surpluses accumulated in
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the 1960s and early 1970s. The restrictive
monetary policy pursued in the 1980s and the
stability of the exchange rate reduced inflation,
but they did not eradicate it. Large fiscal deficits
led to substantial growth of the public debt and,
despite the high domestic saving rate, Italy be-
came a net external debtor in 1985.

At the end of 1986 the real effective ex-
change rate based on consumer prices was up
more than 26 percent from that in January
1979, one of the lowest levels in the 1970s.
Measured on the basis of producer prices, the
loss of competitiveness was only 12 percent, but
it has to be set against large gains by France and
Germany. Italy’s external current account re-
mained almost continuously in deficit until
1992, owing to the loss of competitiveness
and the growth in domestic demand fueled by
the fiscal deficit.

In 1990, after two years of small fluctua-
tions of the lira around its central rate, Italy
moved to the narrow fluctuation band of the
Exchange Rate Mechanism. The removal of
controls on short-term flows completed the
process of liberalizing capital movements—
with an immediate positive effect. There was
an inflow of capital, albeit mainly short-term,
and interest rates declined. As the trade deficit
deteriorated, Italy’s net external liabilities
mounted, mainly in short-term borrowings. In
1992 the country’s net debtor position reached
165 trillion lire, about 11 percent of GDP.

On the basis of consumer prices, the real
effective exchange rate of the lira was around
35 percent higher in September 1992 than in
January 1979. On the basis of producer prices
the rise was less than 20 percent.

The lesson from this experience: mone-
tary policy can be effective. But if other poli-
cies do not pull their full weight, disequilibria
develop elsewhere. In Italy’s case, high inter-
est rates were accompanied by a slowdown of
investment and growth, a mounting public
debt, and growing foreign debt, with risks for
the preservation of monetary stability.

The crisis of 1992 and Italy’s withdrawal from
the European Monetary System’s Exchange Rate
Mechanism. On September 13, 1992, with se-
vere tensions affecting international markets,
the decision was taken to realign the lira’s

central rate by 7 percentage points, to regain
the competitiveness lost since the previous re-
alignment within the System in January 1987.
The general crisis of the Exchange Rate Mech-
anism later forced the pound sterling and the
lira out of the System. The outcome was a
real exchange rate of the lira in early 1993
more than 20 percent below the level of Au-
gust 1992.

The greater price stability of the late 1980s
made a decisive contribution to holding down
the rise in labor costs. In 1992 the government
concluded a first agreement with the social
partners to keep future increases in wages and
salaries in line with the target rate of infla-
tion, set to diminish rapidly. The Finance Law
for 1993 contained measures producing a sub-
stantial reduction in the public sector deficit,
on a scale comparable to the adjustments after
the oil crises. Consumption and output had al-
ready contracted sharply by the end of 1992.
From 1993 onward the trade balance showed
a large surplus.

Despite the devaluation of the lira, infla-
tion remained moderate as a result of the labor
cost agreement, the monetary tightening, and
the slowdown in domestic demand. After ac-
celerating a little in the spring, inflation aver-
aged slightly above 4 percent in 1993.

In the second half of 1993, following the
agreement on incomes policy, money market
rates were brought down to a more moderate
level, though they remained higher than the av-
erage of the other industrial countries. Some
of the hot money that had flowed to Italian
banks up to August 1992 began to flow out
again towards the end of that year, and outflows
continued throughout 1993. As a result a more
normal composition of the external debt was
also restored. There was a further, albeit small
effect on the exchange rate.

In the second half of 1993 the effective ex-
change rate of the lira and interest rates returned
to an acceptable equilibrium. The official dis-
count rate was lowered to 8 percent in Octo-
ber. The real effective exchange rate of the lira
recovered to a level slightly above the average
for 1979 and close to the average for 1980.
Yields on 10-year government securities stood
at around 9 percent.
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Correction of imbalances and the exchange
rate crisis of 1995. The second half of 1993 was
also the bottom of the economic cycle. The
fourth quarter saw a slight upturn fuelled by
exports and investment. For the year domes-
tic demand fell by 5.5 percent and GDP by 1.2
percent. Exports of goods and services rose by
more than 9 percent, while imports fell by 8
percent. After a long string of deficits, the bal-
ance of payments on the current account
showed a surplus of 18 trillion lire, against a
shortfall of 34 trillion the previous year.

The export- and investment-led recovery
was consolidated in 1994. GDP grew by 2.2
percent, and there was a surplus of 25 trillion
lire on the external current account. As mea-
sured by the cost-of-living index, the 12-month
rate of inflation fell to 3.6 percent in July
1994. In the second half of the year there was
a slow but continual rise in costs and prices,
owing to the pressure of demand, the robust
growth of industrial production, and the con-
sequent reduction in idle capacity. 

A tight rein was placed on the monetary
and credit aggregates. There was virtually no
growth in the money supply, and credit to the
private sector expanded by less than 2 per-
cent. In real terms all the aggregates contracted.

Inflation increased toward the end of the
year, primarily owing to the depreciation of the
lira and the rise in international raw material
prices. The 1995 hike in indirect taxes in the
spring fiscal adjustment package also affected
inflation.

The nominal effective exchange rate of the
lira at the end of 1994 was 7 percent lower than
in the second half of 1993. For most of 1994
the lira followed the dollar, whose depreciation
against the Deutsche mark and the yen was also
reflected to some degree by the other weak
currencies, such as the pound sterling, the
Canadian dollar, and the Swedish krona. By
contrast, the French franc and the other cur-
rencies more closely linked to the Deutsche
mark recorded a slight, continual apprecia-
tion during 1994.

In December 1994 and the early part of
1995 the Mexican crisis erupted. Wide and dis-
orderly fluctuations of the exchange rates of
the main currencies ensued. The dollar fell 10

percent, with the other weak currencies fol-
lowing in its wake. The Deutsche mark appre-
ciated in just a few months by more than 5
percent and the yen by around 16 percent. The
lira fell sharply; by mid-March, with domestic
political developments also a factor, it had de-
preciated by more than 15 percent with respect
to its average value in December. The exchange
rate crisis remained acute until mid-April.

In February 1994 rates rose in response to
the shift in U.S. monetary policy, reversing the
downward trend of market interest rates in all
the main countries. Liquidity began to tighten
in Italy as early as June 1994. In mid-August
official interest rates were raised by half a per-
centage point. The rise in market rates was
larger in Italy than elsewhere. In February
1995, with worsening inflation expectations
and a weakening lira, it was decided to raise the
discount rate by another 0.75 points and that
on fixed-term advances by 1.25 points.

Both the rigorous fiscal measures adopted
in March, bringing an annual adjustment equal
to 1.5 percent of GDP, and the monetary tight-
ening aimed to halt the fall in the internal and
external value of the lira. As early as 1994, the
worsening of the exchange rate and inflation was
accompanied by a further, marked accelera-
tion in industrial production. Economic activity
is boosted in countries whose currency depre-
ciates. In those where it appreciates, there is an
adverse impact on productive activity.

In February 1995 the U.S. Federal Re-
serve raised official rates again. In Germany and
Japan, currency appreciation, stable or de-
clining prices, and sluggish economic activity
led the monetary authorities to lower official
interest rates in the spring.

The further tightening of monetary policy in
1995 and the recovery of the lira. In early 1995
Italy’s annualized monthly inflation rose to
between 5 and 6 percent. On May 26, with
economic activity growing rapidly, the offi-
cial discount rate and the rate on advances
were raised by another 0.75 percentage points
to check the deterioration in inflation expec-
tations. Control of liquidity was made even
more stringent. And the effects of the mone-
tary and fiscal tightening on domestic demand
began to appear.
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Compared with its lowest value in the
wake of the Mexican crisis, the lira’s exchange
rate had already recovered by more than 8 per-
cent between mid-April and mid-May. The dol-
lar and the other weak currencies also
appreciated, while the Deutsche mark and
particularly the yen lost part of their earlier
gains. The recovery of the dollar continued over
the summer, partly as a result of massive and
coordinated intervention and the further re-
duction in interest rates in Germany and Japan.

By mid-September the effects of the ten-
sions triggered by the Mexican crisis had been
largely absorbed. Compared with December
1994, the depreciation of the lira, which had
exceeded 15 percent in March, was no more
than 3 percent. The turbulence reversed part
of the gains recorded by the weak currencies.
The depreciation of the lira, moving in line with
the dollar, increased again to around 5 percent.

Market yields on 10-year government se-
curities, above 12 percent in the closing months
of 1994, reached 13.7 percent in the period of
the lira’s maximum depreciation, between the
middle of March and the middle of April
1995. After falling later to 11 percent, they rose
in response to the turbulence to around 11.5
percent. The differential with Germany was
about 5 percentage points.

Inflation abated considerably over the sum-
mer. In the third quarter the annualized
monthly increase in the cost-of-living index,
net of indirect taxes and seasonally adjusted,
was 1.5 percentage points less than in the sec-
ond. The tightening of monetary policy, the
recovery of the lira, and the slowdown of the
cyclical expansion braked inflation. So Italy’s
experience in the 1980s and 1990s shows that
a rigorous monetary policy can curb inflation.

Public finances. The prospects for the in-
ternal and external value of the lira depended
crucially on those for the public finances. The
adjustment that began with the measures
adopted in 1992 significantly curbed the ex-
pansionary trends that for many years had
marked public expenditure. Major reforms
were carried out in health services, public em-
ployment, local finances, and social security.
The reform of the pension system was of major
importance. The Italian pension system was out

of line with those of other leading European
countries, mainly owing to the lower retirement
age and the more generous link with earnings.

In 1995 the rising trend of the ratio of pub-
lic debt to GDP was halted, thanks to privati-
zation proceeds. At the end of 1995 the ratio of
general government debt to GDP was at 123.8
percent, compared with 124.3 percent at the end
of 1994. This ratio remains much higher than
in other industrial countries. It needs to be re-
membered, however, that Italian households
have a particularly high saving rate and carry lit-
tle debt. This leads them to accumulate finan-
cial assets, notably public debt securities. In
relation to GDP, total financial wealth in Italy
is in line with that of the other leading countries.

The high rate of domestic saving made it
possible to limit the country’s external debt.
The surpluses earned on the current account
of the balance of payments recorded from
1993 onward allowed Italy’s net external debt
to fall gradually until the country became a net
creditor in 1999.

CONCLUSIONS

In the second half of the 1990s several inter-
acting forces—the need to make Italian finan-
cial markets and securities more competitive and
the run-up to the single market and single
currency—led Italian authorities to modernize
domestic financial markets and liberalize cap-
ital flows. The approach was gradual in mar-
ket reform and modernization, whereas the
tight deadlines for the single market led to a rel-
atively quick dismantling of capital controls
(the bulk between October 1988 and Decem-
ber 1990). While the direct and indirect ben-
efits of liberalization are undisputable, Italy
had to bear severe costs due to two currency
crises. The severe macroeconomic imbalances
in the 1980s were at the root of the currency
crises of 1992 and 1995. And capital mobility
exposed those imbalances, forcing authorities
to correct them. Against this background, one
possible lesson of Italy’s experience for other
countries, especially emerging economies, is
that financial liberalization—and the sequencing
of the related steps—has to be accompanied by
the correction of structural imbalances.
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NOTE

1. The description of the development and the
features of Italy’s financial system in the post-war
period—a mixture of private initiative and pub-
lic sector intervention—goes beyond the scope
of this note. But for a number of reasons in the
1980s, at the early stages of the process of Eu-
ropean monetary unification, Italy’s financial
system was characterized by a relatively high de-
gree of regulation. The aim of this paper is to pro-
vide an historical perspective of the major changes
occurred in Italy in the 1980s up to early 1990s,
when the liberalization of capital flows was com-
pleted. So, it does not include the recent devel-
opments that contributed to create the current
organization of the Italian financial system.
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Foreign exchange transactions, capital flows, and
financial businesses have been liberalized grad-
ually, with dynamic economic growth and an
increased current account surplus since World
War II. Foreign exchange regulations were abol-
ished in 1964 to comply with Article VIII of
the IMF’s Articles of Agreement. The gradual
liberalization of trade and investment and co-
ordination of ministries and agencies concerned
helped cope with Japan’s huge current account
surplus. And short-term capital flows were lib-
eralized after 1970, with Japan’s robust eco-
nomic growth, current account surplus, and
accumulated foreign reserves. The Foreign Ex-
change and Foreign Trade Control Law allows
regulation of capital flows as a means of risk
management for immediate threats to the bal-
ance of payment and markets (but these regu-
lations have never been applied). Domestic
liberalization has proceeded more slowly, dri-
ven by foreign exchange and capital transactions.

POSTWAR PERIOD TO 1960

The Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Con-
trol Law was promulgated in December 1949
and banned foreign exchange transactions ex-
cept by government or ministerial ordinances.
Under this law, private entities were banned
from holding foreign currency. Residents were
obliged immediately to sell any foreign currency
to the government through authorized for-
eign exchange banks. Initially, the exchange
rates between customers and the foreign ex-
change banks, and between the banks and the
government, were officially fixed. All foreign
currencies were government controlled—there
was no room for a foreign exchange market.

With the revival of the Japanese econ-
omy after World War II, foreign trade shifted

gradually from the government to the private
sector. The private sector could time receiv-
ing export proceeds and paying import oblig-
ations to move a large amount of capital
across the border (leads and lags). So, new reg-
ulations were set out to restrict such actions.

Foreign currency was allocated for external
payments through gaika yosan seido, an institu-
tional budget for foreign currency. Nonresidents
could not exchange yen into foreign currency, and
yen-denominated financial assets held by for-
eigners were limited. The Foreign Capital Law
also began regulating investment, such as foreign
direct investment and technical transfers.

Foreign exchange controls were intended
to use Japan’s limited foreign reserves effectively
by priotizing transactions and restricting unim-
portant ones.

FROM 1960 TO 1973—END OF THE FIXED

EXCHANGE RATE REGIME

BECOMING AN ARTICLE VIII NATION

OF THE IMF

After World War II, the Japanese economy
achieved high growth rates and a rapid ex-
pansion of trade while facing balance of pay-
ment difficulties. Under these conditions,
the government published “The Outline of
the Plan for Liberalizing Trade and Foreign
Exchange” in June 1960 as a step toward ac-
cepting Article VIII of the IMF Articles of
Agreement and joining the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD). In July, nonresidents were per-
mitted accounts to deposit yen for current
transactions settled in yen, a step toward the
revival of yen convertibility. In September
1960, restrictions on borrowing without

Japan
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collateral and regulations on the foreign ex-
change spot position of foreign exchange
banks were removed.

These ambitious measures stagnated and
were partly reversed in 1961 and 1962 when
measures against the shortage of foreign cur-
rency were implemented, in effect until Janu-
ary 1963. For example in June 1962 the reserve
deposit requirement system required foreign ex-
change banks to have 20 percent of their debts
denominated in foreign currency. From 1962
to 1963, when the short-term inflows of for-
eign capital seemed to increase, the reserve re-
quirement was raised to 35 percent. In late
1962, the period of deferment was shortened
for the share remittance of principal and in
1963, it was abolished. Capital transactions
were further liberalized with a unified system
of permission of foreign capital. Under the
Foreign Capital Law, outflows were liberal-
ized—but inflows strictly examined. With
other transactions, capital inflows were liber-
alized and outflows not permitted. In 1963 the
procedures to control capital inflows and out-
flows were unified.

The first official intervention by the Japan-
ese government in the foreign exchange mar-
ket was in April 1963, in preparation to remove
the exchange controls on current transactions.
Before then, foreign currency had been bought
and sold passively through a special government
account for foreign exchange under official
exchange rates. Since that intervention, the
foreign exchange rates fluctuated within the
range of 0.75 percent around 360 yen per dol-
lar and the government intervened in the for-
eign exchange markets flexibly within this
range. With this development, the trading vol-
ume in the Tokyo foreign exchange market
expanded rapidly.

In April 1964 Japan accepted Article VIII
of the IMF Articles of Agreement and removed
exchange controls on current transactions. The
gaika yosan seido was abolished and replaced by
an import quota system. Yen could be freely
converted into foreign currency for import of
goods and services. With the removal of the ex-
change controls on current transactions, cap-
ital transactions concerning trade were also
liberalized. In the 1960s, as Japan’s foreign

trade expanded, capital transactions necessary
for international trade increased.

When Japan became an Article VIII nation
of the IMF and joined the OECD, 92 percent
of trade items had been liberalized, with only
192 remaining.

LIBERALIZATION OF CAPITAL FLOWS

The next industrial challenge for Japan in 
the mid–1960s was to liberalize capital
transactions—not only removing the restric-
tions on the flow of foreign capital, but also
changing industrial policies by controlling cap-
ital that directs economic activities. Liberal-
ization in capital transactions developed
progressively in close consultations with many
international institutions and through various
domestic deliberations, because this policy af-
fects foreign capital and the liberalization of
trade, such as tariffs in each industry.

In July 1964 the OECD strongly urged
members to deregulate their capital transac-
tions. Japan reserved 18 of 37 items under the
OECD requirement, meaning liberalization
of capital transactions was comparatively
behind.

Discussion of capital liberalization indi-
cated the future direction for liberalization:
• For government, to establish a well-devel-

oped industrial system, promote reforms in
companies, and support technical devel-
opment.

• For industry, to introduce foreign capital
in a voluntary, independent, and respon-
sible way while strengthening cooperation
among companies and establishing coop-
erative bodies within industry.

• For foreign interests, to bring capital in
an orderly way, supporting coexistence,
coprosperity, and adherence to the do-
mestic legal and economic order.
In July 1967 the first set of capital liber-

alization measures was implemented: the
“automatic authorizing rule” and the “50
percent rule” were introduced for 50 indus-
tries. In 1969 the second set of capital lib-
eralization measures was applied to 155 more
industries, liberalizing about 30 percent of all
industries.
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CAPITAL CONTROLS IN JAPAN AFTER

BECOMING AN ARTICLE VIII NATION OF THE

IMF

Except in fiscal 1967 when the current balance
fell into a deficit with the expanding economy,
increases in exports kept the current balance in
surplus until fiscal 1970, increasing foreign
reserves.

With foreign reserves rising rapidly in fis-
cal 1968, restrictions were contemplated—a
major policy shift. Japan’s foreign reserves were
rising while many countries suffered short-
ages. And short-term inflows were disturbing
domestic financial markets and foreign ex-
change markets.

Not until 1969 were measures to restrict
the rise in foreign reserves implemented. As ex-
ports were growing and the official discount rate
was raised, so it was expected that the other
countries would ask Japan to revalue the yen.
In 1970 exports continued to increase, though
several trade financing measures were imple-
mented and restrictions against short-term
capital inflows were introduced.

1973 TO 1980—TRANSITION TO A

FLOATING EXCHANGE RATE

EXCHANGE CONTROLS DURING THE

TRANSITION TO A FLOATING EXCHANGE RATE

After Japan shifted to a floating exchange rate,
exchange controls were still strict and the ex-
change rate was determined by the govern-
ment, just as under the fixed exchange rate
system. But the current account balance fell into
deficit, which grew because of an overheating
economy, appreciating yen, and the first oil cri-
sis in 1973. The yen depreciated as prices rose
rapidly and the current balance deteriorated.

EXCHANGE CONTROLS DURING THE PERIOD OF

APPRECIATION AND DEPRECIATION OF THE YEN

At the end of 1973, the regulation restricting
a net increase of inward securities investment
was removed, and the reserve deposits for non-
residents holding yen were lowered. In Janu-
ary 1974, a voluntary guideline to restrict the

net increase of outward investment was intro-
duced for banks, securities companies, invest-
ment trust funds, and insurance companies. A
regulation to restrict the net increase of bank
deposits in foreign currency held by residents
was also introduced.

In 1976 the current account surplus ex-
panded, and in 1977 the external assets of the
private sector began to increase. The yen began
to appreciate. The government intervened to
buy dollars, ease the regulation on capital out-
flow, and strengthen the capital inflow regula-
tions. In June 1977 the regulation on the balance
of residents’ deposits in foreign currency was
removed, and the measure that prohibited resi-
dents from acquiring short-term foreign securi-
ties was abolished. In April 1978 foreign currency
deposits converted from yen were permitted up
to the amount of 3 million yen. Regulations on
inward investment were temporarily strengthened
with the yen’s extreme appreciation. In March
1978 nonresidents were prohibited from ac-
quiring yen-denominated bonds, except those
with maturities shorter than five years and one
month and those issued by foreign entities. As
a result, it was very difficult for nonresidents to
invest in yen, and the spread between the euro-
yen rate and the gensaki rate (which should be
zero without exchange controls) was large from
late 1977 to early 1979.

These regulations on inward investment
were eased following U.S. President Jimmy
Carter’s announcement of measures to protect
the declining dollar, and were completely abol-
ished by February 1979. In May 1979 the ma-
turity term of import usance was extended, and
short-term impact loans from abroad were per-
mitted. Nonresidents were permitted to partic-
ipate in the gensaki market, and CD markets open
to nonresidents were founded. As a result, cap-
ital flows became more active, explained by the
fact that the euro-yen rate was almost identical
to the gensaki rate. In March 1980 regulations
on interest rates for yen-denominated deposits
of foreign official institutions were abolished.

CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS

In September 1970 the third set of capital lib-
eralization measures was implemented in 323
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industries. In August 1971 the fourth set of cap-
ital liberalization measures was announced.
The regulatory framework was changed to
allow up to 50 percent participation by foreign
capital as the principal. Targeted industries for
liberalization were significantly expanded. Amid
further external disequilibrium, the fifth set of
capital liberalization measures was implemented
in 1973. At that time, full participation of for-
eign capital was set as the principle, except for
17 industries with a sunset clause. Still, condi-
tions were placed on the acquisition of equities
using foreign capital for a takeover, including
approval of the targeted company’s manager.

AMENDMENT OF THE FOREIGN EXCHANGE

AND FOREIGN TRADE CONTROL LAW

After the G-7 Summit in 1976, Japan had to
recognize its position as an economic super-
power. While Japan’s current account balance
recovered steadily, other economies stagnated.
It became difficult to ignore external economic
conditions, leading Japan to promote liberal-
ization and internationalization with an in-
creasing current account surplus.

After early 1977, given the international
friction caused by a rapid increase in its cur-
rent account surplus, Japan moved to modify
the Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Con-
trol Law to demonstrate its openness to the in-
ternational economy. In May Japan decided to
completely deregulate foreign exchange con-
trols. The foreign exchange banks were dereg-
ulated, including abolishment of the regulation
on short-term capital transactions and easing
the regulation on medium- and long-term
capital transactions, and deregulation of for-
eign currency liability by foreign exchange
banks. And as a positive step for the Tokyo
Round of GATT, tariff reductions and en-
hanced financing for imports were announced.

In January 1978 further measures for the
liberalization of exchange controls were an-
nounced. The broad range of measures per-
mitted flexibility in the standard settlement
system, guarantees, remittances, gold transac-
tions, real estate transactions, technology im-
ports, foreign deposits, foreign direct
investment, carrying out of yen, licensing of for-

eign exchange banks, and hedging operations
for outward securities investments.

In May 1979 seven measures for promoting
capital inflow were announced. They extended
maturity terms of import usance, abolished the
regulation on prepayment for exports, abol-
ished the waiting period to covert yen-denom-
inated foreign bonds into dollars, eased usage
of proceeds from long-term impact loan, freed
short-term impact loan, and allowed nonresident
participation in auctions of yen-denominated
foreign bonds and gensaki transactions. With
these measures, the amended Foreign Exchange
and Foreign Trade Control Law was put into
place well before its formal promulgation.

In December 1980 the amended Foreign
Exchange and Foreign Trade Control Law was
officially implemented, shifted the principle of
foreign exchange transactions from prohibition
to freedom. This amendment legally estab-
lished the liberalization of exchange rate trans-
actions and with the liberalization of current
and capital transactions, the legal structure
was completely changed.

Under the amended Foreign Exchange and
Foreign Trade Control Law, capital controls
can be activated only when it is extremely dif-
ficult to maintain equilibrium in the balance of
payments, foreign exchange rates fluctuate sig-
nificantly, and cross-border capital flows have a
serious impact on financial capital markets—but
they have never been activated. The amended
law liberalized deposits in foreign currencies at
Japanese foreign exchange banks by residents (in-
cluding selling yen), and loans in foreign cur-
rencies from Japanese foreign exchange banks
(such as yen impact loan). For inward-outward
securities investments through specified securi-
ties companies, notifications to the authority be-
came unnecessary. As a result, residents came to
hold foreign currency-denominated assets freely,
substantially changing Japanese foreign exchange
controls and removing almost all restrictions on
the convertibility of the yen.

The expansion of foreign currency-
denominated financial transactions inside Japan
has been a primary factor promoting liberaliza-
tion of interest rates on short-term yen financing,
since they are in effect equivalent to those de-
nominated in yen, by hedging through forward
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exchange contracts. This shows how liberaliza-
tion of foreign exchange transactions can promote
a domestic financial liberalization. Foreign cur-
rency deposits bear foreign exchange risk and can-
not be substituted for a yen-denominated deposit.
But they are identical to a yen-denominated de-
posit with market interest rates if foreign ex-
change risk is avoided through hedging.

A loan from abroad with covered transac-
tions by future contrasts can be identical to a
yen-dominated loan with market interest rates.
It is also outside the “window” operations by
the Bank of Japan. Though these transactions
cost the participants, since they involve handling
charges, liberalization of foreign currency-de-
nominated deposits and loans from abroad
have a similar effect as liberalization of do-
mestic yen-denominated deposits and loans
with market interest rates because the transac-
tion cost is relatively small for large transactions.

THE 1980S

LIBERALIZATION OF CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS

The Foreign Capital Law was abolished fol-
lowing the amendment of the Foreign Ex-
change and Foreign Trade Law. In 1984
restrictions were abolished for investments by
nonresidents in designated Japanese companies
(Shitei Kaisha), and the reporting period for fi-
nancial statements by foreign companies was
extended from three months to six months
after the day of settlement.

In the final report of the “Japan–U.S. Struc-
tural Impediments Initiative” published in
June 1990, Japan announced its plan to liber-
alize foreign direct investment. It then began
to enact laws to promote imports, facilitate in-
ward investment, implement loans to foreign
companies through a favorable interest rate
facility, and provide information through the
Japan External Trade Organization. In 1992 the
Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Law was
modified again, and ex ante reporting of FDI
with government examination was replaced
by ex post reporting in principle, with partial
ex ante reporting in some cases. The deadline
for reporting was changed to no later than 15
days after the transaction.

FINANCIAL LIBERALIZATION

Around 1980 U.S. and European banks and
securities companies stepped up their requests
for the liberalization of Japan’s financial and
capital markets and the greater participation of
foreign companies in the Japanese economy.
They argued that Japan’s markets should be
commensurate with its status as the world’s sec-
ond largest economic power. Domestic re-
quests for liberalization also soared.

Two reports—“Current Status and
Prospects for Financial Liberalization and the
Internationalization of Yen” and “Report by the
Working Group of Joint Japan–U.S. Ad Hoc
Group on Yen/Dollar Exchange Rate, Finan-
cial and Capital Market Issues”—expressed
positive attitudes toward financial liberalization.
With this turning point, Japan began to fol-
low the worldwide trends toward liberalization
and globalization. Some believe that the lib-
eralizing of foreign exchange transactions
around 1980 gave impetus for the financial lib-
eralization. The plan included:
• Liberalizing deposit interest rates. As pro-

posed in “Prospects” and the “Report”,
permit smaller denomination of CDs with
free interest rates, make their terms of is-
suance flexible, and introduce large-sum de-
posits with market interest rates.

• Facilitating short-term financial markets.
Japan’s short-term financial markets devel-
oped rapidly with the increase of gensaki and
CDs exceeding 20 trillion yen. But those
markets were less flexibile and diverse than
those in the United States. To enlarge and
enrich such markets, a yen-denominated BA
market is planned. It will help interna-
tionalize the yen by promoting yen-
denominated trade. Additional methods
of financing for the short term will increase
short-term capital investments and the pro-
curement opportunities for corporations.

• Diversifying the financial businesses. Diver-
sification of businesses is as important as
interest rate liberalization. “Prospects” spec-
ifies plans to improve and increase the flex-
ibility of businesses, such as securities and
international business, while respecting
the creativity of the private sector.
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• Expanding euro-yen trade. The “Report”
promoted the liberalization of euro-yen
trade. Short-term euro-yen loans for both
residents and nonresidents were liberal-
ized, as were medium-to-long-term euro-
yen loans for nonresidents. Euro-yen CDs
and euro-yen bonds were also liberalized.

• Liberalizing foreign bonds denominated in
yen. In 1984 yen-denominated bonds is-
sued by nonresidents were liberalized.

• Establishing a Tokyo offshore market. The
Tokyo offshore market was founded in
December 1986 for nonresidents to pro-
cure necessary financial resources with
fewer regulatory limitations. Facilitation
of yen-denominated investments and fi-
nancing from abroad was expected to help
advance the internationalization of the
yen. The Tokyo market was expected to be-
come a large international financial center
like that in New York and London.
In June 1987 the “Current Outlook for

Liberalization and Internationalization of Fi-
nancial and Capital Markets” was released. It
outlined the current status of liberalization
and the problems to be solved. The report in-
dicated that liberalization and international-
ization were proceeding and insisted that Japan
should serve as one of the key international fi-
nancial centers with more consideration on
cooperation with other countries. The report
suggested:
• Further liberalizing deposit interest rates.
• Enhancing short-term financial markets.
• Improving futures markets.
• Improving capital markets.
• Liberalizing the business of financial

institutions.
• Collaborating with other countries to su-

pervise banks and improve their capital.
• Solving the problems of business fields

handled by financial institutions.
• Improving methods of access by foreign fi-

nancial institutions.

1990S—FINANCIAL SECTOR REFORM

Framed in 1992 and implemented in 1993, fi-
nancial sector reform aimed to move from in-
direct to direct finance, using the “subsidiary”

system to enhance participation in each fi-
nancial sector. By allowing the establishment
of 100 percent subsidiary companies, the prob-
lem between industries could be solved while
maintaining the basic boundary between the
industries. Also, the interest rates on term de-
posit were completely liberalized in June 1993.

In 1996 discussions on the financial big
bang started. In May 1997 the Foreign Ex-
change and Foreign Trade Control Law was
amended as the frontrunner of the financial big
bang. The 1980 foreign exchange control sys-
tem was more liberal than those in Europe. But
as cross-border transactions were rapidly lib-
eralized in European countries, the Foreign
Exchange and Foreign Trade Control Law had
to be amended to make the Tokyo market in-
ternationally attractive. Specifically, cross-bor-
der transactions were liberalized by the
abolishment of the ex ante permission and re-
porting system in principle, foreign exchange
businesses were liberalized completely, and
regulations of foreign exchange banking were
abolished, ensuring free participation and the
withdrawal of foreign exchange businesses.

THE FINANCIAL BIG BANG

To make full use of Japan’s household savings
of 1,200 trillion yen, free and fair financial mar-
kets were needed. In addition, the Japanese fi-
nancial market was expected to become an
international financial market equal to that of
New York and London. Three important prin-
ciples of market structural reform—free, fair,
and global—were advocated. A sequence of lib-
eralization measures were achieved: liberaliza-
tion of subject of investments (such as removal
of ex ante regulations on development of new
financial products by securities companies);
liberalization of markets (such as that of deal-
ing equities using over the counter markets);
liberalization of market intermediaries (such as
replacement of the license system of securities
business with the register system); and liber-
alization of prices (such as that of brokerage
commission fees for equities). With the re-
moval of the license system in the securities
businesses, liberalization of financial businesses
advanced dramatically.
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Narrowly defined, globalization may refer to
economic liberalization and integration based
on global standards. But its implications for in-
dividual countries are far more than just eco-
nomic, as they extend into the realm of social,
political, and even cultural development. In-
deed, the Republic of Korea has rapidly trans-
formed its economic and social landscape over
the course of its outward-looking economic
development. With export promotion and for-
eign capital inducement serving as the main en-
gines of growth, Korea was required to align its
socioeconomic institutions and policies with
global market standards. But in contrast to the
high level of economic integration in trade,
the financial sector had been little exposed to
global competition until the outbreak of the East
Asian crisis in 1997. Consequently, the dis-
crepancy between global and local standards
grew in the financial sector, and impeded the
development of economic institutions and poli-
cies suited to a globalized market environment.

In this sense the unfolding of Korea’s cri-
sis in 1997 provides an excellent case for the
study of the crucial issues surrounding
globalization—particularly the complex dy-
namics of capital market liberalization. The
1997 crisis was not just a simple liquidity cri-
sis. Rather, it reflected a culmination of struc-
tural imbalances and institutional shortcomings
in Korea’s economic system magnified by a
delay in alignment of local to global standards.

Given this prognosis, structural remedies
were called for. Indeed, the crisis provided
critical momentum for Korea to address the
challenges posed by globalization. The econ-
omy was made fully open to financial flows,
which—unlike trade flows—had not been
fully liberalized. Increased economic open-
ness served as an important catalyst for

comprehensive economic reforms on the do-
mestic front and expedited Korea’s transition
to a fully open market economy. Thus this
case study focuses on capital account liberal-
ization and related institutional reforms.

OVERVIEW

The most unique feature of Korea’s economic
development is the government’s strong lead-
ership in resource allocation. Industrial policy
has been at the heart of this leadership. The gov-
ernment selected so-called strategic industries
and firms and provided them with formal and
informal incentives, particularly financial favors
in the name of policy loans. Entry barriers were
also implemented to protect firms in strategic
industries from competition. The results were
rapid growth of investment and output, largely
led by family-controlled business conglomer-
ates, referred to as chaebols in Korea.

But the government’s visible hand in fi-
nancial resource allocation in the early stage of
Korea’s development was also the prelude to
more extensive government control and per-
vasive moral hazard in the later stage. Fruits of
business success accrued to owners and em-
ployees of chaebols while investment failures
were often passed on to the public. Prudential
regulation and supervision of the financial sec-
tor were insufficient. The emergence of highly
leveraged chaebols with enormous market
share in both product and factor markets in-
creased Korea’s vulnerability to cyclical shocks.

Deteriorating macroeconomic performance
in the late 1970s, especially in terms of rising
inflation and growing imbalances in the ex-
ternal current account, gave rise to criticism of
the government-led development strategy that
had been maintained for two decades. The

Republic of Korea
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first major momentum for liberalization was
provided by the heightened economic insta-
bility of 1980, triggered by domestic political
unrest and the second oil shock. The global
trend toward economic liberalization since the
beginning of the 1980s also affected, at least
partly, Korea’s domestic liberalization process.
Consequently, macroeconomic policy instru-
ments were redirected toward price stability
during the first half of the 1980s, while in-
dustrial policies were partially lifted, with the
gradual phaseout of policy loans.

In contrast to the ardent macropolicy re-
forms, however, progress in micropolicy re-
forms, particularly in the financial sector, lagged
behind. Indeed, when Korea returned to re-
markable economic growth with large current
account surpluses in the second half of the
1980s, rising pride about the Korean eco-
nomic system began to outweigh suggestions
for further reforms toward global standards.
And the government’s control in the financial
sector, albeit lower than in the 1970s, contin-
ued despite the privatization of banks.

In the late 1980s financial liberalization
resurfaced as an important policy agenda as
Korea significantly improved its balance of pay-
ments. In 1990 the exchange rate system was re-
formulated to allow greater flexibility. In the
domestic market, interest rate deregulation was
implemented in a more systematic way, although
the process was often hindered by market reac-
tions. But the most meaningful step in terms of
financial globalization was made in 1992, when
the domestic equity market was opened to for-
eign investment. After that capital account lib-
eralization made steady progress before it was
further accelerated in line with Korea’s accession
to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) in 1996.

The 1990s also witnessed significant
progress in trade liberalization. The inception
of the World Trade Organization (WTO) pro-
vided critical momentum for import liberal-
ization, although trade liberalization had been
evolutionary in the context of the outward
looking development strategy. In fact, it was in
the mid-1990s that the government first used
the concept of globalization as key rationale for
its comprehensive economic reforms.

Despite the increasing exposure to global
forces, however, much-needed reforms were not
carried out in a timely manner. The govern-
ment’s basic modus operandi for financial pol-
icy changed only slightly. Business practices and
the mindset of the private sector also under-
went little change. Fundamental market in-
frastructure, such as an institutional framework
to ensure transparent corporate governance
and sound practices of financial institutions,
was not properly established. As a result struc-
tural imbalances between global and local stan-
dards intensified. In short, in the 1990s Korea
was slow to adapt itself to rising global stan-
dards, and was hit by the 1997 crisis.

The 1997 crisis was a turning point in
Korea’s economic history, representing painful
evidence of the challenges posed by globaliza-
tion and Korea’s limited responses. Although
it was a crisis of the capital account and not the
current account, which was relatively new to
Korea, its impact was not confined to the fi-
nancial sector because it also represented col-
lapsed confidence of the global community
in Korea’s old economic system. Indeed, dra-
matically increased economic openness after the
crisis served as an important catalyst for up-
grading economic institutions and legal frame-
works to be on par with global standards.

DOMESTIC ECONOMIC POLICY REFORMS

MACROECONOMIC POLICY REFORMS

In 1980 the adverse impact of the second oil
shock hit Korea hard. Economic growth plum-
meted to a negative figure, while inflation
soared to almost 30 percent. The external bal-
ance also worsened significantly, with a current
account deficit of more than 8 percent of GDP
and government budget deficit over 3 percent
of GDP. Political instability added further un-
certainty to the economy. Even facing such
hardships in every dimension, however, the
government placed top priority on economic
stabilization rather than growth promotion—
and the results were quite successful, with price
stability fully restored by the mid-1980s. This
reorientation of macroeconomic policy was
firmly preserved for almost a decade. At the
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same time, many important macropolicy re-
forms were successfully carried out in the early
1980s.

Monetary policy. One of the important ide-
ological changes in 1980s was that monetary
policy should aim at promoting price stability
rather than supporting industrial policies. De-
spite the recession, monetary policy was dras-
tically tightened in the early 1980s, as
manifested by a sharp fall in the growth rate
of base money to virtually 0 percent during
1980–82, down from around 30 percent in the
late 1970s (figure 1). As a result inflation sub-
sided to about 3 percent, down from 20–30
percent in the late 1970s. Such success in the
disinflation policy provided an important plat-
form for globalization in that it significantly re-
duced economic uncertainty associated with
international transactions.

However, management of M2 targeting
exhibited potential problems. For example,
even when domestic liquidity supply was clearly
excessive in the late 1980s, as reflected by an
explosive increase in the base money and many
other financial variables, the government em-
phasized the M2 target (see figure 1). Another
problem was the way the central bank con-
trolled monetary aggregates. The central bank
assigned monetary stabilization bonds to com-
mercial banks through closed windows rather
than open and transparent markets.

This convention, along with the M2 tar-
geting, was almost abolished with the currency
crisis. First, to cope with the collapsing currency
value, the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
raised overnight interbank call rates dramatically.
That is, the monetary authority began to use
the short-term interest rate as an explicit in-
termediate target, with monetary aggregates as
information variables only. In the swirl of fi-
nancial crisis and drastic financial reforms, the
stability of monetary aggregates was seriously
damaged (figure 2), further justifying the interest
rate targeting. The decline in the need to hit a
quantity target then reduced the authority’s
guide at the bank windows.

Today the monetary policy is conducted
under the new legal mandate of inflation tar-
geting, with the short-term interest rate as the
intermediate target. This scheme, along with

the free-floating exchange rate, appears to be
consistent with the environment of the Korean
capital market, which is now completely open.

Liberalization of interest rates was another
important reform related to monetary policy.
Although there were recurrent objections to
this, interest rates set by the government in the
1970s were liberalized throughout the 1980s
and 1990s in a gradual manner, as can be seen
from the steadily reduced discrepancy between
curb market and institutional interest rates
(figure 3). The preferred interest rates applied
to policy loans were also gradually abolished.

Percent, averages

Figure 2.  Growth rates of monetary aggregates in Korea, 1972–2002
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EXCHANGE RATE SYSTEM

With the rapidly expanding current account
deficit in 1980, the balance of payments had
to be stabilized. The won-dollar exchange rate
that had been fixed since 1974 was devalued
by 20 percent in January 1980, then a multi-
ple currency basket system replaced the fixed
exchange rate regime. Under this new system
the government still set and announced the ex-
change rate, but the substantial differentials be-
tween domestic and foreign inflation rates
began to be explicitly considered.

Because Korea had accumulated a sub-
stantial current account surplus by the end of
the 1980s, confidence regarding the balance of
payments was built up among policymakers,
and the exchange rate system was further re-
formed into the market average exchange rate
system in 1990. This new system was an ad-
vancement toward free market rates in that the
exchange rate was basically determined through
demands for and supplies of foreign currencies
in exchange markets, rather than by discre-
tionary judgments made by the government.

Nevertheless, the foreign exchange mar-
ket was not completely left to market forces.
And market participants were inclined to be-
lieve that the exchange rate would not deviate
much from the range that the government
had in mind. This belief, however, was changed
with the currency crisis in 1997. Finally, the

completely free-floating exchange rate system
was introduced with the full-scale capital mar-
ket opening in December 1997.

FISCAL POLICY

Fiscal policy was also reformed in the early
1980s. Many tax incentives supporting strate-
gic industries were phased out, and the zero-
base principle was applied to budget planning.
Specifically, the automatic budget increase for
government projects year after year came to a
halt, and each project was required to provide
justification for the increase.

A prominent result of this policy was the
negative growth rate of government expendi-
ture (in real terms) in 1981. As a result the con-
solidated budget deficit gradually approached
balance in the early 1980s, and the balanced
budget policy became a tradition. Although a
rather rigid government attitude marred fiscal
flexibility (such as automatic stabilizers), this
long-standing tradition of the balanced bud-
get preserved the fiscal soundness that played
an important role in the Korean economy’s re-
covery from the currency crisis.

MICROECONOMIC POLICY REFORMS

Financial market. Throughout the 1960s and
1970s domestic financial markets and institutions
were subject to extensive government supervision.
Interest rates were regulated, while credit allo-
cation was largely in the hands of government-
owned banks. In the 1980s the government
began reforming policies to improve financial
market efficiency. Two policy measures are no-
table: privatizing banks and fostering the devel-
opment of direct financial markets.

The government divested nationalized
banks between 1980 and 1983 based on the
premise that establishing a market-based own-
ership and governance structure should be the
first step to improve the efficiency of financial
institutions and markets. The privatization of
banks, however, did not produce the intended
effects because the banks lacked experience.

The development of capital markets
yielded more pronounced and lasting impacts
on financial markets and industry. The major
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motivation for capital market development
was to provide firms with alternative source of
funding and to mitigate the concentrated own-
ership structure of the industrial sector, par-
ticularly chaebols. The main focus of the
government’s effort was given to the develop-
ment of the corporate bond market and stock
market. Most notably, institutional investors
such as investment trust companies and bank
trust departments were established in the late
1970s and early 1980s. These financial inter-
mediaries in direct financial markets rapidly in-
creased their share in financial flows.
Accordingly, the dominance of banks in the fi-
nancial market gradually dwindled, as reflected
in the growth pattern of M3 relative to M2.

The rapid expansion of the nonbanking sec-
tor continued throughout the 1990s as entry bar-
riers in the sector kept being lowered. Accordingly,
competition for funds intensified between banks
and nonbanks. These developments, in con-
junction with weak internal governance of banks,
undermined the profitability of banks and made
the financial sector vulnerable to cyclical shocks.
But the regulatory and supervisory system was
unable to properly respond to the situation.
Capital account liberalization took place in this
shaky environment, exposing the economy to po-
tential systemic risks that were eventually real-
ized in the 1997 crisis.

After the crisis most banks were effectively
nationalized as the government injected pub-
lic funds to support their recapitalization. Given
this, bank governance reform remains one of the
main tasks for financial sector reform. However,
the regulatory framework was greatly upgraded.
To foster market competition and discipline in
the nonbanking sector, entry barriers were fur-
ther lowered and foreign participation liberal-
ized. Global standards were instituted for bank
regulation and supervision, including prompt
corrective actions and new accounting and loan
classification standards, among others. In ad-
dition, the deposit insurance system was re-
formulated to better deal with systemic risks and
potential moral hazard by providing only par-
tial coverage to deposit-taking institutions.

Corporate governance. In the early 1980s
chaebols began increasing their influence in the
financial sector through the ownership of

nonbank financial institutions such as mer-
chant banks, security companies, investment
trusts, and insurance companies. Their in-
creasing control weakened external gover-
nance of corporate management and created
the possibility of inefficient—and often
reckless—corporate investment. In addition,
the lack of an outsider director system and of
transparency in accounting information ag-
gravated agency problems.

The government-business risk partnership
became increasingly dysfunctional in the era
of liberalization and democratization. The
desirability and effectiveness of the state-led
monitoring and incentive system were greatly
reduced, but few financial institutions or in-
stitutional investors were ready to step in to
serve these functions. Moreover, the govern-
ment was slow in promoting competition and
creating conditions for autonomous financial
institutions to develop. Quantitative restric-
tions on credit and in-group investment were
the main instruments of competition policy.
Although these measures were intended to
address the problem of economic concentra-
tion and to contain potential systemic risks,
they were insufficient in compensating for
the lack of market discipline imposed on cor-
porate management and investment.

Labor market and social safety net. After
Korea was politically democratized in 1987,
workers demanded wage increases as well as full-
fledged rights to organize and take collective
action. Business executives complained that
lifetime employment practices impeded cor-
porate restructuring and flexible adjustment
to rapidly changing global markets. A grand bar-
gain between labor and management would
have involved enhanced worker rights and so-
cial security in exchange for increased labor
market flexibility. Repeated attempts by the
government to broker such an agreement be-
tween the two sides, however, resulted in pro-
tracted gridlock. In fact, only in the wake of the
1997 crisis did the two sides agree to increase
labor market flexibility and enhance worker
rights. After the crisis the government strength-
ened the social safety net to address not only
soaring unemployment but also structural
changes in employment practices.
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CAPITAL ACCOUNT LIBERALIZATION

Though the nominal anchor approach of the
1970s was replaced by a more flexible real tar-
get approach in 1980 with the introduction of
the multiple currency basket peg system, ex-
change rates remained policy variables in Korea
throughout the 1980s. Therefore, Korea’s poli-
cies on capital flows in the 1980s were domi-
nated by the necessity of balancing the current
account and were pursued in a passive manner.
Hence in the first half of the 1980s, when cur-
rent account showed deficits, various regula-
tions on banks and corporations were lifted to
induce capital inflows.

But in the mid-1980s, when the current ac-
count balance began to show large surpluses in
the wake of the realignment of major currencies,
the policy stance toward capital inflows changed
dramatically (figure 4). Foreign commercial loans
to domestic firms, with the exception of public
enterprises, were prohibited. Overseas issuance
of bonds and depository receipts by residents was
also restricted. In addition, banks were advised
to reduce their exposure to external debt.

GRADUAL LIBERALIZATION IN THE 1990S AND

THE 1997 CRISIS

Characteristics of liberalization policy. As the
Korean economy achieved fast economic

growth, internal demand for low-cost capital
in the private sector kept rising, strength-
ened by liberalization pressures from capi-
tal-exporting countries. Hence, in tandem
with the reform of the exchange rate policy
in 1990, capital account liberalization was
considered in its own right for the first time,
and the government began adopting liberal-
ization measures.

The approach adopted can be summarized as:
• Liberalize capital flows by domestic banks

first.
• Liberalize trade-related short-term capital

flows for nonfinancial corporations.
• For other capital flows, either defer liber-

alization or liberalize with restrictions.
The major rationale behind the policy

stance had much to do with the government’s
concern for macroeconomic stability, particu-
larly the adverse impact of substantial capital
inflows on the exchange rate, export compet-
itiveness, inflation, and the like. Given the
concern, the government preferred gradual
liberalization as a way of controlling associated
risks and, in particular, intended to use banks
as risk managers. As a result, other than do-
mestic banks, liberalization was limited.

Specifically, overseas issuance by domestic
firms of foreign currency-denominated bonds
was deregulated in 1991. And in January 1992
the Korean stock market was opened to foreign
investors. Commercial loans by domestic firms
from foreign agents, which had been prohib-
ited since 1986, were allowed in 1995.

Still, explicit quantity restrictions and dis-
cretionary or informal controls remained preva-
lent. For equity investment a 10 percent
aggregate ceiling on foreign ownership of listed
firms was imposed, which continued until the
crisis. With regard to commercial loans by
firms, restrictions on the uses of funds existed
and government approval was required. Like-
wise, the overseas issuance by domestic firms
of foreign currency-denominated bonds was
subject to discretionary quantity control.

Thus most capital flows led by firms or
through the stock market were not fully lib-
eralized. Moreover, capital flows in other forms
and domestic financial markets other than the
stock market remained closed. Exceptions were
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Figure 4.  Net capital inflows to Korea, 1980–98
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trade-related short-term financing and foreign
currency borrowings of banks. Various re-
strictions on deferred import payments and the
receipt of advance payments for exports were
lifted step by step over the 1990s. For banks
no explicit quantity regulations existed on
long-term or short-term borrowings in for-
eign currencies.

When Korea joined the OECD in 1996,
the gradual approach toward capital market lib-
eralization and financial market opening re-
mained intact. To fulfill its obligations as a
member of the organization, the Korean gov-
ernment announced a blueprint that would re-
move barriers to foreign portfolio investment
and foreign direct investment—but gradually,
over 1998 to 2000.

Lessons from the 1997 crisis. An investment-
led boom between 1994 and 1996 generated
a strong demand for low-cost capital, while the
upgrading of Korea’s sovereign credit rating
in early 1995 attracted foreign credit suppli-
ers. Combined, these developments led to a
sharp surge in net capital inflows. As dictated
by the policy stance, debt instruments carried
most of the increased capital inflows during
these years. Though portfolio investment in-
creased rapidly, stock investment was limited—
reflecting the ceiling restrictions mentioned
earlier. Consequently, the surge in net capital
inflows was tantamount to a sharp increase in
Korea’s external debt (figure 5), of which a
substantial portion was short-term borrow-
ings of banks. In November 1997 foreign cred-
itors ran to claim these short-term borrowings,
leading to the crisis.

Given the consequences, some argue that the
liberalization sequence was incoherent and cri-
sis-inviting since short-term capital movements
were substantially more liberalized than long-
term flows. However, though it is true that
long-term capital flows were controlled in Korea,
it would be an exaggeration to say that short-
term flows were liberalized greatly. Neither firms
nor banks could sell their short-term debt in-
struments in domestic currency to foreigners.
Only liberalized were trade-related financing
of firms and short-term foreign currency bor-
rowings of banks. Moreover, though it is a fact
that short-term foreign currency borrowings of

banks triggered the crisis, the policy stance in
this area cannot be considered a culprit. Short-
term transactions of banks are not only difficult
but also undesirable to control ex ante because
impacts of related operations on balance sheets
often matter for days. As such, ex post control
or supervision is the right way to address any po-
tential problems.

The crisis may have been caused by the lib-
eralization policy not being supplemented by
supervisory and regulatory reforms. While
pursuing the bank-centered liberalization pol-
icy, the government failed to promptly in-
duce more prudent risk management of banks.
A new financial safety net consisting of pru-
dential regulation and supervision and ex-
plicit deposit insurance should have been
established in line with the liberalization mea-
sures. Hence, moral hazard-inducing elements
were intact while new risk taking opportuni-
ties were provided. Furthermore, the expan-
sion of banks’ overseas business aggravated
the situation. Based on the reasoning that
overseas activities of domestic banks and cor-
porations do not hamper domestic macro-
economic stability and help competitiveness
of corporations, overseas business of banks
and corporations was encouraged in the mid-
1990s. Banks exploited this new opportunity
aggressively, leading to large foreign currency
liabilities in overseas branches that exceeded
the external debts of domestic branches.

Billion won

Figure 5.  Trend and composition of external debts in Korea, 
1995–2003
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POST-CRISIS DEVELOPMENT

Capital account liberalization policy took a rev-
olutionary turn after the crisis. As a way of over-
coming the crisis, the Korean government
decided to pursue full-blown liberalization of the
capital account and opening of financial mar-
kets, a sharp contrast to the former gradual ap-
proach. All types of domestic capital markets,
including short-term money markets, were com-
pletely opened to foreign investment by the
end of 1998. Furthermore, in April 1999 the
government abolished the restrictive Foreign
Exchange Management Act and replaced it with
the Foreign Exchange Transaction Act, chang-
ing the regulatory system for capital account
transactions from a positive to a negative. As a
result all capital account transactions related to
the business activities of financial and nonfi-
nancial firms have been liberalized, placing
Korea in the ranks of advanced countries in
terms of capital market openness.

MARKET OPENING AND DOMESTIC

INSTITUTIONS

Domestic institutions interact with market
opening in many important ways. Increased im-
port liberalization leads to intensified compe-
tition in the domestic market and puts pressure
on the government to overhaul economic in-
stitutions and policies. The government may
also have to respond to possible social dislo-
cations caused by liberalization. The opening
of the capital market increases the potential risk
of sudden reversals in capital flows and so
tends to induce the government to strengthen
prudential regulation and adopt sound macro-
economic policies to avoid serious imbalances.

Moreover, as capital account liberalization
in a fast-growing economy is likely to result in
a huge influx of foreign capital and increase the
amount of financial resources relative to profit
opportunities, it is essential to have autonomous
financial institutions to carry out objective
credit analysis and impose discipline on cor-
porate management. Accountable private risk
taking, as opposed to public management of pri-
vate risks, has to be an integral part of institu-
tional reforms designed to improve financial

resource allocation and corporate governance.
Deregulation without protection is likely to
aggravate moral hazard. Therefore, to mini-
mize the risks of globalization, particularly fi-
nancial liberalization, fundamental governance
reform and meaningful privatization should
be carried out.

Moreover, as traditional barriers to trade
and investment have been progressively dis-
mantled, national institutions tend to be sub-
jected to unprecedented scrutiny by the global
community. Globalization increases demands
for institutional harmonization, and multina-
tional organizations put pressure on individ-
ual governments to adopt global standards in
their institutions, affecting resource allocation
and governance. These considerations suggest
that domestic institutional development should
be an essential part of market opening reforms
and vice versa.

The progress of Korea’s economic devel-
opment was largely the reflection of Korea’s
export-driven and state-led development strat-
egy. Although the success of the export-driven
development strategy may provide the mo-
mentum and impetus for further liberaliza-
tion, Korea’s experience suggests that such
trade-liberalization linkages may have limited
effects on important institutions, particularly
those affecting financial resource allocation
and corporate governance. This was particu-
larly so in Korea. Given the long tradition of
industrial policy centered on credit allocation
by the government, the political economy of
institutional reform in the realm of financial
resource allocation was extremely complex.
Indeed, major reforms in the financial sector
and corporate governance were carried out
only in the wake of the 1997 crisis.

In the post-crisis period a series of policy
measures was implemented to improve cor-
porate governance and protect the property
rights of minority shareholders. From 1998, all
publicly listed firms were required to have at
least one outside director, to promote effective
monitoring of management. Institutional in-
vestors were no longer required to follow the
shadow voting rule. Also, minimum share-
holding requirements were significantly re-
duced for exercising shareholder rights, such
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as the right to file derivative lawsuits against
company executives for mismanagement.

Korea also overhauled the FDI regime and
related institutions. The ceiling on foreign eq-
uity ownership in the domestic stock market
was eliminated in May 1998. Moreover, the
government fully liberalized foreign land own-
ership by amending the Foreigner’s Land Ac-
quisition Act in 1998. In November 1998 the
Foreign Investment Promotion Act was en-
acted to replace the Act on Foreign Direct In-
vestment and Foreign Capital Inducement.
The new legislation focused on creating an
investor-friendly environment by streamlin-
ing foreign investment procedures, strength-
ening investment incentives, and establishing
an institutional framework for investor rela-
tionship management, such as the “one-stop
service”. Last but not least, the Foreign Ex-
change Transaction Act was enacted in April
1999 to liberalize foreign exchange control.
These post-crisis developments are expected to
enhance market competition and discipline

BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES OF

GLOBALIZATION

Globalization offers benefits but poses chal-
lenges. Countries must address both, and in
doing so can draw on international institutions.

BENEFITS OF GLOBALIZATION

From a theoretical standpoint, the welfare im-
plications of globalization have yet to be fully
investigated, partly because globalization is a
multifaceted concept that incorporates a wide
spectrum of socioeconomic development and
phenomena. It seems to be even more difficult
to quantify the benefits and costs of global-
ization because reliable measures of economic
and social changes induced by globalization are
not readily available, nor are the direct effects
of globalization easily pinned down due to
the inherent endogeneity of such changes.

Nevertheless, some indirect evidence of the
benefits of globalization can be constructed if
the scope of the discussion is narrowed down to
the growth effect of globalization. The growing
literature on economic growth has attempted to

identify the sources of long-run growth within
the framework of growth accounting as well as
causality regressions. Among many explanatory
variables for economic growth explored in the
literature, the degree of economic openness and
the quality of institutions seem to be of partic-
ular relevance for the discussion of the benefits
of globalization as they are the first things to be
affected by globalization.

Indeed, a cross-country study for 78 coun-
tries by Hahn and Kim (1999) shows that the
degree of economic openness and the quality
of institutions are the most important factors
explaining regional differences in economic
growth over 1960–89. Specifically, these two
factors together provided East Asia with addi-
tional growth of more than 1 percentage point
a year (about 35 percent of the predicted
growth differences) compared with other de-
veloping regions over the sample period. Once
the effect of economic openness on the qual-
ity of institutions is controlled, the total growth
effect of the economic openness variable turned
out to be the most important variable ex-
plaining growth differences between East Asia
and other developing regions, up to almost 1
percent a year. Although desirable, a separate
account of the benefits of capital market open-
ing for Korea seems to be premature at this time
given the limited availability of data for the
post-crisis period.

CHALLENGES OF GLOBALIZATION

Korea’s 1997 crisis indicates the enormity of
challenges posed by and risks associated with
globalization. Although Korea has experienced
minor balance of payments crises from time to
time over the course of its economic develop-
ment, the 1997 crisis was fundamentally dif-
ferent from previous ones in that it was a crisis
of the capital account, not the current ac-
count. This implies, at least for Korea, that the
major challenge of globalization was capital
market opening.

In retrospect, the foremost challenge posed
by globalization was how to achieve capital
account liberalization in an orderly manner. Or-
derly capital account liberalization requires,
in principle, domestic regulatory reforms and
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institution buildup in advance of capital mar-
ket opening. But the reality was the opposite.

Pressure by the international community
for domestic reform had little effect on do-
mestic reforms given that domestic reform is
a sovereign issue whose political economy is
quite complex, and that Korea’s financial link-
age with international market was weak at best
before the crisis. Also, deregulation often caused
problems in the short run given the absence of
proper market mechanisms to substitute for
such control. Under these circumstances, re-
forming prudential regulations and corporate
governance—which is crucial for the proper
management of potential risks associated with
globalization—was not a primary concern.

In view of these challenges, a more practi-
cal policy option would be to interweave and
coordinate capital account liberalization and an-
cillary domestic reforms as a single policy pack-
age. Such an approach would also increase the
likelihood of achieving a positive synergy be-
tween capital account liberalization and do-
mestic financial reform. Increased foreign
presence in the domestic market could have a
positive spillover effect on the practices and in-
stitutional framework. The improvements in
prudential regulations and corporate gover-
nance standards, in turn, may facilitate smooth
liberalization of the capital account.

Another challenge worth mentioning was
related to labor issues. Import liberalization
under WTO initiatives triggered fear among
workers, particularly in manufacturing, about
negative fallout on their employment status.
The combined effect of import liberalization
and rigidity in the labor market is likely to be
an increase in involuntary unemployment
rather than widening wage differentials be-
tween skilled and unskilled workers. In addi-
tion, increased capital mobility and availability
was perceived to have undermined the bar-
gaining power of labor, again threatening job
security. These concerns translated into con-
flicts across segments of society as well as strong
market sentiments against globalization—
despite the fact that consumers will benefit
from increased competition in the market.

Last but not least, the shortage of human
capital suited for the new institutional setup

and globalized market environment was an
obstacle in Korea’s globalization. This was par-
ticularly the case in the financial sector,
which—in contrast to the tradable sector—had
been effectively closed to foreign competition
until the 1997 crisis. New institutions and a
globalized market environment called for a
new mindset and business practices, and effi-
cient learning by doing was pivotal. But learn-
ing was difficult due to the lack of technical
expertise and benchmarks. One resolution to
expedite learning would be to import appro-
priate human capital from abroad, but such an
option was largely out of consideration be-
cause of its negative implications for domes-
tic employment and negative sentiments against
foreign participation in domestic markets.

ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Despite limited human capital resources suited
for globalized markets, Korea had been rela-
tively lukewarm about seeking technical assis-
tance for reforms from international
institutions.  Only after the 1997 crisis did
Korea seek technical assistance on financial
market opening and related institutional re-
forms from the IMF and World Bank. But this
does not mean that international institutions
played little role in Korea’s economic reforms.
Indeed, pressure by the international com-
munity, particularly the OECD and WTO,
had great bearing on Korea’s pre-crisis reforms,
although it fell short of overcoming domestic
resistance and inertia to changes.

As noted, Korea’s need for technical assis-
tance was largely in the realm of capital account
liberalization and related domestic reforms,
especially the interpolation of paced progress
in prudential regulatory reform and corporate
governance. A relevant question is how to en-
sure that these two processes go hand in hand
at a reasonably fast but manageable pace. In
practical terms, there is no easy answer.

One possible solution is that multilateral
forums on capital account liberalization set
binding agreements not simply with respect to
the scheduling of market opening, but also to
the required ancillary reforms. As for the par-
ticulars of the ancillary reforms, international
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organizations such as the IMF and World
Bank could provide technical assistance for
developing appropriate standards and rules in
developing countries and monitor ex post
whether progress is made on time in view of
interim targets. In doing so, the pace of mar-
ket opening and ancillary reforms should be
carefully deliberated in a case-by-case manner
by incorporating country-specific informa-
tion, including the politicoeconomic capacity
to implement reforms.

Another method for ensuring that liberal-
izing countries make necessary prudential and
corporate governance reforms involves an in-
centive structure provided by advanced coun-
tries, most of which are capital suppliers. This
would require first that advanced countries
strengthen their regulatory frameworks to be
more responsive at the margin to financial

risks in borrowing countries. In view of such
an assessment by advanced countries, bor-
rowing countries would then have better in-
centive to initiate domestic reforms and
upgrade financial supervision. Such an ex ante
incentive structure can be reinforced by ex
post measures, including more active involve-
ment by private lenders in the resolution of
crises. In this regard, recent discussions on
private lenders’ bail-in should be translated
into a concrete and operational framework.
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The episodes of financial distress in several
emerging economies over the past few years, and
the negative effects on the most vulnerable in
society, have generated debate on advantages of
globalization. To assess the impact of global-
ization in Mexico, this study reviews the last 20
years, arguing that globalization has brought
substantial benefits since Mexico’s insertion
into the world economy in the mid-1980s.
Even so, globalization has also posed challenges
to policymakers and other economic agents. In
general, globalization has proven to be a valu-
able driving force behind designing institu-
tions and formulating sound economic policies.
The ongoing process Mexico embarked on
more than 15 years ago shows that, to fully profit
from globalization, governments must under-
take the appropriate economic policies and in-
stitutional framework—and develop social
safety nets to protect the most vulnerable seg-
ments of society. 

MARKET-OPENING REFORMS

In the early 1980s the Mexican economy was
characterized by debt overhang, lax monetary
and fiscal policies, the absence of a competi-
tive industrial and commercial platform, a
weak domestic market, and excessive govern-
ment intervention in the economy. The dete-
rioration of the terms of trade and the reduction
in foreign credit worsened this situation. The
Mexican economy was heavily regulated and
protected from international competition. The
balance of payments and public finances were
highly dependent on oil-related activities while
nonoil exports played a limited role, as most
industries produced for the domestic market.
The crisis of the early 1980s triggered a major
shift from the import substitution industrial-

ization model that had been implemented for
decades, to an export-led growth strategy. For
this shift, a number of economic reforms were
carried out. 

The first efforts were targeted to restruc-
turing the public sector. Fiscal policy reform
and the divestiture of state-owned assets were
two key ingredients of this reform. By 1982
public accounts had substantially deteriorated,
and the fiscal deficit reached 16 percent of
GDP. Drastic cuts in public spending steadily
reduced it from 41 percent of GDP in 1982
to 28 percent of GDP in 1990. 

A major privatization program contributed
to the referred fiscal consolidation efforts.
From 1983 onward, the majority of state-
owned companies were privatized, closed, or
merged—reducing their number from more
than 1,000 at the end of 1982 to roughly 250
in mid-1991. The purpose of this program
was threefold. First, it helped bring down the
fiscal deficit through the merger and liquida-
tion of unprofitable enterprises. Second, it fos-
tered a more entrepreneurial private sector,
which had to take over inefficient state-owned
companies and convert them into driving
forces in a market-driven economy. Third, it
sent a strong signal to domestic and foreign in-
vestors about the commitment of the govern-
ment to structural reform.

The authorities also pursued an ambitious
trade liberalization policy. In 1986 Mexico
joined the GATT in an effort to stimulate
nonoil exports, enhance economic efficiency,
and impose pricing discipline to domestic
firms. The success of this policy became more
evident in the late 1980s, when the nonoil ex-
port sector became the driving force of eco-
nomic growth. Automobiles and computers,
together with maquiladoras settled under special

Mexico
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fiscal programs along the northern border, be-
came the most dynamic sectors of the economy,
turning around the composition of exports in
Mexico. The share of oil-related products in ex-
ports fell from nearly 90 percent in 1982 to 25
percent in 1990 (a decade later it was less than
10 percent).

The consolidation of an export-oriented
economy was achieved in the early 1990s
through the implementation of preferential
trade arrangements. In 1994 Mexico signed the
North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) with the United States and Canada,
and similar trade arrangements were subse-
quently pursued with other trading partners,
including Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Costa
Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Israel,
Nicaragua, Venezuela, the European Union,
and the European Free Trade Association.

As a result, trade flows increased threefold
(from $117 billion in 1993 to more than $326
billion in 2001), and foreign trade doubled its
share in the economy (from around 30 percent
of GDP in 1991 to around 60 percent in
2001). Since NAFTA’s implementation, the
Mexican industry has been able to boost its U.S.
market shares in leading U.S. import sectors,
such as motor vehicles and parts (from 8.7
percent to 15.9 percent), electrical equipment
(from 3.0 percent to 17.3 percent), and com-
munications equipment (from 8.2 percent to
22.2 percent).

Another important part of the market-
oriented reforms that has shaped the Mexican
economy: deregulation, which included dis-
mantling price controls, and liberalizing the for-
eign investment regime. Price controls had
previously been imposed to secure primary
goods and services at low and stable prices. Al-
though price controls remained in the 1980s
as part of the anti-inflationary programs, the
number of price-controlled goods and services
was substantially reduced. By the early 1990s
a substantial improvement in the balance of
payments led to a virtual equalization of the
free and controlled exchange rates, and in No-
vember 1991 the controlled exchange rate
regime, imposed a decade earlier, was abrogated.

Before the 1980s FDI faced very restric-
tive regulation. But, this changed as the halt

in foreign borrowing associated with the debt
crisis in 1982 increased external financing
needs. Attracting FDI was also seen as a cru-
cial step for stimulating competition and de-
veloping a more efficient economy. Following
several legal reforms in the 1980s, a new law
was enacted in 1993, repealing prior regula-
tions and gradually allowing for up to 100 per-
cent foreign ownership in areas comprising
nowadays more than 90 percent of the eco-
nomic activities accounted for in the national
accounts. Accordingly, annual FDI flows
steadily expanded from $1.5 billion in 1984
to $4.3 billion in 1993, and up to $24.8 bil-
lion in 2001, including the acquisition of Ba-
namex by Citigroup.

The benefits of rapid global economic in-
tegration have, however, been unevenly dis-
tributed across the country, concentrated
primarily in the regions with better infra-
structure and closer to the U.S. border, which
host most of the maquiladora industries es-
tablished throughout the 1990s. This indus-
try accounts for a large share of the country’s
exports (48 percent of total exports and 53 per-
cent of manufacturing exports in 2001). The
extent to which regions have been able to ben-
efit from the integration with the international
economy has also been limited by Mexico’s
historical pattern of industrialization and ur-
banization in a handful of cities.

Given the strong relationship between FDI
and the growth of exports since the opening
of the economy, FDI flows have been distrib-
uted unevenly across the country, affecting re-
gional economic growth. Following the regional
division established by the National Develop-
ment Plan 2001–2006, Mexico’s Central region
had 67 percent of $96.2 billion in FDI between
1993 and 2001, followed by the Northeast
(19 percent), the Northwest (8 percent) and the
Center-West (5 percent). The South-Southeast
took barely 1 percent of the flows.

Due to the concentration of FDI in man-
ufacturing and services, the region that bene-
fited most from the opening of the economy
was clearly the North, the more urbanized and
industrialized one. By contrast, the agriculture-
based economies of the South could not expand
their exports or attract FDI. Regions more
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exposed to global economic integration have
also shown the most improvement in such so-
cial indicators as health and education.

DOMESTIC ECONOMIC POLICY REFORMS

With the stabilization programs, the renego-
tiation of debt, and the structural changes of
the 1980s, Mexico was able to resume growth
after nearly a decade of economic stagnation.
Between 1988 and 1993, economic growth av-
eraged 3.1 percent a year, while inflation was
brought down from three-digits to single-
digits, reinforced by a steady decline in the fis-
cal deficit (from 5.2 percent of GDP in 1989
to 0.7 percent of GDP in 1993). The economy
consolidated the shift from an inward- to an
outward-looking development strategy. In ad-
dition to having a sound export-oriented in-
dustry, Mexico gained access to international
capital markets following the 1989 foreign
public debt renegotiation.

But behind this apparently successful story
were factors that eventually led to the 1995 fi-
nancial crisis. These included the semi-fixed ex-
change rate, the quick and substantial
availability of external capital, current account
imbalances, poor institution building, and the
cumulative effect of repeated political shocks
in 1994. The depth of the crisis, in turn, was
influenced by the substantial amount of credit
extended by the banking system under such
conditions that its collection would have been
in doubt even without a crisis.

The banking sector, nationalized in 1982,
experienced drastic changes as financial liberal-
ization was pursued after 1988. With controls
on interests rates lifted and quantitative controls
on credit eliminated, significant financial deep-
ening took place. But, with commercial banks
remaining under government control until the
early 1990s when credit institutions were pri-
vatized, the sector lacked both a professional
management structure and a well-developed
banking supervision scheme, due in part to the
political stature of government-appointed CEOs. 

The easing of borrowing and lending regu-
lations in a recently privatized banking sector
lacking professional managers and supervisors—
coupled with substantial capital inflows and a

sharp reduction in the government’s financial
needs—led to an explosive credit expansion in
the early 1990s1. With nonperforming loans
rising and net indebtedness more burdensome,
the Mexican financial system accumulated struc-
tural problems that made it particularly vulner-
able to the impact of the peso devaluation in
December 1994. 

For most of the credit expansion period, the
exchange rate was kept within a widening but
relatively tight band—as part of the government
commitment to use it as a nominal anchor.
But the sustainability of the exchange rate was
severely questioned in late 1994 due to the ac-
cumulation of serious imbalances in the current
account, caused to a large extent by the credit
expansion and lax fiscal policy. And then in
1994 there was a significant increase in inter-
est rates. The reference interest rate rose from
10.8 percent in mid-February to 22.1 percent
in mid April, and it remained high, both in
nominal and real terms, for the rest of the year.
This increase in interest rates posed a monetary
policy dilemma. The central bank required
high interest rates to defend the semi-fixed ex-
change rate regime, but was aware of an already
battered banking system whose fragility inten-
sified as interest rates remained high. 

The inconsistencies created by such
dilemma eventually led to the balance of pay-
ments and banking crises, aggravated by ex-
ogenous shocks throughout 1994, including a
substantial rise in the U.S. interest rates and
mounting domestic political tensions (in-
cluding the assassination of a presidential can-
didate). Together, these elements provided the
setting for a steady drain in international re-
serves, until the exchange rate ceiling had to
be abandoned in December 1994. The peso de-
valuation prompted several damaging effects.
Inflation and interest rates skyrocketed. Eco-
nomic activity collapsed. And the burden of ser-
vicing domestic and foreign debt increased. 

Along with a strict stabilization program in
1995, including cuts in public expenditure and
a tight monetary policy within a newly adopted
flexible exchange rate arrangement, the au-
thorities were forced to manage the threat of a
systemic banking crisis. It then became clear that
successful integration with global financial
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markets could not be achieved without ad-
dressing structural weaknesses in the financial
system, including inefficient management, lack
of transparency and information disclosure, a
poor market discipline and poor credit cul-
ture, weak prudential regulation and supervi-
sion, and ineffective judicial systems and
bankruptcy laws. Implementing a far-reaching
reform aimed at developing a sound domestic
financial system and a solid regulatory
framework—to enable Mexico to cope with a
new era of sudden and unanticipated swings in
capital flows—became a top policy priority.

A profound restructuring of the banking
sector has been under way since early 1995.
One of its main components has been the
adoption of internationally accepted account-
ing, capital requirements, and risk manage-
ments standards, as well as the creation of a new
Institute for Bank Deposit Insurance. Re-
strictions on FDI were gradually eased, and by
1999 up to 100 percent foreign ownership of
commercial banks was allowed. 

Simultaneously, the adoption of a floating
exchange rate arrangement in late 1994 allowed
the exchange rate to adjust to external shocks,
reducing the possibilities of speculative attacks,
encouraging an increasing preference for longer-
term direct investment over portfolio invest-
ment, and preventing long-lasting misalignments
of the real exchange rate. Moreover, the float-
ing regime in Mexico has allowed the economy
to grow, maintaining the current account deficit
at sustainable levels and reducing inflation. 

The crisis showed the vulnerability to short-
term capital flows, and policies were imple-
mented to foster long-term productive
investment. The policies included opening
new infrastructure sectors to private invest-
ment (railroads, ports, airports, satellites) and
deepening trade liberalization. Further inte-
gration with international capital and trade
flows was instrumental for building up a sus-
tainable external sector. Between 1998 and
2001, FDI financed on average 96 percent of
the current account deficit, up substantially
from 28 percent observed in 1990–94.

Along with a strict fiscal discipline, an ac-
tive debt management policy has resulted in a
steady decline in foreign public debt, reducing

the country’s vulnerability to short-term cap-
ital flows. Recall that one of the underlying fac-
tors that exacerbated the magnitude of the
1995 crisis was the accumulation of short-
term dollar-indexed government securities.
The subsequent partial replacement of exter-
nal debt by domestic debt has been facilitated
by the growth of local institutional investors,
such as pension funds, fostered by the 1997 so-
cial security reform. Domestic debt strategy has
also focused on lengthening the average ma-
turity of the public debt to reduce the vulner-
ability of public finances to external shocks,
while deepening domestic financial markets.

The Central Bank established proper for-
eign exchange regulations for the banking sys-
tem. Specifically, regulation now encompasses
foreign exchange positions, limits on liabilities
denominated or linked to foreign exchange, liq-
uidity coefficients, and information require-
ments. These regulations improve the ability
of individual institutions to face adverse shocks
and make the financial systems more capable
of handling the volatile capital flows that char-
acterize open and global economies.

The 1995 financial crisis also highlighted the
need for a consistent social protection strategy
to minimize the consequences of economic
shocks and strengthen human capital. Non-
priority investments were delayed, but the ex-
penditures for basic education, health, and other
social programs were maintained. There were
also specific measures to protect the poor from
the heaviest burden of adjustment, including
training scholarships to serve as a sort of safety
net in the absence of unemployment benefits,
direct support for agriculture and livestock ac-
tivities, and the creation of temporary jobs. 

Social policy in Mexico distinguishes be-
tween actions geared towards the general pop-
ulation and those targeted for poverty
alleviation. The former focus on health care,
labor, and social security issues. The latter are
based on an integral approach, which include
programs for human capital development (in-
cluding a shift from pure income transfers to
transfers conditional on recipients investing in
health, education and nutrition), physical cap-
ital development, and income generation, such
as public works and micro-credit schemes.
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The reforms address more efficiently the needs
of the population given the rapid changes from
economic globalization the demographic fea-
tures of the population2.

Acknowledging the North-South disparity,
the Mexican authorities are strengthening social
safety nets, as well as actions to address chronic
poverty. This includes a review of social policy
and expenditures involving an assessment of
vulnerable groups, risks, and prevention and
mitigation measures. Mexico has developed
over the past few years a consistent social pol-
icy by reducing poverty and enhancing human
capital formation through higher and more fo-
cused public spending. The policy revolves
around six strategic guidelines: increasing bud-
getary resources for social spending, enhancing
the redistributive impact of social spending,
targeting spending in poverty alleviation pro-
grammes, decentralizing social spending, in-
creasing transparency and accountability, and
incorporating regional considerations.

MARKET OPENING AND INSTITUTION-
BUILDING

In the early 1990s the government realized
that the reforms launched in the mid-1980s
were still insufficient to complete the opening
of markets. One of the obstacles to achieve sus-
tainable growth and development had its ori-
gins in institutions. Among the symptoms
were ill-designed institutions, poorly defined
property rights, lack of contract enforcement,
high transaction costs, and flawed policies. It
was therefore necessary to carry out a series of
institutional reforms and modifications in the
regulatory framework in different sectors, start-
ing with land ownership, central banking, and
economic competition.

Land ownership. In 1992 a reform in land
ownership transformed communal (ejido) lands.
With this reform, the ejido land became private
property, and property rights were clarified.
Through this reform, irregularities in land
tenure have been reduced, with property rights
respected more, and contracts enforced3.

Central banking. In 1994 a constitutional re-
form allowed Mexico’s Central Bank to become
autonomous and establish price stability as its

main objective. The autonomy is based on three
features: administrative independence, the power
to determine domestic credit, and the creation
of a board, whose members serve in overlapped
periods and cannot be removed unless they
commit a serious fault. This move reflected the
acknowledgement of the negative effects of in-
flation on economic development and the im-
portance of entrusting responsibility for
monetary policy to an independent central bank
with clearly defined power and objectives. 

Competition. The Federal Competition
Commission, created in 1993 as a result of a
new Federal Law of Economic Competition,
has technical and operational independence and
is responsible for competition enforcement.
It plays a fundamental role in fostering com-
petitive markets through the approval of
mergers and acquisitions—and through the
prevention, investigation, and elimination of
monopolistic practices in all sectors of the
economy. Its institutional framework is simi-
lar to that of the U.S. Federal Trade Com-
mission. Among its main achievements stands
the resolution in December 1997, by which it
found that the main telephone company had
substantial market power in five relevant mar-
kets, paving the way for further action by the
sector’s regulatory agency4. Other examples
include actions against anticompetitive collu-
sion promoted by municipal governments and
state-owned companies.

The 1995 crisis was a reality check on the
efficacy of the institutional reforms instituted
in the early 1990s. It showed that reforms had
to be more strictly enforced, that they had to
respond to a more rapidly changing economy,
and that Mexico was already inserted into the
globalization process, with all its benefits and
challenges. That led to a second generation of
reforms.

Following the 1995 banking crisis, the au-
thorities set up a new regulatory and institu-
tional framework for the financial sector, still
being consolidated. The new Institute for Bank
Deposit Insurance became operational in June
1999, with three main responsibilities: to es-
tablish a protection system for banking savings,
to conclude the recovery of the banking insti-
tutions, and to administer and sell the assets
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under its charge. Bank savings now have lim-
ited coverage, establishing the necessary in-
centives to instill additional market discipline.
In the same spirit of fostering conflict resolu-
tion between financial institutions and its cus-
tomers, the National Commission for the
Protection and Defense of Financial Services
Users was created in 1999.

In April 2000 a new bankruptcy law and
legal framework for granting collateral was en-
acted, to improve the allocation of business re-
sources and facilitate access to credit. The new
legal framework is intended to maintain a bal-
ance between firms and their creditors to pro-
tect the legal rights of both. Altogether, these
legal and institutional changes will maximize
the value and viability of a firm in financial dis-
tress, establishing a more leveled playing field
for addressing financial globalization.

A year later, Congress approved several in-
stitutional and regulatory changes to achieve
a modern and sound banking sector. Among
the most significant is the reformed credit in-
stitutions law, which strengthens bank sur-
veillance and supervision by increasing the
role of external auditors and introducing
prompt corrective actions based on banks’ cap-
italization levels. It also reduces regulatory
costs by establishing a clearer definition of fi-
nancial authorities’ responsibilities and avoid-
ing duplication. And it enhances the corporate
governance of credit institutions by allowing
shareholders to have greater access to infor-
mation, introducing independent board mem-
bers, and creating an audit committee at the
board level, led by one of the independent
board members.

To achieve long-term sustainable growth
rates, Mexico needs a mature capital market
that can serve as an alternative source of fi-
nancing, especially when bank credit is tight.
For this purpose, an additional overhaul of
existing financial legislation was needed. As part
of the financial reforms, the securities market
law was reformed to strengthen issuers’ cor-
porate governance structures, guarantee mi-
nority shareholders’ rights, and avoid insider
trading and market manipulation. In addi-
tion, a new mutual fund law was enacted to en-
courage greater retail participation in the

securities market under a better regulated en-
vironment, including enhanced minority share-
holder protection and greater transparency to
avoid conflicts of interests between fund man-
agers, and brokerage houses and banks.

Congress also approved new amendments
to the Credit Institutions Law, as well as the Pen-
sion System Law and the Organic Laws of the
Foreign Trade Bank (Banco de Comercio Exte-
rior), the Bank of of National Savings and Fi-
nancial Services (Banco del Ahorro Nacional y
Servicios Financieros), and Nacional Financiera.
These new regulatory framework is designed to
strengthen the banking system by introducing
independent board members, establishing clear
mechanisms to control their impact on aggre-
gate demand, forcing institutions to make pe-
riodic public reports, and strengthening
technical assistance and support programs. 

Congress approved, in addition, changes
and additions to the Law of the Retirement Sav-
ings Systems, in order to reach, on a voluntary
basis, the rest of the economically active
population—including independent workers,
federal state workers, and workers from pub-
lic entities, states, and municipalities. With
this amendment, individuals can make com-
plementary contributions that can be with-
drawn when they reach age 60. One of the most
interesting features of this new law is lifting the
restriction on buying foreign securities, which
allows for greater investment flexibility and
diversification. The new investment limit is 20
percent of assets under management of the
Afores (organizations in charge of managing re-
tirement savings funds). But a temporary limit
of 10 percent will apply until Congress re-
evaluates the subject in April 2003. 

Institutional developments in infrastructure,
albeit incomplete, were also enhanced after the
1995 crisis. In telecommunications, for instance,
the government announced new measures to
liberalize the sector while building up a more ap-
propriate institutional and regulatory frame-
work. Note that the privatization of the telephone
monopoly, TELMEX, in 1991 was done in the
absence of a new law and regulatory framework.
As a result, monopolistic practices hampered
the sector’s development until 1996, when bar-
riers to entry for competitors in long distance and
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local services began to be dismantled under the
responsibility of a new sector-specific regulator—
the Federal Telecommunications Commission—
and once new legislation was enacted. This
experience shed light on the importance of cre-
ating a regulatory framework to accompany the
privatization effort.

Further attention to institutional and reg-
ulatory aspects was required as other infra-
structure sectors were opened to private
participation. The Energy Regulatory Com-
mission was created in 1995 to oversee the
opening of the natural gas industry5. Other in-
frastructure areas opened to private participation
(railroads, seaports, and airports) also experienced
significant legal and institutional changes6.

Deregulation of economic activity has also
led to institutional changes. To address the
issue of high transaction costs due to ineffi-
ciencies in government procedures, a new spe-
cialized commission—the Federal Commission
for Regulatory Improvement—was created in
May 2000. It is to revise the national regula-
tory framework, and make an assessment and
propose regulation improvements so that trans-
action costs are reduced. Its legal mandate is to
ensure transparency in drafting federal regula-
tions and to promote cost-effective regulations
that produce the greatest benefit for society.

Social security reform entailed a signifi-
cant institutional and regulatory overhaul as
part of broader efforts to tackle the financial
viability of the previous pension system. By
shifting from a pay-as-you-go system to a fully
funded individual capitalization scheme, the re-
form strengthened the link between contri-
butions and benefits, enhancing overall
financial soundness. Within this scheme, the
National Commission for the Retirement Sav-
ings System, established in 1997, increases
transparency and competition among private
pension fund managers. 

CHALLENGES AND BENEFITS OF

GLOBALIZATION

Despite of the high economic and social costs
of the 1994 crisis, Mexico deepened its inte-
gration with the world economy. It did not re-
treat. That brought several positive outcomes,

but significant challenges remain to benefit
fully from the process.
• Faster and stronger economic recovery. Unlike

the 1982 crisis, when it took the rest of the
decade to recover, in 1995 the existing links
with the world economy, particularly the
U.S. economy, enabled Mexico to reactivate
economic growth in a very short period.
GDP, after falling 6.2 percent in 1995, grew
5.2 percent the following year, and until
2001 it averaged 4.4 percent. This would not
have been possible if Mexico had not devel-
oped a strong foreign trade sector. Openness
to trade and access to international capital
flows made it possible to increase exports
fourfold in the 1990s, while drastically shift-
ing from oil-based to manufactured exports.

• Incentives for sound economic policymaking.
By exposing and punishing economic mis-
management, globalization has contributed
to the soundness of domestic economic
policies. And within this context in 2000
Mexico secured a presidential transition
without economic disruption, for the first
time in three decades. The incentives for
maintaining responsible domestic economic
policies have since proven highly effective,
given the ability to  attract significant long-
term capital inflows under even less favor-
able external conditions.

• Appropriate exchange rate arrangements. The
floating exchange rate adopted in 1995 al-
lowed the Mexican economy to grow, while
annual inflation was drastically reduced from
52 percent in 1995 to 4.4 percent in 2001,
the lowest ever. The exchange rate regime has
also been efficient in absorbing large exter-
nal shocks, limiting short-term capital in-
flows, and keeping the current account deficit
sustainable. It shows that a floating exchange
rate can be good for emerging markets.

• Modern and well-supervised domestic fi-
nancial systems. The 1995 crisis exposed
with unprecedented fierceness the dangers
and risks of having a poorly developed and
supervised domestic banking system. Since
then, a profound restructuring has put the
sector on new footing. But with the task un-
finished, globalization poses strong incen-
tives for policymakers to permanently
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upgrade financial regulation—to avoid
excess risk-taking from financial institu-
tions and to minimize the negative effects
of sudden and unexpected capital shifts, a
key feature in current global financial mar-
kets. This concern stems from the need to
promote financial intermediation in less
regulated markets, and to maintain the ef-
fectiveness and credibility of fiscal and
monetary policies. 

• Institutional and regulatory developments.
Along with opening the economy, Mexico
made significant institutional changes, in-
cluding the consolidation of an autonomous
central bank, and the creation of new reg-
ulatory institutions, ranging from economic
competition agencies to specialized regula-
tory authorities in finance and infrastruc-
ture. The pace picked up after the 1995
crisis, as the risks of a new global market-
place were clearly exposed. Despite these im-
provements, the institution-building is not
over and still requires a strong government
commitment to adapt institutions to an
ever-changing international context—to
lower transactions costs and enhance trans-
parency, consistency, and accountability in
policymaking. Globalization has thus proven
to be a valuable driving force for institutional
change in Mexico. 

• Regional convergence. Globalization can be a
powerful tool for developing countries like
Mexico to converge with more developed
countries in social, economic, and institu-
tional development. But this is far from
being a smooth and automatic process. It re-
quires strong policy actions, domestic and
international. With the benefits of trade
and capital integration concentrated in the
central and northern regions, the Mexican
government is launching a strategic medium-
term program to integrate the southern re-
gion, both with the rest of the country and
with Central America. 

• Better standards of living. All the foregoing
factors pave the way for improving the liv-
ing conditions of a large segment of the
population. By fostering sound domestic
policies to deliver growth, avoid economic
and financial crises, and enhance regional

convergence, globalization can contribute
decisively to improve the overall standards
of living. But policymakers still need to ad-
dress exclusion of a significant portion of the
population from globalization, aggravating
structural poverty. The challenge is to in-
vest more in human capital so that the pop-
ulation is better equipped for seizing the
opportunities of globalization, while re-
ducing the downside effects associated with
economic shocks and downturns through
appropriate social safety nets. 

• A stronger relationship with international fi-
nancial institutions. Mexico has strongly ben-
efited from international financial institutions
(IFIs) in coping with the challenges of glob-
alization. In addition to broader measures to
improve the international financial archi-
tecture, IFIs can support domestic initia-
tives to plug into the global economy. In
Mexico the authorities are convinced that IFIs
can help national authorities ensure that fi-
nancial openness is accompanied by ade-
quately developed financial supervision and
regulation. For this reason, Mexico has de-
cided to undertake IMF/World Bank-spon-
sored initiatives, such as the Financial Sector
Assessment Program and several Reports of
the Observance of Standards and Codes.

NOTES

1. From December 1988 to November
1994 credit from local commercial banks to the
private sector rose in real terms by 25 percent
a year, while credit card liabilities rose at a rate
31 percent a year, direct credit for consumer
durables at 67 percent a year and mortgage
loans at 47 percent a year. All these rates of
growth are in real terms.

2. Mexico is experiencing a demographic
transition. The population pyramid’s base has
been narrowing during the last years, as the
population growth has declined consistently
from about 3.5 percent in the 1970s to less than
1.8 percent at present. This demographic tran-
sition prompted the reforms of the retirement
system in 1992 and 1997. 

3. Article 27 of the Constitution was one
of the main legacies of the Revolution, and it
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was meant to regulate land ownership after
the promised agrarian reform. This law al-
lowed communities that were granted land to
own the usufruct of the land but not the land
itself. The law failed to take into account the
diversity of land quality and population den-
sity in the different regions of Mexico, hence
this form of ownership was not efficient in
every region of Mexico and thus became ob-
solete. More often than not, this land was sold
or leased illegally by the ejido owners for pur-
poses other than agriculture.

4. The five relevant markets were local
telephony, interconnection services, national
long distance, international long distance, and
resale of international long distance.

5. The 1995 natural gas reform was aimed
at allowing private participation in distribution,
transportation and storage, while keeping nat-
ural gas exploration and production as a state-
run monopoly. The mandate of the Energy
Regulatory Commission is to promote com-
petition, protect consumers’ interests, facilitate
an adequate coverage and encourage reliable,

stable, and safe supply and provision of services.
Its ultimate objective is to achieve the efficient
development of the energy sector to benefit in-
dustrial, commercial and residential users, by
combining the regulation of natural and legal
monopolies. 

6. Railroads: Privatization began in 1996
and consisted in separating regional assets from
railroad services. Currently, all railroad traffic
is privately managed and approximately 18,000
kilometers are granted in concession. Ports:
Reform and modernization started in 1993.
The reform decentralized the port infrastruc-
ture and created a new figure (the Integral
Port Administration) while pending for pri-
vatization. Air transportation: In 1995 a new
Airports Law allowed the granting of conces-
sions for the construction and operation of
airports. The structural change process in-
volved the integration of four regional groups
with 35 terminals. At present, three regions are
in the hands of private investors. Only the
Mexico City Airport privatization is pending,
since a new location has to be decided.
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Russia differs from other G-20 countries in
that it was integrated in the system of interna-
tional trade and financial relations at the time
when its entire political and economic system
underwent dramatic changes, caused by the
country’s transition from the administrative-
command economy to market economy in
the late 1980s and early 1990s.

A major element of market reforms was the
liberalization of external economic activity,
which was designed to remove the adminis-
trative barriers and replace them with market
principles in that sphere of the Russian econ-
omy. The legal framework for the liberalization
of external economic activity was provided by
the presidential decree of November 15, 1991,
which allowed all resident enterprises, regard-
less of their ownership, to engage in foreign
trade without special registration. The decree
meant a virtual end to the state monopoly of
foreign trade. As a result the composition of
participants of external economic activity has
changed, requiring new approaches to regu-
lating foreign trade. 

The role of the regulatory and redistribu-
tion mechanisms in external economic activity
changed dramatically. The lifting of quantita-
tive limits in favor of tariff regulation trans-
formed import tariff from a nominal duty into
a major instrument of foreign-trade policy. A
switch to convertibility of the ruble on current
transactions was, like the liberalization of ex-
ternal economic activity, part of market re-
forms. Owing to a shortage of goods in the early
1990s, lack of confidence in the domestic fi-
nancial system and in economic policy, the
transition to ruble convertibility caused the ex-
change rate of the national currency to de-
crease many times in nominal terms. At the
same time, rampant inflation in 1992–94

strengthened the ruble in real terms. These
factors had significant effect on the structure of
the Russian economy in the transitional period. 

As a result of liberalization of external eco-
nomic activity and the growing role of the
market factors of demand and supply, the ge-
ographical and commodity structure of the
country’s foreign trade has been transformed.
It should be noted that the commodity struc-
ture of Russia’s foreign trade still reflects the se-
rious deficiencies that appeared at the early
stages of the liberalization of external eco-
nomic activity in Russia, a result of a pro-
found and drawn-out economic slump and a
shortage of productive investment.

Russian exports increased by 56 percent
from 1994 to 2000, while imports fell by 11
percent (figure 1). This is a result of the 1998
ruble devaluation and 1999–2000 price dy-
namics in world commodity and raw materi-
als markets. 

Russia

Billions of U.S. dollars

Figure 1.  Merchandise trade indicators
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The share of mineral raw materials, mostly
fuel, expanded from 44 percent of customs-
registered commodity exports in 1994 to 54
percent in 2000. This growth shows that the
Russian export sector is still oriented to raw ma-
terials, making the country’s foreign currency
reserves and financial condition dependent on
world energy markets. More than 30 percent
of Russian imports in 2000 were machinery
and equipment and 23 percent foodstuffs and
agricultural raw materials (figure 2). 

The share of countries from the Com-
monwealth of Independent States (CIS) in-
creased slightly in Russian imports from 1994
to 2000, while the share in Russian exports of
non-Commonwealth countries expanded sig-
nificantly. The EU share in Russian exports in
2000 was unchanged from 1994 at about 35
percent, while the share of eurozone countries
expanded a little (figure 3). As the EU share in
Russian imports contracted, the share of the
United States expanded.

Annual net inflow of foreign direct in-
vestment in Russia is small. In 2000 foreign di-
rect investment went mainly to industry (42
percent), transport (21 percent), and trade
and public catering (19 percent). The major
recipients of FDI in industry were the food and
fuel industries. Recent years have seen the ex-
pansion of transport’s share in FDI and a con-
traction of the share of the fuel sector. In
1996–98 there was considerable growth in net
inflow of foreign portfolio investment in Rus-

sia, resulting from the purchase of govern-
ment securities by nonresidents, but the crisis
provoked the ever expanding net repatriation
by portfolio investors of capital they had in-
vested in Russia earlier. 

Institutional and structural reforms helped
create a market economy in Russia, based on
private business initiative, free competition, and
laws regulating economic activity. The reforms
also created the necessary preconditions for
greater stability of the Russian economy. 

Currently the Russian government con-
ducts budget policy on the principle of a deficit-
free federal budget. In 2000–01 consolidated
budget revenues of the federal and regional gov-
ernments exceeded their expenditures. A bud-
get surplus envisaged by the draft federal budget
for 2002 will allow the government to use a part
of surplus revenues for debt payments and
create a financial reserve for future needs. 

Russia has laid down the foundations for
central bank implementation of an independent,
transparent, and accountable monetary policy
aimed at stabilizing the national currency. Do-
mestic price growth is now many times slower
than it was in the early years of the economic
reforms. There has been a continuous slow-
down in the inflation rate since it peaked in 1998
as a result of ruble devaluation. The real exchange
rate of the ruble has until now been lower than
in August 1998. The dynamics of the ruble ex-
change rate have become more predictable under
conditions of the floating regime.

Greater stability of the Russian economy
and the acceleration of structural reforms in-
crease Russia’s opportunities for benefiting
from its participation in the global economy.
These benefits lie not only in trade. It is also
important for Russia to attract foreign capital.
An inflow of foreign investment, know-how
and technology may help Russia become less
dependent on raw materials exports and solve
its long-term debt problems.

LIBERALIZATION OF EXTERNAL ECONOMIC

ACTIVITY

The measures taken by Russia to liberalize ac-
cess to its goods, services, and capital markets
and, at the same time, liberalize the access of
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Figure 2.  Commodity composition of merchandise exports
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Russian goods, services, and capital to foreign
markets were largely symmetrical. From the
outset Russia has adhered to the principle of
ruble convertibility on current transactions,
consistently removed nontariff restrictions in
foreign trade and, whenever possible, lowered
foreign trade tariffs. At present Russia has most
favored nation trade agreements with most
countries. With some countries that hold key
positions in the world economy it has agree-
ments on the encouragement and mutual pro-
tection of investments, and it is also conducting
negotiations on joining the World Trade Or-
ganization (WTO).

At the same time, Russia continues to im-
plement foreign exchange regulation and con-
trol measures on foreign currency operations
related to capital movement. The main condi-
tion for gradual liberalization of the foreign
exchange operations related to capital movement
is macroeconomic and financial stability in
Russia and harsher measures to combat the
transfer of capital abroad as a means of tax eva-
sion and concealment of illegal income. The
Bank of Russia is taking efforts to ease up the
requirements of foreign exchange legislation
and further liberalization of this legislation. 

FOREIGN TRADE

In 1992 Russia introduced a uniform proce-
dure for licensing and setting quotas on exports
and imports of goods, services, and works by
all economic agents. In accordance with that
procedure, licenses were granted on the basis
of a signed or initialed contract with a foreign
counterparty and, depending on the situation,
a document confirming the delivery of a com-
modity within the established quota or a cer-
tificate confirming the purchase of an export
quota or permission by the corresponding fed-
eral agency for the export of specific goods
(works, services). The system of export quo-
tas included general quotas on the export of
goods, services and works, quotas for govern-
ment needs, quotas for industrial enterprises,
regional quotas and quotas for auction sales. 

In 1994 the Russian president issued a de-
cree that abolished export quotas and licens-
ing for all goods and services except oil and

petroleum products and also commodities
which Russia had to export under intergov-
ernmental agreements. At the same time, Rus-
sia cancelled, with few exceptions, all customs
privileges, including budgetary provisions for
customs duties and benefits granted to the ex-
porters of goods and services for federal gov-
ernment needs. In 1995 export quotas on oil
and petroleum products were cancelled. The
Federal Law on the State Regulation of Foreign
Trade Operations, passed in 1996, included a
provision saying that the export of goods, ser-
vices and works from the Russian Federation
and their import to the Russian Federation
shall be conducted without any quantitative re-
strictions (barring exceptional cases). 

When quantitative restrictions were lifted,
customs tariff became the principal regulator
of foreign trade. In 1992 Russia imposed on
a temporary basis export customs duties on
goods taken out of the country. In 1995–96
export duties on all goods were gradually lifted.
In 1999, however, to stabilize the economic sit-
uation after the 1998 crisis, increase federal
budget revenues, and regulate foreign trade, the
government reimposed export duties on goods
taken out of Russia beyond the CIS countries,
and later beyond the member-countries of the
Customs Union (now the Eurasian Commu-
nity). Import tariffs were lowered all the time
they were in effect.
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Figure 3.  Major trading counterparty composition of merchandise exports
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The fact that the number of foreign trade-
related requirements made by the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) under the Extended
Fund Facility arrangement in 1996 were con-
siderably fewer than those made under the
Stand-by Arrangement in 1995 and that these
requirements only concerned the completion
of export liberalization and the lowering of the
average weighted import tariff rate should be
regarded as the recognition of progress made by
Russia in liberalizing foreign trade. There was
no requirement to liberalize external economic
activity among the conditions set under the
Stand-by Arrangement in 1999.

CURRENT FOREIGN EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS

The Russian Federation Law of 1992 “On
Foreign Exchange Regulation and Foreign Ex-
change Control” stipulated that current foreign
exchange operations may be conducted by res-
idents without any restrictions. The law allowed
residents and nonresidents freely to transfer,
bring, and transmit foreign exchange to Rus-
sia and also transfer, take out, and transmit from
Russia foreign exchange that had been earlier
transferred, brought, or transmitted to Russia
in compliance with customs rules. By joining
Article VIII of the IMF Articles of Agreement
in 1996, Russia assumed the obligation not to
impose any restrictions on payments and trans-
fers on current operations and refrain from
discrimination in its foreign exchange policy. 

Russia’s foreign exchange legislation re-
quires residents to repatriate their export earn-
ings in foreign currency. To increase the amount
of foreign currency in the domestic foreign
exchange market, the Russian government re-
quires exporters to sell a part of their foreign
currency earnings. Seeking to overcome the af-
termath of the August 1998 crisis as soon as
possible and stabilize the domestic foreign ex-
change market, the Russian authorities in 1999
increased the part of foreign currency receipts
that the exporters were required to sell from
50–75 percent. The improvement of the
macroeconomic situation in the country and
the stability of favorable trends in the Russian
economy allowed the government in August
2001 to return to the 50 percent requirement.

CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS

Foreign exchange transactions related to cap-
ital movement and credit relations between
residents and nonresidents are regulated by
the Russian Federation Law on Foreign Ex-
change Regulation and Foreign Exchange Con-
trol and Bank of Russia regulations. 

Until recently most of the foreign exchange
operations related to capital movement were
conducted on the basis of Bank of Russia per-
mits. Now this procedure has been expanded
to operations such as direct and portfolio in-
vestments abroad; payment of title to property
which home-country legislation regards as real
estate; granting a deferral of payment and de-
livery for a term of more than 90 days on ex-
ports and imports of goods, works, services, and
results of intellectual activity; granting by res-
idents, other than credit institutions, financial
loans to nonresidents for the term of more
than 180 days; and some other operations re-
lated to capital flow.

However, for some kinds of foreign ex-
change operations related to capital movement
the Bank of Russia established a simpler regis-
tration procedure (when, for example, nonres-
idents grant residents financial loans for a term
of more than 180 days and when residents
repay the principal on such loans) and in some
cases Bank of Russia permission is not required.

In 1999 resident legal entities were allowed
to take without any restrictions foreign ex-
change from nonresidents as direct invest-
ment. In June 2001 Russia liberalized the
procedure for resident legal entities making
direct investment in CIS countries to the
amount of up to $10 million. 

In addition, the amendments passed in
July 2001 to the Russian Federation Law on
Foreign Exchange Regulation and Foreign Ex-
change Control permitted resident individu-
als to transfer to and from Russia upon
notification a maximum of $75,000 in foreign
exchange with the purpose of acquiring title to
foreign currency-denominated securities and
realizing this right. 

As the macroeconomic situation has im-
proved in Russia, the Bank of Russia is con-
sidering a possibility of further liberalizing the
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procedure for taking long-term loans by resi-
dents and granting sureties and guarantees in
foreign currency connected with the fulfill-
ment of obligations under credit agreements.
Plans are afoot to allow resident individuals on
a notification basis to open accounts in banks
in Financial Action Task Force on Money
Laundering member-countries. 

Exercising its powers, the Bank of Russia
makes a list of Russian issuers’ ruble-
denominated securities, with which nonresi-
dents may conduct operations using the
accounts specially designated for this purpose,
determines the range of operations which non-
residents may conduct with Russian issuers’
ruble-denominated securities using such ac-
counts and establishes the procedure for open-
ing and keeping nonresidents’ ruble accounts. 

In 1996 Russia began to make changes in
its foreign exchange regulation regime that
gave nonresidents access to its primary and
secondary government securities markets. In
August that year the Bank of Russia estab-
lished a special procedure for attracting foreign
investment to the government securities mar-
ket, using the ruble C-type accounts specially
designed for nonresidents’ investment opera-
tions. In accordance with that procedure, all
operations conducted by nonresidents in the
GKO-OFZ market using C-type accounts
were conducted through the authorized banks
that managed such accounts. The Bank of
Russia adopted in 2000 and enforced in 2001
a new instruction establishing the procedure
for nonresidents conducting operations with
the special C-type accounts, which made it
easier for nonresidents to buy foreign exchange
with the interest and dividends the holders of
these accounts received. The instruction also
set the procedure for using the money kept in
C-type accounts for making investments in
the Russian economy by buying stakes in Russ-
ian companies or granting them target loans. 

RISK HEDGING

The futures market in Russia is still in the
making. It was adversely impacted by the 1998
crisis. Until 1998 most of the transactions
with derivatives had been conducted over the

counter. The principal market participants
were commercial banks and it is mainly foreign
investors that hedged their risks. The basic
hedging tools in the over-the-counter futures
market were forward currency deals, exchange
rate swaps, exchange rate options (these made
up a small portion of the market), currency
swaps (these also played a minor role), and share
options (most of these were bank contracts
with nonbank financial institutions). Deriva-
tive trade was rudimentary: the underlying
derivative assets were interest rates and credit
instruments.

As nonresidents were given bigger access to
the Russian securities market in 1996, a com-
pensation mechanism was created for the con-
version of currencies related to nonresident
investments in the GKO-OFZ market. An
authorized bank would transact a spot deal,
buying foreign exchange from a nonresident,
and then conducted a reverse (compensation)
spot deal with the Bank of Russia to guaran-
tee the timely execution by the authorized
bank of its obligations to the nonresident in
buying GKO-OFZ bonds. While transacting
a spot deal to buy foreign exchange from a non-
resident, the authorized bank concluded a for-
ward deal with him to sell foreign exchange,
which like a spot transaction was covered by
a compensation forward deal with the Bank of
Russia to buy foreign exchange. 

As the conduct of each compensation spot
transaction by the Bank of Russia to buy for-
eign exchange from an authorized bank in-
creased Russia’s international reserves by the
corresponding amount, the conclusion of a
compensation forward contract guaranteed
the authorized bank the fulfillment of its
obligations on forward deals with nonresi-
dents. The exchange rate of the forward deals
was calculated on the basis of an estimated level
of currency yields of operations in the GKO-
OFZ market, which was a curb on the max-
imum level of yields. Limits were also set on
the maximum monthly amount of nonresident
investments and the minimum period after
which nonresidents could withdraw their
money from the GKO-OFZ market. From
May 1997 to January 1998, Russia, guided by
the obligations it assumed under Article VIII
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of the IMF Articles of Agreement, gradually
lifted all the aforementioned restrictions. 

A special characteristic of derivatives ex-
change market development in Russia is that
standard contracts in which the underlying
assets were foreign exchange and securities ap-
peared there before the contracts for com-
modities, although organized commodity
markets began to operate as early as 1990–92.
This specific reflected market participants’ de-
sire to hedge, above all, profits and losses,
which depended on the exchange rate dy-
namics of the ruble against the U.S. dollar. 

In October 1992, the Moscow Commod-
ity Exchange conducted the first trading ses-
sion in currency futures based on the ruble rate
against the dollar. In addition to the Moscow
Commodity Exchange, the Moscow Central
Stock Exchange became a major trading floor,
while the Russian Commodity and Raw Ma-
terials Exchange was the leading trader in gov-
ernment securities futures. In 1994 the Moscow
Commodity Exchange conducted the first
trading in commodity futures, in which the un-
derlying assets were wheat and granulated
sugar. From 1996 trade in U.S. dollar futures
and later in futures contracts for government
and corporate securities has been conducted on
the Moscow Interbank Currency Exchange
(MICEX). In April 1998 trade in ruble-dollar
futures began on the Chicago Exchange.

The 1998 crisis had a devastating effect on
the Russian futures market. The decision taken
by the Russian government and Central Bank
to suspend operations connected with resident
payments to nonresidents affected Russian
banks’ settlements with foreign participants in
forward deals. The losses incurred by foreign
exchange sellers on forward contracts, caused
by a sharp fall of the exchange rate of the ruble,
and the worsened financial condition of Russ-
ian banks created an acute problem of non-
payments on earlier contracts. Market trade in
underlying assets contracted significantly and
eventually operations in the exchange and over-
the-counter derivatives markets were suspended.

After the crisis Russia’s futures market began
gradually to recover. Market turnovers expanded,
the number of market participants grew, the vol-
ume of open forward positions increased and the

range of market instruments broadened. How-
ever, the post-crisis recovery of the derivatives
market is slower than the recovery of other seg-
ments of the Russian financial market. A major
role in accelerating this process may be played
by enhanced government regulation of the stan-
dard instruments market and the development
of an appropriate legal framework ensuring its
functioning. This is an important condition of
growth in the number of participants who are
interested above all in risk hedging.

FOREIGN INVESTMENT REGULATION

Apart from some rules aimed at protecting the
national financial system at the early stages of
its development, Russia has not used any re-
strictive measures with regard to foreign in-
vestment inflow. 

The Federal Law on Foreign Investment in
the Russian Federation, which has been in
force since 1999, provides state guarantees of
the rights of foreign investors making invest-
ments in Russia for commercial purposes ex-
cept capital investments in banks and other
credit institutions and insurance companies.
The guarantees granted to foreign investors are
the same as those granted to their Russian
counterparts. 

The relations involved in making foreign
capital investment in banks and other credit in-
stitutions and insurance companies are regu-
lated by the Federal Law on Banks and Banking
Activities and Federal Law on Insurance in
the Russian Federation. These laws impose re-
strictions on foreign capital participation in the
Russian banking system and on the sphere of
activity of insurance companies with foreign
interest and insurance companies that are sub-
sidiary to foreign investors, which are neces-
sary at the current stage of development of
the Russian financial services market. Non-
residents have to apply for permission to ac-
quire a stake or increase their interest in credit
institutions or insurance companies.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE REGULATION RESULTS

Foreign exchange regulation and foreign ex-
change control by the Bank of Russia aim above
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all at reducing capital outflow and preventing
the legalization and export of the proceeds from
crime. Here are some of the facts on the effect
of foreign exchange regulation in Russia. Ac-
cording to balance of payments data, the amount
of export earnings that was not repatriated and
the sum of import advances that were not re-
paid in time in 1999–2000 was at a 10-year low
of 4 percent of total foreign trade turnover. Es-
timates show that in 1992–93 almost half of all
export earnings was not repatriated. 

DOMESTIC ECONOMIC POLICY REFORMS

Institutional and structural reforms in Russia en-
compassed the entire spectrum of economic re-
lations in the period when the country switched
to market economics. The outcome was not ab-
solutely positive in all cases. For example, the
transfer of state enterprises to private owners, im-
plemented in the form of large-scale privatiza-
tion, did not everywhere create the necessary
incentives for reorganizing enterprises or en-
hancing their efficiency. Nevertheless, these re-
forms helped create a market economy in Russia,
developed the preconditions for greater eco-
nomic stability and involved Russia deeper in
processes of globalization.

INSTITUTIONAL AND STRUCTURAL REFORMS

During the last decade the fundamental insti-
tutional and structural reforms were imple-
mented in the Russian Federation. In addition
to guaranteeing private property and free busi-
ness activity, these reforms ended the state reg-
ulation of prices and salaries, abolished the
state monopoly of foreign trade and made the
ruble convertible on current transactions. For
all the deficiencies of the mass privatization
program implemented in Russia in 1994–95,
it fulfilled the task of transferring enterprises to
market relations. In 1991 Russia passed the
Law on Competition and the Restriction of Mo-
nopoly Activities in the Commodity Markets
and in 1999 the Federal Law on the Protection
of Competition in the Financial Services Mar-
ket came into force. The 1998 Federal Law on
Insolvency (Bankruptcy) established grounds for
declaring a debtor insolvent (a debtor declar-

ing his insolvency) and set the procedure (con-
ditions) for implementing bankruptcy-
preventing measures, appointing outside
management and regulating other relations
arising in connection with the debtor’s insol-
vency. This law applies to all legal entities that
have the status of commercial organizations
(except government-owned enterprises), non-
commercial institutions, consumers’ coopera-
tives, charities, and other foundations. The
specific application of this law to credit insti-
tutions and other relations connected with the
insolvency of credit institutions are regulated
by the 1999 Federal Law on the Insolvency
(Bankruptcy) of Credit Institutions.

In the early years of the reform a chronic
budget deficit was observed, as the budget and
tax systems remained largely the product of the
redistribution mechanism of the planned econ-
omy. The principal systemic problem of the
Russian budget was an imbalance between ex-
penditure commitments and revenue collection
framework. The major steps taken to over-
haul the budget and tax systems were the ter-
mination since 1995 by the Bank of Russia
providing direct credits to the government,
the creation of new fiscal institutions such as
the Ministry of Taxes and Duties and Tax Po-
lice and the adoption of the Budget and Tax
Codes, especially the Tax Code provisions on
federal value added tax, income tax, a single so-
cial tax and excise duties.

Economic growth in 1999–2001 helped
to resolve the budget deficit problem, but this
achievement cannot be regarded as a permanent
basis for tackling such long-term problems as
the reduction of the foreign debt burden un-
less further reforms are implemented in the
budget system and the economy as a whole. The
strategic budget policy priority of Russia is the
effective and fair taxation of natural resources
and real estate, a consistent reduction of taxes
on nonrental incomes and the final abolition
of turnover tax. A major element of the re-
form strategy is the transformation of the pen-
sion system. As for the envisaged institutional
and structural reforms in the economy, partic-
ular importance is attached to reorganization
of the natural monopolies, comprehensive re-
form of the social safety, reform of fiscal system
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and the banking sector, healthcare and educa-
tion systems, the adoption of new labor legis-
lation, guarantees of the right to private
ownership of the land and reform of the judi-
ciary. A key direction of the industrial structural
policy is the transformation of the automo-
bile, machine-building, aerospace, and ship-
building industries.

As a result of the implementation of eco-
nomic reform and liberalization of external eco-
nomic activity, Russia saturated its domestic
consumer market with goods and services, im-
proved in quality and more varied. The num-
ber of private enterprises increased sharply, their
share in enterprises of all forms of ownership ex-
panded. Competition appeared, especially in
the sphere of small businesses. The number of
jobs in the private sector of the economy rose.

The number of the unprofitable enter-
prises in the Russian economy still remains
significant enough despite of some reduction.
Moreover the share of the overdue debt in the
total amount of accounts payable of the non-
financial enterprises and organizations is still
rather high. Innovative activity of the enter-
prises remains insufficient. Overcoming of
these problems requires further structural re-
forms in the economy and strengthening the
procedure of law enforcement.

BUDGET POLICY

One of the fundamental principles of the Russ-
ian budget system is to ensure a balanced bud-
get. This means that the amount of projected
budget expenditures must correspond to the
total amount of budget revenues. 

The four new sections of the Tax Code that
came into effect in 2001 expanded the taxable
base of the value-added tax (VAT), cancelled
some unjustified VAT benefits, established the
country of destination principle in levying
VAT and excise duties on nonenergy prod-
ucts and services, and introduced a flat personal
income rate and a flat social tax (premium),
which is designed to raise funds for the exer-
cise of citizens’ right to state pension and so-
cial security and medical care.

The current fiscal policy priorities are to
strike out the federal budget expenditure

obligations for which there are no sources of
financing and ensure the passage of a Tax Code
section on profit tax, which would provide for
the possibility of deducting all justified pro-
duction costs, deferring losses for a 10-year pe-
riod and gradually canceling tax benefits and
exemptions. The draft federal budget for 2002
materialized the idea of using budget surplus
funds to create a financial reserve (figure 4).
This change has been introduced in response
to the Russian president’s proposal for creat-
ing a two-part budget, one designed to meet
the government obligations and the other
based on revenues received thanks to a favor-
able foreign trade situation. The latter should
be regarded as a strategic reserve.

MONETARY POLICY

Under the Russian Constitution, the Bank of
Russia is an independent body guided in its ac-
tivities by the 1990 Federal Law on the Cen-
tral Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of
Russia) in its 1995 version with subsequent
changes and amendments. This law stipulates
that the main objectives of the Bank of Rus-
sia are to protect the ruble and guarantee its sta-
bility, including its purchasing power and
exchange rate against foreign currencies, to
develop and strengthen the banking system,
and to ensure the effective and smooth func-
tioning of the settlement system. 

The ultimate goal of the monetary policy is
to reduce inflation to a level that would create
conditions conducive to sustainable economic
growth (figure 5). The monetary policy is imple-
mented in the conditions of a floating exchange
rate regime, which is designed to make the ruble
rate correspond to the economic fundamentals
and to keep up the country’s international reserves
at a level commensurate with the changing eco-
nomic situation. Control over the money sup-
ply remains a major means of guaranteeing
external and internal stability of the ruble. The
immediate objective of the monetary policy is the
dynamics of the monetary base. The operational
procedure is based on control over net interna-
tional reserves and net internal assets of the
monetary authorities, which the Bank of Rus-
sia implements using all the tools at its disposal. 
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Since 2001 in formulation of monetary
policy the Bank of Russia applies elements of
inflation targeting. Russia’s monetary policy in
2002 will also be based on two key principles:
using some elements of inflation targeting and
employing the M2 aggregate of money supply
as an intermediate target.

Now in conditions of the strong balance of
payments the following basic monetary policy
instruments are used: the deposit operations
with commercial banks to sterilize of excess liq-
uidity, interest rates on Bank of Russia opera-
tions, refinancing of banks, and open market
operations. The efforts made by the Bank of
Russia aim at building a flexible system of
monetary policy instruments corresponding
to the changing macroeconomic environment.
It is also important to create favorable condi-
tions for interbank lending market activity,
restore confidence in government securities
and strengthen on this basis a major sector of
the financial market such as the government
debt market. Work is underway to design a
mechanism to refinance banks using promis-
sory notes, rights of claims under credit agree-
ments, and mortgages as collateral. 

EXCHANGE RATE POLICY

The exchange rate policy pursued by the Bank
of Russia in accordance with its legislated pur-
poses and functions is designed to protect the
ruble and guarantee its stability. The Bank of
Russia is guided by the need for the exchange
rate of the ruble to correspond to the eco-
nomic fundamentals. 

In July 1992 Russia introduced the pro-
cedure for setting a single exchange rate of the
ruble against foreign currencies on the basis of
the results of foreign exchange trading on the
MICEX. The Bank of Russia regulated the
demand for foreign exchange and its supply in
the exchange interbank currency market in
the economic interests of the country, without
setting quantitative targets for exchange rate dy-
namics.

In July 1995 the Bank of Russia began to
peg the ruble to the U.S. dollar, a policy which
was initially implemented by setting limits on
market exchange rate fluctuations. In July 1996

a new procedure for setting the official rate was
introduced in order to enhance the stability of
the foreign exchange market and protect do-
mestic producers and household savings. In ac-
cordance with that procedure the official ruble
rate was set on the basis of daily Bank of Rus-
sia quotations, while the pegging of the ruble
to the dollar took the form of limits set on rate
fluctuations, which provided for a smooth and
predictable slide of the exchange rate. 

In January 1998 the Bank of Russia started
to set a central exchange rate of the ruble
against the dollar for a three-year period, al-
lowing the market rate to sway by 15 percent
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both ways. The financial crisis in Southeast Asia
and interconnected outflow of nonresidents’
funds from the Russian financial market in
conditions of high borrowing requirements of
the government, along with the Russian cur-
rent account surplus decline, have resulted in
significant pressure on the ruble and sharp re-
duction of official international reserves in the
third quarter of 1998. In that situation the
Bank of Russia in August 1998 took the deci-
sion to switch to a floating exchange rate
regime. 

Under this regime efforts were focused on
smoothing sharp fluctuations of the exchange
rate and replenishing international reserves. To
reduce speculative pressure on the ruble ex-
change rate and smooth its sharp fluctuations,
the Bank of Russia uses such exchange rate
and monetary policy tools as currency inter-
ventions, deposit operations with credit insti-
tutions, and, in exceptional cases, changes in
reserve requirements. 

BANKING SYSTEM

The main principles guiding the activities of
credit institutions in Russia and the list of
banking operations are laid down in the 1990
Federal Law on Banks and Banking Activities
in its 1996 version with subsequent changes
and amendments. According to the Federal
Law on the Central Bank of the Russian Fed-
eration (Bank of Russia) the Bank of Russia
conducts the state registration and licensing of
credit institutions; sets minimum authorized
capital requirements for credit institutions,
capital adequacy and liquidity ratios, and max-
imum risk levels; regulates the size of the open
position of credit institutions on foreign ex-
change, interest, and other financial risks; es-
tablishes the procedure for creating reserves for
high-risk assets and determines their mini-
mum level; and performs other regulatory and
supervisory functions.

The passage in 1999 of the Federal Law on
Insolvency (Bankruptcy) of Credit Institutions
was a major step forward in converting Russ-
ian banking legislation to generally accepted in-
ternational standards. The law set the procedure
for preventing bank bankruptcies, declaring

credit institutions insolvent, and initiating
bankruptcy proceedings against them.

Implementing anti-crisis measures and the
first stage of the post-crisis restructuring of
the banking system (September 1998–99), the
Russian government and Central Bank ac-
complished on the whole the tasks set in their
joint document “On Measures to Restructure
the Banking System of the Russian Federa-
tion”, adopted in November 1998. In 1999
Russian lawmakers passed the Federal Law on
the Restructuring of Credit Institutions. Draw-
ing on the world practice of restoring banking
systems and guided by the Federal Law on the
Restructuring of Credit Institutions, the Russ-
ian authorities created the Agency for Re-
structuring Credit Organisations (ARCO).

The efforts made by the executive and leg-
islative branches of power, the Bank of Russia,
ARCO, and credit institutions prevented a
crisis of the system of payments and a sys-
temic banking crisis and led to the creation of
a legislative and organizational framework for
the restructuring of credit institutions. Thanks
to them, Russia had overcome the most dam-
aging after-effects of the financial crisis of
1998, preserved the viable core of the banking
system and helped banks resume providing
basic services to the economy. The amend-
ments passed in June 2001 to the laws regu-
lating credit institutions created additional
favorable conditions for the banking sector
reform. As a result, today Russia has a market-
oriented albeit insufficiently advanced bank-
ing sector, and some of the banking laws and
regulations closely match international stan-
dards. Late in September 2001 the Bank of
Russia and the government intend to adopt a
joint strategy of banking sector development. 

The strategic purposes, practical tasks, and
conditions of effective reforming of the Russian
banking sector during the coming five-year pe-
riod were formulated in the document “Joint
Strategy of Development of Banking Sector of
the Russian Federation” prepared by the gov-
ernment of the Russian Federation and the Bank
of Russia. The strategic objectives are to increase
the banking sector’s stability to a level that would
preclude the possibility of an outbreak of systemic
banking crises, ensure that the banking sector
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improves its performance in accumulating house-
hold and corporate savings and transforming
them into loans and investments, restore and
strengthen trust of domestic and foreign in-
vestors and depositors, especially individual de-
positors, in the Russian banking sector, prevent
the use of the banking system for unfair com-
mercial practices, and further upgrade the gov-
ernance of state-owned banks.

The major result of the banking sector re-
form during the coming five-year period should
be essential increase of its reliability. Increase
of an intermediary role of banking sector in the
Russian economy and gradual approach of the
Russian banking sector’s parameters to para-
meters of banking systems of countries lead-
ing in economic results among the group of
emerging market economies are also expected.

LABOR RELATIONS

A major step towards revamping the system of
labor relations in accordance with market prin-
ciples in Russia was guaranteeing citizens the
constitutional right to the free realization of
their work abilities and free choice of an oc-
cupation. The main reforms of labor legisla-
tion expanded the sphere of labor relations
regulated by law taking into account the exis-
tence of different forms of property ownership.
They also allowed citizens to realize the con-
stitutional principle of freedom of work and
equal job opportunities, recognized interna-
tional standards and treaties on labor relations
as an independent source of Russia’s law, de-
veloped the principle of social partnership on
the basis of collective agreement, limited the
term of labor contracts, required concluding
labor contracts in writing, allowed employers
to dismiss workers for violation of labor dis-
cipline without consent of the local trade
union, guaranteed trade unions the right to de-
mand punishment for executives who violated
trade union laws or the terms and conditions
of collective agreement, granted recognition to
the unemployed status, and provided social
security guarantees to the unemployed.

However, the applicable labor legislation,
whose fundamental principles were laid down
in 1971, remained archaic for the most part,

divorced from the civil legislation based on mar-
ket principles and encouraging illegal prac-
tices. At present the lower house of Russian
parliament, the State Duma, is considering
the draft of a new Labour Code, containing
provisions on social partnership, the repre-
sentation of workers and employers, the reg-
ulation of social and labor relations on a
collective basis through negotiation, easing up
the procedure for terminating labor contract,
and the practice of combining several jobs at
one workplace. The aim of the new labor law
is to ensure the effective protection of work-
ers’ rights and interests, legalize salary incomes,
stimulate workforce mobility, and facilitate
the implementation of structural changes at en-
terprises. In the middle term measures are to
be taken to formulate the principles and cre-
ate the organizational basis of a wage rate reg-
ulation system as part of the social partnership
system, which would take into account the
differences in the complexity of the work done
and the qualification of workers. Steps will be
taken to improve the system of compulsory in-
surance against accidents at work and occu-
pational diseases. 

SOCIAL SAFETY NETWORK

Under Section 2 of the Tax Code of the Russ-
ian Federation the employers who make pay-
ments to hired workers, as well as individual
entrepreneurs, tribal and family communities
of the small peoples of the North engaged in
traditional businesses, farm managers, and
lawyers should pay a flat social tax, which is
levied, depending on the category of taxpayer,
on payments and other remuneration paid by
employers to their workers in all cases or in-
comes derived from entrepreneurial or other
professional activities minus the expenses in-
volved in obtaining these incomes. The aim of
a flat social tax is to raise funds for the exer-
cise of citizens’ right to state pension and so-
cial security and medical care. The tax will go
to the following state extra-budgetary funds:
the Pension Fund, the Social Insurance Fund,
and the Compulsory Medical Insurance Funds. 

The Federal Law on Employment in the
Russian Federation, passed in 1991, guaranteed
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the unemployed benefits and stipends for the
period of vocational retraining, provided for the
possibility of participating in public works,
and mandated the compensation of expenses
to persons who have voluntarily changed their
place of residence at the proposal of the em-
ployment services. The government took steps
to assist employment amid massive layoffs and
organize the training of the unemployed in the
fundamentals of business, but its efforts pro-
duced little effect as there was no money in the
budget to finance these programs, enterprises
needed fewer workers as a result of structural
changes in the economy and production de-
cline, there were significant income differences
between different territories, people had no
money to start up a business, and many small
businesses were controlled by crime. The gov-
ernment’s middle-term program for the labor
market includes measures to cushion the effect
of mass redundancies by organizing consulta-
tions on employment possibilities for workers
slated for dismissal, improve the system of dis-
semination of information on vacancies in
order to cut the time jobseekers take to find new
employment, increase the social status of pub-
lic works, change the entitlements and proce-
dure for paying unemployment benefits, and
provide vocational guidance to unemployed
and young people before they have reached em-
ployable age. 

People who have found themselves in a dif-
ficult situation and people who are unable to
take care of themselves and need constant or
temporary social care are guaranteed the right
to social protection in the form of financial
aid and free social, medical, psychological, and
legal assistance mainly from the budget-fi-
nanced government network of social services.
The level of social safety provided by the gov-
ernment social services was low in Russia be-
cause the federal and regional governments did
not have enough money in their budgets to meet
all the needs of the socially vulnerable popula-
tion groups, while nongovernmental organi-
zations had no commercial interest in
participating in the social safety net. The
medium-term program to enhance the effec-
tiveness of social care and improve the quality
of social services is based on the principle of di-

recting aid to those who really need it and en-
visages the development of targeted programs
and competitive methods of raising funds for
such programs. It also envisages the introduc-
tion of a contract system under which a recip-
ient of aid would assume reciprocal obligations
(employment, participation in public works),
replacing benefits for working people with cash
payments, separating and redistributing, if nec-
essary, the powers of different levels of gov-
ernment in the sphere of social support, working
out standard requirements for the government
social services on the basis of the government
social care standards, creating a system of eval-
uation of the quality of the implementation of
social programs, and providing the entire social
sphere with information technology. 

EDUCATION, HEALTHCARE, AND SOCIAL POLICY

The brunt of financing education, healthcare
and social policy in Russia is borne by regional
governments. The largest share of expendi-
tures on education, health, social policy, cul-
ture, the arts, and mass media in the structure
of consolidated budget expenditures was reg-
istered in 1996–97. In later years this share con-
tracted as growth in all budget expenditures
slowed. However, the share of budget expen-
ditures on health and social policy in
1998–2000 was larger than in 1994–95. The
share of budget expenditures on education in
those periods was practically the same. In 2000
the share of budget expenditures on education,
health, culture, the arts, and mass media was
28.5 percent of consolidated budget expendi-
tures compared with 24 percent in 1994. There
were several factors that impacted the levels of
government spending on education, health,
and social policy: on the one hand, the Russ-
ian education and healthcare systems became
increasingly commercialized; on the other
hand, paid services were affordable to a small
part of the population. There were no com-
mercial alternatives to the government pension
system.

Education is one of the principal areas
where Russia intends to enhance the role of eco-
nomic mechanisms by drawing a more distinct
dividing line between the spheres covered by
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paid and free education, work out national
education standards, organize an independent
system of certification and quality control of
education, and award targeted social grants. In
the field of healthcare Russia plans to create a
legislative framework for the completion of
the transition to the insurance principle of
paying for medical aid, which would help
eliminate the chronic shortage of funds and
guarantee the population basic medical services.
The reform of the pension system will be based
on the creation of a transparent system of ac-
cumulations for old age, depending on one’s
contribution made during one’s working life.

IMPACT OF EXTERNAL FACTORS

Major external factors influencing the Russ-
ian economy include the dynamics of world
commodity prices and cross-border capital
movements.

INFLUENCE OF THE WORLD COMMODITY

MARKETS

The dynamics of world energy prices is key to
Russian export performance. In the period
from 1994 to the first half of 2001 the share
of energy products in total Russian exports
had constantly expanded. In the last 18 months
export dependence on the price of oil and
other energy resources has increased. The share
of energy resources in total exports in the pe-
riod of 2000 to the first half of 2001 expanded
to 53–55 percent, of which the share of oil
amounted to 24–25 percent. It is estimated that
a fall in the average price of oil by $1 a barrel
leads to the reduction of Russian exports of oil
and petroleum products approximately by
$1–1.2 billion a year. A fall in the average
price of oil in 1998 by $6.50 a barrel compared
with 1997 led to a $7.5 billion drop in exports
of oil and petroleum products, while a rise of
60 percent, or $10.50 a barrel, in the average
price of oil in 2000 ensured more than half of
all growth in exports.

Changes in the price of oil affect the dy-
namics of gas prices with a time lag of three to
six months. Natural gas is the second most im-
portant Russian export commodity. In 2000

and the first half of 2001 natural gas accounted
for 18–20 percent of Russian exports. The
2000 growth in gas exports increased by one-
quarter the value of Russian exports apart from
oil and petroleum products. As a result, thanks
to a price growth in world energy markets in
2000 by more than 64 percent year on year
amid the expansion of physical volumes of en-
ergy exports by almost 4 percent on average,
Russian energy exports increased 70 percent,
ensuring three-quarters of increment in total
Russian exports.

In 2000 the enterprises of the major ex-
porting industries received more than 70 per-
cent of total profit of the Russian industry.
About 21 percent of total fixed capital invest-
ments was made by the leading export
industry—the fuel industry. The increase of
merchandise exports promoted achievement in
2000 of a high current account surplus (more
than $46 billion) and growth of official inter-
national reserves of Russia (by about $16 bil-
lion during the year). Thus, net export proceeds
influenced essentially the developments of
Russian GDP and in many respects deter-
mined foreign exchange and financial posi-
tions of Russia. The extent of consumer
demand and a level of investment activity also
to a considerable degree depend on expendi-
tures of export and adjacent industries.

INFLUENCE OF CAPITAL MOVEMENTS

In 1995 Russia found its economic system
largely reformed and its new priority now was
economic stability and growth, which could
only be achieved by slowing inflation. In that
period Russia made the historic decisions to
stop financing the budget deficit with Bank of
Russia loans and peg the ruble to the U.S.
dollar. The development of the government se-
curities market accelerated as a result, and
overall these decisions helped reduce inflation
many times, facilitating growth in household
real income and creating a predictable envi-
ronment for production and investment. Con-
ditions appeared for an end to decline and the
beginning of economic growth in Russia. A rise
in investment activity could be achieved in
particular by bringing foreign investment to the
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Russian economy. Thus the emphasis was
made on increase of inflow of portfolio in-
vestments that on the other hand however
raised vulnerability of economy to possible
changes in the foreign capital movement.

In the first quarter of 1996 nonresidents
had no legal investments in the GKO-OFZ
market, but after they received access to the gov-
ernment securities market, the market value of
their GKO-OFZ portfolio in the second quar-
ter was estimated at 6.3 billion rubles and in the
fourth quarter it rose to 11.7 billion rubles. In
1997 the foreign investors’ share in the govern-
ment securities market had reached 30 percent.
In the second half of the year, however, the sit-
uation in the Russian financial market began to
deteriorate under the impact of extremely adverse
external factors. A series of crises broke out in the
Asia-Pacific region, financial markets became
destabilized all over the world, and capital started
to flee from unsafe countries and regions. In-
vestors distrusted Russia because it failed to re-
solve its budget deficit and government debt
problems while its current account surplus con-
tracted. In the fourth quarter of 1997 the non-
resident share in the government securities market
decreased and the first quarter of 1998 saw the
market value of the nonresident GKO-OFZ
portfolio decline in absolute terms. Faced with
the difficulty of refinancing its debt obligations,
the government had to agree to shorter bor-
rowing terms. A fall in the demand for govern-
ment securities and a sharp rise in the demand
for foreign exchange in 1998 provoked a pro-
found financial crisis in Russia, which devalued
the ruble many times over, caused a precipitous
decline in production and household income. 

In 2000 and 2001 external factors for the
most part had a favorable effect on the Russ-
ian economy as Asian countries were quickly
recovering from the crisis, international trade
boomed, and energy prices soared. However,
as prospects for the future of the foreign-trade
sector of the Russian economy, especially the
dynamics of prices of major Russian exports,
remained unclear during this period, there was
always a possibility of deviation of a number
of key parameters from the macroeconomic
forecasts laid at the basis of the country’s eco-
nomic policy.

LIBERALIZATION AND INSTITUTIONAL

DEVELOPMENT

Unlike other G-20 countries, Russia had only
the last decade to engage in institutional de-
velopment in accordance with the principles of
market economy. Throughout the period of eco-
nomic reforms Russia worked towards creating
a legal and institutional environment for mar-
ket economy, legalizing multiple forms of prop-
erty ownership, building a market-based pricing
and wage systems, revising the principles of
conducting foreign trade, affirming the inde-
pendent status of the central bank, instituting
bankruptcy procedures and anti-trust regulation,
encouraging competition, regulating the nat-
ural monopolies and securities market, up-
grading accounting standards, and taking other
measures. However, the application of the laws
designed to regulate market-based economic re-
lations was in many cases inadequate to ensure
the achievement of the goals set, and this was
one of the factors that imparted negative char-
acteristics to the investment and business cli-
mate in Russia. The steps that are being taken
now and will be taken in the future to ensure
the effective operation of the institutions of
executive power and reform the Russian judi-
cial system aim at changing the unfavorable sit-
uation in this sphere.

Russia has been making big efforts to en-
sure transparency of the activities of eco-
nomic agents and regulatory agencies, which
it regards as a condition of the successful
functioning of a market economy. To bring
its practices in this area closer to interna-
tional standards, Russia was one of the first
countries to agree to an IMF evaluation of the
Russian practices in the field of transparency
and disclosure of information. In 2000–01
Russia held consultations with the IMF to
agree on the country’s compliance with the
code of good practices in the field of trans-
parency of monetary and financial policy and
international standards of dissemination of in-
formation. In 2000 Russia agreed for the first
time to the publication of the IMF report on
consultations held with Russia in 2000 within
the framework of Article IV of the IMF Ar-
ticles of Agreement.
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The Bank of Russia also has worked con-
sistently within the limits of its competence to-
wards improving the practice of disclosing
information about its monetary policy, bank-
ing supervision, and payment systems.

In 2000–01 the Russian authorities drafted
the Concept of Banking Sector Development
in the Russian Federation and organized its
comprehensive discussion, on which basis the
document of the government of Russian Fed-
eration and the Bank of Russia “Joint Strategy
of Development of Banking Sector of the Russ-
ian Federation” was prepared, designed for the
coming five-year period. Amendments were
made to the Federal Law on the Central Bank
of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia),
Federal Law on Banks and Banking Activities,
and Federal Law on Insolvency (Bankruptcy)
of Credit Institutions, which required credit in-
stitutions to increase transparency (special em-
phasis was made on the frequency and contents
of reported data) and to compile and publish
reports on a consolidated basis, that is, in-
cluding banks and nonbanking organizations.

In 2001 the Russian government and Cen-
tral Bank are to work out organizational and
legal measures necessary for the complete con-
version of banks to international accounting
and financial reporting standards and draw
up a timetable for lifting the remaining re-
strictions in order to ensure the conversion
from January 1, 2004. The State Duma, the
lower house of Russian parliament, is cur-
rently considering amendments to the Fed-
eral Law on Banks and Banking Activities,
granting the Bank of Russia the right to pass
to foreign supervisors, on a confidential basis,
information it received in supervising banks (ex-
cluding statements on customers’ operations
and accounts) without asking for prior per-
mission from credit institutions concerned
and ensuring safety of information received by
the Bank of Russia from foreign supervisors on
a confidential basis.

The Bank of Russia cooperated with the
working group of the Bank for International Set-
tlements Committee on Payment and Settlement
Systems (CPSS) on central bank principles,
practices, and tasks related to payment systems
in drafting the report on the key principles of

systemically important payment systems. A
study was conducted to evaluate compliance
with the key principles by the Bank of Russia
payment system and private payment systems.
The Bank of Russia wrote and sent to the Bank
for International Settlements the first version of
the Red Book “Russian Payment Systems”,
which was compiled in accordance with CPSS
recommendations and methodologies. To fa-
cilitate data analysis and in connection with
the release of the Red Book, the Bank of Rus-
sia elaborated and introduced a number of ad-
ditional reporting forms for credit institutions
and its regional branches and announced its
guidelines for the reform of the Russian payment
system. The Bank of Russia is to build its new
payment system in accordance with interna-
tional standards.

To ensure fuller compliance with the re-
quirements of the Code of Transparency, the
Bank of Russia took steps to improve the prac-
tice of disseminating information directly re-
lated to its own activities. Since 1999 it
expanded considerably the contents of the
financial statements included in the Bank of
Russia’s Annual Report, providing additional
information on the practice of managing for-
eign exchange reserves, the state of the Russ-
ian payment system, and the improvement of
the Bank of Russia efficiency. The Bank of
Russia introduced the practice of disclosing its
accounting policy, data on capital and assets
movement, and detailed comments on indi-
vidual balance sheet items.

In the Bank of Russia Newsletter, its official
publication, the Bank of Russia carried the en-
tire set of prudential banking supervision reg-
ulations and began to publish materials relating
to the functioning of the payment systems.

The Bank of Russia disseminates infor-
mation on the established set of indicators in
full compliance with the first edition of the
Special Data Dissemination Standard
(SDDS). Russia’s joining the SDDS has been
temporarily delayed as the IMF had put for-
ward additional data dissemination require-
ments (such as data on the country’s
international reserves and foreign debt). The
Bank of Russia has now begun to release in-
formation on foreign debt with a breakdown
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into government debt and the debt owed by
the Bank of Russia (on the IMF loan), the
banking sector (including the Bank of Rus-
sia and Vneshekonombank), and nonfinan-
cial institutions and the types of financial
instruments within each sector. In addition,
the Bank of Russia has started to release data
on the international investment position,
which include information on credit institu-
tions, the Central Bank, and Vneshekonom-
bank (previously data were released on credit
institutions only). The Bank of Russia web-
site, which contains data compiled in accor-
dance with the SDDS and is accessible to
outside users, has been complemented with
a description of metadata in Russian and
English. 

BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES OF

GLOBALIZATION

Russia as a sovereign state with a market econ-
omy became integrated with the international
economic and financial systems much later
than other G-20 countries. By that time many
other nations had already passed such stages as
growth in international trade in raw materials
and the expansion of the exchange of manu-
facturing industry products and services and
were at the stage of creating a global financial
market. This circumstance is largely responsi-
ble for Russia’s current role in international
trade and shape of the Russian financial mar-
kets’ development. Both positive and nega-
tive economic developments in Russia in the
last decade were attributable to the change of
its economic system and this makes the analy-
sis of the consequences of globalization more
difficult. 

BENEFITS

The liberalization of external economic activ-
ity ended the isolation of Russia’s producers of
export commodities and consumers of im-
ported goods from the world market. The sup-
ply of imported products increased in the
domestic market, satiating consumer demand
and compelling Russian producers to increase
the competitiveness of their goods.

The participation in global economic
processes helped Russia build up-to-date in-
stitutional foundations of a market-based eco-
nomic system, such as regulating foreign trade
by tariffs, implementing a transparent and re-
sponsible monetary policy by the indepen-
dent central bank, and organizing banking
supervision and the payment system in accor-
dance with international standards. Advanced
methods of doing business gained ground in
the private sector. Among the sources of for-
mation of personal incomes the share of in-
comes acquired from business activity and the
property ownership has increased.

The participation in the system of inter-
national exchange brought the key modern
technologies to Russia. The use of computers
in business and households expanded signifi-
cantly. The number of individual and corpo-
rate Internet users also increased, although in
this area Russia is lagging far beyond the in-
dustrialized nations: It is estimated that no
more than 5 percent of the Russian population
use the Internet on a regular basis and 10 per-
cent use it occasionally. The number of mobile
telephone users in Russia has risen considerably,
and although they still account for 2.5 per-
cent of the population, the mobile phone is be-
coming increasingly accessible and affordable
to different population groups in Russia.

CHALLENGES

The liberalization of external economic activ-
ity failed to help Russia overcome its export de-
pendence on raw materials or stimulate the
development of the production of high-tech
products for export. Competitive imports be-
came one of the causes of production decline
in the manufacturing sector of the Russian
economy and a rise in open and latent unem-
ployment. Since Russia had no effective and
well-financed social security system, that led to
a sharp fall in the standard of living of the
majority of the country’s population.

Structural changes in the economy and a
chronic shortage of funds led to a profound cri-
sis of fundamental and applied sciences and
provoked a considerable outflow of intellectual
resources from Russia. 
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Direct foreign investment in Russia was too
small to have any significant effect on the
rates of economic growth or the structure of
the Russian economy. A steep rise in foreign
portfolio investment in 1996–98 when non-
residents received access to the Russian gov-
ernment securities market was followed by a
sharp fall caused by the monetary and finan-
cial crisis of 1998.

Russia may overcome these difficulties or
at least prevent old problems arising again if
it continues to implement institutional and

structural reforms, reduces the risk involved in
the redistribution of export incomes between
sectors, upgrades corporate governance, com-
pletes the restructuring of the banking sys-
tem, improves its social policy, and joins the
WTO. It is very important for Russia to con-
vert its system of custom tariffs and custom ad-
ministration to WTO standards. It is also
important for Russia’s effective integration
with the world economy that its debt problem
should be resolved through constructive dia-
logue with the creditors. 
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The South African economy has opened up sig-
nificantly since the first democratic elections
of 1994. Greater integration has taken place
through capital account and trade liberaliza-
tion, underpinned by a range of domestic
policies intended to guide the economy toward
structural shifts required to compete
internationally—and to minimize the costs of
this transition. Greater integration has clearly
played a role in turning around the South
African economy—average GDP growth from
1994–2000 was 2.7 percent (3.1 percent in
2000), compared with 1 percent in the pre-
ceding decade.

This case study outlines South Africa’s
liberalization process. It describes how the cap-
ital account has been liberalized and the man-
agement of the macroeconomic effects of
capital flows. It deals with trade liberalization
and the effects of increased openness on the
labor market (a key determinant of poverty).
And it describes the coordination of liberal-
ization policies with domestic policies, the
economic and social challenges of greater global
integration, and South Africa’s policy responses
to these challenges.

LIBERALIZATION OF THE CAPITAL ACCOUNT

South Africa broadly followed the standard
approach that current account liberalization
should precede that of the capital account—
and the prescription that a gradual rather than
a “big bang” liberalization may be preferable.
At the same time, and somewhat more con-
tentious internationally, this has been accom-
panied by the early liberalization of controls on
nonresidents’ capital transactions.

Starting in March 1995 capital account lib-
eralization changed dramatically the scale of

international capital flows into and out of South
Africa. After almost 10 years of capital out-
flows, South Africa experienced inward invest-
ment averaging around 6.7 percent of GDP a
year. These inflows were triggered by a combi-
nation of factors: re-entry into the international
arena after decades of political isolation, the
early abolition of exchange controls on non-
residents, and the strong public commitment to
sound fiscal and monetary policy. At the same
time, the gradual liberalization of capital con-
trols on residents enabled a substantial diversi-
fication of portfolio assets. Outward investment
by residents has averaged around 4 percent of
GDP a year since 1994.

These general trends were accompanied by
marked changes in the characteristics of the
components of inflows and outflows, partic-
ularly the sources of volatility in the capital ac-
count. Prior to political and financial
liberalization, short-term lending and cur-
rency and deposits were more important in dri-
ving the volatility of the financial account (as
measured by the standard deviation). From
1995 to 1999, by contrast, portfolio flows
became the most significant source of volatil-
ity, primarily from the scale of these inflows,
not inherent instability1. Large-scale, and
sometimes speculative, activity by nonresi-
dents in the domestic bond market became the
most important source of shocks to the fi-
nancial account. Investment by nonresidents
in South African equities also increased dra-
matically after 1995 (with a corresponding
increase in the impact of equity market volatil-
ity on the financial account). But it has been
one of the most stable forms of inflow in rel-
ative terms: quarterly investment has been
consistently positive since 1995. This is in
sharp contrast to the more erratic behavior of

South Africa
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equity investment in the pre-election period,
largely explained by South Africa’s subsequent
inclusion—and large weighting—in emerging
market equity indices.

Access to international capital flows in-
creased the pool of resources available for do-
mestic investment, of particular benefit to the
economy, given South Africa’s extremely low
savings rate of around 15 percent of GDP. It
also eased the current account constraint that
traditionally limited South African growth.
But while inflows have reached levels similar
to those experienced in other emerging mar-
kets, a number of features distinguish South
Africa’s experience from that of comparable
countries, offsetting the kinds of benefits that
faster growing emerging markets have achieved.
In some cases this reduced certain risks.

South Africa’s capital inflows are signifi-
cantly skewed toward (unstable) portfolio in-
vestment, especially bond flows, and are
characterized by disappointing FDI perfor-
mance. The inward portfolio investment in
South Africa in the late 1990s dwarfed that of
the other emerging economies, largely a func-
tion of the liquidity, depth, and sophistica-
tion of South Africa’s domestic bond and equity
markets. After 1994 there was an exponential
increase in foreign participation in the bond
market, with purchases and sales of bonds in-
creasing from a monthly average of 15 billion
rands a month in 1996 to a peak of 160 bil-
lion in July 1998. Investment in the equity mar-
ket also rose rapidly, with the Johannesburg
Stock Exchange experiencing positive flows in
every month from the abolition of exchange
controls on nonresidents in 1995 to March
2000. While South Africa’s capital markets
have clearly attracted large flows of portfolio
investment, they have not so far proved ad-
vantageous in attracting direct investment (as
might be expected through their facilitation of
takeovers, mergers, and joint ventures).

Direct investment—which tends to be
longer term, more stable, and with a greater po-
tential to create jobs and reduce poverty—has
been disappointing. Levels increased from 0.1
percent of GDP in 1991–94, to just over 1 per-
cent in 1995–99. Most major FDI flows were
privatization related. South Africa’s persistently

low rates of economic growth clearly provide
one important obstacle to FDI. (This would in
turn derive from a range of factors—some of
them structural factors contributing to adverse
macroeconomic conditions, others operating di-
rectly on investor sentiment.)

It may be that sound policies require more
time to reap benefits. South Africa’s experience
to some extent mirrors that of Brazil and Mex-
ico in the early 1990s, with large portfolio in-
flows and little direct investment. (In the latter
half of the 1990s, these countries have experi-
enced a shift towards direct investment in the
composition of inflows, particularly Brazil.)

South Africa’s poor FDI performance may,
perversely, be a function of the depth and so-
phistication of the domestic debt and equity
markets. Given the low transaction and in-
formation costs entailed in investing in capi-
tal markets, investors may have been
discouraged from direct investment, with its
comparatively higher costs. A developed cor-
porate sector, coupled with a large and relatively
liquid equity market, may mean that South
Africa is more likely to attract portfolio investors
than direct investors, who may find it difficult
to break into South Africa’s established eco-
nomic sectors.

Finally, outward investment by South
African residents, driven by a desire to diver-
sify globally after years of isolation, has meant
that net capital flows in South Africa have
generally been lower than in other emerging
economies.

MANAGEMENT OF CAPITAL FLOWS

On the whole, South Africa has participated
in international capital markets, while avoid-
ing the downside of instability and crisis, even
as the currency has come under pressure in re-
cent years. In part, the authorities took ad-
vantage of a number of the structural features
of the South African economy. At the same time
South African performance was helped by a
number of careful policy decisions. This is
discussed in more detail below.

First, capital account liberalization was grad-
ual. Exchange controls were abolished for non-
residents in 1995. Removal of exchange controls
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on South African residents was phased. These
reforms focused on institutional investors, the
corporate sector, and private individuals. This
approach allowed South Africa to restrict the vol-
ume of funds and enabled the government to
adapt the pace and strategy of liberalization in
response to changing circumstances.

Gradualism has not been without its own
challenges, particularly managing private sector
expectations. From time to time expectations of
the announcement of further reforms intro-
duced uncertainties into the foreign exchange
market. But, while there was internal and ex-
ternal criticism about the pace of reform, the
gradual approach allowed South Africa to avoid
policy reversals in the face of currency crises.

Second, South Africa’s liberalization process
was backed up by supportive and credible fis-
cal and monetary policy, reducing the scope for
domestically generated instability. In particu-
lar, reducing the fiscal deficit (and the public
sector borrowing requirement) has been a gov-
ernment priority since 1994. The deficit came
down from approximately 5 percent in
1994/95 to 1.9 percent in 2000/01; the pub-
lic sector borrowing requirement has come
down from 5.7 percent of GDP to 1.3 percent.
With the government’s macroeconomic frame-
work in 1996, the Growth Employment and
Redistribution Strategy, South Africa both
committed to a tougher program of deficit re-
duction and introduced a medium-term ex-
penditure framework, anchored by further
commitment to fiscally sustainable policy. In
addition, macro reforms were sequenced with
further liberalization. From 1994, for instance,
the fiscal position was tightened, while ac-
counting and reporting of contingent liabili-
ties were formalized in 1997.

Third, South Africa reduced a number of
important risks through a cautious foreign
borrowing strategy, and was largely successful
in managing short-term liabilities in the con-
text of low reserves for many years. South
Africa’s external debt is extremely low by com-
parison with most emerging markets (March
2001 estimates put external debt at 3.6 percent
of GDP, or 8.0 percent of total debt). Its total
gross loan debt stands at 44.6 percent of GDP
according to March 2001 estimates. South

Africa embarked on a process of putting in place
a risk management framework to manage risk
arising from foreign debt. This entails quali-
fying risks from exogenous factors and devel-
oping a benchmark for optimizing the structure
of South Africa’s loan portfolio.

Fourth, after experience of the Asian and
Latin American crises, South Africa abandoned
an implicit real exchange rate target. South
Africa had, until then, used the net open for-
ward position as a reasonably effective tool for
managing the demand for foreign currency.
But, this had costs. To the extent that the rand
depreciated at a rate faster than implied by
the forward contracts, this intervention led to
sizable and unpredictable potential costs to
the fiscus. At the same time, the net open for-
ward position was poorly understood by in-
ternational investors. Perceptions that the entire
forward book represented a short-term for-
eign liability2 probably put an additional risk
premium on South African foreign borrowing.
Furthermore, support of exchange rate targets
was generally associated with currency specu-
lation, the risks of which government deemed
it prudent to avoid.

Fifth, liberalization was accompanied by
significant reforms to an already strong finan-
cial market infrastructure. Despite repeated
episodes of exchange rate pressure and sharp de-
preciation, South Africa has been protected by
a regulatory system that is more established
and sophisticated than other emerging markets.
The first corporate governance rules were pub-
lished by the King Commission in 1994. Risk-
based capital requirements, in line with the
European Union (EU) directives, were intro-
duced for banks in 1991 and for securities
firms in 1995. Banks were required to report
in terms of the generally accepted accounting
rules in 1996. Consolidated accounting rules
for financial conglomerates were made manda-
tory for banking groups in 2000. In rapid suc-
cession, minimum international standards were
introduced, for capital adequacy, accounting and
audit, and disclosure. South Africa is largely or
fully compliant with all 12 key financial stability
codes and standards, in particular the Basle
Accord and the International Organization of
Securities Commissions standards.
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Sixth, for the banking sector, South
Africa’s strong regulation, and the structure
of the sector, shielded the economy from the
transformation of currency crises into bank-
ing crises. Many of the vulnerabilities asso-
ciated with short-term bank flows in other
emerging markets have been a product of
their impact in poorly regulated and under-
developed financial sectors, where credit
analysis and risk management are weak and
bad loans can easily spin out of control in
boom periods.

Seventh, while capital outflows by South
African residents hurt domestic investment,
outflows by South African residents helped
the authorities manage the impact of capital in-
flows. South Africa has not experienced the asset
booms that have often occurred in other emerg-
ing markets during periods of large net in-
flows. This has also helped South Africa to
lessen the risk of financial crisis due to ex-
change rate misalignment, as experienced by
other emerging economies as a result of sharp
exchange rate appreciations.

Eighth, and related to the fiscal policies
mentioned above, important tax administra-
tion and policy reforms have been coordi-
nated with liberalization policies. The
relaxation of exchange controls was accom-
panied by key income tax reforms to protect
the tax base and minimize tax biases that
could encourage the export of capital. This fo-
cused on the design and implementation of
rules to ensure the appropriate taxation of
outward investment. Before 1997 the South
African income tax was source-based: income
tax was levied only on income arising from a
South African source. In 1997 “deeming”
rules were introduced to bring non-South
African sourced passive income (rent, interest,
royalties, annuities) accruing to South African
residents within the tax base. From January
2001, a full residence-based income tax sys-
tem was introduced, providing greater secu-
rity for the income tax base, as South Africa
becomes increasingly integrated with the world
economy. Transfer pricing and thin capital-
ization rules are also in place to protect the cor-
porate tax base against profit-shifting by firms
investing into or from South Africa.

MANAGING THE MACROECONOMIC IMPACT

OF CAPITAL FLOWS

While South Africa has proved less vulnerable
to swings in emerging market sentiment than
other emerging economies, the authorities en-
countered challenges in managing the macro-
economic impact of full participation in the
international capital markets. Global capital
market volatility occasionally had dramatic ef-
fects on interest rates and the exchange rate, re-
quiring difficult policy choices in the context
of low growth and pressing social problems.

One of the most important challenges was
the vulnerability to financial crisis arising prin-
cipally from the volatility of portfolio
investment—something not readily apparent
in annual data3. In South Africa’s case, port-
folio investment is clearly a potential conduit
for financial market contagion. Portfolio flows
are subject to herding behavior and to sharp
reversals that can lead to macroeconomic im-
balances, which frequently require painful ad-
justments. The best defense against this is
continued prudent macroeconomic policy.

Second, capital account liberalization, in
combination with the constraints in which
South Africa set monetary policy in the past,
probably hurt South Africa’s ability to address
structurally high real interest rates4. Liberal-
ization, in the presence of an implicit real ex-
change rate target (to contain inflation and ease
the current account constraint that has tradi-
tionally dogged South African growth), trig-
gered a shift to high real interest rates of above
10 percent for virtually the entire period from
mid-1995 to mid-1999. Financial liberalization
has also been an important factor contribut-
ing to the decline in personal savings in South
Africa since 1980s, as financial sector reforms
and innovations during the period made it
easier to borrow money to finance consump-
tion, in turn contributing to lower domestic
savings and higher real interest rates. These high
real interest rates prevented South Africa from
moving to a higher growth path and had the
effect of attracting large-scale and speculative
foreign investment into the domestic bond
market. At the same time, periods of signifi-
cant outflows limited the ability of the Reserve
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Bank to reduce interest rates. Inflation target-
ing is one of South Africa’s key approaches to
bring down these high real interest rates.

Third, capital account liberalization has
potentially severe implications for exchange
rate volatility—and the impact on inflation and
domestic money market liquidity. So South
Africa undertook significant reforms to the
monetary policy framework. The changes in-
cluded a shift in stages from money supply tar-
gets to a broad range of intermediate targets,
and eventually to a single inflation target. Most
important, South Africa abandoned interven-
tion in the forward currency markets, working
down a net open forward position of more
than $25 billion in 1998 to $4.8 billion in July
2001. Other reforms included a new system for
implementing policy, based on daily (soon to
become weekly) tenders via repurchase trans-
actions, replacing the previous discount win-
dow. Money market liquidity has been
managed through this repo market and through
capital requirements for banks.

Fourth, fiscal policy also had a role. By re-
ducing the fiscal deficit, the authorities reduce
government’s contribution to the expansion of
domestic liquidity, in offsetting the potentially
inflationary increases in liquidity caused by
inflows. Fiscal measures were also important in
reversing outflows. So fiscal adjustment (or
continued sound fiscal policies) was central in
restoring macroeconomic balance and signal-
ing the credibility of the government’s com-
mitment to doing so.

TRADE LIBERALIZATION

While liberalization of the current account
began slowly in the late 1980s, the significant
opening of the South African economy began
only with accession to the WTO in 1994.
South Africa’s new tariff program officially took
effect in January 1995, and its early adoption
by the new government signaled its strong
commitment to trade reform. Between 1990
and 2000 the average economywide tariff fell
from 28 percent to 6.5 percent, while the av-
erage manufacturing tariff was reduced from 30
percent to 6.7 percent. The maximum tariff rate
was cut to 61 percent (40 percent excluding

“sensitive” countries). The number of tariff
lines was cut by a third, and the number of sep-
arate tariff “bands” or rates was cut from 200
to 49.

While effective protection has fallen in the
aggregate, it has not fallen as fast as the nom-
inal tariff, and has even risen in some sectors.
Approximately half of the manufacturing sec-
tor exhibits effective protection rates equal to
pre-liberalization levels, limiting the effect of
tariff liberalization on the anti-export bias.

Although South Africa’s trade ratio is still
marginally lower than that of other nonoil
middle-income countries, the South African
economy is relatively open in international
terms. The total trade (merchandise exports
plus imports) to GDP ratio in 1996 was 40 per-
cent, compared with 46 percent for nonoil
middle-income countries. In 2001 it stood at
44 percent, almost doubling over the 1990s.

South African exports, and the net impact
of trade on growth, have responded well to op-
portunities posed by favorable international
conditions. Historically, South African exports
have shown a high sensitivity to real exchange
rates, world demand, and trade policy. Since lib-
eralizing, South Africa’s exports of manufac-
tures have risen both in absolute terms and as
a share of gross output since the early 1990s, with
growth more than doubling from an average an-
nual real rate of 2.6 percent during 1990–94 pe-
riod to 6.8 percent during 1994–98. To some
extent this growth reflects the post-sanctions ef-
fect of the return from international isolation.

Although import penetration is high for
South Africa (accounting, for instance, for a
negative 52 percent of the rise in total output
for 1994–98), output growth due to exports
has kept pace with the losses due to import pen-
etration. Net trade has accounted for 10 per-
cent of the rise in total gross output between
1993–97. In South Africa’s case there is no
evidence of dramatic across-the-board declines
in domestic market share and no clear pattern
between the extent of tariff reduction (or ini-
tial tariff level) and the subsequent change in
either output or employment. Liberalization has
not been de-industrializing.

It would also appear that the net effects of
trade on overall employment levels has been
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marginally positive, with jobs created through
exports just outstripping job losses through
import penetration.

Complementing trade liberalization, South
Africa has pursued the expansion of market ac-
cess through preferential trade arrangements
with industrial countries and the pursuit of re-
gional economic integration. The most im-
portant of these are the Trade Development and
Cooperation Agreement with the EU, and the
recent Southern African Development Com-
munity (SADC) free trade agreement.

The SA–EU Agreement on Trade, Devel-
opment, and Cooperation should improve mar-
ket access for South African exporters to the EU
and increase interregional trade and investment
flows. Import tariffs will also decline, reducing
the cost of imported inputs and consumer prices.
Tariffs on 86 percent of South Africa’s industrial
exports to the EU are to be fully liberalized on
implementation of the agreement. By year six,
only 1 percent will be subject to customs duties.
The EU’s offer on agricultural products is less
generous, and only 62 percent of South Africa’s
agricultural exports are scheduled to enter the
EU duty free by 2010. In turn, 89 percent of
industrial imports from the EU will be liberalized
over a 12-year phase-in period, with 62 percent
of the tariff lines reduced to zero on imple-
mentation. Tariffs on 81 percent of agricultural
imports will be fully liberalized by 2012.

A trade protocol between 11 of the 14 mem-
bers of the SADC came into force in January
2000. The trade protocol will see 85 percent of
trade freed up over eight years and provides for
an asymmetrical arrangement for South Africa
to open its markets more quickly than other
countries. At the same time, supply-side mea-
sures were negotiated and implemented to en-
sure that economic integration goes further
than the mere dismantling of tariff barriers—
and to integrate productive structures with a view
to make them more competitive.

GLOBALIZATION AND POLICY COORDINATION

Trade reform holds the promise of significant
advantages. But it requires effective management
of structural adjustment, and must be
sufficiently coordinated with other policies. In

a narrow sense these policies include supply-side
measures to improve export performance. More
broadly, trade liberalization—and greater open-
ness to the processes of globalization require the
coordination of a range of growth-inducing
economy wide policies, from promoting com-
petition, including privatization, to having a
package of sound fiscal and monetary policies.

Effective management of structural ad-
justment requires labor market flexibility, and
the appropriate skilling of workers to partici-
pate in economic growth. And especially in
South Africa, which faces a chronic unem-
ployment problem, provision must be made to
ensure broad access for the poor to productive
resources—that is, capital and land, usually
through small and medium-sized enterprise
(SME) development and land reform. Spend-
ing on social services—including health and ed-
ucation, and the provision of safety nets for the
most vulnerable—underpins long-term human
development.

To coordinate the government’s Growth,
Employment, and Redistribution (GEAR)
macroeconomic framework entails a package of
supply-side measures to improve export per-
formance. The most important are accelerated
depreciation allowances for new manufactur-
ing investment and tax holidays for new ap-
proved projects. The government’s Motor
Industry Development Program, an example of
successful supply-side support, has been in-
strumental in the strong rise in automotive ex-
ports, which grew at an annual average rate of
40.6 percent between 1996 and 1999.

In the more general sense, greater openness
has been pursued as part of a broad package of
policies, set out in the GEAR strategy. In ad-
dition to measures related to fiscal policy, pub-
lic expenditure management, and monetary
and exchange rate policy, openness-inducing
reforms have been accompanied by programs
to restructure state-owned assets, supported
by improved competition policy. An expan-
sionary infrastructure program has provided
electricity, water, telephones, and houses on a
large scale to the poor and previously disad-
vantaged. There have also been skills devel-
opment policies and considerable expenditure
on health and education.
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Even so, the management of structural re-
forms posed significant challenges to govern-
ment. Although growth has improved, the
economy has shed formal sector unskilled jobs,
even as it created jobs in the informal sector
and through business services out-sourcing.
In addition, demand for high-skilled labor has
accelerated dramatically over the past seven
years. Overall, therefore, while the composition
of total employment has changed, the level of
employment has been relatively stable.

To the extent that trade liberalization re-
sults in structural adjustment, short-term job
losses are inevitable. Ideally, trade liberalization
should facilitate rapid structural adjustment so
that workers who lose jobs obtain new ones in
rapidly expanding industries. Although a num-
ber of sectors that experienced sharp reductions
in tariffs have also seen increased investment
and strong export growth, they do not tend to
be the same sectors that use less-skilled labor
intensively. Furthermore, they remain small
and are unlikely to provide major contributions
to employment in the near future.

Evidence suggests that greater openness to
trade has induced shifts in production to high-
skill, capital-intensive sectors. Absolutely, and
compared with other emerging markets, South
Africa has a low share of exports that use un-
skilled labor, and a relatively high share of ex-
ports using more skilled labor. All the Asian
economies (including a much wealthier Korea)
have a higher proportion of unskilled labor-
intensive exports. The largest export expansion
has occurred in relatively (human and physi-
cal) capital-intensive subsectors.

Clearly, part of the challenge of South
African labor policy is to increase firm-level pro-
ductivity, through policies that promote greater
skills development. South Africa’s policy re-
sponse has included urgent attention to im-
proving the skills base. The Skills Development
Levy is the government’s flagship program to
enhance productivity through skills develop-
ment. This is a levy grant scheme for financ-
ing education and training, paid by private
sector employers through a 1 percent (initially
0.5 percent) levy on private sector remunera-
tion. Employees are in turn entitled to draw on
funds of sectoral training authorities to re-

cover approved education and training ex-
penses. The levy raised 1.3 billion rands in
2000/01 and is expected to raise 2.8 billion in
2001/02. Eighty percent of receipts go to the
sectoral training authorities, and 20 percent go
to a national skills fund to support special
training needs and training for the unem-
ployed. The government is also required to
spend 1 percent of its payroll on training. In-
clusive of all other skills development pro-
grames, it expects to allocate 15.5 billion rands
to skills development between 2000/01 and
2003/04. Such policies, however, can be ex-
pected to operate at a lag.

A further factor contributing to decreasing
levels of unskilled employment is likely to be
the price of low-skilled labor relative to the cost
of capital, the latter having declined over the
1990s due to tax reductions, greater depreci-
ation allowances, and—most recently—lower
interest rates. The worsening relative cost fac-
ing labor has encouraged firms to substitute
skilled labor and capital for unskilled labor.
Higher labor productivity has resulted in unit
labor costs trending down with inflation.

The challenge facing South Africa is to
promote productivity growth in ways that do
not undermine the growth of lower wage,
lower productivity jobs for unskilled, unem-
ployed people, while at the same time ensur-
ing that the growth of higher-skilled jobs
continues apace. In this respect, the government
continues with consultations aimed at re-
forming the labor market, investigating the
feasibility of reducing the cost of labor with-
out reducing workers’ wages. Trade-supporting
programs (such as export processing zones,
and duty drawback and rebate schemes) also
have the potential to encourage more labor-
intensive activities.

Policies to help the poor to gain access to
productive resources—capital and land—have
an important role in providing incomes to the
most vulnerable in the economy. South Africa
has programs in place in SME development and
land reform.

Support to SME development is provided
through supply-side measures targeting enter-
prise constraints. The mechanisms used for
small business support involve institutional and
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regulatory reforms. Enterprise promotion agen-
cies and wholesale financing companies have
been established to act as intermediaries to ad-
dress SME constraints, such as access to finance
and information. Government itself administers
programs aimed at increasing SME manufac-
turers’ competitiveness, such as co-financing
the acquisition of new technology. Regulatory
reforms include, the recent procurement re-
form with an affirmative small, medium, and
micro enterprise participation programs.

SME development has not created jobs
on the scale envisaged by the government in
its GEAR policy (approximately a third of
new jobs by 2000). Studies suggest that only
the few, more dynamic SMEs show potential
to contribute to rapid employment creation,
while survivalist activities (as a result of “en-
forced self-employment”) typify the vast ma-
jority of South African SMEs. In part
supply-side measures are not sufficient on their
own to unleash the employment-creation po-
tential of the SME sector. Research findings
consistently show that SME development de-
pends decisively on macroeconomic condi-
tions, industrial and organizational structures,
the adaptability of firms, and above all, the ca-
pabilities and aspirations of entrepreneurs.
The South African SME sector, far from ho-
mogenous, would require a fine-tuned set of
interventions rather than the generic assis-
tance currently provided.

Some evidence suggests that South Africa
may face inherent limitations to the growth of
the SME sector. SMEs are likely to show a bet-
ter performance under more favorable macro-
economic conditions, and with effectively
delivered supply-side measures. But research in-
dicates that only a small segment of the entire
SME economy has or will develop the capac-
ity to create employment at socially desirable
levels. These are generally run by highly edu-
cated and experienced entrepreneurs with skilled
labor. Given the country’s history of dualism and
discrimination, strong SMEs and highly skilled
labor are unlikely to emerge in substantial num-
bers from formerly disadvantaged segments of
the population, in the near future.

South Africa has also embarked on an am-
bitious constitutionally driven Land Reform

Program, consisting of Redistribution, Resti-
tution, and Tenure Reform Programs. In the
five years that the program has been in oper-
ation, almost 29,000 households have received
745,000 hectares of land in both redistribution
and restitution programs. Many millions more
have benefited from protection that affords
them tenure security.

The redistribution program helps poor
and marginalized communities and individu-
als get access to land to live on and to farm. The
government provides a grant of 16,000 rands
per family for the purchase of land and services.
Grants are also provided to help communities
plan how they are going to use the land and
to buy the resources they need to ensure viable
and sustainable income-generation enterprises
on the land they have bought. The Restitution
Program is aimed at restoring land rights and
financial compensation to people who were
forcibly removed, after 1913, through apartheid
and other racially based legislation. So far,
however, only 241 of more than 63,000 claims
have been settled, these 241 claims involved
more than 83,000 beneficiaries. The Tenure Re-
form Program, to provide land ownership to
those (mostly black) people with informal
rights on the land on which they live, is being
rolled out through a number of consultative
processes and legislation.

South Africa’s health, education, and welfare
policies underpin the economy’s prospects for
poverty eradication and long-term growth. The
social grant system has been the major, and
most direct, component of government instru-
ments to ameliorate poverty. South Africa has
nine social security grants, with a total uptake
of 4.3 million people a month (more than 10
percent of the population). These include an old
age grant (a maximum of 570 rands a month,
with an uptake of 1.8 million people in July
2001), a child support grant (a maximum of 110
rands a month; with an uptake of 1.5 million
people), and a disability grant (a maximum of
570 rands a month, with an uptake of 634,000
people). Total expenditure on these grants in
2000/01 stood at about 19 billion rands. Esti-
mates suggest that South Africa’s social security
grants have a significant impact, reducing the
average poverty gap by approximately 23 percent.
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South Africa also has an unemployment in-
surance fund that provides a payment of 45 per-
cent of wages for up to six months for workers
unemployed from the formal sector, as well as
compensation funds and road accident funds.
The expenditure of these funds stood at just
under 8 billion rands in 2000/01. Most re-
cently, the government has introduced free
basic services for the poorest South African
households, including free electricity and water.
South Africa also has a public health system,
with nominal charges, and a public education
system that does not require the payment of
school fees from the poorest families. The
South African government spent more than 32
percent of its consolidated budget (or 80 bil-
lion rands) on health and education services
alone in 2000/01. Analysis of the fiscal inci-
dence of social expenditure clearly shows that
since 1994 there has been a large and signifi-
cant shift in social spending away from the
more affluent to the formerly disadvantaged
members of the population. And most social
spending is fairly well targeted to reach those
most in need of it.

* * *
The overriding objective of South African eco-
nomic and social policy is to address poverty
and inequality—through a series of integrated
policies but primarily through economic
growth. Like many small emerging countries,
South Africa has made a strong commitment
to achieving its goals through greater integra-
tion with the global economy. In the short
term, however, greater integration into the in-
ternational economy does not remove the
structural challenges and constraints that South
African economic policymakers have to ad-
dress in meeting these goals—low savings,
high real interest rates, a legacy of inward-
looking industrial policies, a low skills and ed-
ucation base, labor market dynamics in part
determined by the need to lessen the apartheid-
wage gap, and extremely severe, racially defined
income inequality.

To some extent, however, greater integra-
tion changes the context for addressing these
impediments to growth. In some cases it of-
fers important opportunities. For a country

with low savings, access to capital markets of-
fers the promise of growth driven by interna-
tional savings. Greater integration also eases
the current account constraint on growth.
Greater openness (supported by appropriate
policies) can be expected, in the medium to
long term, to remove the legacy of inward-
looking industrial policies. South Africa’s trade
performance has been strong, with exports
responding particularly well to positive inter-
national conditions.

Exposure to the international economy
also tends to exacerbate the effects of structural
weaknesses, especially those that cannot be
addressed in the short term. South Africa’s ex-
perience with high real interest rates, for in-
stance, and the shedding of unskilled labor
exemplify this downside. Both have had neg-
ative impacts on growth and poverty. But it
would not be correct to attribute these out-
comes to “globalization”. Ultimately, it is not
globalization that determines whether a coun-
try achieves its economic goals. It is the evo-
lution of that economy—given its advantages
and weaknesses—in the context of greater
openness.

NOTES

1. Comparisons of relative stability (as
measured by the coefficient of variation) reveal
that portfolio flows have actually been less
volatile than loans or trade credit. The scale of
portfolio inflows during this period, however,
has averaged more than 10 times that of loans
and trade credit (peaking at 10 percent of
GDP in 1999).

2. When the value of the contingent lia-
bility in fact derives from the divergence be-
tween actual and contracted future rates.

3. For example, in the first four months of
1998, investment in the bond market
amounted to 2.3 percent of annual GDP; in
the following four months, a net outflow of 2.6
percent took place. An even sharper reversal oc-
curred in October 1997, when the crash of the
Hong Kong stock market led to an outflow rep-
resenting 0.7 percent of annual GDP in that
month. On the positive side, the London list-
ing of Old Mutual in July 1999 led to net
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nonresident investment in equities amounting
to a 1.2 percent of GDP in that month alone
equivalent to an annualized rate of 14.4 per-
cent of GDP.

4. These were well in excess of those of fast
growing emerging economies, such as Chile,
Malaysia, and the Republic of Korea.
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This study provides a detailed overview of the
economic reforms in Turkey since 1980 and an
account of whether the reforms attained their
objectives. As for most developing countries in
the late 1970s, Turkey also realized the weak-
nesses of an import-substitution strategy and
moved to a more outward-oriented economic
development strategy. Especially in the 1980s,
there was an accelerated reform and adjustment
process in almost all sectors of the economic
system. It started with the liberalization of the
foreign trade regime and the financial sector.
And it culminated with the liberalization of
capital accounts in late 1989, radically chang-
ing the policymaking environment.

TRADE LIBERALIZATION

As for many developing economies in the
1960s and 1970s, Turkey’s main economic
development strategy was centered on import-
substitution policies. It was a period charac-
terized by immense public investment
programs, aimed at expanding the domestic
production capacity in heavy manufacturing
and capital goods. Foreign trade was under
heavy protection, with quantitative restric-
tions and a fixed exchange rate regime that, on
average, was overvalued, given purchasing
power parity.

The strategy involved heavy dependence on
imported raw materials, and Turkey’s terms
of trade deteriorated after the first oil shock in
1973–74. This deterioration put a huge bur-
den on the balance of payments, compensated
by short-term borrowing. From 1977 onwards,
with shortfalls in imports and problems in the
labor market, difficulties emerged on the sup-
ply side. With an expansionary fiscal policy
maintained on the demand side, imbalances in

aggregate supply and demand accelerated the
already increasing inflation. Measures to over-
come the crisis were inadequate, and second oil
shock in 1979 deepened the crisis. Turkey’s
trade liberalization was initiated to resolve the
1977–79 balance of payments crisis in an en-
vironment of low domestic savings and slug-
gish investment.

On January 24, 1980 decisions were an-
nounced to curb inflation, fill the foreign fi-
nancing gap, and attain a more outward-oriented
and market-based economic system. Within
the framework of these decisions, export subsi-
dies were granted, and exchange rates were al-
lowed to depreciate in real terms to make Turkish
exports more competitive—and promote export-
led growth.

The new economic program included ex-
port subsidies, a large devaluation, and price
increases for goods and services produced by
state economic enterprises. The “big push” in
the exchange rate, interest rates, and adminis-
trated public product prices was coupled with
heterodox export incentive schemes, quickly
implemented. These moves helped regain the
confidence of international creditors. The
World Bank adjustment and International
Monetary Fund (IMF) Stand-by loans were
arranged rapidly, disbursed in conjunction
with additional debt relief operations.

Three characteristics of the policy envi-
ronment facilitated the trade reform. First,
net foreign lending allowed the resumption of
intermediate good imports and eased pres-
sure on public finance. Because of the low
rates of capacity utilization (around 45–50
percent), industrial firms showed a strong ex-
port response to the rapidly altered incentive
structure. Second, the exchange rate depreci-
ation was high but sustainable. Third, domestic

Turkey
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absorption was significantly lowered in the
first half of the 1980s to provide room for the
initial push in export expansion. In this period,
real wages and agricultural incomes were de-
creased substantially.

EXPANSION OF EXPORT INCENTIVES AND

SUBSIDIES

In the 1970s export incentive schemes—such
as tax rebates, concessional credits, and forex
allocations—were already in operation. But
without a realistic exchange rate and support-
ive macroeconomic policies, their impact was
limited. The composition of exports shifted in
favor of manufacturing, while agriculture main-
tained its dominance, with an average share of
more than 60 percent.

The 1980 adjustment policy package ex-
panded and consolidated the export incentive
schemes, improved administrative efficiency,
and promoted foreign trade companies. The
post-1980 export incentive schemes can be
grouped in five categories:
• Exchange rate kept on a depreciating path.

The government’s policy to support ex-
porters was a real depreciation, which
amounted to a PPP-plus rule until 1988.
After 1988 the Central Bank slowed the
rate of depreciation (Rodrik 1991).

• Direct payments to exporters. The initial costs
of exporters were covered by the govern-
ment’s budget and extra-budgetary funds,
with direct payments through tax rebates
and cash premia. During 1980–84 tax re-
bates dominated direct payments, with sub-
sidies reaching 17 percent of the value of
manufactured exports in 1984. But pressure
on the government budget caused a shift in
emphasis from export subsidies to a more
active exchange rate policy. Also after 1984,
cash premia from extra-budgetary funds
became significant due to the approval of
GATT code and the phasing out of tax re-
bates. Import liberalization would also stim-
ulate exports. So direct subsidies for exports
were gradually cut, falling to 4.4 percent in
1990 and abolished thereafter.

• Preferential and subsidized export credits.
The Export Promotion Fund, the Central

Bank, the Turkish Development Bank,
and the Turkey Eximbank provided sub-
sidized export credits. Rediscount rates for
exporters were kept below the commer-
cial interest rates. At the beginning of the
1980s, Central Bank resources were used
effectively to promote exports, but after
1984 its credits fell to very low levels. In
line with this development, the share of the
commercial bank loans in export credits in-
creased, and commercial banks became
the dominant lender in the export credit
market.

• Tax exemptions for imported inputs. Im-
ported goods, used as input in the pro-
duction of export goods, were exempt from
import taxes. So, tax exemptions increased
gradually, with the export sector growing.

• Corporate tax allowances. Although there is
no precise figure for corporate tax al-
lowances, it is estimated that tax allowances
increased as export volume increased.
As a result, export subsidies increased as a

percentage of the value of total manufactured
exports between 1980 and 1984 and then de-
creased gradually as the export sector became
more self-sufficient1. The tax rebates were
highest for skill-intensive investment goods, and
below average for labor- and resource-intensive
consumer goods in manufacturing. But, the
share of consumer goods was the highest in di-
rect payments, because that product group
(including textile and food processing) made
up the largest part of manufactured exports.

IMPORT LIBERALIZATION AND STRUCTURE OF

PROTECTION

By the end of the 1970s import commodities
were classified in three lists: Quota List (imports
subject to quantitative limits), Liberalized List
1 (including all goods that could be freely im-
ported), and Liberalized List 2 (including all
items whose importation required a license).
Imports of goods that did not appear in any of
the three lists were prohibited. According to
the pre-1980 import regime, importers were
required to place an advance deposit guarantee
with the Central Bank for import activities. In
1979 the deposit requirement rates were set at
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20 percent on the value of imports for indus-
trial uses and 40 percent for commercial pur-
poses. Moreover, tariffs and nontariff charges
—municipal tax, stamp duty, wharf charge,
and production tax—were also imposed on im-
ports (Tiktik 1997). 

In the 1970s the composition of imports
changed because of the import-substitution
strategy. With the domestic production of in-
vestment goods, their share in the import bill
came down from 47 percent in 1970 to 20 per-
cent in 1980. But the two oil shocks in the
1970s contributed to the increase in the share
of intermediate goods in total imports, from
48 percent to 78 percent.

In 1980 the stamp duty on imports was re-
duced from 25 percent to 1 percent, and im-
port regulations were simplified. In 1981 the
Quota List was abolished, and many items
were transferred from Liberalized List 2 to the
less restrictive Liberalized List 1.

The January 1984 reform of the import
regime was a major break with the past. Two
principal lists were abolished, and three new
lists introduced: Prohibited List, List of Im-
ports Subject to License, and Fund List (cov-
ering luxury goods.) Under the new regime,
all commodities not explicitly prohibited
could be imported. The reductions in quan-
titative restrictions were accompanied by 
cuts in the rates of customs duties. The goods
on the Fund List were subject to a dollar-
denominated surcharge, in addition to the
trade taxes. The levy proceeds were chan-
neled to extra-budgetary funds, to serve two
purposes: financing social projects, such as
mass housing, and providing temporary pro-
tection to domestic industries.

In 1985 the Prohibited List was phased out,
with banned commodities reduced from 500
items to 3—weapons, ammunition, and nar-
cotics. In 1988, 33 different items were sub-
ject to import licenses. In July 1989 the
government introduced an “anti-dumping law”
to protect domestic production from unfair
competition. In 1989 import liberalization
gained further momentum. The number of
goods subject to licenses was reduced from 33
to 16, with tariffs and levies on imports reduced
substantially.

The import regime changed again in 1990.
Import guarantee deposits and licensing were
phased out entirely. The List of Investment
Goods was created. And custom duties and
Mass Housing Fund (MHF) levies were con-
solidated in a single list. After the minor tar-
iff adjustments in 1991 and 1992, a new set
of measures was introduced in January 1993.
All tariffs and tariff-equivalent charges other
than customs duty and MHF charges were
eliminated in line with commitments to the Eu-
ropean Union (EU), and the remaining re-
ductions in tariffs and MHF were completed
by the beginning of 19962.

So Turkey managed in the 1980s both to
remove quantity rationing and to reduce im-
port tariff levels. The World Bank classified it
as an intensive adjuster in 1991.

CUSTOMS UNION WITH THE EU

Turkey established a Customs Union with the
EU in January 1, 1996. It agreed to eliminate
all the duties and MHF charges imposed on
EU and European Free Trade Agreement
(EFTA) products, eliminate all the quantita-
tive restrictions, and impose common cus-
toms duties for the third countries. The
weighted protection rate on EU and EFTA
products fell from 5.9 percent to zero. And the
import protection rate imposed on third coun-
tries’ products came down from 10.8 percent
to 6 percent. But import duties on some goods
(cars, trucks, leather, shoes, ceramics) were de-
ceased gradually. Turkey lowered import du-
ties on these goods by 10 percent in 1997, by
10 percent in 1998 by 15 percent in 1999
and 2000 and by 50 percent in 2001. On Jan-
uary 1, 2001, import duties on goods from
third countries fell to the common customs
duty level imposed by the EU.

FINANCIAL TRADE LIBERALIZATION

Since the 1980s individual domestic markets
have taken steps to strengthen connections
with each other and integrate with the inter-
national financial system. All major industri-
alized countries liberalized their domestic
financial markets. Most developing countries
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followed, Turkey among them. It launched a
series of economic, legal and institutional re-
forms at the beginning of 1980s.

TRANSFORMATION OF THE EXCHANGE RATE

REGIME

The first step to more market-oriented policies
was the change of the exchange rate regime. Be-
fore the 1980s the exchange rate was fixed
with the value of the Turkish lira determined
and adjusted according to the changing eco-
nomic conditions. But lags in adjustment oc-
casionally resulted in significant overvaluations.
So a more realistic and flexible exchange rate
policy was initiated with the stabilization pro-
gram in January 1980. The Turkish lira was
largely devalued against other currencies, and
a uniform rate was established (also eliminat-
ing the black market). From May 1981 onward,
the Central Bank adjusted exchange rates daily.

At the end of 1982, commercial banks
were permitted to hold foreign exchange po-
sitions—mainly to facilitate foreign exchange
transfers from abroad and from parallel mar-
kets (and to prevent capital flight). The rate
regime was broadly liberalized on July 7, 1984
with Decree 30: 
• Restrictions on importing Turkish lira

banknotes, coins, and other means of pay-
ments were removed, though exporting
Turkish lira items was subject to the gov-
ernment’s permission.

• Residents were permitted to hold foreign
currency and foreign exchange deposits,
and to make payments via foreign exchange.

• The Central Bank was authorized to im-
port and export gold bullion. Banks were
also authorized to sell gold bullion in the
domestic market.

• Banks were allowed to accept foreign cur-
rency deposits from residents, to keep for-
eign currency abroad, and to engage in
foreign exchange transactions.

• Importing and exporting all kinds of se-
curities were allowed. The sale of securities
to nonresidents, denominated in foreign
currency and issued in Turkey, was allowed.

• Nonresidents were allowed to purchase
real estate and real rights in Turkey, by

converting foreign exchange and transfer-
ring all proceeds through a bank.

• Nonresidents were allowed to invest, engage
in commercial activities, purchase shares,
engage in partnerships, and open branch
offices, representative offices, and agencies
by bringing the required capital in foreign
exchange.

• Banks gained freedom to fix their own ex-
change rates within a narrow band around
the exchange rate declared by the Central
Bank.

• So banks were allowed to freely fix their ex-
change rates for commercial, noncommer-
cial, and interbank transactions by June 29,
1985.

DEREGULATION OF INTEREST RATES

Throughout the 1970s the government con-
trolled deposit and lending interest rates. But
real interest rates became negative due to rapid
increase in inflation toward the end of the
decade. In January 1980 ceilings on deposit and
lending interest rates were abolished, since fi-
nancial funds were rapidly withdrawn from the
banking system and channeled into parallel fi-
nancial markets and foreign exchange. The
interest rate deregulation aimed to attract sav-
ings into the financial system and encourage
competition among financial institutions in
order to deepen the financial sector. But major
commercial banks set interest rates collectively
through “gentlemen’s agreements” to prevent
further increases in interest rates.

Self-imposed ceilings on deposit interest
rates gradually increased due to the excessive
demand for credits as well as competitive pres-
sures from the brokerage houses and small
banks. Many brokerage houses and small banks
that could not make their committed pay-
ments failed in the middle of 1982.

Their failure led the government to make
new regulations by taking into account the fu-
ture trend of interest rates. It authorized the nine
largest banks to set interest rates and allowed
the smaller banks to pay a premium. But large
banks were also willing to raise deposit inter-
est rates. In December 1983 the Central Bank
was reauthorized to determine deposit interest
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rates and review them regularly. In June 1987
banks were given freedom to determine their
deposit interest rates to some extent with a
communiqué from the Central Bank. In Oc-
tober 1988 all kinds of deposit interest rates were
freed.

CAPITAL MARKETS LAW AND THE ESTABLISHMENT

OF THE CAPITAL MARKETS BOARD

The Capital Markets Law, enacted in 1981, was
an important step in promoting the securities
markets. It mainly aimed to regulate, promote,
and supervise the capital markets and to pro-
tect the rights and benefits of investors through
the secure, transparent, and stable functioning
of the capital markets. 

In 1982 the Capital Markets Board, sub-
ject to the provisions of the Capital Markets
Law, was founded as a regulatory and super-
visory authority for the conditions and func-
tioning of capital markets. Since then the
banks and other financial institutions have
been subject to the law’s provisions and to the
board’s supervision for their capital market in-
termediary activities.

GOVERNMENT SECURITIES AUCTIONS IN 1985

Before the 1980s, fiscal deficits were frequently
financed by direct monetization through the
Central Bank Until 1985 governments pre-
ferred not to issue securities to finance fiscal
deficits, and the Treasury tended to use the
short-term advance facility granted by the
Central Bank. Monetary policy was thus mostly
dependent on fiscal policy. In May 1985 the
government began to issue treasury bills and
bonds to finance the budget deficit. The neg-
ative impact of fiscal deficits on the Central
Bank balance sheet was reduced to some extent
by treasury auctions. 

The government securities auctions pro-
vided the pre-conditions for open market op-
erations at the Central Bank and for a
secondary bills and bonds market at the Is-
tanbul Stock Exchange. The government se-
curities auctions provided an attractive
alternative investment area for financial and
nonfinancial institutions since interest rates of

these instruments were determined under
market conditions and had zero-credit risk.
Moreover, yields of these auctions has been ac-
cepted as major rates for the economy since
they were determined by competitive bidding
and the volume of auctions was high.

After the financial crisis in 1994, the short-
term advance facility of the Central Bank to the
Treasury was limited by 12 percent of the ex-
cess of the current year’s total general budget ap-
propriations over the previous fiscal year’s total
general budget appropriations. This ratio was
gradually lowered to 10 percent in 1996, 6
percent in 1997, and 3 percent for subsequent
years. With the new Central Bank Law of 2001
the short-term advance facility was forbidden.

MARKET OPENING REFORMS AT THE

CENTRAL BANK

At the beginning of 1986 the Istanbul Stock
Exchange began to operate as a secondary mar-
ket platform for government securities. In the
same year, the implementation of monetary
policy was modified. Under the new monetary
policy regime, the Central Bank mainly aimed
to control money supply by controlling total
reserves of the banking system. With the re-
discount facility limited to medium-term cred-
its, the reserve needs of the deposit money
banks could be met only to the extent supplied
by the Central Bank. The limitations imposed
by the Central Bank on automatic acquisition
of reserves by individual banks through the re-
discount facility required a market-oriented
distribution system to mobilize the excess liq-
uidity in the banking system.

The interbank money market. On April 2,
1986, banks were required to keep collateral
at the Central Bank to be able to do transac-
tions in Interbank Money Market. The Inter-
bank Money Market has provided efficient
functioning of the banking sector and devel-
oped an understanding of cash management. 

Open market operations. In February 1987,
the Central Bank commenced open market op-
erations as a main tool for implementing mon-
etary policy. The operations aimed to adjust the
liquidity of the banking system and thus con-
trol the money supply.
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Foreign exchange and banknotes markets. In
August 1988, foreign exchange and banknotes
markets were established at the Central Bank,
with daily fixing sessions. The markets are ac-
cepted as another monetary policy instrument
for using foreign exchange reserves more ef-
fectively. The Central Bank announced on
January 2, 2002, that it would end its inter-
mediary functions in Interbank Money Mar-
ket and Foreign Exchange and Banknotes
Markets by December 2, 2002.

CAPITAL ACCOUNT LIBERALIZATION

Capital account liberalization was initiated
with the economic and financial reforms that
started in 1980 and were fully completed in
1989. Before 1980 capital flows were con-
trolled through foreign exchange controls.
After 1980 capital account liberalization was
started with the Decrees No. 28 and 30, put
in force in December 1983 and July 1984.
These decrees partly liberalized the capital
accounts, and full capital account liberaliza-
tion was accomplished in 1989. Decree No.
32 was issued in the Official Gazette on Au-
gust 11, 1989. With this decree and amend-
ments to it, capital movements were fully
liberalized, and the major steps for convert-
ibility were taken. The main points of Decree
No. 32: 
• Residents can buy foreign exchange with-

out any limitation from the banks or spe-
cial finance institutions, and they are not
subject to any restrictions for keeping for-
eign exchange.

• Foreign exchange can be brought into the
country for all services rendered by residents
for nonresidents.

• Nonresidents can buy and sell all the se-
curities listed on the Stock Exchange and
the securities issued by permission of the
Capital Markets Board.

• Nonresidents can buy and sell, through
banks and special finance institutions, the
securities quoted on the foreign stock ex-
change and treasury and government bonds
denominated in the currencies bought and
sold by the Central Bank—and transfer
their purchase value abroad.

• Residents are free to issue, introduce, and
sell securities abroad—to bring securities
to Turkey and take them out.

• The proceeds of sales and liquidation of for-
eign capital may be transferred freely out
of the country by the banks and special fi-
nance institutions.

• Obtaining foreign credits is liberalized.
• Nonresidents are allowed to open Turkish

lira accounts and to transfer principal and
interests accruing to these accounts in
Turkish lira or foreign exchange.

• Blockages on real estate were removed, and
the transfer of income and sales value was
liberalized.

• Nonresidents are allowed to buy and trans-
fer foreign exchange and send Turkish lira
abroad without limit.

• The banks and private financial institu-
tions are obliged to give information about
the transfers exceeding $500,000 or its
equivalent of foreign exchange, except im-
port, export, and invisible transfers.

• Turkish residents are free to establish liai-
son offices and representations abroad.

REFORMS AND REGULATIONS CONCERNING

THE BANKING SECTOR

The banking has traditionally played a promi-
nent role in the financial system. As a reflec-
tion of the liberalization policy of 1980s, a
series of institutional and legal reforms took
place for the banking sector. The main purpose
was to strengthen the soundness and effec-
tiveness of the financial system—by encour-
aging competition among banks.

Although competition and insurance are ac-
cepted as opposite concepts, the Savings De-
posit Insurance Fund was necessarily instituted
at the Central Bank by means of an amendment
to the Banks Act in 1983. The main aim be-
hind the fund was to re-establish public con-
fidence, which deteriorated because of the
repeated failures in the banking system, and to
protect depositors against the negative effects
of the banking crisis. Initially, a nominal upper
limit was approved in order to implement for
each savings account. Banks were required to
participate in the fund.
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Since the 1980s two Bank Acts have been
ratified and implemented. The first one was the
Banks Act enacted on May 2, 1985, consisting
mostly of subjects related to the structural prob-
lems of the banking system. It aimed to pro-
vide a legal basis for prudential regulation and
supervision. Within the framework of that act,
banks were required to have a standard ac-
counting system, and the Sworn Bank Auditor
was authorized to monitor legal performance
and financial structure of the banks. Banks
were also required to be audited by independent
external auditors every year in accord with the
globally accepted principals of accounting. The
government was authorized to change the man-
agement of risky banks, and giving credit to a
single customer was restricted.

The Council of Ministers was authorized
to specify the main rules in provisioning for
nonperforming loans with an amendment of
the previous Banks Act in 1983. Then, a de-
cree issued on December 11, 1985, required
banks to keep specific loan loss provisions for
their unpaid loans as well as general provi-
sions for their whole portfolios.

In January 1987 banks were required to
present to the Central Bank their financial re-
ports, which were also audited by the inde-
pendent external auditors. 

In October 1989 banks were required to
adopt capital adequacy ratios in line with the
Bank for International Settlements guidelines
to ensure that they keep enough capital for the
risk of their assets. The application of the cap-
ital adequacy ratio has facilitated comparisons
with banks abroad.

After the stabilization program of April 5,
1994, the already established Savings Deposits
Insurance Fund (SDIF) was reorganized to pre-
vent turbulence in the banking sector. The gov-
ernment announced a full guarantee to all savings
deposits. The Central Bank law was amended,
and the short-term advance facility to the Trea-
sury was limited to increase public confidence.

The second Banks Act, enacted on June 18,
1999, broadened measures to strengthen the
financial structures of banks and the supervi-
sion mechanism. Accordingly, weak banks that
could not be rehabilitated were required to be
transferred to the SDIF. The act also aimed to

ensure accordance with international stan-
dards and the EU implementations in super-
vision mechanisms. The Banking Regulation
and Supervision Agency (BRSA) was estab-
lished as an organizationally and financially au-
tonomous body to enhance the efficiency,
competitiveness, and soundness of the bank-
ing sector; to maintain public confidence; and
to minimize the potential risks to the economy
coming from the banking sector. The Banks Act
of 1999 made the conditions for establishing
and operating banks more demanding. Banks
were also required to establish internal control
and risk management systems.

Problems stemming from the fragility of the
banking sector continue. One of the main rea-
sons is the weakness of the financial structure
of the public banks. Although only 7 of 80
banks were owned by the state, their share in
banking assets was 34 percent in 2000. And
their financial structures have deteriorated
since they finance public expenditures. Due to
the accumulated “duty-losses” of these banks,
their short-term liquidity requirement has
risen. The sharp increases in interest rates dur-
ing financial crisis have also contributed to
this. Since the state-owned banks have usually
offered higher interest rates to minimize the
costs of huge losses, the competition in the
banking sector has been distorted.

RECENT MACROECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS

AND REFORMS

Turkish authorities launched a comprehen-
sive disinflation program in 1998, known as the
Staff Monitored Program, with the aim of re-
ducing inflation and improving the fiscal per-
formance of the country. But political
uncertainties and the earthquakes in August
and November 1999 impeded the program, as
did the Asian and the Russian crises. 

The government announced a new com-
prehensive program with the guidance of the
IMF at the end of 1999. The program aimed
to decrease inflation to single digits by the end
of 2002, to reduce the real interest rates, and
thus to provide a stable macroeconomic envi-
ronment that would improve the long-term
growth potential. It was basically an exchange
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rate based stabilization program, which an-
nounced the value of the exchange rate basket
for the first one and a half years. Afterwards the
exchange rate was to fluctuate within a grad-
ually widening band. The program also set
limits on some fiscal and monetary aggregates,
and introduced important structural measures
in agriculture, social security, fiscal manage-
ment, and privatization to help to achieve the
fiscal targets. This went hand-in-hand with
an appropriate incomes policy. 

With the program, interest rates came
down sharply, a result of the removal of ex-
change rate uncertainty and the decline in the
risk premium. Good progress was then at-
tained in curbing inflation, which brought
down interest expenditure gave relief in the
budget3. But, the inertia in inflation led to a
real appreciation of the foreign exchange rate.
That real appreciation—together with the re-
covery of domestic demand, the increase in in-
ternational oil prices, and the weakening of the
euro—hurt the current account with a deficit
greatly exceeding the levels projected at the be-
ginning of the program. 

The worsening of the current account
deficit—coupled with the delays in privatiza-
tion efforts and structural reforms during the
second half of the year—blunted capital flows
and led to higher short-term interest rates in
August 2000. Although the regulatory frame-
work existed in principle with the newly formed
BRSA, the key supervision and restructuring
measures were delayed due to delays in ap-
pointments to the BRSA board and other
staffing problems. Besides, the reluctance of the
government to take additional measures in the
face of a worsening current account deficit led
the IMF to postpone the release of the third
tranche of the loan in October. 

The expectations of international investors
quickly turned negative. The rise in interest
rates hurt the financial structures of banks that
had a high share of government securities in
their portfolios and that financed those secu-
rities with rather short maturity resources. The
deterioration in banks’ balance sheets shat-
tered confidence in the financial markets about
the sustainability of the program in Novem-
ber. And foreign investors began to reduce

their portfolios4. The rapid exit of capital cre-
ated serious liquidity problems for banks,
highly dependent on foreign funds. 

The outflow, estimated at more than $5.2
billion, sapped the Central Bank’s foreign ex-
change reserves. So interest rates were hiked,
hurting the banks that had large government
paper portfolios and funded them from the
overnight markets. With the hike in short-
term interest rates, the prices of both public se-
curities and stock prices went down. The
Central Bank provided liquidity to the markets
by breaching net domestic asset corridors lim-
its on November 22. An enhanced policy pack-
age put into effect in December 2000 and the
IMF’s support in a Supplementary Reserve
Facility helped restore the confidence in the pro-
gram. So the fluctuations in the markets were
partially removed. Interest rates declined sig-
nificantly, but were still higher than before the
crisis. Imports slowed down, and inflation
continued to decline, if still higher than the rate
of depreciation. 

Although capital inflows revived, the No-
vember crisis increased the vulnerability of the
banking system. The maturity of both do-
mestic and foreign funds shortened after the
November crisis and interest rates, still high,
fueled suspicions about the sustainability of the
foreign exchange regime. Since there still ap-
peared to be serious problems in the funda-
mentals of the economy, the stability did not
last long. 

A political dispute in the coalition gov-
ernment eroded market confidence totally,
causing an immense attack on foreign ex-
change on February 19, amounting to $7.6
billion. The Central Bank tried to defend
the foreign exchange rate with a squeeze in liq-
uidity, followed by another hike in short-
term interest rates. That hike did not hinder
the capital outflows5. But the liquidity needs
of public banks locked up the whole pay-
ments system. The unsustainability of the
foreign exchange regime became rapidly ap-
parent, and the crawling peg regime, the basic
pillar of the 1999 disinflation program, was
abandoned on February 22. The dollar rate
moved from 680,000 Turkish liras to 960,000
the next day.
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In the aftermath of the financial crisis, a
new agreement was made with the IMF in
May 2001. And a new program, “Turkey’s
Program for Transition to a Strong Economy”
was announced, more decisive about the struc-
tural reforms, the program’s overall strategy
can be summarized in three steps: reduce un-
certainty in the financial markets, stabilize the
money and the foreign exchange markets, and
establish macroeconomic balances.

One aim of the program was to ensure the
long-term sustainability of fiscal adjustment and
to improve the efficiency of the public sector
governance. In this regard, the regulations to
strengthen budget discipline and to enhance
the revenue resources have been put in place.
To combat tax evasion and distribute the tax
burden evenly, the tax regulations extend the
use of tax identification numbers. Precautions
were taken to expand the coverage of the bud-
get and improve fiscal control. And the bud-
getary, extra-budgetary and revolving funds
were closed. A new Law on Public Finance
and the Debt Management was submitted to
parliament.

Income policy in line with targeted infla-
tion rates was one of the basics of the program.
The dialogue with business circles and em-
ployee representatives was enhanced to attain
moderate wage and price increases. The Eco-
nomic and Social Council Law, which brings
together employers and employees of the pub-
lic and private sectors and other civil society
organizations, had already been enacted in
2000. It aims to develop consensus and col-
laboration among social groups in formulating
economic and social policies.

Although some important measures were
taken for the banking sector, such as the
BRSA, its fragility deepened during the No-
vember 2000 and February 2001 crises. That
is why the new program gave top priority to
banking reform. The overnight positions of
the state and SDIF banks were reduced to ease
their pressure on the interest rates. The gov-
ernance structure of the state-owned banks
was reformed to minimize the political in-
fluence on the banking sector. The “duty
losses” of state banks were eliminated. A plan
to resolve the banks taken over by SDIF was

implemented, and amendments to Banking
Law were approved by the Parliament. 

SOME IMPORTANT REGULATORY AND

INSTITUTIONAL REFORMS

The early reforms of 1980s were important
steps to develop a market economy in Turkey.
But they have not prevented macroeconomic
instability and chronic inflation. As time passed,
it became more evident that the reform ef-
forts should be much more comprehensive. The
recent crises revealed that the current situation
would only worsen without more stringent
reforms, especially in the public sector and
the banking sector. The EU accession process,
which helps to shape reform agenda and pro-
vides a benchmark, also plays an important role
for Turkey’s reform efforts.

FINANCIAL SECTOR REFORMS

Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency.
Although important steps were taken in the
liberalization of the financial system in the af-
termath of 1980s, some severe problems still
existed in the banking sector. To contribute to
the efficiency, competitiveness and soundness
of the banking sector, the BRSA was estab-
lished with the Banks Act of 1999. The main
goals were: to safeguard the rights and bene-
fits of depositors and create the proper envi-
ronment, thus contributing directly to the
achievement of long-run economic growth of
the country; to enhance banking sector effi-
ciency and competitiveness; to maintain con-
fidence in the banking sector; to minimize the
potential risks to the economy from the bank-
ing sector; and to enhance the soundness of
the banking sector.

Transition to an independent central bank.
The changes under the new law enacted in
April 2001 emphasized that the primary ob-
jective of the Central Bank was to achieve and
maintain price stability. It was prohibited
from granting advancing and extending credit
to the Treasury and public institutions. It
was also prohibited from purchasing debt in-
struments issued by the Treasury and public
institutions in the primary market. The duty
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periods of vice governors were extended from
three years to five. According to the Central
Bank Law of 1970, governors could not be ex-
cused from office before the end of their duty
periods. With the new law, this statement
was extended to vice governors, in accord
with 14 in European Central Banks System
Status. Transparency and accountability were
also enhanced. 

PUBLIC SECTOR REFORMS

The main aim of the public sector reforms
was to ensure transparency and accountability
in resource allocation in the public sector.

Transparency. In Turkey, the 1980s and
1990s witnessed the violation of the principle
of the budget unity through extra-budgetary
funds and duty losses. The flexibility of the
budget was lost, and the preparation and the
application of the budget became inefficient.
With the break in resources and expenditures,
the budget system has become inadequate in
providing information to decisionmakers. In
the 1990s urgent precautions were required to
increase the transparency in public accounts
and to increase the efficiency of the budget
process. So fiscal adjustment measures began
to be implemented in 2000. With the new pro-
gram, important progress has been made in
eliminating obstacles and delays in the man-
agement of public expenditures—and provid-
ing budgetary discipline.

Strengthening public finance and adminis-
tration. Turkish authorities were aware of the
urgency of the effective regulatory manage-
ment system and took important steps in order
to reform the public administration. The
attempts have aimed to build an effective, ac-
countable, and merit-based public adminis-
tration. The first requirement for this was to
build a system with the recruitment of civil ser-
vants based on the merit of the worker. This
required changes to recruitment. The old sys-
tem was dependent on exams, held by the re-
cruiting agency and based on flexible criteria.
Open to abuse, this sometimes lead to fa-
voritism. To prevent this a new examination
system was adopted. And a scheme was intro-
duced to fight corruption in the public sector. 

Structural measures included rationaliz-
ing public expenditures and revenues. Reforms
include strengthening public finances and im-
proving operational performance.

Reforms in agriculture. The share of popu-
lation in agriculture is still extensive, and in-
come inequality is high. So supporting the
sector is inevitable.

Earlier support schemes distorted market
signals, benefiting rich farmers more than poor
ones. Reform programs instituted in 2000
aimed at phasing out support policies and re-
placing them with a direct income support
system targeting poor farmers directly. In ac-
cord with the new program, Direct Income
Support to the Farmers was introduced. 

Social security. Turkey’s pension scheme
has had serious problems, and it has become
a major source of fiscal burden. A reform pro-
posal was enacted in September 1999.

The reform introduced a minimum re-
tirement age of 58 (female) and 60 (male) for
contributors entering the system; current con-
tributors are allowed a gradual transition pe-
riod. The reform changed the benefit formula
for new entrants, and provided for gradual ex-
pansion of the reference wage period of the full
contribution career, to improve the link be-
tween contributions and benefits. With the
reform, discretionary pension indexation, gen-
erally based on civil service wage increases,
was replaced with pensions being indexed to
the consumer price index, and the ceiling on
contributions was raised. Another important
development: unemployment insurance. Tra-
ditionally, the severance payments program
has been the primary form of protection against
involuntary employment in Turkey. With the
new scheme, put into effect in June 2000, no
payments were to be made before February
2002.

The second phase of the reform consisted
of institutional improvements. To unify norms
and standards, to establish and share a common
and reliable database for the three different
institutions, and to monitor actuarial and fi-
nancial developments, a Social Security Insti-
tution was established under the Ministry of
Labor and Social Security. Health insurance and
pension insurance departments within Social
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Insurance Corporation and social security were
separated. The Turkish Employment Institu-
tion was established to monitor the needs and
provide the requirements of the active labor
markets and to be responsible for the man-
agement of the newly founded unemployment
insurance system. Another important area of
the reform process was the establishment of
voluntary-funded private pension schemes,
with a view to support public insurance.

CONCLUSION

Much has been done over the last two decades
in integrating Turkey into the world economy.
But as some of the main macroeconomic in-
dicators exhibit, the Turkish economy could not
adequately benefit from this integration. The
main underlying factor for this failure is the
short-term orientation of economic policies—
by frequently changing coalition governments
and postponing structural reforms, mainly in
banking, public finance, and public manage-
ment. High public sector deficits created chronic
and high-inflationary environment, impeding
the medium-term planning of economic agents.
Another factor is the international economy.
After the worldwide spread of capital account
liberalization measures in the 1990s, the vul-
nerability of the developing economies to ex-
ternal shocks increased considerably. In that
sense, Turkey was no exception. It also suf-
fered from the adverse effects of the economic
crisis elsewhere, such as the Gulf War in
1990–91 and the Russian Crisis in 1998. These
shocks led to sudden and huge reversals in
short-term capital flows throughout the 1990s.

To sum up the overall effect of this inte-
gration, the balance of payments problems of the
Turkish economy seem to have improved slightly
in the last two decades. But this improvement
has been coupled with the declining long-term
growth rates and with high and persistent in-
flation. Especially after the liberalization of the
capital account at the end of 1989, the growth
rate became more volatile and the uncertainty
in the economy has increased. The reform has
also resulted in more foreign indebtedness. Al-
though per capita income improved, the in-
come distribution has gotten worse.

In an overall assessment of recent decades,
one benchmark should be the growth rate.
Turkey reached high growth rates of 6 percent
a year in the 1960s and 1970s, yet these rates
slowed down significantly and became more
volatile in the 1980s and 1990s. Even so, the
growth rates of the 1980s and the first half of
the 1990s seem successful (at around 4.5 per-
cent a year) when compared with the poor
growth of other middle-income developing
countries in the same period.

Turkey’s sluggish performance can be at-
tributed to the fall in gross fixed capital for-
mation as a percentage of GNP in the early
1980s. Scarce public resources led to a decline
in public investment. While there was an ex-
pansion in the private sector investment, the
main driving force of private investment was
the rapid increase in construction spending
for housing. If housing is excluded from pri-
vate investment, the ratio of private invest-
ment to GNP did not move upward—instead
staying at 10–12 percent of GNP. 

With the export-led growth strategy in
this period, substantial subsidies were pro-
vided to exporters. But booming exports did
not raise private manufacturing industry’s gross
fixed capital formation. Private manufacturing
industry’s gross fixed capital formation was
less than 4 percent of GNP in the 1980s, and
it increased only slightly in the 1990s. Why?
Because unsustainably high public sector bor-
rowing led to high inflation and interest rates,
crowding out private investment (Celasun
1994). Indeed, the average growth of 3.9 per-
cent for 1980–99 can be decomposed as 1.6
percent for capital productivity, 1.7 percent for
labor productivity, and 0.6 percent for total fac-
tor productivity. These figures are low for a
high-potential developing economy. 

A study by the World Bank (2000) points
out that the main sources of productivity
growth in Turkey between 1975 and 1990
were changes in the sectoral composition,
that is the flow of labor from agriculture to
other sectors. That analysis can be extended
to developments in labor market and job cre-
ation capacity of the economy. Turkey faces
a labor absorption problem, evident in un-
employment rates. During 1981–97 total
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employment grew only by 1.5 percent a year
while the working-age population (the pool
of all potential workers) grew by more than
3 percent (World Bank 2000b). 

Either the economy is not growing enough
to generate employment for rising population,
or it is growing but this growth is not labor-
intensive enough. No clear-cut answers are
available. Basic trade theory suggests that spe-
cialization will follow and labor abundant
economies will produce more labor-intensive
goods, creating more employment after un-
dertaking substantial efforts to liberalize trade
and integrate with the world economy. But,
employment creation did follow trade liberal-
ization in Turkey. Nor did the trade reforms
improve the economy’s general productivity.

NOTES

1. In addition to export incentives and
subsidies, the Free Trade Zones Law was issued
in 1985 with the objective of increasing export
oriented investment and production. Mersin
and Antalya free zones became operational in
1988; the Aegean and Istanbul Atatürk Airport
free zones in 1990, the Trabzon free zone in
1992 and commercial activities have been con-
ducted in the Mardin and East Anatolian free
zones since October 1995. Turkey has been a
member of World Export Processing Zones As-
sociation since 1991.

2. Turkey has been a member of the GATT
since 1950. It signed the Uruguay Round
Treaties in 1994. It has accepted GATT regu-
lations on textiles, services, and agricultural
trade—as well as trade related intellectual prop-
erty rights. As a result, the Turkish Patent In-
stitute was established in 1994. Turkey also has
been a member of the WTO since 1995.

3. Even if the realized inflation figures
were above the program targets, they were well
below the last 14 year’s averages.

4. The main reasons behind the rapid exit
of capital in November can be summarized as
follows: disappointing inflation results for Oc-
tober, unexpectedly high monthly trade deficits,
political difficulties encountered in privatization,
worsening relations with the EU, the economic
situation in Argentina, and disclosure of irreg-
ularities in the banking system and a criminal
investigation into several banks taken over by
the SDIF (Akyuz and Boratav, 2002).

5. Overnight rates reached 5,000 percent.
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Globalization has the potential to deliver sub-
stantial economic benefits. But it also brings
risks, which policymakers need to address. In
general, the global response to these risks has
been inadequate.

Liberalization and openness are not
enough. To benefit from more openness, a
new commitment to good policymaking, re-
sponsive to globalization’s challenges, is re-
quired at the country level. Each country must
tackle these challenges in a way appropriate to
its domestic setting, but some general princi-
ples may be more widely applicable.

The UK experience suggests several such
principles:
• Macroeconomic policymaking in a global

environment needs to pay particular at-
tention to ensuring credibility and consis-
tency. This can be achieved through a focus
on medium-term stability, openness and
transparency in the conduct of policy, and
appropriate institutional structures.

• Capital market openness strengthens the
need for a strong and effective regulatory
framework.

• To compete effectively in global markets,
countries need structural policies to facil-
itate a dynamic business sector. Labor mar-
ket flexibility must be accompanied by
investment in education and skills, and a
competitive domestic business environ-
ment must be encouraged through tough
and effective competition policy.

• By itself, a more open and competitive en-
vironment cannot guarantee equitable access
to resources by all members of society. Poli-
cies that address income disparities are needed
to ensure equality of opportunity for all.

• Global solutions are needed for global prob-
lems, but a commitment to take domestic

action in support of internationally agreed
initiatives is also necessary, if international
policy coordination is to succeed.

POLICIES TO GET MORE FROM GLOBALIZATION

Global markets provide access to more capital,
better technology, greater choice of goods, and
the benefits of larger markets and economies
of scale. Free flows of goods and capital lead
to a more efficient allocation of resources and
higher growth and incomes, and increased
competition and exposure to world best prac-
tice lead to more efficient, responsive, and in-
novative domestic economies.

But policymakers need to address risks as-
sociated with globalization. For example:
• Macroeconomic and financial stability may

be more difficult to achieve with open cap-
ital markets and volatile asset prices.

• Integration of financial markets creates op-
portunities for their abuse (through op-
portunities to launder money, evade taxes,
and finance terrorism).

• New technologies and greater competi-
tion can adversely affect particular sectors,
regions, or types of workers, leading to di-
vergences in incomes and opportunities.

• With greater economic integration, prob-
lems previously dealt with domestically
can become international issues, requir-
ing an international response.
Global integration creates change—which

labor markets, tax and social security systems,
regulatory and institutional arrangements, and
fiscal and monetary policy frameworks have
often failed to respond to adequately. Above all,
globalization is failing to deliver benefits for
those who need help most—the millions of
poor people whose standards of living fall

United Kingdom
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below the standards set out in the Millennium
Development Goals.

Because of these problems, a new global
movement for change has developed. But the
right response is to enhance global economic
cooperation, not to prevent it. Through con-
tinuing cooperation, we need to ensure that
globalization works for the benefit of all, in-
cluding the poorest countries:
• We must remove barriers that have pre-

vented countries from sharing in the ben-
efits of integration. The potential benefits
of a new trade round to the poorest coun-
tries are substantial—and greater than the
impact of development assistance.

• We need to invest in citizens, to ensure that
everyone can take advantage of the bene-
fits of greater globalization. In particular,
there is a need for a step increase in invest-
ment in health and education for the poor-
est countries.

• We need to improve the effectiveness of de-
velopment assistance: by untying aid, im-
proving donor coordination, and
harmonizing procedures; and by budget
support coupled with better public man-
agement and more targeted assistance to-
wards the poorest countries.

• There needs to be more dialogue between in-
ternational investors and recipient country
governments, to ensure that everyone is able

to benefit from the increased opportunities
offered by foreign direct investment.
But there is a need to localize as well as

globalize—to seek local solutions within a
global framework. Good policymaking at the
country level includes:
• Macroeconomic reform, to achieve a sta-

ble and predictable fiscal and monetary
framework.

• Capital market reform, to create a dynamic
financial sector while building an effective
and comprehensive regulatory framework.

• Structural reform, to create a more dy-
namic, efficient, and innovative economy.

• Labor market reform, to promote flexibil-
ity and equality of opportunity.

• A commitment to undertake domestic
policies necessary to support the interna-
tional response to global problems.

TRENDS IN THE UK

The post-war period saw a steady decline in
trade barriers in the UK, driven by successive
rounds of GATT negotiations, along with entry
into the European Community in 1973. Aver-
age effective tariffs for the UK fell from 8.7
percent in 1972 to 4.7 percent in 1979 (Ennew
and Reed 1990). Since then, the subsequent ef-
fects of the Tokyo Round and Uruguay Round
cuts have lowered tariffs for most manufactured
goods to negligible levels. But the agricultural
and textile sectors remain protected however.
With exports and imports together now equal
to just over half of national income, the UK
ranks as a relatively open economy (figure 1).

Not surprisingly, trade with the European
Union (EU) plays a significant role in overall
UK trade. The share of intra-EU trade of total
UK trade has risen from 42 percent in 1975 to
57 percent in 1999. The UK is one of the most
advanced economies in implementing the Sin-
gle Market initiative, aimed at breaking down
further barriers to trade and investment within
the EU. There is still room for progress in re-
ducing barriers to trade, both within the EU and
between the EU and the rest of the world.

Liberalization of capital markets in the
UK has been extensive. Exchange controls
were abolished in the UK in 1979, and direct
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controls on capital markets gradually disman-
tled, including the removal of indirect controls
on bank lending, the abolition of reserve re-
quirements, and the deregulation of the secu-
rities market and building society interest rates.

The UK is now one of the most open
countries in the world in terms of capital
flows. Average daily turnover in the London
foreign exchange market makes up over 30 per-
cent of total turnover—the highest in the
world. FDI flows increased significantly dur-
ing the 1990s (figure 2). The UK now ranks
second in the world in both inward and out-
ward direct investment stocks.

CREATING A STABLE MACROECONOMY

A more integrated global economy poses new
challenges for macroeconomic policy. Credi-
bility has become more important, and more
quickly rewarded by international capital
markets, whereas any losses of credibility are
more quickly and severely punished. As
economies become more integrated, the sources
of economic shocks are likely to widen—and
be transmitted more quickly. Macroframe-
works and the credibility of policies are thus
likely to be more severely tested.

In the 1980s and early 1990s, the lack of
a credible macroeconomic framework in the
UK led to substantial volatility in output, in-
flation, and interest rates. But, from 1997 on-
wards, changes to the monetary and fiscal
policy frameworks have improved macroeco-
nomic performance, with low and stable in-
flation and balanced fiscal outcomes (figure 3).

MONETARY POLICY

A broad consensus now exists that price stability
is an essential precondition for achieving high
and stable levels of growth and employment.
But for much of the past two decades, the
UK’s inflation performance was very poor, de-
spite attempts to tackle the problem through
a variety of different policy measures (figure 4).

In the early 1980s the UK government
undertook to control inflation through mon-
etary targeting, setting targets for the M3 mea-
sure of the money supply for several years in

advance, in tandem with projections for the fis-
cal deficit. But repeated overshooting of the tar-
get led to an upward revision, along with the
introduction of various other monetary targets.
At the same time, the exchange rate began to
gain more weight in the assessment of the
stance of monetary policy and, later, as an in-
termediate target.

By 1987 monetary policy had shifted to a
policy of pegging the pound informally to the
Deutsche mark (“shadowing” it). The stance
of monetary policy remained relatively easy
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until mid-1988, when it became clear that
economic activity was considerably more ro-
bust than previously thought. This forced a
sharp correction in monetary policy: interest
rates were raised dramatically in 1989. But by
the end of 1990 the UK was in recession and
the interest rate was falling again.

The UK entered the Exchange Rate Mech-
anism in October 1990, but by 1992 tensions
started developing. Although the Bundesbank
had increased interest rates in 1991 and 1992,
a similar move was judged inappropriate for the
UK at a time of cyclical weakness. This placed
increasing pressure on the exchange rate, with
sterling moving to the lower end of its band.
Sterling was eventually withdrawn from Ex-
change Rate Mechanism in the wake of con-
siderable exchange market turbulence.

The UK subsequently adopted a new
monetary policy framework, which centered
on direct targeting of inflation. Moves were
also made to improve the transparency and
accountability of policy. But monetary pol-
icy remained firmly in the hands of the
Chancellor until 1997, when the new Labour
government moved to place the operational
responsibility for monetary policy in the
hands of a new, independent Monetary Pol-
icy Committee.

Up to this point, monetary policy had re-
peatedly failed to maintain price stability:
• The objectives of monetary policy were

not specified properly.

• Monetary policy was not sufficiently
forward-looking.

• Roles and responsibilities were not clear and
consistent.

• Monetary policy decisions were made by
politicians, not experts.

• Monetary policy was not transparent or
accountable.
These inadequacies of the monetary pol-

icy framework meant that even when an ap-
parently firm and irrevocable monetary target
was chosen (such as entry into the Exchange
Rate Mechanism), the government lacked the
credibility to persuade the public of its com-
mitment to the objective. As the government’s
credibility diminished, the costs of maintain-
ing the exchange rate peg rose, and the prob-
ability of exit increased. If targets are to be
durable, they must be backed by the appro-
priate institutional framework to ensure they
are also credible.

The new monetary policy framework in-
troduced in 1997 is based on a set of key
principles:
• Clear and sound long term policy objectives.

The inflation target is set by the govern-
ment to achieve price stability.

• Pre-commitment, through strong institu-
tional arrangements and procedural rules.
The Monetary Policy Committee is given
autonomy to achieve the inflation target.

• Maximum openness and transparency, and
clear accountability. The Bank of England
Act lays down guidelines for the publica-
tion of minutes, regular reporting, and
clear accountability procedures.
These arrangements provide a clear focus

on price stability as the monetary policy goal,
along with the flexibility to cope with eco-
nomic shocks.

FISCAL POLICY

Monetary policy on its own cannot guarantee
stability. Fiscal policy must also be set with the
overall goal of macrostability in mind. During
the 1980s and early 1990s, fiscal policy often
added to volatility and instability. Temporary,
cyclical improvements in the fiscal position
were misinterpreted as permanent, structural
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improvements, and the resulting over-opti-
mistic forecasts led to a loosening of fiscal pol-
icy in 1988, when the economy was already
growing significantly above trend.

As the economy returned to trend, the fis-
cal position rapidly deteriorated, and the sur-
plus fell faster than forecast in successive
budgets. During the ensuing downturn, tax in-
creases and spending restraint were required to
return the public finances to a sustainable
path. These decisions undermined the effec-
tive operation of the automatic stabilizers, am-
plifying the economic instability. The restraint
in public spending also damaged the ability of
departments to plan for the medium term,
particularly damaging to public investment.

Partly in response to these events, a new
fiscal framework has been established, based on
five principles of fiscal management—
transparency, stability, responsibility, fairness,
and efficiency. These are given effect through
two firm fiscal rules:
• The golden rule states that, over the eco-

nomic cycle, the government will borrow
to invest and not to fund current spend-
ing.

• The sustainable investment rule states that
public sector net debt, as a proportion of
GDP, will be held over the economic cycle
at a stable and prudent level (other things
equal, taken to be 40 percent).
Moreover, an explicitly cautious approach

is taken to forecasting, including a cautious as-
sumption for trend growth (2.25 percent for
the 2001 budget), which is audited by the Na-
tional Audit Office. The fiscal framework con-
strains discretion while allowing flexibility in
two key respects:
• Both rules are set over the economic cycle,

allowing fiscal policy to support monetary
policy in smoothing the economic cycle by
allowing the automatic stabilizers to oper-
ate freely.

• The rules clearly distinguish between cur-
rent and capital spending, allowing the
government to borrow for capital spending,
which provides benefits to both current
and future generations, making it appro-
priate that the cost be spread over time in
the form of interest and debt repayments.

To protect public investment and ensure the
rules are met, capital and current spending
are now planned and managed separately.

CAPITAL MARKET REFORM

A stable financial environment helps business
and consumers invest for the long term. Along
with economic stability, it is a necessary pre-
cursor to sustainable economic growth. At the
same time, the financial system must be suffi-
ciently flexible and innovative to respond to the
changing global economic environment and
take advantage of the opportunities created
by greater economic integration. The benefits
of globalization fundamentally depend on the
ability of capital to flow freely to the highest
returning investment opportunities, regard-
less of national borders.

Openness to capital flows is necessary to
bring the benefits of globalization. But with it
comes responsibility for proper risk manage-
ment to avoid excessive adverse effects from the
volatility often associated with these flows.
Capital from the rest of the world provides an
essential input for many economies. But the
rapid withdrawal of mobile capital can
contribute to crisis, as in 1997–98. Good fi-
nancial regulation is essential for the manage-
ment and mitigation of this risk.

The adoption of codes and standards for
regulation of the banking, insurance, and se-
curities sectors will help prevent the building-
up of imbalances that can lead to financial
crisis. Sound liquidity management by the fi-
nancial sector is fundamental to avoiding cur-
rency and maturity mismatches. Sufficient
own capital will help firms survive unexpected
losses, reducing the risk of their failure. Pru-
dential regulation should require and support
these beneficial practices.

Capital market liberalization in the UK
has been accompanied by a series of measures
to upgrade prudential and other elements of
supervision of financial firms and markets.
One of the key themes of reform has been the
move towards greater clarity and consistency
of objectives. Previously, regulatory responsi-
bility for different areas of financial services was
divided between the Bank of England and a
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number of other regulatory bodies. That re-
sponsibility is now held by a single integrated
financial services regulator, the Financial Ser-
vices Authority (FSA).

This was deemed necessary, not only to en-
sure consistency, but because the distinctions
between the banking, securities, and insur-
ance sectors have become increasingly blurred.
A single regulator, with a single set of objec-
tives, also provides greater accountability, and
constitutes a more efficient use of scarce reg-
ulatory resources.

The FSA has statutory objectives to main-
tain confidence in the financial markets; pro-
vide appropriate consumer protection, increase
public awareness of financial issues, and fight
financial crime. It must ensure that the costs
of regulation are outweighed by the benefits.
In fulfilling its objectives, the FSA must have
regard for the need of the UK to have a com-
petitive, dynamic, and innovative financial
sector.

The Bank of England retains responsibil-
ity for the overall stability of the financial sys-
tem. That involves work to strengthen market
infrastructure, monitor developments in fi-
nancial markets worldwide, and in exceptional
circumstances undertake liquidity or capital
support operations to prevent or limit the im-
pact of financial crisis on the financial system.

The changes that have been introduced
have contributed to one of the most compet-
itive and open financial markets in the world.
The continued strength of the city of London
can be attributed in part to the highly com-
petitive and diversified nature of the UK fi-
nancial market. At the same time, the UK
financial market has become more “interna-
tionalized” with rapid growth in cross-border
transactions and the international diversifica-
tion of investors’ portfolios.

CREATING A DYNAMIC BUSINESS SECTOR

To compete effectively in global markets, the
right conditions must be in place to facilitate
a dynamic business sector. Structural policies
are needed which:
• Improve the education and skills of the

labor force.

• Encourage strong competition.
• Promote enterprise and innovation.
• Improve the climate for investment.

Two of these areas are discussed here: im-
proving skills and competition policy.

SKILLS FOR ENTERPRISE AND GROWTH

The competitive pressure generated by growing
world trade increases the importance of invest-
ing in skills. The importation of unskilled,
labor-intensive goods from less developed coun-
tries has reduced the wages of unskilled work-
ers in more developed importing countries,
generating greater relative rewards for skill.
When global production patterns change to re-
flect comparative advantage, structural change
within the domestic economy is inevitable.

In the UK there has been a shift in em-
ployment from manufacturing to services over
the last 20 years, and this has given rise to
some transitional problems. Due to high in-
terest rates, contractionary fiscal policy, and re-
sulting slow growth, manufacturing
employment fell by around a quarter in the
early 1980s, and the International Labour Or-
ganization unemployment rate more than dou-
bled. This led to an explosion of long-term
unemployment. While unemployment came
down in the boom of the late 1980s, the re-
cession of the early 1990s saw unemployment
increase to very high levels again.

Part of long-term unemployment is due to
poor skill levels. The UK lags behind many of
its competitors in basic and intermediate skills,
despite some progress in recent years. This re-
duces productivity, making it harder for firms
to grow and expand into new fields, and for em-
ployees to adapt and build on new technologies.
Policies aimed at raising skills and improving the
performance of the education system are there-
fore a key component of the government’s poli-
cies to promote a dynamic business sector.

Tackling poor basic skills is both an eco-
nomic and social imperative. People with poor
literacy and numeracy skills tend to be in low-
paid jobs or suffer lengthy periods of unem-
ployment. A National Strategy for Basic Skills
has been introduced in the UK to provide basic
numeracy and literacy skills training for adults.
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The New Deal is another policy initiative
introduced to tackle long-term unemploy-
ment. The aim is to provide help and support
in finding employment. It provides for regu-
lar contact with a personal adviser, access to job
search support, support for self-employment,
and opportunities for training and work ex-
perience. It has surpassed its targets in getting
people back to work.

Policies have also been implemented to es-
tablish a culture of lifelong learning. The
Learning and Skills Council has been estab-
lished to coordinate, promote, and plan post-
16 education and training outside higher
education, focusing particularly on employers’
needs. Three flagship initiatives have also been
introduced to ensure that education and train-
ing are accessible to all:
• Individual Learning Accounts, which pro-

vide all adults over the age of 19 with the
opportunity to organize their own learn-
ing. To help break down the financial bar-
riers to learning, the account holders are
eligible for discounts on certain courses.

• Learndirect, which has been established
to offer flexible, Internet-based adult learn-
ing through its website and through a net-
work of over 900 Learndirect centers.

• Information and communications tech-
nology learning centers, established across
the country, giving everybody the oppor-
tunity to raise their information technol-
ogy skills.
Skilled graduates and postgraduates are

vital for a productive economy able to take ad-
vantage of the opportunities offered by rapidly
developing technologies and scientific advances.
To ensure the UK has a world class supply of
highly skilled graduates and postgraduates, an
ambitious target has been set: by the end of the
decade, and for the first time, 50 percent of the
UK’s young people can expect to go into higher
education. As participation increases, more
young people from currently under-represented
groups are expected to enter higher education.

These policies will increase the opportu-
nities for young people and help the UK de-
velop the human capital it needs for higher
productivity growth and coping with the forces
of change in globalization.

ENCOURAGING COMPETITION

Providing the right conditions for a competi-
tive domestic business environment is impor-
tant to ensure that consumer welfare is
maximized (with low prices and wide choice)
and that domestic firms can compete in in-
ternational markets. This makes it very im-
portant to have strong competition policy, and
a tough, proactive competition authority to pre-
vent competition-damaging mergers and anti-
competitive practices.

Over the last few years the UK has strength-
ened its competition framework in a number
of ways:
• By introducing the Competition Act 1998,

giving competition authorities much
stronger powers to address anti-competitive
behavior, and bringing the UK system more
closely into line with the main provisions
of European Commission competition law.

• By increasing the budget of the Office of
Fair Trading, and appointing a new Di-
rector General, John Vickers, a leading
economist with strong expertise in com-
petition.

• By introducing the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000, which gives the UK’s
competition authorities new powers to
scrutinize the competition effects of fi-
nancial services regulations.
A radical package of new reforms has now

been proposed, designed to bring about a step-
increase in competitive pressures in the UK
economy. These reforms include:
• Giving the UK’s competition authorities

greater independence and power, so that
they will be able to take decisions in the
overwhelming majority of competition
cases, free from political interference.

• Giving the competition authorities a strong
legal basis for promoting competition across
the economy.

• Modernizing the mergers regime, with
competition authorities judging cases
against a new competition-based test.

• Making a series of improvements to the
UK’s complex monopoly regime, which
allows competition authorities to looks at
the workings of whole markets.
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• Providing new procedures to encourage
private actions, so that those who are
harmed by anti-competitive behavior can
get real redress.
However, growing international trade and

investment presents new problems for com-
petition authorities, as the companies involved
are now frequently multinationals, and as mar-
kets for many goods and services can no longer
be defined in purely national terms. Interna-
tional coordination of competition cases is
thus becoming more necessary.

The UK has been working closely with
the EU and other countries to improve inter-
national competition policy coordination. In
particular, much closer links have been culti-
vated with the U.S. competition authorities—
working towards a shared understanding of
analysis and procedures. In recent years, links
between UK, European, and North Ameri-
can competition authorities have been strength-
ened, both formally and informally. The
development of the EU–U.S. Mergers Work-
ing Group in 1999 has improved under-
standing of respective approaches to setting
remedies in competition cases, compliance
monitoring, and dealing with oligopolistic
market structures.

Action is also being taken to improve the ex-
change of information between competition
authorities. The Office of Fair Trading hosted
an international cartel workshop in the UK last
year, since when an informal cartel information-
sharing network has developed. The UK is also
committed to bringing forward new legislation
to allow UK authorities to share information
with foreign authorities to assist them with in-
vestigations into breaches of competition law.
These changes will greatly enhance the ability
of competition authorities in all nations to ef-
fectively combat anti-competitive practices.

ENSURING EQUITABLE OUTCOMES IN A

CHANGING LABOR MARKET

If the domestic economy is to adapt success-
fully to the new environment of global com-
petition and take the opportunities for growth
in new areas that globalization provides, and
if this structural change is to be achieved with

the minimum of transitional costs, labor mar-
ket flexibility is crucial. But some regions and
some groups of the workforce may suffer dis-
proportionately—and for a longer period—
from the transitional costs from greater
openness. Unemployment and wage inequal-
ity must therefore be addressed if the gains from
globalization are to be enjoyed throughout the
economy.

In the UK labor market reforms in the
1980s focused on deregulation and increasing
labor market flexibility. Union rights were
gradually eroded, wage-fixing arrangements
abolished, and employment protection legis-
lation weakened. At the same time, the value
of unemployment benefits was allowed to fall
relative to wages, and criteria for entitlement
tightened.

These measures increased the flexibility of
the UK labor market. But the experience
demonstrates that such measures are not
enough to ensure that everybody benefits from
the structural transformation towards higher
growth sectors, particularly those at the bot-
tom end of the labor market.

Throughout the Organisation for Eco-
nomic Co-operation and Development, there
has been a deterioration in the prospects for low
skilled and poorly educated workers. In the UK
this has been reflected by not only a marked
increase in wage inequality, but also a rise in
unemployment among the unskilled. Between
the early 1980s and the mid-1990s, the per-
centage of working-age households with no one
in work roughly doubled. The persistence of
worklessness among those at the bottom end
of the labor market has widened the income
gap. Between 1977 and 1996–97 income in-
equality in the UK rose by a third.

The UK’s experience suggests that unem-
ployment and low pay can have long-term ef-
fects that damage people’s chances of getting
work and moving up the income scale. A num-
ber of policy reforms have been introduced to
tackle low pay and poverty directly:
• Making work pay, through reform of the

tax and benefit system, underpinned by a
national minimum wage. The new Work-
ing Families Tax Credit now benefits more
than 1.25 million families.
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• Easing the transition into work by remov-
ing barriers to working such as childcare
costs. The childcare tax credit provides di-
rect help with childcare costs for the first
time.

• Supporting families and reducing child
poverty through benefit reform, targeted
funding and (from 2003) a new integrated
tax credit for children and an employment
tax credit (to replace the Working Families
Tax Credit).

• Tackling pensioner poverty through tax
and benefit reforms to improve the welfare
of all pensioners, including not only the
poorest pensioners but also those on low
and modest incomes.

DOMESTIC POLICIES TO SUPPORT THE

INTERNATIONAL RESPONSE TO GLOBAL PROBLEMS

Globalization and the increased international
policy coordination that goes with it is en-
abling policymakers to find solutions to global
problems that would be beyond individual
states or regional blocs. Environmental
problems are one example. Greater interna-
tional cooperation has helped raise environ-
mental standards and find solutions to many
environmental problems already, through co-
ordinated action to limit the use of ozone-de-
pleting substances, put controls on the
international trade in endangered species, or
combat climate change, for example. But ap-
propriate action must be taken on national
basis to ensure that the international response
succeeds.

Climate change is perhaps the most seri-
ous global environmental problem. The UK’s
Royal Commission on Environmental Pollu-
tion has recommended that the UK should re-
duce emissions of greenhouse gases by 60
percent of 2000 levels by 2050, and that sim-
ilar reductions will be required by other de-
veloped countries if atmospheric concentrations
are to be stabilized. Greenhouse gas emissions
affect climatic conditions across the world,
but the impact is likely to be most severe in

developing countries. Without the interna-
tional structures established under the aus-
pices of the United Nations, there would be no
prospect of addressing this problem.

Under the Kyoto protocol, agreed to in
1997 under the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change, developed
countries agreed to targets that will reduce
their overall emissions of a basket of six green-
house gases by 5.2 percent below 1990 levels
over 2008–12. Because the EU and its mem-
ber states are able under the protocol, to meet
their commitments jointly (so that the EU’s tar-
get can be redistributed between member states
in line with their national circumstances), the
UK has agreed to reduce its emissions by 12.5
percent, its legally binding target under the
Kyoto Protocol.

Since Kyoto, the UK has been pressing
ahead and introducing innovative policies that
will have a significant impact. One of these is
the climate change levy, a tax on industrial
energy use. The levy package also includes ex-
emptions for renewable energy, incentives for
industry to agree to energy efficiency targets,
enhanced capital allowances for investment in
energy efficiency measures, and extra resources
for the promotion of energy efficiency. The levy
package and agreements with energy-intensive
sectors are expected to reduce UK emissions by
5 million tons of carbon per year by 2010, com-
pared with “business as usual”.

Arrangements are also being put in place
in the UK for a voluntary emissions trading
scheme, expected to save an additional 0.8
million tons of carbon per year by 2010. In-
ternational emissions trading would offer scope
for countries to work together to reduce their
emissions at the lowest possible cost.
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There is little doubt that global trade and in-
vestment have made vital contributions to
U.S. economic performance. Especially evident
in the 1990s, this continues to be so in this new
decade as well. It is noteworthy that the in-
teraction of the United States with the global
economy achieved new high levels as the “new”
U.S. economy flourished during that period.

U.S. involvement with the global econ-
omy, as reflected in standard measures of open-
ness to trade, has been increasing steadily in
recent years. For example, the ratio of trade in
goods and services (exports plus imports) to
GDP has been rising for several decades and
now stands at more than 25 percent. Other
measures—such as import penetration rates, ex-
posure to foreign competition, and trade-
weighted tariffs—underscore the openness of
the U.S. economy. 

But one should be careful not to overstate
the extent of U.S. openness. The U.S. trade-
to-GDP ratio now is not far above levels
reached in the early 1900s and to some extent,
the liberalization of U.S. trade in recent decades
has been a process of unwinding protection im-
posed during the middle of the 20th century
(as has been the case for many other industrial
countries). Alternative measures (such as cross-
border price dispersion) also suggest that the
United States still has room to move toward
even fuller integration with the global economy. 

GAINS FROM TRADE

There is no doubt that, as the United States
has become more involved in the global econ-
omy, it has benefited enormously from what
are often referred to as the standard gains from
trade. More open trade has allowed U.S. pro-
ducers to concentrate activity where they have

the best knowledge, skills, and resources. Trade
has given them access to a wider range of
cheaper inputs. More and better products have
been made available at lower cost to U.S. con-
sumers, raising living standards.

Economists often debate whether the re-
sult from any particular trade-opening step or
change in economic fundamentals that gen-
erates additional trade is merely a one-time gain,
in which the economy shifts to a new higher
level of performance, or whether such a step
supports sustained higher growth. The expe-
rience of the 1990s—not just in the United
States, but in the broader global economy
too—strongly suggests that trade and techno-
logical change reinforce one another, and that
the resulting synergies lead to higher real eco-
nomic growth over a prolonged period. But
such synergies are not a given or automatic, and
they depend on certain key conditions. 

The trade-technology-growth interrela-
tionship is complex, but more open U.S. trade
clearly has heightened competition, spurring
innovation and rapid adoption of new tech-
nologies. The expansion of global markets
has encouraged U.S. firms to take advantage
of economies of scale, economies of scope,
and network effects. Dynamic interactions of
this sort have been especially apparent in in-
dustries where fixed investment costs are high,
where substantial research and development
expenditure is required, and where learning
curve effects are important. The computer
software, semiconductor, airframe, entertain-
ment, and pharmaceutical industries provide
examples. A key feature of the 1990s was a
clustering of important technological changes
in communications and information tech-
nology that helped lower costs directly. These
advances also facilitated reorganizations of a

United States
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wide range of economic activities, generating
efficiencies at the firm level, globally, and at
levels of aggregation in between. The conse-
quences have been evident in the high sus-
tained rates of productivity growth during
the recent long period of U.S. expansion and
prosperity.

Further evidence of these forces is seen in
changing patterns of U.S. trade. Capital goods
trade (which includes sectors with a significant
high-tech component, such as computers, ma-
chinery, and telecommunications) has exhib-
ited especially rapid growth. Capital goods
now make up more than 30 percent of U.S.
merchandise imports, twice the share of 20
years ago. Capital goods exports have recorded
a similar expansion. In the past 10 years, U.S.
exports of computers, semiconductors, and
telecommunications equipment increased al-
most two and a half times. Many of the same
forces have been at work behind a similar dra-
matic expansion of U.S. service exports. The
annual growth rate of service exports in
knowledge-based areas—such as intellectual
property, education, insurance, financial ser-
vices, and other professional services—has av-
eraged close to 9 percent during the past decade.

Increased foreign competition (and po-
tential competition) has exerted a beneficial dis-
ciplining effect on U.S. producers, who have
had to keep quality up and prices down to com-
pete effectively in global markets and at home.
Faced with foreign competition, U.S. makers
in many instances have identified more viable
market segments and successfully retooled.
(The reaction of U.S. computer chip makers
to the challenge posed by lower defect rates on
Japanese chips and the response of U.S. auto
makers to foreign competition are often-cited
examples.) The availability of less-expensive,
imported goods has kept U.S. domestic prices
down across a wide range of products—from
high-tech components, to clothing and
footwear, to toys—and, together with a strong
dollar, contributed importantly to the low-in-
flation environment achieved during the past
10 years. It has been argued that greater open-
ness also has helped lower the nonaccelerating
inflation rate of unemployment through its
positive effects on real wages and productivity. 

FOREIGN INVESTMENT AND MULTINATIONAL

CORPORATIONS

New technology and a more open global trad-
ing system have allowed U.S. multinational cor-
porations (MNCs) to establish global supply
chains within which stages of production can be
placed where labor and materials are cheapest—
thereby letting U.S. firms concentrate in core
competencies through a variety of multinational
firm structures. In some cases intermediate in-
puts are obtained by outsourcing; in others, key
stages of production are relocated, but still re-
tained within an MNC’s overall structure. Often
fabrication and assembly operations have been
moved abroad, while research and development
activities, new product design, marketing, and
some capital-intensive stages of production have
been retained in the United States. 

Outsourcing and transfers of operations
within U.S.-headquartered MNCs have been
a noteworthy feature of economic relations es-
pecially with our North American trading part-
ners. Two-way trade between the United States
and both Canada and Mexico has helped U.S.
automakers, for example, respond to changing
economic conditions and still deliver high-
quality products at competitive prices. Some ob-
servers argue that shifting operations abroad has
greatly reduced domestic value added in U.S.
MNCs. In fact, the domestic content of pro-
duction by U.S.-based parent companies has
remained high (at about 90 percent).

In cases where MNC production is aimed
primarily at foreign sales, local affiliates can also
play a key role in providing essential infor-
mation about local demand conditions and
other input for effective marketing. The im-
portance and success of these arrangements
can be gauged by the fact that roughly two-
thirds of U.S. export sales now are conducted
through U.S. MNCs. In many instances, large
U.S. companies in industries that one might
suppose to be essentially domestic in their
focus (restaurant chains, beverage producers,
filmmakers) earn the majority of their rev-
enues from overseas sales. 

Direct investment flows associated with
MNCs have been significant in both direc-
tions. In recent years, inward direct foreign
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investment (and the resulting presence of for-
eign MNCs in the U.S. economy) has ex-
panded very rapidly, faster than corresponding
outward investment. Although inward flows
have tended to be associated more often with
mergers and acquisitions than with new in-
vestment, to some extent certain operations of
foreign MNCs and related jobs—quite often,
high-wage jobs—have been shifted into the
United States in the process. When direct in-
vestment inflows became prominent in the
late 1980s, concerns were expressed about po-
tential dominance of U.S. markets by foreign-
owned MNCs. For the most part, such
deleterious effects have not materialized, and
foreign MNCs are regarded as having made a
welcome contribution to the U.S. economy.
U.S. authorities continue to monitor direct
investment inflows to ensure that their effects
on market structure and competition are con-
sistent with U.S. anti-trust standards, just as
they monitor domestic investment flows.

The global activities of MNCs have raised
issues about international taxation and the repa-
triation of profits and capital. In general, his-
torical experience confirms that restrictions on
repatriation, capital controls, and similar limi-
tations can have a very potent damping effect
on capital flows and distort investment decisions.
In certain circumstances they risk prompting
sudden, widespread capital flight, with broader
negative consequences for both investors and
their foreign hosts. Accordingly, U.S. authori-
ties have promoted actively the free interna-
tional movement of direct investment flows,
unencumbered by such restrictions, and have de-
fended the right of U.S. firms to repatriate prof-
its and capital. U.S. authorities in recent years
also have worked successfully to reduce double
taxation on cross-border capital flows through
bilateral tax treaties (and an international model
on which such treaties are based) that generally
limit the taxing rights of host countries.

TRADE-OPENING POLICY AND SUPPORTING

INFRASTRUCTURE

Although the increased openness of the U.S.
economy is to some extent the result of forces
experienced widely and for some time in the

global economy, U.S. openness has been fos-
tered by specific policy steps to break down im-
pediments to the free flow of products and
factors of production. For many years, the
U.S. has been in the forefront of the global ef-
fort to lower trade barriers, and our levels of
protection are among the lowest in the world.
(In part because foreign barriers subject to
agreed-upon reductions have tended to be
higher that those in the United States, this
process on balance has most likely resulted in
an improved U.S. terms of trade.)

Prominent among agreements on trade
and investment that have been successfully
negotiated and implemented in recent years are:
completion of the GATT Uruguay Round,
the establishment of the North America Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA), and the extension
of normal trade relations to China. The United
States is now moving toward the final stage of
free trade negotiations with Singapore and the
Free Trade Area of the Americas and has just
concluded a free trade agreement with Chile.
The Trade Promotion Authority bill, signed in
August 2002, should facilitate additional trade-
liberalizing agreements.

As tariff barriers have come down, atten-
tion in the public debate on trade policy has
shifted to nontariff barriers, for which the
scale, extent, and economic impacts are more
difficult to measure. The United States has
made progress in lowering these as well, but
there is room for further progress. The phase-
out of existing quotas on textiles and apparel
will not be completed until January 2005,
tariff-rate quotas remain on a number of agri-
cultural products, and domestic trade remedies
continue to be used.

The trade-opening event with the most
prominent impact in recent years is NAFTA.
Starting in about 1994, the first year of
NAFTA, U.S. trade data exhibit a well-defined
structural break. Closer economic integration
within North America clearly accounts for
much of the steeper rates of increase recorded
since then for exports and (with somewhat less
certainty) for imports as well. Since 1994 U.S.
import and export shares with NAFTA part-
ners have risen roughly four percentage points,
of which an important part is attributable to
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cross-border North American trade facilitated
by U.S. MNCs, as noted earlier.

To a great extent, U.S. success in generat-
ing and applying new technologies in the more
global marketplace has depended on certain es-
sential attributes of the U.S. economy and its
supporting infrastructure. A key element in
adapting to change and achieving the best al-
location of resources has been the flexibility of
the U.S. labor market. U.S. firms have been less
burdened than those in many other countries
by restrictions on hiring and separations or
by other job rules. The high-quality U.S. work
force—augmented to a considerable extent in
recent years by new foreign workers—has met
the need for specialized skills demanded by an
economic environment where technical change
is occurring at a rapid pace. Turnover and job
mobility have constituted an important chan-
nel through which knowledge-based skills and
human capital have been spread more widely—
including the spillover effects from the so-
called “new” economy into the “old” one. 

The efficiency and depth of U.S. capital
markets—particularly, the widespread avail-
ability of venture finance (through venture-
capital providers and direct equity financing)
for start-up operations—have been key ele-
ments supporting innovation, growth, and
trade. Such outside financing has proved espe-
cially critical for small and medium-sized U.S.
firms, where a disproportionate share of new
jobs have tended to originate in recent years. De-
spite the speculative excesses highlighted by
the recent correction in U.S. high-tech stock
prices, evidence is strong that the wider range
of financing options available in U.S. markets
(when compared with the heavily bank-based,
inside financing pattern prevalent in many
other industrial countries) provides a more
supportive framework for innovation, diffu-
sion of new technology, and capital deepening. 

Other institutional aspects of the U.S.
economy that also deserve to be highlighted for
contributing to success in meeting the chal-
lenges of globalization are: well-established,
clear legal standards (including standards for
protection of intellectual property) that are
backed by reliable enforcement; accepted ac-
counting practices that (even in the light of

recent failures at some prominent firms) sup-
port a high level of transparency; an effective
regulatory-supervisory structure, with clear
rules that strike a balance between limiting
anti-competitive behaviors and fostering en-
terprise and innovation; and policies that de-
liver a stable macroeconomic environment.

COSTS AND CHALLENGES OF GLOBALIZATION

Despite its many benefits, the globalization
process has not come without strains. If pre-
sent trends continue, globalization may present
important future challenges, some of which
have been raised in recent public debate. The
U.S. economy has experienced, for example,
many of the usual dislocations that are un-
avoidable side-effects of rapid growth and
change—including changing job mix; re-
structuring, relocation, and closing of firms; job
losses in some sectors; and reductions in earn-
ings. But this process and its impacts have
been eased by a number of targeted programs,
including Trade Adjustment Assistance,
NAFTA Transitional Adjustment Assistance,
and the Dislocated Worker Program (which
provides assistance with job search, placement,
and training). Additional programs are aimed
at smoothing economic adjustment at the
community level.

It has been argued that the gains from
trade have not been spread evenly across the
U.S. economy. It is well documented that for
several decades, at least up to the mid-1990s,
there was a steady widening of wage inequal-
ity across skill groups in the U.S. workforce.
Observed in other industrial countries as well,
this was considerably more pronounced in the
United States. (At the same time, U.S. within-
group wage inequality also increased markedly.)
In part because these changes coincided with
a period of accelerating globalization, foreign
trade was identified as a possible cause. 

It appears from research so far, however, that
only a small share of the observed shift to-
ward greater U.S. wage inequality can be traced
to foreign trade. Other factors such as skill-
biased technological change, shifts in labor
supply, and structural changes in U.S. labor
markets mattered more. Similarly, it has been
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hard to confirm any important lasting effect on
the U.S. wage distribution from the opera-
tions of MNCs—either U.S. MNCs operat-
ing abroad or foreign MNCs in the U.S.
economy. But given the complex linkages
among trade, investment, technological change,
and other relevant factors, it is difficult to iso-
late the separate contribution of any one fac-
tor to changes in wage inequality. These are still
open questions. 

The public debate that often accompanies
prominent measures to open trade typically
has concentrated on associated job losses or
gains. In the case of NAFTA, for example, the
range of estimates of such impacts is wide, but
on balance the evidence suggests that the
medium-term effects of NAFTA-related trade
on U.S. employment are likely to have been
fairly small. In any event, widespread concerns
expressed in the early 1990s about potentially
massive U.S. job losses arising from NAFTA
have not been realized. (Likewise, the sometimes
contentious public debate on job-loss associated
with activities of MNCs has come to no firm
conclusions—with both positive and negative
estimates in play.) It is worth noting, however,
that like many other recent U.S. trade-opening
agreements, the employment effects of NAFTA
have been cushioned by arrangements for a
fairly extended phase-in, with side-agreements
to mitigate the immediate impact on labor. 

Whatever may have been the direction
and scale of these impacts, several points are
clear. The U.S. labor market was better able
to absorb these changes during a period of
rapid expansion with record low rates of un-
employment. To a great extent, the necessary
adjustments occurred largely through the op-
eration of market forces and were not heavily
managed or resisted with government inter-
vention. Moreover, the common short-run
focus on job impacts may be misplaced. The
U.S. experience suggests that, after account-
ing for cyclical effects, a smoothly function-
ing economy should ensure that the longer-run
effects on total employment are negligible.
Indeed, it is difficult to find credible evidence
that trade or direct investment has affected the
level of total employment in this country over
the long run.

U.S. financial markets have been essen-
tially open to free flow of international capi-
tal for quite some time. But the combination
of restructuring and technical change in fi-
nancial institutions seen in recent years, as
well reductions of some foreign barriers to
flows, has expanded greatly the scale of finan-
cial flows both into and out of U.S. markets
lately. This has resulted in greater diversifica-
tion in patterns of fundraising and investment
in both U.S. and foreign portfolios. (For ex-
ample, about 15 percent of fundraising through
issuance of new securities by U.S. corpora-
tions now is from foreign sources.) 

It would seem unlikely that the diversifi-
cation process is complete, however, as there
appears to be considerable scope for recent
trends to continue. The aggregate U.S. private-
sector investment portfolio still exhibits a high
degree of “home bias”, meaning that the share
of foreign assets is relatively low and far from
their corresponding share in total global cap-
italization. Among equities, for example, total
foreign equities held in the aggregate U.S.
portfolio (including direct investment holdings)
make up only about 20 percent of total equity
holdings—compared with the roughly 50 per-
cent share that foreign equities make up in
total global capitalization. 

A corollary of the openness of U.S. finan-
cial markets is that there is no short-term ne-
cessity for domestic saving to equal domestic
investment. During the 1990s domestic sav-
ing and investment diverged, and the U.S.
current account deficit expanded significantly
to the point now where the annual deficit is
more than $500 billion, approaching 5 percent
of GDP. In some other settings, such numbers
would set off alarms—and the current imbal-
ance indeed presents some potential risks. But
to a great extent the expanding financial inflows
that are the counterpart of the widening U.S.
current account deficit reflect investors’ posi-
tive assessment of the strength and stability of
the U.S. economy and their resulting desire to
continue to invest in U.S. assets.

It is worth adding that the deficits of the
1990s—in contrast to those of the 1980s—
occurred in a context of strong U.S. investment
growth. Open, smoothly functioning U.S.
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capital markets directed these financial inflows
into productive uses that supported U.S. cap-
ital formation, boosting productivity and po-
tential output growth. A key development that
facilitated this process was the increase in ag-
gregate government saving associated with the
movement into surplus of the U.S. federal
budget. But even though the budget lately has
moved back into deficit and even after the re-
cent correction in U.S. stock markets, the fa-
vorable fundamentals exhibited by the U.S.
economy evidently continue to attract foreign
(and domestic) investors to U.S. dollar-
denominated assets. Indeed, foreigners’ pur-
chases of U.S. corporate securities (equities
and bonds) and agency debt alone generally
have been more than sufficient to finance the
current account deficit. 

POLICY IN THE OPEN ECONOMY

Recent experiences have demonstrated that
sound policies are critical to reaping the full ben-
efits of integration. The broader risks associated
with volatility and the importance of such poli-
cies were made dramatically apparent in the
global financial crises of the late 1990s. In
many respects U.S. financial markets, the U.S.
banking system, and the real economy avoided
the worst potential impacts, but they were not
entirely spared. In late 1998, for example, when
default of a major U.S. hedge fund (LTCM)
with potentially widespread systemic conse-
quences appeared to be imminent, U.S. au-
thorities facilitated an emergency private-sector
recapitalization, with an arrangement to re-
duce LTCM’s positions in an orderly fashion.
This step, along with the Federal Reserve’s
monetary easing in mid-October 1998, seemed
to calm markets eventually, but not without
some residual effects persisting for quite a while.

The global financial crises of that time,
and especially the events surrounding the near-
default of LTCM, revealed a number of weak-
nesses of U.S. (and other) financial institutions
active in global markets. Among them: inad-
equate counterparty credit assessment, lack of
information on aggregate exposures, inade-
quate risk management, concentration of ac-
tivity in a few large institutions, and hazards

associated with convergence of trading strate-
gies. Since then, steps have been taken to ad-
dress some of these problems—many as part
of the broad international effort to improve the
global financial architecture. This includes ini-
tiatives to promote improved approaches to risk
management, increased transparency, more ef-
fective monitoring of markets with potential
vulnerability, and an expansion of resources
available for financial supervision—in all of
which the United States continues to be an ac-
tive supporter and participant. Efforts in sev-
eral of these areas were accelerated—with some
substantial resulting progress—in response to
the recent round of corporate scandals.

Over the past decade, some of the largest
U.S. banks and other financial institutions have
increased their overseas activities substantially—
often as the result of mergers and acquisitions—
creating new challenges for U.S. and foreign
financial supervisors. While expanded opera-
tions and new financial instruments have en-
abled institutions to shift risk more easily (and
hence to manage risk more effectively), both the
financial institutions themselves and the trans-
actions they perform have become more com-
plex, and the speed with which an institution’s
positions and risks can change has increased. In
response, U.S. and other bank supervisors have
placed more emphasis on evaluating banks’
risk management systems, rather than on their
transactions. In addition, supervisors have rec-
ognized the need to rely more on market dis-
cipline, prompting in turn an increased
emphasis on improved disclosure by banks and
other financial institutions.

Globalization also has affected impor-
tantly the context for conducting U.S. macro-
economic policy. Obviously, a more open,
globally integrated economy means that the
United States is more exposed to economic
and financial shocks arising in the external sec-
tor. There has been no shortage of such shocks
in recent years. The transmission channels of
U.S. policy to the domestic economy also
have been altered by globalization. Because ex-
ternal trade acts as an automatic stabilizer, ef-
fects on the U.S. economy of domestic shocks,
including some policy shocks, tend to be
more muted as openness increases. But other
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external channels may work in the opposite
direction. Accordingly, there is a need to cal-
ibrate policy carefully to account for the struc-
tural changes associated with the process of
globalization. U.S. monetary policy must
now take account of spillovers to the global
economy—including potential systemic ef-
fects in global financial markets, that may
feed back to the United States in a non-
negligible way. But it remains focused on its
mandated objectives of price stability and
full employment.
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